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The Honourable Robert Nicholson, P.C., Q.C., M.P. 
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Ottawa, ON KlA OK2 


Dear Minister: 


Commissaire du Centre de la 
securite des telecommunications 


L'honorable Jean - Pierre Plouffe, C.D. 


TOP SECRET // SI // CEO 


Our file # 2200-83 


March 31, 2014 


The purpose of this letter is to provide you with the results of my annual review of 
disclosures by the Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) of 
Canadian identity information (CII) from foreign signals intelligence (SIGINT) reports to 
Government of Canada (GC) clients, second party partners and non-five eyes recipients 
for the period of July 1, 2012, to June 30, 2013. This review was undertaken under my 
general authority as articulated in Part V.1, paragraph 273.63(2)(a) of the 
National Defence Act (NDA). 


The NDA and Privacy Act require CSEC to take measures to protect the privacy of 
Canadians, including personal information. CII may be included in CSEC SIGINT 
reports if it is essential to understanding foreign intelligence. However, with some limited 
exceptions that are stated in CSEC policy, any information that identifies a Canadian 
must be suppressed (minimized) in end-product reports — that is, replaced by a generic 
reference such as "a named Canadian." When receiving a subsequent request for 
disclosure of the details of the suppressed information, CSEC must verify that the 
requesting GC client or second party partner has both the authority and operational 
justification for obtaining the CII. Only then may CSEC provide the CII. 


Based on the information reviewed and the interviews conducted, CSEC's disclosure of CII 
from SIGINT reports to GC clients, second party partners, and through GC clients and 
second party partners to non-five eyes recipients, complied with the law and with 
ministerial direction concerning the protection of the privacy of Canadians. In accordance 
with the NDA and Privacy Act, CSEC effectively applied satisfactory measures to protect 
personal information and the privacy of Canadians in its disclosures. 
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CSEC confirmed that two privacy incidents occurred pertaining to two Canadians 
mentioned in four reports. It appears that a second party partner included CII in the 
SIGINT reports, that is, CII was not initially suppressed in those reports as required by 
CSEC and second party policies. It is possible that C11 may have also been included in 
other related reports on the same subjects. This is not to suggest that there was any 
deliberate non-compliance on the part of CSEC or any of its partners. CSEC will record 
the incidents in its Privacy Incidents File (PIF). The Commissioner's office will examine 
CSEC's responses to the incidents as part of next year's annual review of a sample of 
disclosures or annual review of the PIF. 


My office also identified and discussed with CSEC a number of minor instances where 
records of the disclosures were not in accordance with best practices. I will monitor these 
issues as part of future annual reviews of disclosures. 


CSEC has comprehensive policies and procedures that guide its disclosure of CII from 
SIGINT reports to GC clients;and it is a positive development that CSEC is amending its 
policy guidance to encompass disclosures to second party partners and to non-five eyes 
recipients through GC clients and second party partners. CSEC employees interviewed 
were fully knowledgeable about and complied with the policies and procedures, and 
CSEC managers routinely and closely monitored disclosures to ensure compliance and 
privacy protection. 


It is also a positive development that CSEC continues to give priority to the completion 
of the full automation of its process for the disclosure of CII from SIGINT reports and 
that it plans to include second party partners in its automated systems. 


I intend to continue to conduct an annual review of CSEC's disclosures of CII from 
SIGINT reports to GC clients, second party partners and non-five eyes recipients. I will 
monitor developments with regard to the findings I have made in this review. 


CSEC officials were provided an opportunity to review and comment on the results of the 
review, for factual accuracy, prior to finalizing the enclosed report. 


If you have any questions or comments, I will be pleased to discuss them with you at 
your convenience. 


Yours sincerely, 


Jean-Pierre Plouffe 
c.c. Mr. John Forster, Chief, CSEC 


Enclosure 
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I. AUTHORITIES 


This report was prepared on behalf of the Communications Security Establishment 
Commissioner under his authority as articulated in Part V.1, paragraph 273.62(2)(a) of 
the National Defence Act (NDA). 


II. INTRODUCTION 


The NDA and Privacy Act require Communications Security Establishment Canada 
(CSEC) to take measures to protect the privacy of Canadians, including personal 
information. Canadian identity information (CII) may be included in CSEC signals 
intelligence (SIGINT) reports if it is essential to understanding foreign intelligence. 
However, with some limited exceptions that are stated in CSEC policy, any information 
that identifies a Canadian must be suppressed (minimized) in end-product reports — that 
is, replaced by a generic reference such as "a named Canadian." When receiving a 
subsequent request for disclosure of the details of the suppressed information, CSEC 
must verify that the requesting Government of Canada (GC) client or second party 
partners has both the authority and operational justification for obtaining the CII. Only 
then may CSEC provide the CII. GC and second party partners may request action-on for 
sharing CII outside the Five Eyes, that is, with non-five eyes recipients. In addition to 
these requirements, disclosures to non-five eyes recipients 


may be subject to a mistreatment risk assessment (MRA). 


This is the first year that this particular annual review included examination of a sample of 
CSEC disclosures of CII from SIGINT reports to second party partners and to non-five 
eyes recipients. 


Rationale for conducting this review 


Since 2008, commissioners have regularly reviewed CSEC disclosures of CII from 
SIGINT reports.3 Commissioners have found the results of these reviews positive: 


CSEC disclosures of CII to GC clients complied with the law; 


• policies and procedures were in place and provided sufficient direction to CSEC 
employees on the protection of the privacy of Canadians; 


The Second Parties are CSEC's four SIGINT partners: the United States' National Security Agency 
(NSA), the United Kingdom's Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), the Australian Signals 
Directorate (ASD), and the New Zealand Government Communications Security Bureau (GCSB). 
Collectively with CSEC, the Second Parties are referred to as the Five Eyes. 
2 An MRA is an assessment of the risk of mistreatment to any individual when sharing information with a 
non-five eyes partner (seep. 6 for more detail on MRAs). 
3 The Commissioners' disclosure review reports of November 19, 2008, February 16, 2010, 
February 21, 2011 , March 13, 2012, and March 18, 2013, provide detailed background information on 
CSEC disclosures of CII from SIGINT reports. 
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• CSEC employees were knowledgeable about, and acted in accordance with, the 
policies and procedures; and 


• CSEC managers monitored these activities to ensure CSEC employees complied 
with governing authorities. 


However, should there be an instance of non-compliance while CSEC discloses CII, the 
potential impact on the privacy of Canadians could be significant. The sharing of CII by 
CSEC with its second party partners and non-five eyes recipients has the potential to 
directly affect the privacy and security of a Canadian. The Commissioner therefore 
conducts an annual review of disclosures of CII to verify that CSEC continues to comply 
with the law and effectively applies satisfactory measures to protect the privacy of 
Canadians. 


III. OBJECTIVE 


The objective of this review was to verify that, in disclosing CII from SIGINT reports, 
CSEC complied with the law, ministerial direction, and its operational policies and 
procedures, and that CSEC protected the privacy of Canadians. 


IV. SCOPE 


The review encompassed a sample of requests from GC clients and subsequent CSEC 
disclosures of CII from SIGINT reports, and all requests and subsequent disclosures of 
CII to second party partners and non-five eyes recipients for the period of July 1, 2012, 
to June 30, 2013. 


The Commissioner's office also examined changes to CSEC policies and practices 
related to the disclosure of CII from SIGINT reports. 


V. CRITERIA 


The Commissioner expected that CSEC's disclosures of CII from SIGINT reports to GC 
clients, second party partners and non-five eyes recipients was conducted in accordance 
with legal requirements in the NDA and Privacy Act, with ministerial direction 
concerning the protection of the privacy of Canadians, and with relevant CSEC policies 
and procedures, and that CSEC managers monitored the activities to ensure compliance 
with governing authorities. 
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VI. METHODOLOGY 


The Commissioner's office selected and examined a sample that represented 
approximately 20% of disclosure request forms and e-mails (408 of 1,968 forms) 
received by CSEC from all GC clients and second party partners during the period under 
review, associated SIGINT end-product reports, and any associated disclosures of CII. 
In total, the Commissioner's office examined approximately 10,000 pages of written and 
on-line materials. 


As it was the first year that this review included disclosures to second party partners and 
non-five eyes recipients, the Commissioner's office examined all of these disclosures 
during the period under review (170 disclosures to second party partners and eight 
disclosures to non-five eyes recipients through GC clients and second party partners). 


The Commissioner's office selected and examined approximately 13% (230 of 1,790) of 
the requests from GC clients, including all requests from client departments that submit 
requests infrequently. The Commissioner's office also conducted interviews with 
managers and employees involved in the disclosure of CII from SIGINT reports, 
including to determine their level of knowledge of applicable policies and procedures. 
(Annex B is a list of interviewees). 


VII. BACKGROUND 


Overview of the release process 


According to CSEC policy OPS-1-1, Procedures for the Release of Suppressed 
Information from SIGINT Reports (revised effective May 8, 2008), all personal or 
identifying information of a Canadian or allied entity must be suppressed and replaced 
with a generic identifier in CSEC reports. 


If a client or partner believes that it has the authority to receive and an operational need to 
know the CII, it forwards a Re uest or Release o fSuSuppressed In ormation form, an 
automated request in CSEC's or on-line 
request systems (Annex C is a copy of the form and screenshots of and 
or an e-mail request to CSEC's Corporate and. Operational Policy section (D2), which is 
responsible for receiving such requests and for the disclosure of CII from SIGINT 
reports, if appropriate. 


Additionally, a CSEC Client Relations Officer (CRO) may advance the release of CII to a 
GC client. 4 In such cases, the CRO is delegated responsibility and is accountable for any 
release of CII. 


4 CROs may respond to a client request for the disclosure of CII from a SIGINT report. A CRO may also 
proactively disclose CII from a SIGINT report, for example: in anticipation of such a request from a senior 
GC client (like a Minister, Deputy Minister or Ambassador); in an urgent or emergency situation; or if 
access to a client is difficult or his/her schedule does not permit frequent meetings. 
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CSEC policy OPS-1-1 also requires that disclosures of CII from SIGINT reports to GC 
clients and to second party partners include the following caveat respecting "action-on"5
and use by the requesting client: 


No further action may be taken with regards to this information without 
the prior approval of CSEC/[Corporate and] Operational Policy. CSEC 
requests that the Canadian identity information be protected in accordance 
with SIGINT community's procedures for the handling allied national 
identities. Furthermore, this information may not be used in affidavits, 
court proceedings, or for any other legal or judicial purposes without the 
prior approval of the Chief, CSEC. Questions should be directed to 
CSEC/[Corporate and] Operational Policy ( @cse-cst.gc.ca).


on-line request system for GC clients 


is CSEC's automated on-line request system for requests and disclosure of CII from 
SIGINT reports to GC clients. In his February 2010, report on this subject, 
Commissioner Cory recommended that CSEC "give priority to the development of the 
automated tools necessary to enable it to accurately and consistently account for and 
report on the release of all [CII]." 


According to CSEC, was intended to enhance accounting and retrieval of identity 
release history and to improve the timeliness of responses to clients, consistent with 
OPS-1-1. Some improvements include: a centralized system for all CII requests; 
the ability to track requests through the approval process more effectively and efficiently; 
an automated workflow process for employees and management; and the ability to 
generate reports for tracking, management, and review purposes. From July 2012 to 
December 2012, clients from the Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA), the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) and CSIS were pilot users of By the 
spring of 2013, CSEC had phased out the old paper-based system of using Microsoft 
Word forms to request CII, with some exceptions such as for urgent requests, during 
system outages and for clients that did not yet have a account. 


is a tool and database used by CSEC's leam, which 
provides foreign intelligence on cyber threats includes an 
automated function that, like is being used for disclosure of CII suppressed in 
cyber reports, consistent with OPS-1-1. Between mid-June and mid-July 2013, CSEC 
conducted testing with CSIS on the use ofi l therefore, only a handful of such 
disclosure requests were captured as part of this review.I-- lis capable of 
producing metrics on these disclosures. 


5 According to OPS-] -1, "action-on" is any action, or decision to act, taken on the basis of COMINT 
information, which might jeopardize the COMINT source. Action-on usually involves sanitization to 
disguise COMINT and conceal its source, permitting wider dissemination outside COMINT channels. 
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GC clients 


From July 1, 2012, to June 30, 2013, the majority of requests for the disclosure of CII 
from SIGINT reports b GC clients were re uested b CSIS 
CBSA the RCMP and to other CSEC 
employees 


Number of Requests for Disclosures of CII by GC Clients  
July 1, 2012, to June 30, 2013 


■ CSIS 


■ RCMP 


▪ CBSA 


■ CSEC 


E CCIR C 


▪ AANDC 


▪ CNSC 


■ CRA 


DFAIT 


▪ DND 


■ Finance 


ss FINTRAC 


NRCAN 


PCO 


PS 
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Second party partners 


Such requests are 
handled in the same manner as GC clients; however, the process for second 
party partners is not yet automated on=and requests are currently submitted by e-mail 
to D2, using the standard e-mail. 


From July 1, 2012, to June 30, 2013, a large majority of requests for the disclosure of CII 
from second party partners was requested by the NSA 


Number of Requests for Disclosures of CII by Second Party Partners  
July 1, 2012, to June 30, 2013 


a AUS 


■ NZL 


S UK 


■ US 


Non-five eyes recipients 


Non-five eyes recipients may receive CII through a GC client or second party partner. 
That is, GC or second party partners may request action-on or sanitize information for 
sharing with non-five eyes recipients. The Ministerial Directive on Framework for 
Addressing Risks in Sharing Information with Foreign Entities (effective November 21, 
2012) requires CSEC to consider the risk that sharing information may 
result in the mistreatment of an individual. It is CSEC's responsibility to conduct an 
MRA when the request originates from a second party partner, for example, 


This process applies regardless of the nationality of the individual whose personal 
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information is being shared; it is based on the country with whom it is intended to be 
shared. CSEC relies on open source information, SIGINT, Department of Foreign 
Affairs, Trade and Development analysis and may include other classified information 
such as CSIS Arrangement Profiles, when available, to complete its assessment of the 
non-five eyes partner's human rights record. If a GC client wants to disclose CII 
suppressed in a CSEC report with a non-five eyes partner, it is the GC client's 
responsibility to conduct the MRA. This year, CSEC disclosed CII from SIGINT reports 
to GC clients and second party partners, who subsequently shared the information with 
the following non-five eves recipients: 


Denials 


In the sample selected by the Commissioner's office, CSEC denied over a 
of GC requests for the disclosure of CII from SIGINT reports, 
of second party requests, and requests to disclose CHM 


VIII. FINDINGS 


Compliance with the law 


Finding no. I: Compliance with the Law 


Based on the information reviewed and the interviews conducted, CSEC's 
disclosure of Canadian identity information from foreign signals intelligence 
reports to Government of Canada clients, second party partners and non-five eyes 
recipients complied with the law. 


In accordance with the NDA and Privacy Act, CSEC effectively applied satisfactory 
measures to protect personal information and the privacy of Canadians in its disclosures of 
CII from SIGINT reports to GC clients, second party partners and non-five eyes recipients. 


The Commissioners' disclosure review reports of November 19, 2008, and 
February 16, 2010, provide detailed background information on the legal authorities and 
requirements respecting CSEC disclosures of CII from SIGINT reports. CSEC advised 
that it did not receive any new advice from Justice Canada related to the subject of this 
review. 


The Commissioner's office reviewed all of the approximately MSIGINT reports relating 
to the disclosures of CII from SIGINT reports made by CSEC during the period under 
review. With the exception of two privacy incidents (discussed under Potential Privacy 
Incidents, below), in accordance with CSEC policy and the agreements in place with its 
second party partners, CSEC and its second party partners suppressed all personal or 
identifying information of a Canadian in their reports. 
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CSEC records of the requests by GC clients, second party partners and disclosures to non-
five eyes recipients generally contained clear and comprehensive descriptions of the 
partners' authorities and operational justifications for obtaining the CII from CSEC 
SIGINT reports. The number of denials is one demonstration of the rigour and due 
diligence applied by CSEC in its verification that partners have and document the authority 
and operational justification for obtaining CII from SIGINT reports. In a number of 
instances, D2 requested additional information before determining whether or not to 
disclose the CII. 


The Commissioner's office did not have concerns with any of CSEC's decisions to disclose 
CII from SIGINT reports to its second party partners. However, the Commissioner's office 
observed that CSEC records of a number of the NSA requests 


contained the same basic and general statement 
about the agency's authority and operational justification for obtaining the CII, regardless 
of the client and particular situation. Notwithstanding the records, D2 was able to provide 
detailed descriptions of these requests and of its assessment. Conversely, the CSEC records 
of requests by other Second Parties generally contained more precise justifications relating 
to more specific operational requirements than the NSA requests. CSEC included in all 
disclosures the standard caveat restricting the further dissemination of CII by the Second 
Parties without further approval from CSEC. The Commissioner's office will monitor this 
issue in future annual reviews and encourages CSEC to make certain that records of all 
second party requests include comprehensive information on the parties' authorities and 
operational justification for obtaining CII from CSEC SIGINT reports. 


Although CSEC does not currently have specific written guidance on disclosure of CII 
from SIGINT reports to non-five eyes recipients, D2 was able to demonstrate in all cases 
that it applied the same rigorous process as it does for second party partners. CSEC 
included in all disclosures the standard caveat restricting the further dissemination of CII 
without further approval from CSEC. 


The Commissioner's office identified and discussed with CSEC a number of minor 
instances where records of the disclosures were not in accordance with best practices. 
For example, the use by D2 of "assumption" in some of its recommendations could raise 
questions about whether certain disclosures were based on clear information and 
compelling justifications. CSEC agreed that these records could have been better. 
The Commissioner's office also observed gaps in the supporting documentation for some 
of D2's recommendations and management's decisions to approve or deny disclosures. 
In these cases, evidence of the final approval or denial was only found in e-mails sent by 
CSEC to the requesting party and saved in a shared inbox. CSEC agreed that it should 
develop a better way to manage this information to ensure that all decisions are properly 
documented. The Commissioner's office will monitor these issues as part of future 
annual reviews. 
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Potential privacy incidents 


In its review of the SIGINT reports relating to the sample of disclosure requests, the 
Commissioner's office identified what it believed could be six or more potential privacy 
incidents. According to CSEC policy OPS-1, Protecting the Privacy of Canadians and 
Ensuring Legal Compliance in the Conduct of CSEC Activities (revised effective 
December 1, 2012), a privacy incident occurs when the privacy of a Canadian is put at 
risk in a manner that runs counter to or is not provided for in CSEC policy. CSEC 
confirmed that two privacy incidents occurred pertaining to two Canadians mentioned in 
four reports. It appears that a second party partner included CII in the SIGINT reports, 
that is, CII was not initially suppressed in those reports as required by CSEC and second 
party policies. It is possible that CII may have also been included in other related reports 
on the same subjects. This is not to suggest that there was any deliberate non-compliance 
on the part of CSEC or any of its partners. CSEC will record the incidents in its Privacy 
Incidents File (PIP). The Commissioner's office will examine CSEC's responses to the 
incidents as part of next year's annual review of a sample of disclosures or annual review 
of the PIP. 


Ministerial requirements 


Finding no. 2: Ministerial Direction 


Based on the information reviewed and the interviews conducted, CSEC's 
disclosure of Canadian identity information from foreign signals intelligence 
reports to Government of Canada clients, second party partners and non-five eyes 
recipients complied with ministerial direction concerning the protection of the 
privacy of Canadians. 


There is no specific ministerial direction respecting the disclosure of CII from SIGINT 
reports and the Commissioner's office did not identify any issues that would suggest a 
requirement for specific ministerial direction on this subject. 


All CSEC activities, including disclosures, must respect general ministerial direction 
concerning the protection of the privacy of Canadians set out in the ministerial directives 
on Privacy of Canadians (revised effective November 20, 2012) and on 
Accountability Framework (revised effective November 20, 2012). As noted above, 
CSEC effectively applied satisfactory measures to protect personal information and the 
privacy of Canadians in its disclosures of CII from SIGINT reports to GC clients, second 
party partners and non-five eyes recipients. 


In addition, the Ministerial Directive on Framework for Addressing Risks in Sharing 
Information with Foreign Entities (revised effective November 21, 2011) requires CSEC 
to consider the risk that sharing information — such as the disclosure 
of CII — may result in the mistreatment of an individual. The Commissioner's office had 
no concerns about the one instance of a disclosure to a non-five eyes recipient through a 
second party partner requiring CSEC to prepare an MRA. CSEC's Directorate of 
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Audit, Evaluation and Ethics is currently conducting an internal review of its MRA 
process. The Commissioner plans to conduct an in-depth review of CSEC information 
sharing 


Policies and procedures 


Finding no. 3: Appropriateness of policies and procedures 


CSEC has comprehensive policies and procedures that guide its disclosure of 
Canadian identity information from foreign signals intelligence reports to 
Government of Canada clients, and it is a positive development that CSEC is 
amending its policy guidance to encompass disclosures to second party partners, 
and through Government of Canada clients and second party partners to non-five 
eyes recipients. 


CSEC's handling of requests for the disclosure of CII from SIGINT reports is governed 
by a number of policies and procedures that provide detailed direction on compliance 
with legal requirements and ministerial direction concerning the protection of the privacy 
of Canadians. 


The Commissioner's office examined the most recent versions of these policies and 
procedures: 


1. OPS-1, Protecting the Privacy of Canadians and Ensuring Legal Compliance in 
the Conduct of CSE Activities (revised effective December 1, 2012) 


This cornerstone policy establishes baseline measures to help ensure that CSEC only 
undertakes activities that are within its mandate, that are consistent with legal 
requirements and ministerial direction, and in a way that protects the privacy of 
Canadians in the use and retention of information intercepted by CSEC. Detailed 
requirements for compliance and privacy protection are found in CSEC activity-
specific policy instruments. 


2. OPS-1-1, Procedures for the Release of Suppressed Information from SIGINT 
Reports (revised effective September 28, 2012) 


This is the principal and long-standing policy (CSEC promulgated the first OPS-1-1 
in 2002) applicable to the activities under review. It provides direction to CSEC 
employees involved in requests for, disclosures of and storing of CII suppressed from 
SIGINT reports, including guidance on authorities, responsibilities and 
accountability. 


It is a positive development that CSEC is in the process of updating OPS-1-1 to 
reflect delegated authorities for the disclosure of CII from SIGINT reports to second 
party partners and non-five eyes recipients (the authorities contained in the briefing 
note of February 13,2013, referred to below). In addition, the new version of 
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OPS-1-1 will better reflect the new automated processes, that is, and-
CSEC anticipates that the new version of OPS-1-1 will be promulgated in the first 
quarter of the 2014-2015 fiscal year. CSEC has also committed to update its working 
aid (referred to below) to include disclosures to non-five eyes recipients through GC 
clients and second party partners. 


OPS-1-8, Active Monitoring of Operations to Ensure Legal Compliance and the 
Protection of the Privacy of Canadians (revised effective December 5, 2012) 


These procedures describe CSEC's policy compliance monitoring program, which is 
intended to demonstrate that CSEC activities complied with the law and protected the 
privacy of Canadians. Specifically, the procedures describe at a high level what 
SIGINT and IT Security activities must be monitored, and assign responsibility for 
the program's management and oversight. In January 2014, the Commissioner 
completed an in-depth study of this program. 


4. Operational Policy Section Action Primer (procedure) related to the Suppressed 
Identity Requests (received by Commissioner's office September 4, 2013) 


This working aid provides detailed instructions to D2 analysts on the conduct of 
disclosures of CII from SIGINT reports to both GC clients and second party partners. 
It is maintained by D2 and kept "evergreen" to reflect best practices and address any 
situations that may arise. 


Briefing note for the CSEC Director General Policy and Communications on 
delegated authorities related to Repetitive Release of Canadian Identities Outside 
Canada (Note 2) (dated February 13, 2013) 


This document explains the delegated authorities for the disclosure of CII from 
SIGINT reports to second party partners and non-five eyes recipients. In addition, 
CSEC indicated that it is currently drafting an operational policy on mistreatment 
risk management (OPS-6). According to CSEC, these procedures will codify the 
mistreatment risk assessment and approval rotocols in CSEC's direct and 
indirect information sharing activities CSEC's 
five-eyes partners. In response to questions of the Commissioner's office, CSEC 
also acknowledged that there is a need to strengthen information management 
practices for the handling of requests from GC and second party partners to 
release CII to non-five eyes recipients as part of an information sharing request. 
The Commissioner will examine OPS-6 as part of the planned in-depth review of 
CSEC information sharing with 
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Finding no. 4: Awareness of Personnel 


CSEC employees interviewed were fully knowledgeable about and complied with 
policies and procedures for the disclosure of Canadian identity information from 
foreign signals intelligence reports to Government of Canada clients, second party 
partners and non-five eyes recipients. 


The Commissioner's office's review of records and interviews demonstrated that D2 
managers and employees have an acute awareness of legislative requirements, ministerial 
direction, and CSEC policies and procedures, and that this is top of mind in the conduct 
of their work. The Commissioner's office did not identify any significant instances where 
the actions of D2 employees were inconsistent with CSEC policy and procedures for 
disclosures. 


Finding no. 5: Management Control Framework 


CSEC managers routinely and closely monitored disclosures of Canadian identity 
information from foreign signals intelligence reports to Government of Canada 
clients, second party partners and non-five eyes recipients to ensure compliance 
and privacy protection. 


In accordance with OPS-1-8, D2 is responsible for conducting policy compliance 
monitoring and validation of its disclosure activities. Once a month, the Supervisor of the 
Privacy and Interests Protection Team in D2 reviews a sample of disclosures for 
compliance with policy and procedures and informs the Manager, Corporate and 
Operational Policy (COP) of this review. In turn, the Manager COP provides regular 
updates to the Director, Disclosure, Policy and Review identifying any issues of concern. 
D2 employees are informed of any changes to policy or process and of new or changed 
clients and any specific client requirements. In addition, D2 meets at least every few 
months to discuss any issues and best practices. 


Finding no. 6: Technology 


It is a positive development that CSEC continues to give priority to the 
completion of the full automation of its process for the disclosure of Canadian 
identity information from foreign signals intelligence reports and that it plans to 
include second party partners in its automated systems. 


To date, is only available for GC clients; however, CSEC indicated that automation 
of second party requests for the disclosure of CII in SIGINT reports is a priority. It is also 
a priority for CSEC to implement updates to for all requests, for example: to add 
certain additional fields that were part of the paper form (released by, release date, 
previously released, approved by); enhanced search functionality; improvements to 
enable the production of metrics on disclosures; and removal of bugs in the system that 
may cause certain information to appear in the wrong fields. It is a positive development 
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that these updates to which are important for accountability and to demonstrate 
compliance, appear to be proceeding on a priority basis. 


IX. CONCLUSION 


This review encompassed a sample of approximately 20% of requests for the disclosure 
of CII from SIGINT reports for the period of July 1, 2012, to June 30, 2013, including a 
sample of such requests and subsequent disclosures to GC partners and all requests and 
disclosures to second party partners and non-five eyes recipients. 


Based on the information reviewed and the interviews conducted, CSEC's disclosure of CII 
from SIGINT reports to GC clients, second party partners, and through GC clients and 
second party partners to non-five eyes recipients, complied with the law and with 
ministerial direction concerning the protection of the privacy of Canadians. In accordance 
with the NDA and Privacy Act, CSEC effectively applied satisfactory measures to protect 
personal information and the privacy of Canadians in its disclosures. 


CSEC confirmed that two privacy incidents occurred pertaining to two Canadians 
mentioned in four reports. It appears that a second party partner included CII in the 
SIGINT reports, that is, CII was not initially suppressed in those reports as required by 
CSF,C and second party policies. It is possible that CII may have also been included in 
other related reports on the same subjects. This is not to suggest that there was any 
deliberate non-compliance on the part of CSEC or any of its partners. CSEC will record 
the incidents in its Privacy Incidents File (PIF). The Commissioner's office will examine 
any such incidents as part of next year's annual review of a sample of disclosures or 
annual review of the PIF. 


The Commissioner's office also identified and discussed with CSEC a number of minor 
instances where records of the disclosures were not in accordance with best practices. The 
Commissioner's office will monitor these issues as part of future annual reviews. 


CSEC has comprehensive policies and procedures that guide its disclosure of Canadian 
identity information from foreign signals intelligence reports to Government of Canada 
clients, and it is a positive development that CSEC is amending its policy guidance to 
encompass disclosures to second party partners and to non-five eyes recipients through 
GC clients and second party partners. 


It is also positive development that CSEC continues to give priority to the completion of 
the full automation of its process for the disclosure of CII from SIGINT reports and that it 
plans to include second party partners in its automated systems. 
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This review contains no recommendations. A list of findings is enclosed at Annex A. 


erne Plo Commissioner 
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ANNEX A — Findings 


Finding no. 1: Compliance with the Law 


Based on the information reviewed and the interviews conducted, CSEC's disclosure 
of Canadian identity information from foreign signals intelligence reports to 
Government of Canada clients, second party partners and non-five eyes recipients 
complied with the law. 


Finding no. 2: Ministerial Direction 


Based on the information reviewed and the interviews conducted, CSEC's disclosure 
of Canadian identity information from foreign signals intelligence reports to 
Government of Canada clients, second party partners and non-five eyes recipients 
complied with ministerial direction concerning the protection of the privacy of Canadians. 


Finding no. 3: Appropriateness of policies and procedures 


CSEC has comprehensive policies and procedures that guide its disclosure of Canadian 
identity information from foreign signals intelligence reports to Government of Canada 
clients, and it is a positive development that CSEC is amending its policy guidance to 
encompass disclosures to second party partners, and through Government of Canada clients 
and second party partners to non-five eyes recipients. 


Finding no. 4: Awareness of Personnel 


CSEC employees interviewed were fully knowledgeable about and complied with 
policies and procedures for the disclosure of Canadian identity information from foreign 
signals intelligence reports to Government of Canada clients, second party partners and 
non-five eyes recipients. 


Finding no. 5: Management Control Framework 


CSEC managers routinely and closely monitored disclosures of Canadian identity 
information from foreign signals intelligence reports to Government of Canada clients, 
second party partners and non-five eyes recipients to ensure compliance and 
privacy protection. 


Finding no. 6: Technology 


It is a positive development that CSEC continues to give priority to the completion of the 
full automation of its process for the disclosure of Canadian identity information from 
foreign signals intelligence reports and that it plans to include second party partners in its 
automated systems. 
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ANNEX B — Interviewees 


The following CSEC employees provided information or facilitated the 
review: 


Special Advisor, D 
Supervisor, D2A 
Team Leader, 


Analyst, 
Analyst, SIGINT Oversight and Compliance 
Analyst, SIGINT Oversight and Compliance 
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ANNEX C — Request for Release of Suppressed Information 


Suppressed Identity Request Form 


TOP SECRED/SIJ/Canadinn Eyes Only 


REQUEST FOR RELEASE OF SUPPRESSED INFORMATION 


Instructions: Sections A - G to be completed by Requester 
Section H to be conipleted hr CSE Operational Policy or CRO 


A. Requesting Client's Name B. Client Title and Depailment 


C. Report Serial Number D. Date of Request 


E. Information Requested 


F. Rationale for Request (please complete all three questions) 


1) This information is required because it relates to (mark an X' in the appropriate space(S)): 
___ a) 


___ b) 


c) 


d) 
____ e) 
— f) 


g) 
_ 10 
___ i) 


ji 
k) 
I) 
❑m) 


2) If the request relates to a potential or actual violation of a Canadian law, please cite the 
law. 


3) Explain how this information relates directly to an operating program or activity of your 
department. 


G. Please indicate what action. if any, is being contemplated based on this information. (Note that some 
actions require prior CSE approval) 


Suppressed Information 


Released by: 
Reviewed by: 


Comments: 


This information is provided on the understanding that the requesting department requires the information to 
perform its lawful duties. and that this information will be handled in accordance with the Access to Iqforniation 
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On-line Request System for GC Clients 


Request Number Da 


Recrmst for Releas.t. of Supprpcsed Information 


=mem 


A., Request Priority 


Priority 


Threat to Life? 


Pr_ _ 
Justification 


r 


Date 
Required 


/tame 


Department 


Email Address 


If different from thaw_ 


Intended Recipients 


Title 


Report Serial 


GAMMA: 


C. P o e d Suppressed Information 
SU,E prassed Alias 
Please enter each alias on a separate tine 


D. Reque a to 
D-1. This in .„..t-glItt is required because it ates to(Check all that apply): 
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Act a Cahaman is a p , please cite rt Delowt 


n-3. With referent-1 to the content of th" report, explain w the suppressed 
information w... sr .9ort yF ;T. operating rea's mandated inctionst 


E. Action-on 
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ANNEX D — Metrics for GC Agencies 


Requesting Departments 
aud Agencies 


Aboriginal Affairs and 
Northern Development 
Canada 


# Requests 
in sample selected) 


CBSA 
Canadian Cyber 
Incident Response 
Centre 
Canadian Nuclear Safety 
Commission 
Canada Revenue Agency 
CSEC 
CSIS 
Department of Foreign 
Affairs, Trade and 
Development 
Department of National 
Defence 
Finance 
Financial Transactions 
and Reports Analysis 
Canada 
Natural Resources 
Canada 
Privy Council Office 
Public Safety Canada 
RCMP 


TOTALS 


CII 
in requests Comments 
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ANNEX E — Disclosure of CII in SIGINT Infographic 


C 
Disclosure of CII 


Non-FVEY recipients 


CLIENTS 


GC Second Parties 


Saniti tiort requests to share information with non-
FVEY recipients 


Analysts, 02 
Rationale 


Relation to operating program 
Meets one of approved release criteria 


RecOm- nend approval 
or denial 


Manager, 


D2 


Recommend approval 
or denial 


Dir DPR 


Recommend_vpr I 
or denial 


PC 


*Unless otherwise indicated as per delegated approval authority document 


I • ri 


3c1 7L ii ' 
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Minister 
of National Defence 


28 3 0 2014 


Ministre 
de la Defense nationaie 


Oitawa. Canada K1A 0K2 


The Honourable Jean-Pierre Plouffe 
Communications Security Establishment Commissioner 
90 Sparks Street, Suite 730 
P.O. Box 1984, Station B 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIP 5B4 


Dear Connnissioner Plouffe: 


SECRET 
Cerrid # 10117659 


I am writing to respond to your 31 March 2014 letter reporting the results of your annual review 
of the Communications Security Establishment's (CSE) disclosure of Canadian Identity 
Information to Government of Canada clients, Second Party partners and non-Five-Eyes 
recipients for 2012-2013. 


I am pleased to note that your review found that CSE's disclosure activities were conducted in 
accordance with the law and in a manner that includes measures to protect the privacy of 
Canadians, and that the requests reviewed were authorized, justified and well documented. 


I have been advised by the Chief that CSE will implement best practices to its documentation for 
disclosure requests from Second Parties. The fact that four Second Party reports which, unknown 
to CSE, inadvertently released CII were brought to CSE's attention by your staff demonstrates 
the effectiveness of the review process. The Second Party partner was unaware it had 
inadvertently released CTI and upon notification by CSE, immediately agreed to cancel and re-
issue the reports according to established policies in place to protect the identity of Second Party 
Partner entities. The inadvertent releases of CII by the Second Party partner and the subsequent 
response have been documented in CS17.'s Privacy Incident File. 1 understand that the Privacy 
Incident File is subject to annual review by your office. 


Thank you for advising me of the results of this review. 


Yours truly, 


n. ob Nic 
/4 11- 


iy 


holibn, , QC, MP 


a
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TOP SECRETBSIIICE0 
Communications Security Centre de la secunte 
Establishment Canada des telecommunications Canada 


Part I 


2012 2013 Ministerial Authorization 
Requests 


Briefing to the Minister of National Defence 


20 November 2012 


  Safeguarding Canada's security through information superiority 
ONOMOMMBIBIBi 


Preserver la securite du Canada par la superiority de !'information Canada 
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Communications Security Centre de la securite 
Establishment Canada des telecommunicaticIr s Canada 


TOP SECR EV/SU/CEO 


istegtI uthoi izations vervi 
• MAs authorize CSEC to undertake activities or a class of activities to pursue its 


mandate foreign intelligence collection or information technology security 
mandates when these activities risk contravention of the Criminal Code 
provision against the interception of private communications. 


• The MA regime enables CSEC to conduct operations consistent with its foreign 
intelligence collection (SIGINT) and information technology security protection 
(ITS) mandates 


• Without an MA in place, CSEC would be in violation of the Criminal Code if it 
intercepted a private communication in the conduct of its mandated activities 


• The National Defence Act outlines specific criteria that CSEC must meet before 
you can issue an MA. The protection of the privacy of Canadians is paramount 
in all CSEC activities 


• All activities conducted under MAs are reviewed by the CSE Commissioner 


• To date, CSE Commissioner has determined that all of CSEC's activities that 
he has reviewed have been lawful 


secur,:ji z,-) 4:91: 4° C S:i p : :oi itT 
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O 


Communications Security Centre de la securite 
Establishment Canada des telecommunicatiws Canada 


0 
-7k 


• CSEC undertook a significant effort over the past year to rationalize 
application of the CSEC MAs to ensure they are applied against classes 
of activities, as specified in the legislation 


• The MA Request Memos this year better describe how mandated 
activities risk interception of private communications and how CSEC 
mitigates this risk 


• The intent of this new approach is to provide you with a more fulsome 
understanding of the value of each Class of Activity and to locate the 
risk of intercepting private communications 


• 


• 


This has reduced the number of SIGINT MAs from six to three 


MAs will no longer be used to approve new programs and these will be 
authorized in accordance with existing authorities, and if relevant, an 
updated Annex will be submitted to the Minister 
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Centre de la securite 
des telecommunications Canada 


'4111!111.11111•11,


CSEC 2012-2013 Ministerial Autho ination 


Program 


A) Request Package 


2011-12 MAs 


5. Support to Canadian 
Mission in Afghanistan 


7. Cyber Defence 
Operations 
8. Active Network Security 
Testing 
(Discontinued in 2012) 


di.ng Canoda's security tirra....gfr ititOrniZtiC :W74' 
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!ce 


Communications Security 
Establishment Canada 


Centre de la securite 
des telecommunications Canada 


ii;Maggt 


TOP SECRETUSIMEO 


14I 


DINT inisterial AuthorizAions: 2012-2013 


CSEC is requesting three new SIGINT MAs: 


1 


3. 


argets foreign communications 


• This new MA incor•orates activities that were •reviously conducted under 
the MAs for 
Activities Involving 
and Interception Activities 


Interception 


Targets foreign communications 


• This MA includes activities that were previously conducted under the 
as well as an MA for collection activities 
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Communications Security 
Establishment Canada 


TOP SECR EV/SU/CEO 
Centre de la securite 
des telecommunications Canada 


- = - 


Conditions to be Satisfie SIGINT MAs 


• You may issue a Ministerial Authorization only if you 
are satisfied that CSE has met four conditions: 


1. The interception will be directed at foreign entities located outside 
Canada; 


2. The information to be obtained could not be reasonably obtained by 
other means; 


3. The expected foreign intelligence value of the information that would 
be derived from the interception justifies it; and 


4. Satisfactory measures are in place to protect the privacy of Canadians 
and to ensure that private communications will only be used or 
retained if they are essential to international affairs, defence or 
security. 


• How CSEC meets these conditions is outlined in the 
enclosed SIGINT MA request memos 
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Communications Security 
Establishment Canada 


Centre de la securite 
des telecommunications Canada 


- = - 0 0 


Conditions to be Satisfie SIGINT M 


• CSE minimizes the inadvertent interception of private 
communications through application of selection criteria 
to collected data or targeted foreign 


• CSE cannot know in advance if the targeted foreign 
entities will communicate with persons in Canada, 


— CSE may end up intercepting a one-end Canadian 
communication originating or terminating with the foreign entity 


• CSE has measures in place to protect the privacy of 
Canadians and to ensure that private communications 
will only be used or retained if they are essential to 
international affairs, defence, or security 
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Communications Security Centre de la securite 
Establishment Canada des telecommunications Canada 


nisteria 


TOP SECRETUSIMEO 


Au orizatic 21 


CSEC is requesting one Information Technology Security MA: 


1. Protection of Government of Canada Computer Systems and 
Networks: Cyber Defence Activites (CDA): Upon request from a 
client department, CSEC will undertake cyber operations to detect 
threats and vulnerabilities in Government networks and systems 
and to mitigate malicious cyber activity directed at Government 
networks and systems 


• The previous Active Network Security Testing (ANST) MA is 
not being renewed since CSEC ceased offering this 
program during the past year 
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Communications Security 
Establishment Canada 


Centre de la securite 
des telecommunications Canada 


TOP SECRETUSIMEO 


d.t• ns to  be satisf ITS MAs 


• You may issue a Ministerial Authorization only if you 
are satisfied that CSE has met five conditions: 


1. the interception is necessary to identify, isolate or prevent harm to 
Government of Canada computer systems or networks; 


2. the information to be obtained could not reasonably be obtained by other 
means; 


3. the consent of persons whose private communications may be intercepted 
cannot reasonably be obtained; 


4. satisfactory measures are in place to ensure that only information that is 
essential to identify, isolate or prevent harm to Government of Canada 
computer systems or networks will be used or retained; and, 


5. satisfactory measures are in place to protect the privacy of Canadians in 
the use or retention of that information. 


• How CSEC meets these conditions is outlined in the 
enclosed CDA MA Request Memo 
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. 


• 


• 


Communications Security Centre de la securite 
Establishment Canada des telecommunications Canada 


27-4, 


TOP SECR EV/SU/CEO 


Conditions to be Satisfied: ITS 


CSE cyber defence activities are conducted on 
Government of Canada systems and networks 


All communications transmitted on those systems and 
networks between two or more persons are private 
communications 


Suspect communications may be intercepted for further 
analysis by CSE cyber defence personnel 


All information obtained by CSE from a federal 
institution's network or system during cyber defence 
activities is used or retained in accordance with 
established policies and procedures 
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Communications Security 
Establishment Canada 


TOP SECR EV/SU/CEO 
Centre de la securite 
des telecommunications Canada 


Reco mendation 


• It is recommended that you approve CSEC's 2012-2013 
requests 
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Part II 


steri ir ctiv 
es< fir Signatur 
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TOP SECR EV/SU/CEO 
Communications Security Centre de la securite 
Establishment Canada des telecommunications Canada 


Ministerial X33 fives: 


• Four Ministerial Directives (MDs) related to CSEC 
activities require your signature. 


• These MDs overn CSEC 


• These (ECI) MDs are: 


1. MD on 


2. MD on 


3. MD on 


4. MD on 
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!ce 


Communications Security Centre de la securite 
Establishment Canada des telecommunications Canada 


TOP SECR EV/SU/CEO 


on ‘,countability Framework 


• Replaces 2001 Accountability Framework MD to reflect 
CSEC's new stand-alone status. 


• Responds to Prime Minister's directive that relevant CSEC 
MD be amended. 


• This MD was specifically highlighted as one requiring 
updating by the Prime Minister. 


• CSEC revision do not alter fundamental direction but 
streamline the Chief's reporting to the MND. 
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Communications Security 
Establishment Canada 


TOP SECR EV/SU/CEO 
Centre de la securite 
des telecommunications Canada 


dates 


• The following MDs were also updated to reflect CSEC's 
new stand-alone status. 


— MD on Privacy of Canadians 


— MD on 


— MD on 


— MD on 


(ECI) 
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Communications Security Centre de la securite 
Establishment Canada des telecommunications Canada 


TOP SECRETUSIMEO 


D on intk iigence Priorities 


• Proposed changes to 2005 MD reflect evolving threat environment 
where sharing of foreign metadata between business lines is needed 
for cyber defence 


• The updated MD will enable SIGINT to provide ITS cyber defence 
personnel access to a subset of unsuppressed foreign metadata for 
cyber defence purposes. 


• CSEC's reporting structure and disclosure procedures remain 
adequate to protect the protect the privacy of Canadians 


• As a priority, all relevant Operational Policies will be updated before 
this MD is operationalized 


• CSEC will return to you should there be any issues with 
operationalizing the MD 
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Communications Security 
Establishment Canada 


Centre de la securite 
des telecommunications Canada 


TOP SECR EV/SU/CEO 


Recommendatior 


• CSEC recommends that the Minister of National 
Defence approve the following Ministerial Directives: 


— Four (ECI) MDs; 


— Six PinG update MDs; 
— The annual Intelligence MD; and 


• It is recommended you approve the eleven proposed 
Ministerial Directives 
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Minister 
of National Defence 


APR " 3 0 2014 


Ministre 
de la Defense nationale 


Ottawa, Canada K1A OK2 


The Honourable Jean-Pierre Plouffe 
Communications Security Establishment Commissioner 
90 Sparks Street, Suite 730 
P.O. Box 1984, Station B 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIP 5B4 


Dear CommLcsioner Plouffe: 


TOP SECRET/MU/CEO 
CERRED.#10424620 


I am writing to respond to your 3 April 2014 report entitled Annual Combined Review rrf 
Foreign Signals Intelligence Ministerial Authorizations and Intercepted Private 
Communications for 2012-2013. 


I was pleased to note that you found CSE had acted appropriately when applying for the 
Ministerial Authorizations. It is also positive that, for the first time, you were able to view 
all of the retained private conununications that were reported to me. 


I have been advised by the Chief that CSI; has accepted all of the report's 
recommendations. CSE's ongoing revisions to their operational policies are expected to 
address the first, third and fourth recommendations while new guidance is being developed 
that will address the fifth. 


In response to your second recommendation, I have been advised that CSE, starting this 
year, will he providing greater context to me in the annual Ministerial Authorizations report 
regarding the fluctuation of the retention of private communications throughout the year. 


For your convenience. I have attached CE's management response to the report's 
recommendations. I trust you will find the response satisfactory. 


Sincerely, 


Hon. Rob Nicholson, PC, QC. MI' 


11/4.,ana A0000568_1-003415 
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SECR EV/SW/CEO 
CERRID #10424620 


ANNEX A: 
Proposed CSE Action in Response to Recommendations in the 


Commissioner's Annual Combined Review of Foreign Signals Intelligence 
Ministerial Authorizations and Intercepted Private Communications for 


2012-2013 


Review Recommendations 


Recommendation no. 1: Policies and Procedures 


To ensure proper accountability for sensitive activities, CSE should promulgate 
detailed guidance, as soon as possible, regarding the additional approvals required 
for certain activities to the program and to CSE operations• 


Accepted. CSE will reissue guidance relating to the approval process for 
In addition, policy guidance relating to the approval process for 
will be developed. 


Recommendation no. 2: Metrics Relating to Interception and to the Privacy of 
Canadians 


CSE should make available to the Minister more comprehensive information 
regarding the number of intercepted communications and intercepted private 
communications that it acquires and retains throughout an MA period, in order to 
enhance accountability to the Minister. 


Accepted. CSE will include more information in the 2013-2014 Ministerial 
Authorizations annual report, regarding the fluctuations in numbers of retained PCs 
throughout the reporting year. 


Recommendation no. 3: Essentiality of Used or Retained Private 
Communications 


CSE analysts should immediately annotate recognized private communications for 
essentiality to international affairs, defence or security, or for destruction, as 
required by the National Defence Act. 


Accepted. CSE will enforce the roles and responsibilities of analysts as identified 
in existing policy documentation and operational instructions. 
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CERRID #10424620 


Recommendation no. 4: Essentiality of Used or Retained Private 
Communications (2) 


CSE analysts should regularly assess, at a minimum quarterly, whether the 
ongoing retention of a recognized private communication not yet used in an End 
Product Report is strictly necessary and remains essential to international affairs, 
defence or security or whether the private communication should be deleted. 


Accepted. CSE to ensure that all analysts review their retained private 
communications quarterly, commencing at the end of the next quarter. 


Recommendation no. 5: as Private Communications 


CSE should promulgate guidance regarding the protection of privacy and the 
handling of intercepted communications of a targeted foreign entity located outside 
Canada that include of a Canadian or person in Canada as part of 
those intercepted communications 


Accepted. CSE will develop and promulgate policy guidance relating to the above 
scenario. 
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Royal Gendarmerie 
Canadian royale 
ro_mted du 
Police Canada 


1200 Vanier Parkway 1200, promenade Vanier 
Ottawa, Ontario Ottawa (Ontario) 
K1A OR2 K1A OR2 


CSE /CST 
chiefs Office / BureaAr du chef 


09- 0150


E 0 6 2009 


File/ Dossier  


John Adams 
Chief 
Communications Security Establishment Canada 
719 Heron Road 
Ottawa, ON 
K1G 3Z4 


Dear Mr. Adams: 


SECRET 


July 3rd, 2009 


RE: Signing of CSEC-RCMP Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 


Please find attached a signed copy of the MoU between the Royal Mounted Canadian 
Police and the Communications Security Establishment Canada. The MoU in both English 
and French has been duly signed. 


The enclosed copies are for your records. 


I look forward to continuing our partnership between our organizations. 


Since 


son 
Commissioner 
Security Criminal Investigations 


Canada 
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SECRET 


MEMO NDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 


BET EN 


THE COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY ESTABLISHMENT 


AND 


THE ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE 


Collectively referred to as the "Participants" 


1. PURPOSE 


1.1 This Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the Communications Security 
Establishment (CSE) and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) establishes a 
framework under which the two organizations will enhance cooperation on intelligence-
sharing and provision of services, in accordance with their respective legal authorities. 
All other arrangements, including Memoranda of Understanding, between CSE and the 
RCMP pursuant to this MOU will he considered annexes and set out in a list at Annex A. 


1 CSE is mandated to provide foreign intelligence in accordance with the Government of 
Canada intelligence priorities, to help protect electronic information and information 
systems of importance to the Government of Canada and to provide technical and 
operational assistance to federal law enforcement and security agencies in the 
performance of their lawful duties. CSE is the National Authority for SIGINT and 
COMSEC. As well, it has responsibilities in conducting, analysing and responding to 
sophisticated computer network operations and in the provision of information 
technology security advice, guidance and services. 


1.3 The RCMP is Canada's national police service, mandated to preserve the peace, uphold 
the law and provide quality service in partnership with communities. It has 
responsibilities in the areas of law enforcement, criminal and national security criminal 
investigations and international peace operations. Within the Government of Canada, the 
RCMP provides advice, guidance and training related to physical security. 
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2. BACKG7 UND 


2.1 To remain effective in the face of complex security threats and rapidly changing 
technology, Canada's security and intelligence community seeks to improve the results 
of its activities, including enhanced cooperation and appropriate information sharing 
among its members. Accordingly, the RCMP and CSE have already enjoyed a number of 
important successes based on close technical and operational cooperation as well as 
intelligence sharing. Yet, both organizations recognize that challenges remain. 


2.2 RCMP investigations, including national security criminal investigations, may ultimately 
result in criminal proceedings where the Crown is obligated to disclose to the accused all 
relevant information in its possession or control that would allow the accused to make 
full answer and defence. Should the evidentiary chain include intelligence or other 
sensitive information, Canada and its allies' critical intelligence targets, sources and 
methods could be compromised. To address this issue and achieve an acceptable balance 
between the use and protection of sensitive or potentially injurious information, the 
Government of Canada is currently considering this issue on a community-wide basis. 
Once the way forward has been clarified, CSE and the RCMP may be better positioned to 
address a broader range of foreign intelligence-sharing scenarios. 


2.3 To ensure continued progress in areas where there is greater certainty, CSE and the 
RCMP have established a list of priority activities for enhanced cooperation relating to 
intelligence-sharing and provision of services. A list of Priority Activities for Enhanced 
Cooperation is appended at Annex B to this MoU. Until such a time as an updated 
SIGINT-handling MOU is in place, the Participants agree to continue to follow, in so far 
as possible, existing day-to-day practices with regard to the provision and use of SIG1NT. 


3. COOPE TION PRINCIPLES 


3.1 CSE and the RCMP will cooperate to the greatest extent practicable to address threats to 
Canada's national security and public safety without compromising intelligence assets, 
sources or methods, and will do so in a manner that reflects the participants' legal 
authorities and obligations and recognizes the rights of Canadians and others. 


3.1.1 Sections 3.2 to 3.8 apply subject to 3.1. 


3.2 CSE and the RCMP acknowledge that the former's sharin of forei n intelli ence with 
the RCMP may include information on terrorism, 


3.3 CSE and the RCMP, subject to broader Government of Canada intelligence priorities and 
initiatives, intend to continue to develop principles and mechanisms to facilitate the 
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sharing of foreign intelligence and manage the risk of its potential use in criminal 
investigations. 


3.4 CSE and the RCMP intend to continue to develop principles and mechanisms to facilitate 
the sharing of information related to information technology security and computer 
network defence. 


3.5 CSE and the RCMP intend to continue to develop principles and mechanisms to facilitate 
the provision of technical and operational support and assistance. 


3.6 CSE and the RCMP intend to monitor the performance and results of this MoU by 
conducting a senior-level review biennially, or more frequently if required. 


3.7 CSE and the RCMP intend that all Protected and Classified information exchanged or 
generated between Participants in connection with this MOU must be safeguarded 
through the creation, maintenance, release, transmittal, transportation, declassification, 
handling, use, storage and disposal in accordance with the guidelines outlined in the 
Government of Canada, Government Security Policy (GSP), and all RCMP and CSE 
Security policies. 


3.8 CSE and the RCMP recognize that the respective heads of their organizations — Chief, 
CSE and Commissioner, RCMP — are accountable for the outcomes of this MoU. 


4. ADMINISTRATION AND AGEMENT: 


4.1 A Joint Senior Management Team (JSMT) with representation from both agencies, will 
be comprised of: 


For CSE: Director General, SIGINT Programs 
Director General, IT Security Strategic Management 
Director General, Policy and Communications 
Director, Corporate and Operational Policy 


For RCMP: Director General, National Security Criminal Operations 
Director General, RCMP Criminal Intelligence Program 
Director General, International Policing 
Director, Strategic Services Branch, Technical Operations 


4.2 The JSMT will meet on a biannual basis, or more frequently if necessary, to review and 
modify or confirm priority activities identified in Annex B. 


4.3 Director General, Policy and Communications, CSE, and Director General, National 
Security Criminal Operations, RCMP, will co-ordinate meetings of the JSMT and will 
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report to the JSMT on progress and outstanding issues, providing recommendations as 
necessary. 


5. REPRESENTATION 


5.1 CSE and the RCMP will designate Director General Policy and Communications, CSE, 
and Director General National Security Criminal Operations, RCMP, to ensure regular 
and ongoing engagement on matters relating to this MOU. These representatives may 
establish working groups to provide recommendations on specific issues relating to the 
priority activities for enhanced cooperation. 


6. DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESS 


6.1 Any dispute arising from the interpretation or operation of this MOU shall be referred to 
the JSMT for resolution. 


7. FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE AR NGEMENTS 


7.1 CSE and the RCMP will be responsible for ensuring that financial authorities and 
authorizations are identified and confirmed prior to undertaking any cooperative 
arrangements having financial implications. 


7.2 CSE and the RCMP will be responsible for any costs incurred to meet their respective 
administrative obligations contained within this MOU, including: 


• maintaining secure office facilities, including the acquisition of approved security 
containers, telecommunications equipment, electronic equipment, room and building 
design; and 


® ensuring that all personnel seeking access to either Participant's information have an 
appropriate security clearance and indoctrination level. 


8. CONFIDENTIALITY AND USE OF INFORMATION 


CSE and the RCMP intend to: 


8.1 Use the information provided by the other Participant solely for the purpose for which it 
was provided. 


8.2 Not disseminate the infoiniation to any third party without the prior written consent of 
the supplying Participant, except as required by law in which case prior notice must be 
provided where possible to the supplying Participant. 
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8.3 Limit access to the information to those of its employees whose duties require such 
access, who are legally bound to keep confidences and who have the appropriate security 
clearance. 


9. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 


9.1 The information disclosed under this arrangement shall be administered and maintained, 
and disposed of in accordance with the law that applies to record retention and personal 
information and all applicable policies and guidelines. This includes the Privacy Act, the 
National Archives of Canada Act and Government Security Policy. 


Each Participant will: 


9.2 Promptly notify the other of any unauthorized use or disclosure of the information 
exchanged under this arrangement and furnish the other Participant with details of such 
unauthorized use or disclosure. In the event of such an occurrence, the Participant 
responsible for the safeguarding of the information shall take all reasonably necessary 
steps to limit the damage of the incident and prevent a re-occurrence. Upon request by 
either Participant, an investigation must take place. 


9.3 Upon recognition that unauthorized use or disclosure has occurred and/or upon the 
request of the other participant, immediately return any such information and ensure that 
no copies or extracts are retained. 


9.4 Immediately notify the other if either receives a request under the Privacy Act, the Access 
to Information Act or other lawful authority, for information provided under this 
arrangement. If requested, the Participant shall endeavour to protect the information 
from disclosure to the extent perniitted by law. 


10. ACCURACY OF INFO ATION 


CSE and the RCMP will: 


10.1 Use their best efforts to verify accuracy and completeness of the information to the other 
Participant. 


10.2 Promptly notify the other Participant if it learns that inaccurate or potentially unreliable 
information may have been provided or received. 
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11. EFFECTIVE DATE/ AME ENT/ TE INATION 


11.1 This MOU: 


a) will come into force upon the signature of both Participants, the effective date being the 
date of the second signature; 


b) upon coming into force immediately replaces any previous Memoranda of Understanding 
between the Participants, except those cited in Annex A; 


will be reviewed as required by the Participants to ensure that it remains current with 
regard to the agreed principles and expectations; 


d) may be amended at any time by written agreement of both Participants; and 


may be terminated at any time by written notification of either Participant. Termination 
does not release a Participant from any obligations which accrued while the arrangement 
was in force and the obligations of confidentiality shall survive the expiry or termination 
of this agreement. 


Signed by the authorized officers of the Participants: 


ohn Adams 
Chief 


Communications Security Establishment 


Da 
Will J.S. Elliott 


C missioner 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
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ANNEX A 


The following arrangements are annexes to this MOU: 


1. RCMP (EDP security) and CSE (COMSEC)'s Respective Roles under the Government 
of Canada Security Policy, signed 1989-10-31 


2. Provision of Criminal Record Names Check Information to CSE, signed 1994-03-01 


3. CSE Provision of Advice, Guidance and SPA Services Pursuant to s. 273.64 (1)(b), 
NDA, signed 2008-01-25 


Last updated 2009-05-05 
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ANNEX B 


PRIORITY ACTIVITIES FOR ENHANCED COOPE TION 


Completion of a SIGINT-handling MOU within 12 months of signature of this MOU 


2. 


3 IRRELEVANT 


4. Information Technology Security support (cyber defence and computer network 
operations, enterprise security architecture) 


5. Support to CSE non-attributable activities 


6. Foreign intelligence support (in particular, to support 


7. Lessons learned from recent investigations 
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PROTOCOLE D'ENTENTE 


ENTRE 


LE CENT DE LA SEC TE DES TELECOMMUNICATIONS 


ET 


LA GENDARMERIE ROYALE DU CANADA 


appeles collectivement les « Participants


1. BUT 


1.1 Le present protocole d'entente (PE) conclu entre le Centre de la securite des 
telecommunications (CST) et la Gendarmerie royale du Canada (GRC) vise a etablir un 
cadre en vertu duquel les deux organisations pourront favoriser la cooperation pour 
l'echange de renseignements et la prestation de services, confoiniement a leur mandat 
respectif. Toute autre entente, y compris des protocoles d'ententes, conclue entre le CST 
et la GRC aux ter Ines du present PE, sera consideree comme une annexe et sera inscrite 
l' annexe A. 


1.2 Le CST a pour mandat de fournir du renseignement etranger en conformite avec les 
priorites du gouvernement du Canada en la matiere, d'aider a proteger l'information 
electronique et les systemes d'information d'importance pour le gouvernement du 
Canada, et de fournir une assistance technique et operationnelle aux organismes federaux 
charges de l'application de la loi et de la securite dans l'exercice des fonctions que la loi 
leur confere. Le CST est l'autorite nationale pour le renseignement electromagnetique 
(SIGINT) et la securite des communications (COMSEC). De plus, it est chargé 
d'effectuer et d'analyser des operations sophistiquees hoes aux reseaux informatiques, et 
d'y donner suite, et de fournir des conseils et des services touchant la securite des 
technologies de l'information. 


1.3 La GRC est le service de police nationale du Canada, avec pour mandat de 
preserver la paix, d'appliquer la loi et de fournir des services de qualite en partenariat 
avec les collectivites. Elle assume des responsabilites dans les domains de ('execution 
de la loi et des enquetes criminelles, notamment celles concernant la securite nationale, 
ainsi que dans le domaine des operations intemationales de maintien de la paix. Au sein 
du gouvernement du Canada, la GRC fournit des conseils et de la formation sur la 
securite materielle. 
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2. CONTEXTE 


2.1 Pour rester efficace dans le contexte de menaces complexes pour la securite et d'une 
technologie qui evolue rapidement, la collectivite canadienne du renseignement et de la 
securite cherche a ameliorer les resultats de ses activites, notamment en rehaussant la 
cooperation et la mise en commun de l'information pertinente entre ses membres. De fait, 
la GRC et le CST ont déjà obtenu des succes tres probants grace a une etroite cooperation 
technique et operationnelle ainsi qu'a Pechange de renseignements. Cela dit, les deux 
organisations reconnaissent que des dais subsistent. 


2.2 Les enquetes de la GRC, notamment les enquetes criminelles relatives a la securite 
nationale, peuvent en definitive entrainer des procedures criminelles oil la Couronne se 
verra obligee de divulguer a Paccuse toute Pinfolination pertinente en sa possession ou 
sous son controle, pour permettre a Paccuse d'elaborer une reponse et une defense 
completes. Si la chaine de la preuve devait comporter du renseignement ou de 
l'information sensible, les cibles, les sources et les methodes de renseignement 
essentielles du Canada et de ses allies pourraient s'en trouver compromises. Pour 
resoudre ce probleme et atteindre un equilibre raisonnable entre l'utilisation et la 
protection de l'information sensible ou eventuellement prejudiciable, le gouvernement du 
Canada envisage actuellement d'examiner la question a l'echelle de la collectivite. Une 
fois qu'on aura defini l'orientation a prendre, le CST et la GRC seront mieux en mesure 
d'examiner un eventail elargi de modalites d'echange de renseignements strangers. 


2.3 Afin de favoriser les avancees dans les domains les plus sin-s, le CST et la GRC ont 
etabli une liste d'activites prioritaires pour une cooperation accrue en matiere d'echange 
de renseignements et de prestation de services. Une liste d'activites prioritaires pour une 
cooperation amelioree figure donc a l'annexe B du present PE. D'ici a la conclusion d'un 
protocole d' entente actualise sur le traitement du SIGINT, les Participants conviennent de 
continuer a exercer, dans la mesure du possible, les pratiques quotidiennes existantes 
pour la production et l'utilisation du SIGINT. 


3. PRINCIPES DE COOPERATION 


3.1 Le CST et la GRC entendent cooperer dans la mesure du possible afin de resoudre les 
menaces qui planent sur la securite nationale et la securite publique sans compromettre 
les renseignements, de meme que les sources et les methodes de renseignement, et ce, de 
fawn a refleter les pouvoirs et les obligations juridiques des Participants, et en 
reconnaissant les droits des Canadiens et des autres. 


3.1.1 L' application des articles 3.2 a 3.8 est assujettie a l'application de Particle 3.1. 


3.2 Le CST et la GRC reconnaissent que le renseignement stranger que le CST pourra 
partager avec la GRC pent inclure de Pinformation sur le terrorisme, 
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3.3 Le CST et la GRC, sous reserve des priorites et des initiatives plus vastes du 
gouvernement du Canada en matiere de renseignement, entendent continuer d'elaborer 
des principes et des mecanismes afin de faciliter l'echange de renseignement &ranger et 
de gerer le risque de son utilisation eventuelle dans des enquetes criminelles. 


3.4 Le CST et la GRC entendent continuer d'elaborer des principes et des mecanismes afin 
de faciliter echange d'information liee a la securite des technologies de !'information et 
A la protection des reseaux informatiques. 


3.5 Le CST et la GRC entendent continuer d'elaborer des principes et des mecanismes afin 
de faciliter la prestation d'un soutien et d'une assistance techniques et operationnels. 


3.6 Le CST et la GRC entendent surveiller le rendement et les resultats du present PE en 
effectuant un examen bisannuel au niveau de la gestion superieure, ou plus frequemment, 
au besoin. 


3.7 Le CST et la GRC entendent faire en sorte que toute !'information protegee ou classifiee 
&hang& ou produite entre les Participants en rapport avec le present PE soit protegee 
selon les modalites de creation, de conservation, de diffusion, de transmission, de 
transport, de declassification, de manipulation, d'utilisation, d'archivage et d'elimination 
en conformite avec les lignes directrices etablies par le gouvernement du Canada et dans 
la Politique du gouvernement sur la securite (PGS), ainsi qu'avec les politiques sur la 
securite de la GRC et du CST. 


3.8 Le CST et la GRC reconnaissent que lcurs dirigeants rcspectifs — le chef du CST et le 
commissaire de la GRC — sont responsables des resultats du present PE. 


4. ADMINIST TION ET GESTION : 


4.1 Une equipe mixte de gestion superieure (EMGS), dot& de representants des deux 
organisations, comptera : 


Pour le CST : Le directeur general, Programmes SIGINT 
Le directeur general, Gestion strategique de la Securite des TI 
Le directeur general, Politiques et communications 
Le directeur, Politiques centrales et operationnelles 


Pour la GRC: Le directeur general, Operations criminelles relatives a la securite 
nationale 
Le directeur general, Programme des renseignements criminels de la GRC 
Le directeur general, de la Police internationale 
Le directeur, des Services strategiques, Operations techniques 


4.2 L'EMGS se reunira deux fois par armee, ou plus frequemment au besoin, pour examiner 
et modifier ou confirmer les activites prioritaires etablies a l' annexe B. 


4.3 Le directeur general, Politiques et communications, au CST, et le directeur general des 
Operations criminelles relatives a la securite nationale, a la GRC, coordonneront les 
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reunions de 1'EMGS et feront rapport a 1'EMGS sur les progres realises et les questions 
en suspens, et feront des recommandations au besoin. 


5. lEPRESENTATION 


5.1 Le CST et la GRC designent le directeur general, Politiques et communications (CST), et 
le directeur general des Operations criminelles relatives a la securite nationale (GRC) 
comme responsables d'assurer une mobilisation periodique et suivie concernant toute 
question &coolant du present PE. Ces representants peuvent etablir des groupes de 
travail charges de fournir des recommandations sur des questions particulieres touchant 
les activite prioritaires pour favoriser la cooperation. 


6. SOLUTION DES CONFLITS 


6.1 Tout conflit &coolant de l' interpretation ou de l'execution du present PE doit etre soumis 
a l'EMGS en vue de son reglement. 


7. DISPOSITIONS FINANCIERES ET ADMINIST TIVES 


7.1 Le CST et la GRC sont tenus de faire en sorte que les autorisations et les pouvoirs 
financiers soient determines et confilines avant d'entreprendre toute entente de 
cooperation ayant des consequences financieres. 


7.2 Le CST et la GRC sont responsables de tous les coins engages pour s'acquitter de leurs 
obligations administratives respectives prev-ues dans le present PE, notamment : 


entretenir des installations securisees, y compris 1'acquisition de contenants de 
securite approuves, le materiel de telecommunication et l'equipement 
electronique, et la conception d'immeubles et de locaux; 


a faire en sorte que tous les membres du personnel cherchant a obtenir acces 
l'information de l'un ou l'autre des Participants au PE, aient l'habilitation de 
securite et le niveau d' endoctrinement satisfaisants. 


8. CONFIDENTIALITE ET UTILISATION DES RENSEIGNEMENTS 


Chaque Participant entend : 


8.1 utiliser l'information fournie par l'autre Participant exclusivement aux fins prevues; 


8.2 refuser de communiquer l'information a des tiers sans le consentement ecrit prealable du 
Participant qui a fourth l'information, sauf lorsqu'il est tenu de la communiquer par la loi, 
auquel cas it faudra, dans la mesure du possible, donner un preavis au Participant qui a 
fourth 1'information; 


8.3 restreindre Faeces a l'information aux employes dont les fonctions exigent pareil acces, 
qui sont tenus legalement de respecter la confidentialite et qui defiennent l'habilitation de 
securite pertinente. 
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9. GESTION DE L'INFO ATION 


9.1 L'information communiquee en vertu du present PE doit etre administree, tenue et 
eliminee conformement a la loi qui s'applique a la conservation des dossiers et aux 
renseignements personnels et a toutes les politiques et lignes directrices applicables. Cela 
englobe la Loi sur la protection des renseignements personnels, la Loi sur les archives 
nationales du Canada et la Politique du gouvernement sur la scurite. 


Chaque Participant : 


9.2 informera rapidement l'autre Participant de toute utilisation ou communication non 
autorisee de l'information echangee en vertu du present PE et fournira a l'autre 
Participant des precisions sur pareille utilisation ou communication non autorisee. En 
pareille eventualite, le Participant responsable de la protection de l'information devra 
prendre toutes les mesures necessaires pour limiter les prejudices causes par 1'incident et 
pour empecher que la situation ne se reproduise. A la demande de 1'un ou l'autre 
Participant, on devra mener une enquete; 


9.3 une fois reconnu qu'il y a eu utilisation ou communication non autorisee de l'information, 
ou a la demande de 1'autre Participant, retournera l'information en question et veillera 
ce qu'aucune copie ni aucun extrait ne soient conserves; 


9.4 informera immediatement 1'autre Participant s'il a ete saisi d'une demande fond& sur la 
Loi sur la protection des renseignements personnels, la Loi sur 1 'acces a I 'information ou 
autre disposition legislative, pour obtenir la communication d'une information fournie en 
vertu du present PE. Si on lui en fait la demande, le Participant devra proteger 


contre toute communication, dans la mesure permise par la loi. 


10. EXACTITUDE DE L'INFO ATION 


Chaque Participant : 


10_1 s'efforcera de veiller a ce que l'information fournie a 1'autre Participant soit exacte et 
complete; 


10.2 informera rapidement 1'autre Participant s'il apprend qu'une information inexacte ou 
susceptible de ne pas etre fiable pourrait avoir ete fournie ou recue. 


11. ENTRÉE EN VIGUEUR, MODIFICATION ET RESILIATION 


11.1 Le present PE : 


a) entre vigueur a la date de sa signature par les Participants, a compter de la date ou le 
second Participant appose sa signature; 
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b) a. son entrée en vigueur, remplace immediatement tout precedent protocole d'entente 
conclu entre les participants, a 1'exception de ceux cites a 1'annexe A; 


c) sera examine au besoin par les Participants afin de veiller a ce qu'il demeure actuel en ce 
qui a trait aux attentes et aux principes convenus; 


d) peut etre modifie en tout temps avec le consentement ecrit des Participants; 


e) peut etre resilie en tout temps moyennant un avis ecrit d'un des Participants. La 
resiliation ne &gage pas un Participant de toute obligation contract& pendant la periode 
d'application du PE et les obligations de confidentialite demeurent applicables apres 
l'expiration ou la resiliation du present PE. 


Signe par les representants autorises des Participants : 


Date : 
John Adams 


Chef 
Centre de la securite des telecommunications 


Date : 
Will J.S. Elliott 


Co missaire 
Gendarme e royale du Canada 
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ANNEXE A 


Les ententes ci-dessous constituent une annexe au present PE : 


1 Les roles respectifs de la GRC (securite informatique) et du CST (COMSEC) en vertu de 
la Politique du gouvernement sur la securite; entente sign& le 1989-10-31 


2. Prestation au CST de donnees issues de la verification de noms dans les casiers 
judiciaires; entente sign& le 1994-03-01 


3. Prestation par le CST de conseils, de lignes directrices et de services d'evaluation de la 
posture de securite, conformement a l'alinea 273.64(1) b) de la Loi sur la Defense 
nationale; entente signee le 2008-01-25 


Derniere revision 2009-05-05 
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ANNEXE B 


ACTIVITES PRIORITA S POUR FAVORISER LA COOPERAT'ON 


Elaboration d'un PE concernant le traitement du renseignement electromagnetique 
(SIGINT) dans les 12 mois suivant la signature du present PE. 


2. 


3. IRRELEVANT 


4. Soutien a la seeurite des technologies de 1'information (operations liees a la cyberdefense 
et aux reseaux informatiques, architecture de securite d'entreprise). 


5. Soutien aux activites anonymes du CST. 


6. Soutien au renseignement &ranger (en particulier, pour soutenir 


7. Lecons tirees d'enquetes recentes. 
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PURPOSE 


1. The Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) and Public Works and Government 
Services Canada (PWGSC) (together with CSEC, the Participants) recognize the importance of 
cooperation to ensure that the highest standards of security are applied to signals intelligence (SIGINT) 
report handling. This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is intended to clarify roles, responsibilities 
and standards governing the dissemination and usage of classified information supplied by CSEC to 
PWGSC. 


AUTHORITIES 


2. CSEC's mandate, powers and authorities are defined in Part V.1 of the National Defence Act, as 
amended by the Anti-Terrorism Act of December 2001. In broad terms, CSEC provides: foreign signals 
intelligence in accordance with Government of Canada (GoC) intelligence priorities; advice, guidance and 
services to help protect electronic information and information infrastructures of importance to the GoC, 
and technical and operational assistance to federal law enforcement and security agencies in the 
performance of their lawful duties. CSEC is also the cryptology and information technology security 
authority under the Policy on Government Security (PGS). 


3. The Policy on Government Security identifies PWGSC as a Lead Security Agency with a number of 
responsibilities, including the delivery of services related to IT security, physical security, and the 
Industrial Security Program. In addition, pursuant to the Defence Production Act as well the Controlled 
Goods Regulations, PWGSC administers the Controlled Goods Program to safeguard controlled goods 
and/or controlled technology within Canada and revent access by unauthorized persons. To support the 
preceding, the mandate of the of PWGSC, pursuant to 
Departmental Policy 051 (DP 051), is to: 


a) Obtain, collate and analyze information concerning the security of PWGSC personnel, 
services, information, critical infrastructure and other assets; 


b) Provide PWGSC's senior managers with threat assessments, trend analysis, advice and 
other information drawn from security intelligence in advance of potentially harmful 
events; 


c) Coordinate information analysis in support of PWGSC's response to changes in security 
readiness levels as defined by the "Operational Security Standard — Readiness Levels for 
Federal Government Facilities". 


ACCESS 


4. PWGSC recognizes CSEC's authority to manage the distribution of SIGINT reports as outlined in 
Treasury Board's Policy on Government Security. 


5. Under this authority, CSEC recognizes the role of PWGSC to access SIGINT end-product reporting, 
as outlined in this MOU, with the exception of restricted reporting. 


6. is the CSEC application that enables Web-based dissemination of SIGINT information to 
client desktops based on specified client requirements. Appropriately securit -cleared PWGSC staff 
located within a SIGINT Secure Area (SSA) may be granted access to using dedicated 
terminals. All SIGINT material (excluding restricted reports) provided to PWGSC will be delivered via 


7. PWGSC users will keep their information accurate and current. 


8. PWGSC understands and agrees that all access, handling, distribution, retention and destruction of 
SIGINT material will be executed in accordance with the Canadian SIGINT Security Standards (CSSS) 
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and other applicable policies and procedures. CSEC reserves the right to conduct, in cooperation with 
PWGSC, on-site security audits on the handling of SIGINT material. 


9. CSEC is committed to providing PWGSC the training, policy and operational support required to utilize 
Likewise, PWGSC is committed to keeping CSEC abreast of any changes to its internal 


policies and procedures concerning SIGINT handling. 


AUTHORIZED USE AND HANDLING 


10. PWGSC recognizes that "authorized use" of refers to any use of SIGINT by the PWGSC 
that can be clearly shown to be in support of its mandate, which may include "need-to-know"-based 
searches of internal dissemination, inclusion of SIGINT in briefings and assessments, and 
actions taken based on SIGINT, any and all of which must receive prior approval by CSEC's Operational 
Policy Group. Terms and conditions of SIGINT use are subject to the CSSS, SIGINT Dissemination 
Procedures and all CSEC Operational Policies, and may be further refined by PWGSC in MOU's or letters 
of agreement. 


11. "Need-to-know" is a determination made by an authorized holder of information to assess whether a 
recipient requires access to that information in order to perform an authorized government function. This 
is a fundamental aspect of SIGINT handling and reflects the principle that not everyone who is cleared to 
see SIGINT necessarily needs to see all of it. (For further details, see OPS-5-15, Need-to-Know 
Guidelines, available on the CSEC Mandrake homepage.) 


MONITORING 


12. PWGSC understands that 
CSEC. Any use of 
understand that their 
sanctions. 


is subject to system and security auditing and monitoring by 
must follow the principles of "authorized use" and "need-to-know". Users 


use is subject to monitoring, and unauthorized activities are subject to 


CONFIDENTIALITY AND SECURITY OF INFORMATION 


13. Information provided by CSEC will only be used for the specific purpose for which it is provided. The 
Participants will ensure that appropriate procedures are in place to protect the information from any 
further disclosure. 


14. The COMCO or D/COMCO must report compromises or suspected compromises of SIGINT to the 
Departmental Security Officer (DSO) who, in turn, must immediately inform CSEC. 


15. The Participants will not disclose any information provided pursuant to this MOU to a third party 
without the permission of the originating Participant. 


CONTACTS 


16. The primary CSEC client relations contact person is the Director, in 
the Intelligence Branch. 


17. The primary PWGSC contact person is the Manager in the 


MODIFICATION 


18. This MOU may be modified at any time by written consent of the Participants. 
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EFFECTIVE DATE 


19. This MOU will come into effect when signed by the Participants and shall remain in effect until 
terminated. 


TERMINATION 


20. Either Participant may terminate this MOU at any time upon written notification. 


REVIEW 


21. This Memorandum of Understanding will be reviewed on an annual basis to ensure it remains current 
with operational requirements and administrative changes. 


le t  4 /.
Peter Cork .


Director General, 
Intelligence Branch 
Communications Security Establishment Canada 


Penny Levesque 


Director General, Corporate Services 
and Departmental Security Officer 
Public Works and Government Services Canada 


Date 


Date 11 )ct, Zell 
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Minister 
of National Defence 


APR 3 0 2014 


tvlinistre 
de la Defense nationale 


Ottawa, Canada KM 0K2 


The Honourable Jean-Pierre Plouffe 
Communications Security Establishment Commissioner 
90 Sparks Street, Suite 730 
P.O. Box 1984, Station B 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIP 5B4 


Dear Commissioner Plouffe: 


Igo" SECRIF' C 
CERRJD 13330


I am writing to respond to former Commissioner Ddeary's 17 July 2013 report entitled 
Review of csE SIGINT Information Sharing with the Second Parties. 


I appreciate Commissioner Decary's decision to undertake this review. 


I was pleased to note Commissioner De,cary's observation that CSE has substantial controls 
and measures in place to help ensure that its information sharing with Second Party 
partners is lawful and protects the privacy of Canadians. 


I also noted the report's observation that CSE conducts its activities in a manner that is 
consistent with the agreements it has with its Second Party partners to respect the privacy 
of the partners' citizens. I understand that it would be unreasonable to expect your office to 
provide the same level of assurance concerning the extent to which CSE's Second Party 
partners_ protect the privacy of Canadians. I have been advised, however, that CSE recently 
shared some Second Party policies with your office, upon receiving consent from the 
respective agencies. These policies describe how Second Parties, like CSE, have instituted 
measures to protect the privacy of other Five-Eyes nationals. 


I have been advised by the Chief that CSE has accepted both of the report's 
recommendations. Beginning with this year's Annual Report, CSE will provide me with 
supplemental data. CSE has also undertaken to support me in the development of a new 
Ministerial Directive related Information Sharing with Second Parties. 


For your convenience, I have attached CSE's management response to the report's 
recommendations. I trust you will find the response satisfactory. 
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ANNEX A 
CSE Response to the Recommendations in the CSE Commissioner's report 
entitled Review of CSE SIGINT Information Sharing with the Second Parties 


Review Recommendations 


Recommendation no. 1 


"To support the Minister of National Defence in his accountability for CSE and as an 
additional measure to protect the privacy of Canadians, CSE should record and include in 
its Annual Report to the Minister information about the communications CSE acquires from 
its Second Party partners in the United States, United Kingdom, Australia and New 
Zealand, including the number of one-end in Canada Second Party-collected 
communications, recognized by CSE analysts and used or retained for foreign intelligence 
purposes, as well as the number of this type of communication destroyed." 


CSE Management Response to Recommendation no. 1: 


Accepted. CSE will report certain supplemental data relating to communications CSE 
acquires from Second Parties that have been used or retained for foreign intelligence 
purposes, or marked for destruction. For example, the number of one-end in Canada 
Second Party-collected communications recognized and annotated by CSE analysts. 


This supplemental reporting will begin with this year's Annual Report. 


Recommendation no. 2: 


"To support the Minister of National Defence in his accountability for CSE and as a 
measure to protect the privacy of Canadians, it is recommended that the Minister issue, 
under his authority pursuant to subsection 273.62(3) of the National Defence Act, a new 
ministerial directive to provide general direction to CSE on its foreign signals intelligence 
information sharing activities with its Second Party partners in the United States, United 
Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand, and to set out expectations for the protection of the 
privacy of Canadians in the conduct of those activities." 


CSE Management Response to Recommendation no. 2: 


Accepted. CSE will support the Minister in the development of a new ministerial directive 
to provide general direction to CSE on its information sharing activities with its Second 
Party partners, with a focus on privacy and legal obligations associated with such 
information sharing. 
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ET f E 


CSE will begin undertaking the necessary preparatory work that will inform the 
development of a proposal package for a Ministerial Directive that will apply to both 
SIGINT and IT Security, and will address the following points: 


• The history and value of CSE's information sharing arrangements with Second 
Parties; 


• Canada's expectations from the Five-Eyes information sharing arrangements; 
• Limits on information sharing and measures to protect the privacy of Canadians; 
• Requirements for reporting to the Minister; 
• Compliance monitoring; and 
• Review by the CSE Commissioner. 


CSE expects that a draft Ministerial Directive package will be provided to the Minister for 
consideration by the end of fiscal year 2014/2015. 
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Minister 
of National Defence 


Uri 3U 2014 


Ministre 
de is Defense nationale 


Ottawa, Canada K 1A OK2 


The Honourable Jean-Pierre Plouffe 
Communications Security Establishment Commissioner 
90 Sparks Street, Suite 730 
P.O. Box 1984, Station B 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIP 5B4 


Dear Commissioner Plouffe: 


SECRETIICEO 
CERIOD # 10740037 


I am writing to respond to your letter dated 31 March 2014 containing the results of your 
review of the Communications Security Establishment's (CSE) Privacy Incident File and 
Minor Procedural Errors Report for Calendar year 2013. 


I am pleased to note that your review did not reveal any systemic deficiencies at CSE or 
concerns regarding lawfulness that would warrant further review and you were satisfied 
that CSE took appropriate corrective actions in response to privacy incidents recorded in 
2013. 


I have been advised by the Chief, that CSE accepted the report's recommendation. 
Measures are underway to enhance the current process to reflect the change. 


For your convenience, I have attached CSE's management response to the report's 
recommendations. I trust you will find the response satisfactory. 


Sincerely, 


H Rob Nicholson, QC, MP 


Canacrl 
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ANNEX A: 
Proposed CSE Action in Response to Recommendations in the 


Commissioner's"Review of CSEC's Privacy Incident File (PIF) and Minor 
Procedural Errors Report (MPER) for calendar year 2013" 


Review Recommendations 


Recommendation no. 1: "CSE request second party partners to confirm de-
targeting of Canadians, and indicate in the PIF whether the Second Party has 
confirmed that it stopped targeting that Canadian." 


CSE Management Response to Recommendation no. 1: 


Accepted: 


CSE will request confirmation that Second Party partners have de-targeted the 
Canadian and will indicate in the PIF whether the confirmation has been 
received. 


Proposed Process 


Second Parties will be sent a message that re-iterates Canada's expectations of 
partner agencies and reinforces current privacy practices and agreements. The 
message will also recognize that CSE is cognizant that each sovereign nation 
has the authority to pursue their respective national interests. 


CSE will further request confirmation that the de-targeting has taken place and 
will log the Second Party's confirmation, or lack thereof, in the Privacy Incidents 
File. Additionally, CSE will ensure that the Canadian individual is not targeted on 
any Canadian collection 
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PURPOSE 


1. The Communications Security Establishment (CSE) and Natural Resources Canada (together with 
CSE, the Participants) recognize the importance of cooperation to ensure that the highest standards of 
security are applied to signals intelligence (SIGINT) report handling. This Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) is intended to clarify roles, responsibilities and standards governing the dissemination and usage 
of classified information supplied by CSE to Natural Resources Canada. 


AUTHORITIES 


2. CSE's mandate, powers and authorities are defined in Part V.1 of the National Defence Act, as 
amended by the Anti-Terrorism Act of December 2001. In broad terms, CSE provides: foreign signals 
intelligence in accordance with Government of Canada (GoC) intelligence priorities; advice, guidance and 
services to help protect electronic information and information infrastructures of importance to the GoC, 
and technical and operational assistance to federal law enforcement and security agencies in the 
performance of their lawful duties. CSE is also the cryptology and information technology security 
authority under the Policy on Government Security (PGS). 


3. Natural Resources Canada's mission is to enhance the responsible development and use of Canada's 
natural resources and the competitiveness of Canada's natural resource sector. The intelligence program 
aids in this through the effective exploitation of classified information to aid strategic policy making, 
emergency management and risk assessment, and by identifying economic or political trends and threats 
to provide informed decision making. 


ACCESS 


4. Natural Resources Canada recognizes CSE's authority to manage the distribution of SIGINT reports 
as outlined in Treasury Board's Policy on Government Security (PGS) 


5. Under this authority, CSE authorizes Natural Resources Canada to access SIGINT end-product 
reporting at its CSE-accredited sites, as outlined in this MOU, with the exception of restricted reporting. 


6. Natural Resources Canada will provide CSE with current copies of the procedures and processes that 
describe Natural Resources Canada's use of SIGINT at each location. 


7. is the CSE application that enables Web-based dissemination of SIGINT information to 
client desktops based on specified client re uirements. Appropriately security-cleared Natural Resources 
Canada staff may be granted access to using terminals located within a SIGINT Secure 
Area (SSA). 


8. CSE will support dissemination within Natural Resources Canada by granting, to selected, 
ap eurity-cleared/indoctrinated and trained Natural Resources Canada employees, access to 
the Client Service Interface. This will permit selected users to enter client profiles, feedback 
and requirements, allowing CSE in return, to track and measure SIGINT end-product usage of clients at 
Natural Resources Canada. Natural Resources Canada personnel with access to the Client Service 
Interface will be required to complete a standard training program on the SIGINT process and policies as 
determined by CSE. 


9. Natural Resources Canada users will keep their information accurate and current. 


10. Natural Resources Canada understands and agrees that all access, handling, distribution, retention 
and destruction of SIGINT material will be executed in accordance with the Canadian SIGINT Security 
Standards (CSSS) and other applicable policies and procedures. CSE reserves the right to conduct, in 
cooperation with Natural Resources Canada, on-site security audits on the handling of SIGINT material. 
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11. CSE is committed to oviding Natural Resources Canada the training, policy and operational support 
required to utilize Likewise, Natural Resources Canada is committed to keeping CSE 
abreast of any changes to its internal policies and procedures concerning SIGINT handling. 


AUTHORIZED USE AND HANDLING 


12. Natural Resources Canada recognizes that "authorized use" of refers to any use of 
SIGINT by Natural Resources Canada that can be clear) shown to be in support of its mandate, which 
may include "need-to-know"-based searches of internal dissemination, inclusion of SIGINT 
in briefings and assessments, and actions taken based on SIGINT, any and all of which must receive 
prior approval by CSE's Disclosure, Policy and Review Group. Terms and conditions of SIGINT use are 
subject to the CSSS, SIGINT Dissemination Procedures and all CSE Operational Policies, and may be 
further refined by CSE in MOD's or letters of agreement. 


13. "Need-to-know" is a determination made by an authorized holder of information to assess whether a 
recipient requires access to that information in order to perform an authorized government function. This 
is a fundamental aspect of SIGINT handling and reflects the principle that not everyone who is cleared 
and indoctrinated to see SIGINT necessarily needs to see all of it. (For further details, see CSSS-100, 
Canadian SIGINT Security Standards, available on the CSE Mandrake homepage.) 


14. Natural Resources Canada will ensure that all Natural Resources Canada products that contain 
information from SIGINT are appropriately security marked and referenced. 


MONITORING 


15. Natural Resources Canada understands that 
and monitoring by CSE. Any use of 
"need-to-know". Users understand that their 
activities are subject to sanctions. 


is subject to system and security auditing 
must follow the principles of "authorized use" and 


use is subject to monitoring, and unauthorized 


16. Natural Resources Canada must report compromises or suspected compromises of SIGINT in 
accordance with the CSSS-100. 


RESTRICTED REPORTING 


17. The Parties recognize that the dissemination of restricted SIGINT reporting to Natural Resources 
Canada officials will be performed by a CSE Client Relations Officer (CRO). Natural Resources Canada 
officials reviewing product will direct content related queries to the designated CSE CRO. 


CONFIDENTIALITY AND SECURITY OF INFORMATION 


18. Information provided by CSE will only be used for the specific purpose for which it is provided. The 
Participants will ensure that appropriate procedures are in place to protect the information from any 
further disclosure. 


19. The Participants will not disclose any information provided pursuant to this MOU to a third party 
without the permission of the originating Participant. 
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CONTACTS 


20. The primary CSE client relations contact person is 


21. The primary Natural Resources Canada contact person is Alan Dickie, Manager of Intelligence and 
COMCO. 


MODIFICATION


22. This MOU may be modified at any time by written consent of the Participants. 


EFFECTIVE DATE 


23. This MOU will come into effect when signed by the Participants and shall remain in effect until 
terminated. 


TERMINATION 


24. Either Participant may terminate this MOU at any time upon written notification. 


REVIEW 


25. This Memorandum of Understanding will be reviewed periodically to ensure it remains current with 
operational requirements and administrative changes. 


Director General, 
Intelligence Branch 
Communications Security Establishment Canada 


Kiran Hanspai 


Director General 
Human Resources and Security Management Branch 
Natural Resources Canada 


Date 6 (1-00


Date  P1 ot/01116r 201,3 
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Minister 
of National Defence 


SECRET!/CEO 


Ministre 
de la Defense nationale 


Ottawa, Canada KIA OK2 


JUN 1 3 2012 


The Honourable Robert Decary 
Commissioner of the Communications Security Establishment 
90 Sparks Street, Suite 730 
P.O. Box 1984, Station B 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1 P 5B4 


Dear Commissioner Decary: 


I am writing to respond to your 23 March 2012 letter which provided an update on the 
status of your review of Communications Security Establishment Canada's (CSEC) 
SIGINT information sharing activities with its second party partners. 


I am pleased to note that thus far, you have found that CSEC takes measures to protect 
the privacy of Canadians in what it shares with second parties. I look forward to receiving 
your completed review later this fiscal year. 


Sincerely, 


The Honourabl eter cKay, P.C., M.P. 
Minister of Nat efence 


March 11, 2015 Canada A-2017-00017-01813 
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PREAMBLE 


WHEREAS pursuant to section 12 of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act (CSIS Act), the 
duties and functions of CSIS include the collection, by investigation or otherwise, to the extent 
that is strictly necessary, and the analysis and retention of information and intelligence 
respecting activities that may on reasonable grounds be suspected of constituting threats to the 
security of Canada; 


WHEREAS pursuant to section 15 of the CSISAct, CSIS may conduct such investigations as are 
required for the purpose of providing security assessments pursuant to section 13 or advice 
pursuant to section 14 of the CSIS Act. 


IRRELEVANT 


WHEREAS pursuant to subsection 17(1) of the CSIS Act, CSIS may, with the approval of the 
Minister of Public Safety, enter into an arrangement or otherwise cooperate with any 
department of the Government of Canada; 


WHEREAS pursuant to subsection 19(2) of the CSISAct, CSIS may disclose information obtained 
in the performance of its duties for the purposes of performing its obligations under the Act, 
including the duty to advise the Government of Canada; 


WHEREAS pursuant to section 21 of the CSIS Act, the Director of CSIS or a designated employee 
may, with the approval of the Minister of Public Safety, apply for and obtain warrants to enable 
CSIS to investigate a threat to the security of Canada or perform its duties and functions under 
section 16 of the CSISAct; 


WHEREAS pursuant to paragraph 273.64 (1) (a) of the National Defence Act (NDA), the mandate 
of CSEC includes the acquisition and use of information from the global information 
infrastructure for the purpose of providing foreign intelligence in accordance with the 
Government of Canada intelligence priorities; 


WHEREAS pursuant to paragraph 273.64 (1) (b) of the NDA, the mandate of CSE includes 


provision of advice, guidance and services to help ensure the protection of electronic 


information and of information infrastructures of importance to the Government of Canada; and 
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IRRELEVANT 


The parties have reached the following understanding: 


SECTION 1: PURPOSE 


1.1 The purpose of this MOU is to: 


(a) establish an arrangement under which the two organizations will continue to 
cooperate for the purpose of information and intelligence collection, information 
sharing and operational support in accordance with their respective mandates; 
and 


(b) provide for the disclosure and safeguarding of information shared between the 
parties to this arrangement. 


SECTION 2: DEFINITIONS 


2.1 In this MOU, the terms listed below will have the following meanings: 


"Arrangement" refers to arrangements subject to the approval of the Minister of Public 
Safety under section 17(1) of the CSIS Act and, for greater clarity, includes the 
arrangement described in this MOU; 


"Foreign intelligence" is defined in section 273.61 of the NDA; 


"MOU" means this Memorandum of Understanding and, for greater clarity, includes all of 
its annexes. 


"Operational Support" is defined generally as the logistical, financial, technical, analytical 
or personnel assistance that CSIS or CSE may, subject to applicable law, provide to the 
other to support the operational activities carried out by the other; 


"Threats to the security of Canada" is defined in section 2 of the CSIS Act; and 


"Working agreement" means an agreement between the parties to carry out the steps 
necessary to implement the arrangement described in this MOU, and includes efforts to 
limit duplication of work. 
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SECTION 3: SCOPE OF COOPERATION 


Cooperation in Information and Intelligence Collection and Information Sharing 


3.1 The parties will: 


(a) cooperate to the greatest extent practicable within their respective legal 
authorities and mandates on the collection and sharing of information or 
intelligence, without compromising intelligence assets, sources or methods, while 
recognizing the legal rights of Canadians inside and outside Canada, as well as 
those of any person in Canada; 


(b) as appropriate within each party's legislative and policy frameworks, share the 
most accurate, complete and timely information and intelligence as it relates to 
each party's mandates, intelligence requirements and priorities, including updates 
and re-assessment of the intelligence to the extent possible; 


(c) adhere to the general principles listed below which govern the retention, use and 
disclosure of information and intelligence received from the other party, including 
the need-to-know principle: 


administer, maintain, and dispose of information exchanged in accordance 
with the law that applies to record retention and personal information and 
all applicable policies and guidelines; 


(ii) use the information provided by the other party solely for the purpose for 
which it was provided; 


(iii) comply with Canada's Privacy Act, Library and Archives of Canada Act and 
any other applicable laws, in addition to relevant Government of Canada 
policies, such as the Policy on Government Security (PGS), specifically the 
section that relates to the distribution, maintenance, and storage of such 
information; 


(iv) not disseminate the information to any third party without the prior 
written consent of the originator, except as required by law, in which case 
prior notice must be provided to the originator; and 


(v) ensure all information and intelligence exchanged will be protected against 
unlawful or accidental disclosure, while all caveats and classifications 
imposed by either party will remain attached and will be fully respected. 
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Cooperation in Operational Support 


3.2 The parties will: 


(a) provide operational support to each other, when appropriate, in relation to their 


respective mandates; 


(b) assist each other with training when necessary and appropriate; 


(c) enable the sharing of technologies and collaborate in the development and 
testing of technologies when appropriate; 


(d) cooperate to avoid duplication of technology development and technology 
initiatives related to operations by relying, as appropriate, on the technical 
expertise of CSE to advance both CSE and CSIS interests; and 


(e) exchange employees, when appropriate, while mutually recognizing the internal 
security measures of each party and ensuring that all personnel seeking access to 
either party's information have an appropriate security clearance and 
indoctrination level. 


Compliance 


3.3 Each party shall comply with any policies, procedures or guidelines that the other may 
make for the handling of intelligence provided by it. The parties are free to propose 
alternative procedures pursuant to their own policies and approvals to suit the 
circumstances of a particular case. If agreed to by both parties, such alternative 
procedures will be implemented as specified. 


Implementation 


3.4 Recognizing that the effectiveness of this arrangement between the parties will require 
carrying out specific measures, the parties will jointly enter working agreements to 
implement the cooperation described in this section. Such working agreements will be 
outlined and annexed to this MOU. 


3.5 Working agreements between the parties to implement this arrangement will be limited 
by the scope of this arrangement. Nothing in this MOU will be construed to preclude 
separate arrangements. 
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SECTION 4: MOU GOVERNANCE 


Heads of Institution 


4.1 The parties are represented by their respective Head of Institution, who act as signatories 
to this MOU. For the purposes of this MOU, the Heads of Institution are: 


a) for CSIS, 


Director 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service 


b) for CSE, 


Chief 
Communications Security Establishment 


Designated Representatives and Points of Contact 


4.2 The Designated Representatives are responsible for the overall management of this MOU. 
For the purposes of this MOU, the Designated Representatives are: 


a) for CSIS, 


Assistant Director Technology 


b) for CSE, 


Director General 
Policy and Communications 


4.3 It is recognized that within each organization, the respective Directors General 
responsible for a particular subject or operational area will be the primary points of 
contact for the exchange of information relevant to that particular subject or operational 
area. 


4.4 The parties will ensure that a method is in place for tracking the provision and receipt of 
information. 
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Joint Management Teams 


4.5 The parties agree to regular and ongoing engagement through Joint Management Teams 
(JMTs). 


4.6 The Executive JMT, consisting of the Director, CSIS, the Chief, CSE, and their respective 
executive level managers who report to them directly, will meet on a regular basis to 
address issues of mutual interest and to modify or confirm priority activities for 
cooperation. These Executive JMT meetings will occur on a bi-annual basis or as required. 


4.7 The Assistant Deputy Minister JMT, consisting of the Deputy Chief SIGINT, CSE, and the 
Assistant Director Technology, CSIS, and their respective executives will report progress 
to the Executive 1MT on outstanding issues, maintain a cooperation priorities list, and 
provide recommendations as necessary. 


4.8 Working groups may be established by either of the JMTs for the purpose of addressing 
specific matters, including those relating to the administration of this MOU as well as any 
measure described in its annexes. 


Dispute Resolution 


4.9 Any dispute arising from the interpretation or operation of the arrangement described in 
this MOU or its annexes shall be referred to the Assistant Deputy Minister 1MT. These 
discussions will also include the Director General for Policy and Communications at CSE 
and the Director General for Policy, at CSIS. As necessary, unresolved issues will be 
elevated to the Executive JMT. 


SECTION 5: INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 


Loss or Unauthorized Disclosure 


5.1. The parties agree that in the event of the loss or unauthorized disclosure or 
dissemination by one party of the other party's classified information, the party 
responsible for the loss, disclosure or dissemination will advise the other immediately of 
its discovery and will assist in preparing a damage assessment. 


Amendment of Personal Information 


5.2 The parties will ensure that a method is in place for tracking the provision and receipt of 
personal information as defined in section 3 of the Privocy Act. Should any personal 
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information provided by one party to the other be amended by way of correction or 
notation, the party which provided the information will provide in writing the correction 
or notation to the other party pursuant to the provisions of the Privacy Act. 


SECTION 6: ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS 


6.1 The parties will be responsible for any costs incurred to meet their respective 
administrative obligations contained within this MOU, such as, but not limited to, 
maintaining secure office facilities, including the acquisition of approved security 
containers, telecommunications equipment, electronic equipment, room and building 
design. 


SECTION 7: EFFECTIVE DATE, AMENDMENT AND TERMINATION 


Effective Date 


7.1 This MOU will commence on the date on which it is signed by the last of the parties and 
will remain in effect until it is terminated in accordance with the procedure set out in this 
MOU. 


Amendment 


7.2 This MOU may be amended at any time upon mutual consent of the parties. Such 
amendment will be effected by an exchange of letters between the signatories to this 
MOU. Amendments may not change the nature and scope or alter the substance of the 
arrangement described in this MOO. 


7.3 Annexes to this MOU may be amended at anytime upon mutual consent of the parties as 
represented by their Designated Representatives. Amendments to the annexes may not 
change the nature and scope or alter the substance of the arrangement described in this 
MOU. 


7.4 Changes being considered or proposed to legislation, policy or operations by either CSE or 
CSIS, which may impede the function of this MOU, shall be the subject of early 
consultations between representatives of the parties. 
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Termination 


7.5 Either the Chief, CSE or the Director, CSIS may terminate this MOU at anytime by 
providing, in writing, 60 days notice of intention to terminate. 


SECTION 8: LEGAL EFFECT 


8.1 This MOU is an administrative understanding between the parties and is not intended to 
be legally binding or enforceable before the Courts. 


In Witness Thereof, the parties hereto have executed this MOU the day and year indicated 
below. 


Signed on behalf of CSE Signed on behalf of CSIS 


1. 
Jolin'Adams 
Chief 


Richard B. Fadden 
Director 


Date Date 
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ANNEX 


WORKING AGREEMENTS 


The following working Agreements are annexes to this Memorandum of Understanding: 


A - MOU between the Communications Security Establishment and the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service on Certification and Accreditation of Facilities and Systems Processing 
SIGINT (April 22, 2012) 


B - 
C - 


OTHER ARRANGEMENTS 


The following is a list of other Arrangements currently in effect between CSIS and CSE: 


1. MOU - Cooperation between the Communications Security Establishment and the Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service (Information/Intelligence exchange and Operational 
Support) in relation to section 12 of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act. 
(November 1990) 


2. IRRELEVANT 


3. MOU - Provision of the foreign intelligence by the Establishment to the Service in relation to 
section 14 of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act. (January 12, 2007) 


4. Letter _IRRELEVANT 


5. MOU - Use of CSIS Lands and Property for CSE Long Term Accommodation Project 
(April 7, 2011) 
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Communications Security Establishment 


Memorandum of Understanding 
between 


The Communications Security Establishment 
and 


The Canada Border Services Agency 
on 


improving Cooperation to Optimize Products and Services 


Directorate o 
27 February 2007 
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INTRODUCTION 


1. (U) The Communications Security Establishment (CSE) and the Canada Border Services Agency 
(CBSA, and together with CSE, the Parties) recognize the importance of improved cooperation for 
the benefit of protecting Canada and Canadians at home and abroad. 


2. (U) The Parties intend to pursue projects and implement policies that will promote strategies to 
ensure that information is received on a timely basis by officials to fulfill each Party's commitment to 
the shared national security principles articulated in Securing an Open Society: Canada's National 
Security Policy (NSP). The Parties anticipate that improved cooperation will optimize their 
respective products and services. 


PURPOSE 


(U) CSE and CBSA legacy departments have a long history of mutual assistance and are 
committed to improving cooperation with CBSA. This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is 
intended to formalize this longstanding relationship. 


4, (U) This MOU provides guidelines on the use and dissemination of information by CSE and CBSA 
pursuant to this MOU. 


SHARED VISION 


5. (U) The Parties will strive to improve cooperation in two key areas, the provision of: (i) foreign 
intelligence in accordance with Government of Canada (GoC) intelligence priorities by CSE to 
CBSA; and (ii) support to CSE's foreign intelligence mandate by CBSA. 


AUTHORITIES 


6. (U) CSE's mandate, powers and authorities are defined in Part V.1 of the National Defence Act, as 
amended by the Anti-terrrorism Act in December 2001. In broad terms, CSE provides: foreign 
signals intelligence in accordance with Government of Canada (GoC) intelligence priorities; advice, 
guidance and services to help protect electronic information and information infrastructures of 
importance to the GoC, and technical and operational assistance to federal law enforcement and 
security agencies in the performance of their lawful duties. CSE is also the cryptology and 
information technology security authority under the Government Security Policy (GSP). 


7. (U) CBSA's mandate, powers and authorities are defined in the Canada Border Services Agency 
Act (CBSA Act). CBSA is responsible for administering and/or enforcing program legislation 
appointed to CBSA to support national security and public safety priorities while facilitating the free 
flow of persons and goods. 


8. (U) CBSA is delegated to administer and/or enforce the following program legislation pertinent to 
this MOU: the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act (IRPA), the Customs Act, and any other Act 
of Parliament that CBSA officials have partial authority to administer. 


FRAMEWORK FOR COOPERATION 


9. (U) The Parties recognize that their relationship will develop further over time. As a starting point, 
the Parties agree to strengthen their partnership through improved cooperation in the following 
areas: 


o Provision of CSE products and services specific to CBSA needs; 
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o Improvement of bilateral communications and information sharing; and 


o Expansion and improvement service delivery mechanisms. 


SPECIFIC AREAS OF COOPERATION 


10. (U) The following sections outline areas the Parties will cooperate on. Detailed appendices for 
each area wilt be developed and added to this MOU as required. 


Provision of CSE Products and Services Specific to CBSA Needs 


11. (U) The NSP recognizes that an integrated and coordinated approach to border security will help 
ensure that threat information is provided to border service agents on a timely basis. 


12. (C) The Parties will continue to investigate SIGINT pilot project opportunities to produce actionable 
intelligence in support of CBSA intelligence programs.


Improvement of Bilateral Communications and Information Sharing 


13. (U) The Parties recognize that maximizing the exchange of information is critical to achieving a 
collaborative approach to border security. The NSP encourages departments and agencies to 
cooperate closely and, wherever appropriate, to share relevant information with each other. 


14. (U) The Parties appreciate the necessity for a clear and robust policy and legal framework to 
facilitate information sharing. To this end, the Parties will work closely with their respective policy 
and legal advisors to develop and implement information sharing agreements and procedures that 
enable the Parties to exchange information in a format and al a classification level suitable to each 
other's business processes and within each Party's existing legal framework. 


15. (U) The Parties recognize that the use and dissemination of information by CSE and CBSA 
pursuant to this MOU must comply with existing legislation concerning the collection, use, retention 
and disclosure of information. 


16. (C) CSE will maintain its to facilitate bilateral communications and other 
business processes. 


17. (U) The Parties will work together to identify and create opportunities for knowledge sharing at the 
operational level, including working-level briefings/exchanges. 


Expansion and Improvement of Service Delivery Mechanisms 


18. (U) The Parties will continue to collaborate in the expansion and improvement of service delivery 
mechanisms. 


19. (C) The Parties will work together to ensure ►hat relevant SIGINT end-product reporting is 
disseminated to key CBSA consumers in a timely fashion. In addition, the Parties will examine 
ways to improve the quality and quantity of feedback on CSE products and services. 


20. (C) The Parties will actively promote the expanded deployment of the Client Service 
Interface 


CONFIDENTIALITY AND SECURITY OF INFORMATION 


21. (U) Information provided by a Party pursuant to this MOU will only be used for the specific purpose 
for which it is provided. The Parties will ensure that appropriate procedures are in place to protect 
the information from any further disclosure. 
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22. (U) The Parties will not disclose any information provided pursuant to this MOU to a third party 
without the permission of the originating Party. 


CONTACTS 


23. (U) The primary CSE contact person is the CSE 


24. (U) The primary CBSA contact person is the Manager of the CBSA Intelligence Coordination and 
Research Section (ICR). 


MODIFICATION 


25. (U) This MOU may be modified at any time with the written consent of the Parties. 


EFFECTIVE DATE 


26. (U) This MOU will come into effect when signed by the Parties and remain in effect until terminated. 


TERMINATION 


27. (U) Either Party, upon written notice, may terminate this MOU at any time. 


REVIEW 


28. (U) This MOU will be reviewed by the Parties on an annual basis to ensure it remains current with 
operational r1 quirements and administrative changes.


Shelly Bru 4
Director Gener Intelligence 
Communications Security Establishment 


el / .. . 


7 . / 
---.. 


•-• - Director eneral Intelligence 
Canada Border Services Agency 


Date 


ate  'a y  1.-1 0-‘-a-, 0 7 
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APPENDIX "A" — Dissemination for Immigration Purposes 


CBSA-CSE Agreement concerning the Dissemination of SIGINT End-Product Reporting within 
CBSA to clients authorized to administer or enforce the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act 


INTRODUCTION


1. (C) The Parties recognize the need to work together to expand and improve service delivery 
mechanisms within CBSA. In the past year, circumstances surrounding the dissemination of 
SIGINT end-product reporting within CBSA arid a key CBSA client department, Citizenship arid 
Immigration Canada (CIC), have progressed and improved to a point requiring a formal recognition 
and clarification of roles and responsibilities. 


RESPONSIBILITIES 


2. (U) CBSA recognizes CSE's authority to manage the distribution of SIGINT as outlined in Appendix 
"A", Section 4.2, of the GSP. 


3. (U) Under this authority. CSE recognizes the mandate of CBSA's ICR to disseminate SIGINT end-
product reporting within CBSA and its legacy department, CIO: 


4. (C) CSE also recognizes the procedures and processes underpinning CBSA's ICR and the 
provisions in sections 86 and 87 of IRPA that permit the Minister to make an application for non-
disclosure of information in certain circumstances. 


5. (C) CSE wilt support CBSA's efforts to strengthen CBSA's internal dissemination program by 
granting access to to specific employees of the ICR. This will permit such ICR 
members to enter client profiles, feedback and requirements, allowing CSE, in turn, to track and 
measure SIGINT end-product usage, and to optimize SIGINT performance for clients at CBSA. 


6. (C) It is understood that all SIGINT material (including historical reports) provided to CBSA will 
eventually be delivered via meaning that: 


CBSA clients who have access to a MANDRAKE terminal can request 
accounts; 
Existing MANDRAKE buckets will be deleted for all CBSA clients who receive 
accounts; and 
Designated CBSA employees, mutually approved by CSE and CBSA, willperform internal 
dissemination of SIGINT end-product reporting at CBSA through in accordance 
with the Client Service Staff Reference guide. 


7. (C) CBSA understands that it is responsible to keep CBSA's information in accurate 
including creating, maintaining and deleting client profiles, requirements and feedback according to 
the Client Service Staff Reference guide. 


8. (C) CBSA understands and agrees that all handling, dissemination, retention and destruction of 
SIGINT material will be executed in accordance with the Canadian SIGINT Security Standards 
(CSSS) and other applicable policies and procedures. Unless otherwise approved by CSE, 
dissemination of SIGINT end-product reporting by ICR is limited to SIGINT clients within CBSA and 
CIC according to each individual client's security clearance and need to know requirements. CSE 
reserves the right to conduct random on-site security audits on the handling of SIGINT material. 


9. (C) CSE is committed to providing CBSA training, policy and operational support relating to CBSA's 
internal dissemination role. Likewise, CBSA is committed to keeping CSE apprised of any changes 
to its dissemination policies and procedures. 
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10. (C) The Partiec agree to menage the Implementation:of Commitments made herein through the 
Mechanism provided b 1.1t discussion between LSE's for CBSA 
and. CBSA gnforaemont —et management. 
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APPENDIX "B" - Dissemination 


CBSA-CSE Agreement concerning the Dissemination of SIGINT End-Product Reporting within 
CBSA to clients authorized to administer or enforce the Customs Act and any other Act of 


Parliament CBSA officials have partial authority to administer or enforce. 


INTRODUCTION 


1. (C) The Parties recognize the need to work together to expand and improve service delivery 
mechanisms within CBSA aimed at achieving the mandate of CBSA under the Customs Act and 
any other Act of Parliament that CBSA officials have partial authority to administer or enforce. 


RESPONSIBILITIES 


2. (U) CBSA recognizes CSE's authority to manage the distribution of SIGINT as outlined in Appendix 
"A", Section 4.2, of the GSP. 


3. (C) Under this authority, CSE recognizes the mandate of CBSA's ICR to disseminate SIGINT end-
product reporting within CBSA to clients authorized to administer or enforce the Customs Act and 
any other Act of Parliament that CBSA officials have partial authority to administer or enforce. 


4. (C) CSE also recognizes the procedures and processes concerning the information collected for the 
purposes of administering or enforcing the Customs Act are subject to the legislative provisions 
found at section 107 of the Customs Act (Disclosure of Information). 


5. C CSE will support CBSA's efforts to strengthen the Customs program by granting access to 
to specific employees of ICR. This will permit such ICR members to enter client 


profiles, feedback and requirements, allowing CSE, in turn, to track and measure SIGINT end-
product usage, and to optimize SIGINT performance for clients at CBSA. 


6. (C) It is understood that all SIGINT material including historical reports) provided to CBSA will 
eventually be delivered via the system meaning that: 


CBSA clients who have access to a MANDRAKE terminal can reques 
accounts; 
Existing MANDRAKE buckets will be deleted for all CBSA clients who receive 
accounts; and 
Designated CBSA employees, mutually approved by CSE and CBSA willperform internal 
dissemination of SIGINT end-product reporting at CBSA through in accordance 
with the Client Service Staff Reference guide. 


7. (C) CBSA understands that it is responsible to keep CBSA's information in accurate 
including creating, maintaining and deleting client profiles, requirements and feedback according to 
the Client Service Staff Reference guide. 


8. (C) CBSA understands and agrees that all handling, dissemination, retention and destruction of 
SIGINT material will be executed in accordance with the Canadian SIGINT Security Standards 
(CSSS) and other applicable policies and procedures. Unless otherwise approved by CSE, 
dissemination of SIGINT end-product reporting by ICR is limited to SIGINT clients within CBSA and 
CIC according to each individual client's security clearance and need to know requirements. CSE 
reserves the right to conduct random on-site security audits on the handling of SIGINT material. 


9. (C) CSE is committed to providing CBSA training, policy and operational support relating to CBSA's 
internal dissemination role. Likewise, CBSA is committed to keeping CSE apposed of any changes 
to its dissemination policies and procedures. 
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ID. (C) The Parties agree to manage the implementation of commitments made herein through the 
mechanism provided 1,6 ; joint discussion between CSE's for CBSA 
and CBSA Enforcement branch management. 
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APPENDIX "C" - Disclosure 


CBSA-CSE Agreement on policies and procedures to minimize the disclosure risk to SIGINT-
derived information. 


INTRODUCTION 


1. (U) The Parties assess that the risk of disclosure of SIGINT material is low in either admissibility 
hearings conducted under the IRPA or criminal proceedings under the Customs Act. 


2. (C) The Parties recognize that IRPA sections 86 and 87 will be applied to protect SIGINT 
information in the event that CBSA, with the approval of CSE, seeks to use the information as 
evidence to be disclosed during a tribunal hearing. 


3. (C) The Parties acknowledge that notes taken from SIGINT material by CBSA personnel are strictly 
for steerage to information in other sources. Information from these notes is not to be included in 
briefings, correspondence. reports, working aides, memoranda. ElI lookouts, or databases, nor will 
action be taken on the basis of such information (e.g., denial of a visa), without the approval of 
CSE. 


Immigration 


4. (C) The Parties recognize that sections 86 and 87 of IRPA will be applied to protect SIGINT 
information in the event that CBSA, with the approval of CSE, seeks to use the information as 
evidence to be disclosed during a tribunal hearing. 


Customs 


5. (C) The Parties recognize that section 107 of the Customs Act will be applied to protect SIGINT 
information from use as evidence in legal proceedings. 


Canada Evidence  Act 


6. (C) The Parties further recognize that the process outlined in section 38 of the Canada Evidence 
Act may be invoked to protect SIGINT from disclosure, as appropriate. 


Responsibilities 


7. (C) CBSA will not disclose the existence or content of SIGINT provided to it by CSE to any third 
party without CSE's express written consent. 


8. (C) Requests by CBSA to disclose SIGINT to a third party or to take action on the basis of SIGINT 
information will be forwarded to CSE's Manager for Operational Policy (D2) for approval. 
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shall be considered essential to international affairs, defence or security, and 
used or retained only if it contains information that is clearly related to the 
intelligence priorities of the Government of Canada. 


5. Pursuant to subsection 273.65(5) of the National Defence Act, I consider 
advisable, for the protection of the privacy of Canadians, that the following 
additional measures apply to the interception of private communications carried 
out in accordance with this Ministerial Authorization: 


a) The activities carried out pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization shall be in 
strict compliance with the current versions of the Ministerial Directives 
"Privacy of Canadians" "Accountability Framework", "Collection and Use of 
Metadata, and Program". 


h) In cases where an analyst recognizes a communication directly related to the 
seeking, formulating or giving of legal advice between a client and a person 
authorized to practice as a lawyer or a notary in the province of Quebec or as a 
barrister or solicitor in any territory or other province of Canada, or any 
person employed in the office of such a lawyer, notary, barrister or solicitor 
("solicitor-client communication"): 


(i) the analyst shall annotate that communication for destruction unless the 
analyst believes it may contain foreign intelligence; 


(ii) if the analyst believes that a solicitor-client communication may contain 
foreign intelligence, then the analyst shall annotate that communication 
for retention and forthwith bring the communication to the attention of 
his/her director or supervisor (via the reporting chain); 


(iii) the director or supervisor shall forthwith obtain legal advice from the 
Department of Justice, CSE Directorate of Legal Services, on whether 
the continued retention or use of the solicitor-client communication 
would be in conformity with the laws of Canada, and not bring the 
administration of justice into disrepute; and 


(iv) where legal advice has been obtained that the retention or use of a 
solicitor-client communication containing foreign intelligence would be 
in conformity with the laws of Canada, and not bring the administration 
of justice into disrepute, CSE may only use or retain the information 
derived from the solicitor-client communication in conformity with the 
legal advice received. 


c) To facilitate the review by the Commissioner of CSE of the statutory 
requirement that interceptions of private communications must be directed at 
foreign entities located outside Canada, CSE shall maintain an automated 
directory of selectors which it is satisfied relates to foreign entities located 
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outside Canada. 


d) CSE shall record the following information, and shall send the report to me 
within four (4) months following the expiration of this Ministerial 
Authorization, or at any time upon request: 


(i) the number of recognized private communications intercepted pursuant 
to this Ministerial Authorization that are used or retained on the basis 
that they are essential to international affairs, defence or security; 


(ii) the number of recognized solicitor-client communications intercepted 
pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization, that are used or retained on 
the basis that they are essential to international affairs, defence or 
security and in conformity with the legal advice received; 


(iii) the number of intelligence reports produced from the information 
derived from private communications intercepted pursuant to this 
Ministerial Authorization; and 


(iv) the foreign intelligence value of these reports, as they relate to 
international affairs, defence or security. 


6. CSE shall report to me when any serious issue arises in the implementation of this 
Ministerial Authorization, such as a sustained substantial decrease in the value of 
this source of foreign intelligence, or any sustained major increase in the number 
of recognized private communications or solicitor-client communications 
intercepted pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization. 


7. Pursuant to section 273.63 and subsection 273.65 (8) of the National Defence Act 
the Commissioner of CSE is charged with the review of activities carried out 
under this Ministerial Authorization to ensure that they are in compliance with the 
law and authorized. and CSE shall support and assist the Commissioner in 
carrying out such reviews. 


8. This Ministerial Authorization shall have effect for one year, from 1 December 
2012 to 30 November 2013. 


Dated at (94A-k- thi • s 
-rt 


day of  esr 0..e-a" 2012. 


The Honourable PeieThr ay, P.C.. M.P. 
Minister of National Def 
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1. Introduction 


1.1 Objective The objective of these instructions is to define the Canadian SIGINT 
Production Chain, in order to determine who can have access to SIGINT data. 
Access to SIGINT data must be limited due to the potential for exposure to 
information about Canadians, as well as the potential for compromising 
SIGINT methods, sources and capabilities. SIGINT data refers to: 


• Raw SIGINT data, 
• Evaluated and/or altered SIGINT data, and 
• Non-releasable SIGINT products. 


SIGINT data does not refer to releasable SIGINT products. 


As stated in the Policy on Government Security, CSE is the government's 
national authority for SIGINT and COMSEC, and is the lead security agency 
responsible for developing SIGINT-related policy instruments and providing 
advice and guidance to departments on the protection and distribution of 
SIG1NT. 


As such, these instructions introduce or refine the following terms: 
• The Canadian SIGINT Production Chain 
• Canadian SIGINT Production Chain activities 
• Raw SIGINT data 
• Evaluated and/or altered SIGINT data 
• Non-releasable SIGINT products 
• Releasable SIGINT products 


1.2 Authority This Canadian SIGINT Operations Instruction (CSOI) is issued under the 
authority of the CSE Deputy Chief, SIGINT (DC SIGINT). 


1.3 Context These instructions identify who may have access to SIGINT data and should 
be used in conjunction with CS S S-100 Canadian SIGINT Security Standards 
when making decisions to grant such access. 


These instructions do not address the dissemination, release, disclosure, or 
sanitization of releasable SIGINT products. 
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1.4 References • Policy on Government Security, 1 July 2009 
• Ministerial Directive on the Integrated SIGINT Operational Model 


(ISOM), May 2004 
• OPS -1, Protecting the Privacy of Canadians and Ensuring Legal 


Compliance in the Conduct of CSE Activities 
• OP S - 1-1, Procedures for Release of Suppressed Information from SIGINT 


Reports 
• OPS -1-7, Operational Procedures for Naming in SIGINT Report 
• OPS-1-8, Active Monitoring of Operations to Ensure Legal Compliance 


and the Protection of the Privacy of Canadians 
• CSSS-100, The Canadian SIGINT Security Standards 
• CS01-1-1, The National SIGINT Priorities List Process 
• CSOI-4-1, SIGINT Reporting 
• CSOI-4-2, Producing Gists for Indications and Warning Purposes 


1.5 Application These instructions apply to all individuals and elements within the Canadian 
SIGINT System authorized to conduct SIGINT activities under the authority 
of DC SIGINT. This includes Information Technology Security (ITS), 
Government of Canada (GC), Second Party integrees and personnel operating 
under the authority of the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) SIGINT Technical 
Control Authority (STCA). 


1.6 The following table outlines responsibilities with respect to these instructions. 
Accountability 


Who Responsibility 
Deputy Chief SIGINT Approving these instructions 
Director General SIGINT 
Programs 


Recommending these instructions for 
approval 


Director SIGINT 
Requirements, SIGINT 
Programs 


• Promulgating and implementing these 
instructions 


• Revising these instructions as required 
• Seeking legal and/or policy advice if 


required 
• Responding to questions concerning 


these instructions 
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All CSE Directors-General 
and Directors who are 
affected by these instructions 
and the Canadian Armed 
Forces SIGINT Technical 
Control Authority (CAF 
STCA) 


• Applying these instructions 


All CSE managers and 
CAF/DND leaders and 
supervisors who are affected 
by these instructions 


Ensuring that their staff have read, 
understood and comply with these 
instructions and any amendments to these 
instructions 


All CSE, DND staff and 
employees and CAF members 
who are affected by these 
instructions 


Reading, understanding and complying with 
these instructions and any amendments to 
these instructions 


1.7 Amendment 
Process 


1.8 Enquiries 


1.9 Review 


Amendments to these instructions may be required because of changing 
requirements or unforeseen circumstances. All approved amendments will be 
announced to staff and posted on the SIGINT Programs Oversight and 
Compliance (SPOC) web pages. 


Questions related to these instructions should be directed to Operational 
Managers who in turn will consult with SPOC staff E-mail inquiries can also 
be directed to spoc-staff-dl@cse-cst.gc.ca. 


The activities outlined in these instructions are subject to internal monitoring 
for policy compliance, audit, and review by various government bodies, 
including, but not limited to, the Office of the CSE Commissioner (OCSEC). 
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2. The Canadian SIGINT Production Chain 


2.1 The 
Canadian 
SIGINT 
Production 
Chain 


2.2 SIGINT 
Production 
Chain Activities 


The Canadian SIGINT Production Chain refers solely to the production and 
use of SIGINT. This is limited to SIGINT activities conducted under the 
authority of DC SIGINT, including delegated activities. 


To be considered part of the SIGINT Production Chain, individuals must be: 
• a CSE employee; 
• a CSE contractor; 
• a GC secondee working at CSE and under the direction of CSE SIGINT 


management; 
• a CAF member posted to CSE and under the direction of CSE SIGINT 


management; 
• a CAF or civilian member of Canadian Forces Information Operations 


Group (CFIOG) or other member of the CAF operating under the CAF 
STCA; 


• a Second Party inte gee 


• a deployed CSE employee working under DC SIGINT authority; or 
• a deployed CAF member working under the authority of the CAF STCA. 


The SIGINT Production Chain refers to those individuals, elements and 
components that engage in the following: 


• SIGINT-enabling activities: 


• SIGINT production activities: These include activities or tradecraft that use 
information acquired from the Global Information Infrastructure (GII) to 
generate foreign intelligence. Examples include: 
analysis, reporting and evaluation of intelligence value. 
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• SIGINT oversight activities: These include activities or processes designed 
to assess and ensure the proper handling of SIGINT data. Examples 
include: monitoring for compliance with legislation, ministerial direction 
and policy instruments, creating and amending policy instruments, audit 
and review. 


• CSE activities associated with protecting networks of importance to the 
Government of Canada: 


2.3 Outside the 
Canadian 
SIGINT 
Production 
Chain 


2.4 Physical 
Security 
Requirements 


Individuals who do not conduct Canadian SIGINT Production Chain activities 
are not treated as a part of the chain and therefore are not eligible for access to 
SIGINT data. Examples of activities that are not part of the chain include: 


• Oversight of activities in SIGINT organizations not directly related to 
SIGINT business. This includes, but is not limited to: evaluation, 
management accountability for human resources purposes, financial audit, 
and personnel security reviews; 


• SIGINT product dissemination conducted by persons who are not CSE 
staff or CAF members, and who are operating outside of the authority of 
the CAF STCA; 


• Liaison with or by GC departments and Second Parties, 
activities; 


• Operational activities of CSE personnel or CAF members integrated at 
other organizations and whose activities are governed by the host 
organizations; and 


• Creation of products (e.g. assessments, briefings, etc.) by certain clients. 


In addition, individuals accessing SIGINT data must: 


• Be operating in an accredited SIGINT Secure Area (SSA), also known as a 
Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF); 


• Be cleared for TOP SECRET (TS); and 
• Hold a SIGINT Information Access (SIA) indoctrination. 
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3. Access to Raw SIGINT Data 


3.1 Raw 
SIGINT Data 


3.2 Access to 
Raw SIGINT 
Data 


Raw SIGINT data is information acquired by Canadian or Allied SIGINT 
collection activities that has not been evaluated for foreign intelligence or 
privacy considerations; this may be communications or non-communications 
content or metadata. Raw SIGINT data includes information acquired through 
targeted collection operations against foreign intelligence targets as well as 
research and development activities (e.g. network analysis, signals analysis). 


Access to raw SIGINT data must be limited due to the potential for exposure 
to information about Canadians, as well as the potential for compromising 
SIGINT methods, sources and capabilities. 


Individuals conducting Canadian SIGINT Production Chain activities under 
the authority of DC SIGINT (or delegated authorities) can have access to raw 
SIGINT data as needed to fulfill their official duties. 


Within CSE, direct supervisors of personnel who conduct SIGINT activities 
under the authority of DC SIGINT are responsible for requesting access to 
raw SIGINT data as needed to fulfill official duties. 


Within the CAF, direct supervisors of personnel who conduct raw SIGINT 
activities under the authority of the CAF STCA are responsible for requesting 
access to raw SIGINT data as needed to fulfill official duties. Access requests 
are assessed and authorized according to the established chain of command. 


To ensure that any policy and/or tradecraft-training requirements for access to 
raw SIGINT data access have been met, supplementary review mechanisms 
and prerequisites may be put in place for account requests. 


Managers must ensure that appropriate procedures for proper handling of the 
information as well as an intelligence oversight reporting processes are 
established and documented. 


Managers are responsible for ensuring that access is removed, as necessary, 
when an employee changes positions or leaves the Canadian SIGINT 
Production Chain. 
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3.3 Use of Raw 
SIGINT Data 


3.4 Access to 
Raw SIGINT 
Data Under 
Part (b) of 
CSE's Mandate 


Once access is granted, the protection of SIGINT methods, sources, and 
capabilities is dependent upon the rigorous application of these instructions, 
The Canadian SIGINT Security Standards (CSSS) and other referenced 
handling standards. 


Individuals accessing raw SIGINT data for the purpose of enabling the 
production of SIGINT shall: 


• Conduct activities only in support of their official duties and to the extent 
necessary to do their job; 


• Apply measures to protect the privacy of Canadians and ensure legal 
compliance in the conduct of their SIGINT activities, and act in 
accordance with all relevant SIGINT legislation, ministerial direction and 
policy instruments; 


• Employ only those selectors and/or search terms reasonably likely to 
produce information in support of clearly identified GC foreign 
intelligence priorities and in accordance with OPS-1, Protecting the 
Privacy of Canadians and Ensuring Legal Compliance in the Conduct of 
CSE Activities; and 


• Prevent unauthorized access to raw SIGINT data by applying appropriate 
security measures. 


ITS personnel located in the 
with 
data 


and 
can be granted access to raw SIGINT 


With their management's recommendation, ITS 
personnel within those offices will be granted access following formal 
notification to IPOC and SPOC. ITS personnel in other offices may be 
granted access to raw SIGINT data dependent on the approval of SPOC and 
SIGINT Office of Primary Interest (OPI) concurrence. Any request for access 
to auditable SIGINT databases must follow 
established policy requirements. As part of the SIGINT Production Chain 
individuals noted above are subject to all provisions outlined in SIGINT 
policy instruments that govern the handling, storage and dissemination of 
SIGINT data. Provisions include, but are not limited to, the annual OPS-1 
quiz and the biannual "SIGINT and the Law" briefing. It is incumbent on 
individuals granted access under this section to notify SPOC and IPOC if their 
circumstances change and they are no longer employed in the appointment 
under which they received this access. 
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3.5 Access to 
Raw SIGINT 
Data 


Raw SIGINT data including content and associated metadata, which has been 
targeted (i.e., selected traffic) by approved selectors, is provided 
to the targeting Non-selected, unaltered raw SIGINT data (i.e., 
unselected, unminimized metadata) 


Note: The provision of unknown data to for technical analysis 
is dealt with in OPS-1-13, Operational Procedures Related to Canadian 


Collection Activities. 
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4. Access to Evaluated and/or Altered SIGINT Data 


4.1 Evaluated 
SIGINT Data 


4.2 Altered 
SIGINT Data 


4.3 Sharing and 
Disseminating 
Evaluated 
and/or Altered 
SIGINT Data 


4.4 Access to 
Altered 
SIGINT Data 


Evaluated SIGINT data is raw SIGINT data that has been evaluated for 
foreign intelligence value. 


Altered SIGINT data is raw SIGINT data that has been altered to protect the 
privacy of Canadians (e.g., through minimization or suppression), or to 
protect source information (e.g., sanitization). 


Individuals conducting Canadian SIGINT Production Chain activities under 
the authority of DC SIGINT (or delegated authorities) who wish to share 
and/or disseminate SIGINT data to partners and clients outside the SIGINT 
Production Chain may only do so via a releasable SIGINT product. 


Raw SIGINT data consisting solely of metadata may be made accessible to 
is long as identifiers known to belong to Canadians or 


persons located in Canada are altered in such a way as to render them 
impossible to identify the persons to whom the identifiers relate. 
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5. Access to SIGINT Products 


5.1 Non-
Releasable 
SIGINT 
Products 


5.2 Releasable 
SIGINT 
Products 


Non-releasable SIGINT products do not conform to all of the necessary 
requirements for releasable SIGINT, and include: 


• Gists (Indications & Warnings); for more information, please refer to 
CSOI-4-2, Producing Gists for Indications and Warning Purposes; 


• Technical SIGINT Reports (Cryptologic/Communications Information 
Reports (CIR) 


• 


Releasable SIGINT products have been: 


• Evaluated and deemed to hold foreign intelligence value; 
• Associated with clearly identified GC foreign intelligence requirements 


(GCRs); 
• Altered to protect the privacy of Canadians, in accordance with OPS-1-7, 


Operational Procedures for Naming in SIGINT Reports, as necessary; 
• Refined to comply with reporting standards and to protect SIGINT 


methods and sources; and 
• Approved for release according to the procedures outlined in OPS-1, 


Protecting the Privacy of Canadians and Ensuring Legal Compliance in 
the Conduct of CSE Activities and CSOI-4-1, SIGINT Reporting. 


Releasable SIGINT products that meet all of these requirements are eligible 
for release to SIGINT clients and include the following: 


• Canadian, End-Product Reports (EPRs) 
• Advance Reports 
• SIGINT Summaries and Assessments 
• Information Items 
• Tactical Reports (TACREPs) 
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6. Granting Access in Special Circumstances 


6.1 Approval 
Process for 
Special 
Circumstances 


Under exceptional circumstances, individuals outside the Canadian SIGINT 
Production Chain may be granted access to SIGINT data. This includes: 


• Any CAF or DSO personnel who are deployed under DC SIGINT or CAF 
STCA authority and operating 


and are required to SIGINT 
and 


• personnel. 


All such requests must be sent to Manager SPOC, and must include: 


• Specifics of whom the exemption is for; 
• Specifics of what data is needed; 
• A justification for why the exception is required; and 
• An explanation for why access to existing releasable SIGINT products is 


not sufficient. 


Manager SPOC will review and approve requests and consult with Director 
SPR if required. 


All CAF requests will be forwarded to CFIOG Oversight and Compliance for 
review, and then forwarded to SPOC. 
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7. Definitions 


Altered 
SIGINT Data 


Canadian 
Armed Forces 
SIGINT 
Technical 
Control 
Authority (CF 
STCA) 


Canadian 
SIGINT 
Production 
Chain 


Canadian 
SIGINT 
Production 
Chain Activities 


Raw SIGINT data that has been altered to protect the privacy of Canadians 
(e.g. through minimization or suppression). 


The Canadian Armed Forces authority responsible for the management of 
CAF SIGINT and the oversight of CAF SIGINT to ensure compliance with 
National and CAF SIGINT policies, orders, directives, procedures and 
standards. 


Under the framework of the Integrated SIGINT Operational Model, the CAF 
STCA operates under the delegated authority of DC SIGINT. The CAF STCA 
will normally be assigned 


The CAF STCA is responsible for SIGINT technical control over all CAF 
SIGINT operations, regardless of the 
chain of command of the units actually conducting the operations. 


The Canadian SIGINT Production Chain refers to SIGINT enabling, 
production or oversight activities conducted under the authority of DC 
SIGINT, including those activities delegated to non-CSE organizations. This 
does not include the consumption of SIGINT Products, but does include the 
activities that enable consumption. 


The SIGINT Production Chain refers to those individuals, elements and 
components that produce and use of SIGINT by engaging in the following 
activities: 


• SIGINT Enabling activities: 
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• SIGINT Production activities: These are any activity or tradecraft that uses 
information acquired from the GII to create foreign intelligence. Examples 
include, but are not limited to: analysis, reporting 
and evaluation of intelligence value. 


• SIGINT Oversight activities: These are any activity or process designed to 
assess and ensure the proper handling of SIGINT Data. Examples include, 
but are not limited to: monitoring for compliance with legislation, 
Ministerial direction and policy instruments, creating and amending policy 
instruments, audit and review. 


• Protecting network-r of itnnortonce to the Government of Corrado 
activities: ' 


Content 


Evaluated 
SIGINT Data 


Global 
Information 
Infrastructure 


Metadata 


Content is defined as the message substance (voice or text, for example) of 
the communication. 


Raw SIGINT data that has been evaluated for foreign intelligence value. 


The Global Information Infrastructure (GII) includes electromagnetic 
emissions, communications systems, information technology systems and 
networks, and any data or technical information carried on, contained in, or 
relating to those emissions systems and networks. 


Metadata is defined as information associated with a telecommunication to 
identify, describe, manage, or route that telecommunication or any part of it 
as well as the means by which it was transmitted, but excludes any 
information or part of information which could reveal the purport of a 
telecommunication, or the whole or any part of its content. 
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Need-To-Know Need-to-know is a determination made by an authorized holder of information 
to assess whether a possible recipient requires access to that information in 
order to perform an authorized GC function. Need-to-know is a fundamental 
aspect of CSE's information handling system and is a way of further 
restricting access to classified and protected information. It reflects the 
principle that not everyone who is cleared to see certain information 
necessarily needs to see all of it. See CSSS-100 Canadian SIGINT Security 
Standards. 


Non-releasable Non-releasable SIGINT products do not conform to all of the necessary 
SIGINT requirements for releasable SIGINT, and include: 
products 


Raw SIGINT 
Data 


Releasable 
SIGINT 
Products 


• Gists (Indications & Warnings); for more information, please refer to 
CSOI-4-2, Producing Gists for Indications and Warning Purposes; 


• Technical SIGINT Reports (Cryptologic/Communications Information 
Reports (CIR) 


• 


SIGINT data is any SIGINT information acquired as a result of research and 
development, or from targeted collection operations against a particular 
foreign intelligence target, before the information has been evaluated for 
foreign intelligence value and altered to protect the privacy of Canadians. It 
may consist of content and/or metadata. Content is defined as the message 
substance (voice or text) of the communication. 


Releasable SIGINT products are SIGINT products that: 


• Have been evaluated and deemed to hold foreign intelligence value; 
• Respond to clearly identified Government of Canada foreign intelligence 


requirements (GCRs); 
• If necessary, has been altered to protect the privacy of Canadians, in 


accordance with OPS-1-7, Operational Procedures for Naming in SIGINT 
Reports; 


• Have been refined to comply with reporting standards and to protect 
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SIGINT methods and sources; and 
• Have been approved for release according to the procedures outlined in 


OPS-1, Protecting the Privacy of Canadians and Ensuring Legal 
Compliance in the Conduct of CSE Activities and CSOI-4-1, SIGINT 
Reporting. 


Search Terms 


Second Parties 


Selectors 


SIGINT Clients 


Search terms are terms (which may or may not include a wildcard) used for 
purpose of querying in SIGINT databases in order to identify traffic for 
further analysis. 


Second Parties refer to CSE's SIGINT counterparts and include: the US 
National Security Agency (NSA), the UK Government Communications 
Headquarters (GCHQ), Australian Signals Directorate (ASD), and New 
Zealand's Government Communications Security Bureau (GCSB). 


Selectors may include a name, 
or e-mail address, facsimile or telephone number, or other alphanumeric 
character stream 


for the purpose of identifying traffic that relates to national foreign 
intelligence requirements and isolating it for further processing. 


IP 


A SIGINT client is a person employed in a GC client organization authorized 
to receive SIGINT who uses this information for strategic warning, policy 
formulation, decision-making, and/or day-to-day assessment of foreign 
entities' capabilities and intentions. 


Specific GC organizations could include: 
o Department of National Defence (DND) and the Canadian Armed 


Forces (CAF); 
o Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada 


(DFATD); 
o Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC); 
o Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS); and 
o Privy Council Office (PCO). 


Note: Normally, client organizations are federal-level government 
departments and agencies, including overseas missions and military 
commands, but they can also include private contractors of such 
organizations. 
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SIGINT Data SIGINT data refers to raw SIGINT data, evaluated and/or altered SIGINT 
data, and non-releasable SIGINT products. SIGINT data does not refer to 
releasable SIGINT products. 


SIGINT 
Products 


SIGINT products are based on SIGINT data and respond to identified GC 
foreign intelligence priorities. SIGINT products fall into two categories: 
releasable (to clients) and non-releasable (limited to the SIGINT Production 
Chain). 
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CSOI-1-2 Promulgation 


Reviewed and Recommended for Approval 


I have reviewed and hereby recommend these instructions for approval. 


26 March 2014 


James Abbott Date 
Director General Production 


Approved 


I hereby approve CSOI-1-2: The Canadian SIGINT Production Chain and Access to SIGINT 
Data. These instructions are effective immediately. 


Original signed by DC SIGINT 26 March 2014 


Shelly Bruce Date 
Deputy Chief SIGINT 
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WELCOME TO 


SIGINT 101 
The SIGINT 101 program has been developed to give new SIGINT employees a common baseline knowledge and introduction 


through a sequence of modules designed and delivered by the Office of Cryptologic Studies (OCS) and SIGINT subject-matter 


experts. The aim of our program is to help you understand the larger context within which you are working, both within and beyond 


CSEC and the SIGINT business line. We want to give you a general awareness of a wide range of SIGINT approaches to confronting 


intelligence problems at every point along the end-to-end SIGINT process. This course will not answer all your questions about 


SIGINT, but the hope is that SIGINT1O1 will provide you with an overall understanding of the business of SIGINT, and establish some 


points of contact for you throughout the organization. 


Each of you will be bringing your own specialized skills and knowledge of CSEC and SIGINT to this program. If you find that you 


already know some of the information we present to you, remember that this may not be the case for many of your classmates who 


come from different backgrounds. In turn, some of the material that is new to you may be known to them. That is the nature of an 


orientation course. Everyone is starting from a different point and thus brings a different perspective to the course. Take dvantage 


of the diversity of the class and talk to your colleagues, share your experience and make new contacts. 


Throughout the course, your OCS Facilitator will be available to answer any questions you may have about working in SIGINT, or 


how CSEC conducts operations. As with all our courses, we welcome your comments and feedback, as participant input is a major 


driving force in improving the content and the delivery of the program. 


We hope that you will enjoy your experience on SIGINT101, and we wish you all the best as you embark on an exciting journey 


working in SIGINT. 


Sincerely, 


Manager, The Office of Cryptologic Studies 
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The SIGINT101 orientation program is designed to provide SIGINT employees with background on the various operational and support 
areas within the SIGINT business line. CSEC has two major operational business lines: ITS (IT Security) and SIGINT (Signals Intelligence). 
As members of SIGINT, you will need to understand how various groups within the area work together to produce intelligence reports 
for CSEC's clients within the Government of Canada. In addition, SIGINT101 aims to provide participants with an introduction to 
the SIGINT requirements, capabilities, analysis, and techniques used to exploit communications signals of entities of interest (targets) 
in order to provide the Government of Canada with key information to protect our national security and our national interests. 


The program is divided into short modules. Each module covers a specific topic within SIGINT, a piece of the puzzle, so to speak. At 
the end of SIGINT101, new employees would be able to combine the knowledge gained from this program to create a fairly high-
level view of SIGINT as it is being conducted in Canada. 


This textbook was written based on the content of the various modules presented in the SIGINT101 program. It is designed to serve 
as a supplementary reference guide for new SIGINT employees. The following modules and sections are included in this text: 


• History of SIGN!' 
• OPS-1 Awareness 
• Introduction to SIGINT Programs and Requirements 
• SIGINT Oversight and Compliance 
• Intelligence Branch Overview 
• SIGINT Collaboration using Web 2.0 
• SIGINT Systems Development Overview 
• Data Analysis and Enrichment 
• Access Fundamentals for SIGINT 
• Overview 
• Overview 
• Overview 
• SIGINT Tools Reference Guide 
• SIGINT101 Glossary 


In addition to reference information, this textbook is also designed to allow participants to contribute their insights, questions, and 
notes throughout the course. Some activities covered in the modules will also be included in this text. 
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SIGINT Programs (DGP) is an area of work within CSEC SIGINT business line that serves as the "honest broker". coordinator, and 
monitor of the entire SIGINT process. Headed by Director General (DG) Bud Abbott, DGP performs a numbers of separate, but 
related Horizontal coordination functions on behalf of DC SIGINT. DGP is also responsible for the coordination of various business 
and strategic activities within SIGINT and with CSEC's clients. 


This chapter will provide an overview of the work conducted under the SIGINT Programs Directorate, as well as a description of the 
SIGINT Requirements process. 


SIGINT PROGRAMS 
Organizationy 
Developmcl 
the SIGINT 


,Nuirements F!usiness 
Bch group addressc.., responsibilities of 
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Figure 2.1 shows the activities within DGP. 
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CRITICAL SIGINT QUESTIONS: 
Do we know what we're doing? 


Do we know where we're going? 


Are we making a difference? 


Are we using our powers responsibly? 


Are we worth the cost? 


SIGINT Priorities 
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SIGINT PROGRAMS REQUIREMENTS 
SIGINT Programs Requirements (SPR) is responsible for formally stating operational, and compliance requirements on behalf of the 
Deputy Chief of SIGINT. These requirements include: the National SIGINT Priorities List (NSPL); CSEC SIGINT Operations Instructions 
(CSOls); internal & external review coordination; strategic pursuit support; prioritization for 
all SIGINT functions; Operations Approval Authority; and SIGINT security-related functions. 


Under the direction of SPR, there are two offices: the SIGINT Programs Oversight and Compliance (SPOC); and SIGINT Programs 
Operational Requirements (SPOR). Table 2.2 outlines the main responsibilities of each office under SPR. 


Areas under SPR and their primary functions: 


SPOC 
• Legal/policy framework and compliance 


SIGINT compliance validation monitoring 
Production of CSOls 


• Internal and external review coordination 
• SIGINT interface with CSEC Commissioner and 


oversight bodies 


SPOR 
• Collects and evaluates operational requirements 
• Maintains the NSPL and GCR systems 
• IRRELEVANT 


• Prepares documents 
for 


• Managers SIGINT Security via SPOR's SIGINT Security 
Management Office 


• Acts as the secretariat for the Innovations Board 


Table 2.2 


Each year, the GC establishes its key intelligence priorities. These are strategic in nature, and must be refined in order for SIGINT 
to act on them. The Privy Council Office (PCO) leads focused discussions on requirements with representatives from across 
government, and SIGINT Requirements uses the results of these meetings to further engage with its key client departments. 
Requirements can also be gathered by Client Relations Officers (CROs), and individual clients can also submit them via 


Based on analysis of these sources of information, SPR develops the NSPL. 
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It is important to remember that requirements are vetted for approval and tracked for tradecraft development and capability 
development. The NSPL. drives SIGINT's operational activities, while the Innovations Board evaluates capability development in 
support of operational activities. Requirements may call for teams, cross-program integrations, or all-function 
teams (with members from various areas of expertise) to foci.: -hay also require joint development 


SIGINT Systems (responsible h:: Ad SIGINT Access (responsible for 
he SIGINT Requirements Prou;::: .; collaboration and joint projects. 


definition of roles and responsibilities, the standardization arid transparency of decision-making 
consultations, the robustness of the SIGINT committee structure. and valuable coordination from the SIGINT Programs Directorate. 


Coors


. .Sorting 24/7 It provide,, 
ands, CSEC managem€F 1 


life situations. 


key tasks involve coordination of the CSEC Operational Production and 
ie Five-Eyes community and emergency helpdesk support. 


OFFICE OF NETWORKS AND COMMUNICATIONS 
and Communications (ONOC) provide. 
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EVENTS AND EXERCISES TEAM 


COPCC also coordinates CSEC operations across activity areas via the Events and Exercises (E&E> team. This centralized 
operations structure brings together critical skills from CSEC activity areas to concentrate on top priorities. The Events Team 
operates in collaboration with ONC to provide continuous support to high priority operations. E&E provides logistical, 
technical and operational support as required, which can include: 


• scheduling VTCs; 
• leading CSEC involvement in exercises;
• tailoring operational space (custom software environments, stand alone testing labs, etc,); 
• informing senior management of operational updates; 
• capturing daily situational updates; 
• documenting progress; 
• chairing coordination meetings; 
• liaising with GC clients and Second Parties; and, 
• planning and coordination. 


SIGINT BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
The Business Development Group within SIGINT Programs focus on financial and assets management, business plans and policies, 
SIGINT training and development, performance and resource reporting, and strategic support. These are managed by three 
different offices, each responsible for the above-mentioned tasks. Specifically, the develops, 
implements, and evaluates comprehensive training to support the SIGINT workforce. SIGINT staff members would come in contact 
with theme most frequently for their training needs. Members of this group also support the new SIGINT governance structure 
comprised of the 
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SIGINT Oversight and Compliance 
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The Office of SIGINT Programs Oversight and Compliance (SPOC) falls under SIGINT Requirements, which is located within the 
SIGINT Programs activity area, under the SIGINT business line. 


Where is Oversight & Cornpiii; CSFC? 


Figure 3.1 


Figure 3.. • 
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SPOC's functions stem from CSEC's organizational values, particularly those of Lawfulness, Integrity, Teamwork and 
Professionalism. CSEC must demonstrate lawfulness, meet the conditions of Ministerial Authorizations and Ministerial Directives, 
and establish internal controls and awareness. All of these tasks are aimed towards the ultimate purpose of SPOC — ensuring 
that CSEC remains operational. Figure 3.1 is a visual representation of the relationship between legislation, policies and 
procedures, and operational decisions. 


Why Oversight & Compliance? 


Furious MND 
if not followed. 
Stay" legirl 


Legislation 


Subject to Policies, 
OCSEC review Procedures 


Subject to 
OCSEC review 


C4.+1,mister7i' 
S Legal 


recorini 


Compliant Program 


~rre avrtrcn 


SEC must oporaia 
NQA. Criminal Code. Of 


Anit•raororisin 


docomonisd boonoss 
prosossos to g. OPS 


CSOrs; 


Figure 3.3 


Under the authority of Deputy Chief (DC), SIGINT, SPOC is responsible for drafting CSEC SIGINT Operational Instructions (CSOls) 
documents which ensures that operations are conducted in accordance with CSEC's operational policies and legislation. 
Ultimately, CSOls assist SIGINTers in making sound operational decisions. SPOC also plays a role in ensuring that disciplined 
accountability and compliance are key components of SIGINT activities. Figure 3.4 shows how CSOls address various aspects of 
SIGINT operations. 
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SPOC's other functions include: 


Figure 3.4 


• Being the SIGINT point-of-contact for internal audits, government inquiries, and ATIP requests; 
• Monitoring issues related to 5-Eyes to ensure CSEC can work effectively with its SIGINT partners while 


respecting its own legal and policy obligations; 
• Developing SIGINT processes; 
• Answering questions related to the access, handling and use of SIGINT; 
• Preparing reporting based on SIGINT activities under Ministerial Authorizations; 
• Providing direction and guidance on SIGINT practices and technologies (from a compliance perspective); and 
• SPOC also serves as the SIGINT point-of-contact for Office of the CSEC Commissioner (OCSEC) reviews of activities and 


public complaints that involve the SIGINT business line. 
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What are Ministerial Authorizations (MAs) and Ministerial Directives (MDs)? 
• MAs protect us legally from the incidental collection of private communications while conducting our foreign intelligence 


collection activities, subject to explicit conditions 
• MDs provide us with specific guidance from the Minister of National Defence (MND) as to how we should do our business 


SPOC exists to ensure we... 
• demonstrate lawfulness 
• meet the conditions of CSEC's MAs and MDs 
• establish internal controls and awareness 
• identify and address procedural weaknesses and risks 
• REMAIN OPERATIONAL! 


More on CSOls... 
• issued under DC SIGINT's authority 
• provide direction on how activities are to be conducted within existing legal and policy framework 
• capture "lessons learned", so less time is spent thinking about how we could/should do something and more time actually doing it! 
• CS01-4-1 SIGINT Reporting, CSOI-4-4 Targeting and Selector Management Using National SIGINT Systems For 


Intelligence Reporting Purposes 


The Office of the CSEC Commissioner (OCSEC) 
• Office of the CSEC Commissioner (OCSEC) Reviews 
• has existed since 1996 
• is separate from and independent of CSEC 
• Anti-Tetron'sm Actof Dec 2001 formally established the OCSEC in legislation, through amendments to the National Defence Act (Part V.1) 


OCSEC's Mandate 
• to review the activities of CSEC to ensure they are in compliance with the law and to advise the Minister and Attorney 


General of Canada of any activities that may not be in compliance with the law 
• to receive complaints about the lawfulness of CSEC's activities 
• to carry out specific duties under 'the public interest defence" provisions of the Security of Information Act 


Final Thoughts on Compliance 
• How we do things is as important as what we do 
• Oversight & Compliance ensures: 


• SIGINT activities are conducted legally 
CSEC powers are not abused 


• CSEC can maintain the trust of the government and the people 
Public complaints can be avoided as a matter of principle and practicality 


• Privacy of Canadians in maintained 
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Some sample questions: 


Consid 


What does t
• Are there 


Considerations: 


=ta look like? 
data in question? 


Note: Usually, an email address that ends in ".ca" suggests the user would be a Canadian — policy stipulates that an 
analyst cannot target this person. 
What information does the analyst have to suggest the user is not Canadian? 
How does the analyst know the user is not located in Canada? 


SPOC welcomes questions about SIGINT policy and compliahr. u have any questions regarding your work, or if you come 
across policy issues that you wish to clarify, please contacc igcse-cst.gc.ca.
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Chapter 4: ITS Policy Oversight & Compliance 
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IPOC OVERVIEW 


ITS Policy, Oversight and Compliance (IPOC) enables ITS Cyber Defence operations and is the ITS version of SPOC. IPOC provides 
advice, guidance, and compliance monitoring to analysts operating under part (b) of CSEC's Mandate. IPOC contributes to the 
development of OPS-1, OPS-1-14, OPS-1-15 and OPS-1-6, as well as controls the IT Security Operational Instructions (ITSOIs) for 
cyber defence. IPOC gives policy briefings and administers the annual mandatory ITS Policy Quiz for everyone who needs access to 
ITS Cyber Defence data. 


IPOC ensures that ITS operations focusing on cyber threats to systems of importance to the Government of Canada respect 
Canadian privacy laws. ITS operations fall under two categories: those that require a Ministerial Authorization (MA) and are 
governed by OPS-1-14, and those that do not require an MA such as Data Provided by System Owner (DPSO) or non-MA that are 
governed by OPS-1-15. Depending on how the data is collected, different policy and legal requirements apply. 


AUTHORITIES 


MA Operations 
Government of Canada departments can sign Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) with CSEC, allowing_collection 
of the department's data for cyber defence purposes (as set out in OPS-1-14). All data needs to be relevant to part (b) of CSEC's 
mandate, and if it contains a private communication, essential to identify, isolate or prevent harm to GC computer systems or networks. 
Data can be shared with the Government of Canada and Second Party cryptologic agencies (see OPS-1-14 for policy conditions). 


Non-MA Operations 
Government of Canada departments can request assistance without an MOU, and can provide their data directly to ITS. In this 
instance, the system owner collects the data, which may include private communications, and provides it to CSEC. ITS staff 
analyze this data to detect and mitigate the perceived cyber threat. This data may include private communications, and it is the 
responsibility of the system owner to determine whether it was essential to provide ITS with the private communications for the 
purpose of protecting their systems. 


Non-MA (tool deployments) 
ITS can also, with client permission, deploy tools that do not intercept private communications on systems of importance to the 
GC. IPOC's role, due to the privacy implications, is to ensure that tools adhere to CSEC policy. ITS can use the data generated and 
collected by these tools to inform the analysis in other cyber defence activities. 


SHARING WITH SIGINT 


Employees in SIGINT can be considered as part of a cyber defence team. These employees are normally working on the cyber 
portfolio, and can receive permission to access raw cyber defence data. These employees must complete the SIGINT OPS-1 test as 
well as the ITS Policy Quiz. 


Members who are not considered part of a cyber defence team who need access for other purposes, such as triaging, can receive 
access upon request. 


For MA Operations, data can be shared with SIGINT under certain circumstances and with specific restrictions (see OPS-1-14 for details). 


IRRELEVANT 
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The business of SIGINT requires a multitude of computer applications and software to aid in the collection, processing, and 
analysis of data in order to generate intelligence. Throughout your career you will be introduced to, and familiarized with, many of 
these SIGINT tools. Before an overview of the process of SIGINT takes place, this chapter will help identify and explain the basic 


r'anada's SIGINT end-product repository and report creation tool, and contains 


figiii a ient s red w aS a tialadase. Miele LiSelS Lraii searcn 
Requirements (GCRs)1„ or Y ;.umbers. CSEC's Client Relations Officers also acces.:, 
intelligence reports for nigh-level Government of Canada clients. 


I 'Meth iaCia 


order to compile relevant 


!n 


diS0 
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This list. or tools is by no means exnaustive. Add.tion„. 
more comprehensive list of tools, can be fn.!.11,. 
the textbook will discuss in more detail th 


rid as k-
lapter 13 in 
organizations. 


In addition to the tools mentioned above, many CSEC analysts will make mention of legacy systems that, while they are no longer 
in use, are still being spoken of. Below is a brief description of these tools, which will give you a better idea, and some context, as 
whence the currently tools have evolved. 
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:;olutions to meet foreign intelligence requirements for the GC includin(IRREL 
IRRELEVANT 
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responsible for the followina collection ar 9pOrt programs within CSEC: 


IRRELEVANT 


C(, . 11011 was esiauiisireu under Ministerial Authorization. In accordant 
m has specific parameters as articulated in a Ministerial Diref 
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CSEC is able collet 


In accordance with the NSPL., 
and technical support to CHU(. ,
Leitrim. To s!.i 


es, and in turn, benefits 


1:Ap priority, support to deployed force.:. 
. Masset, Gander and at 


those ageft:: 


provides engineering 
> Station (CFS) 
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IRRELEVANT 


data source: 
continue to iik!. 


e Branch to ensure that the vorks of SIGINT 
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As was discussed in previous chapters, a key consideration in the business of SIGINT is 
generate foreign intelligence reports? Within the Directorate General of Access (DGA), 
group handles immediate requirements for services from other areas of SIGINT. 


will cover a general overview oft lowed 
chanter will concliirlp with an 
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Some commonly-used terms carry different meanings depending on the area of SIGINT with which one is interacting. Table 9.1 
provides different meanings to three terms widely used within SIGINT. It is important for new SIGINTers to understand that 
depending on the work area, colleagues within the same business may understand these terms in drastically different ways, 
and this would have a significant impact on the ways in which different areas within SIGINT communicate with one another. 


DFr""T'""" nr Cl/^1111T 


Since collection is a key componei 
data Thn conouvino ic a lift of torr 


Table 9.1 The difference in the use of the terms "Task "Target'. and 'Collect' 


SIGINT, it is important to understand the terminology associated with collecting 
n different kinds of rnotwiatA3' 


DNI 
(Digital Network Intelligence) The use of keys, o ds . 
Global Network 


DNR 
(Dialled Number IRecogn 
the Global Network 


electors 


The use of phone numbers (s 


o intercept clmmunication over the 


o intercv:.a. f x aimmunication over 


Metadata refers to information associated with a toter• .,. ,• identify, describe, manage, or route the data, but excludes any information oertaining to the content of 
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RRELEV. 
IRRELEVANT 


DNI and D'IP. 
to interce:. 
authorizer; L„ 


and deserve a more detailed explanation here. Intelligence Pi• 


!•.: rrimunications over the Global Information Infrastructure (Cl
conducting quality control for targeting; ensuring that all requ 


and allied laws, and that they are consistent with the current GC SIGINT requires 


weir esponsible for: 


Creating and maintaining a flows; 
• Creating and maintaining CSEi: t exchanges; 
• Performing acceptanc,! 
• Managing CSEC sicir 
• Providing 24/7 support !.; 
• Identifying, analyzing and correcting data flow problems; 
• Providing Managemen.
• Proactively monitorin., 
• Responding to client 


Why can I not find my data in the repository?' 


rodifie 


',ubmit DNR/DNI selectors 
irdinates targeting at 


.1 .d 
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dude; 


• Rules management: 
» using rules to exercise control over data flows and data types; 


• Change management: 
• understanding the impact customer requirements; 
• applying changes as necess6i.:!,


• • Problem Management: 
» Pro-ar.;° : :I i i q to prevent data flow incidents and problems, includi
Managir1 
• undei ! ,sues 
• conducting quality control of L. 
Improving standardization: 


improving cooperation and understanding within CSE:. 
of conducting dataflow management 


Should you encounter !.1 
various offices with


Tasking 


DNR Targeting 


blem in your work that requires trouble-shooting or help from the: 


, cst.gc.ca 


se-cst,gc.ca 


gc.ca 


!i!lot is the contacts for the 
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..,:roup is responsible for coordinating pan-access 
A and the 


irectorate-General of Intelligence (DG 1). • ovides: 


ana event coordination across i<, the DGA point of contact (POC) for COPCC it cases of "even planning/coordination. 
• that the apryn,. :. : te DGA a: and capabilities are represented dirrI-ei 


Dordinatiu .;ises with SIGINT Programs (DGP) to render state:: ito 
"`GA functional areas. 


velops and 
.i!Fiation 


iithers and prioritizes requireai6 its 


What ca for you? 


• If you have an access problem with your targe.. 
.1 ess for solving your problem 


• i answer your access questions and/or help you find a POC either in DGA or
also recommend the best access options and approaches for your target 


Contat. 


ill contact every DGA group who may be able to help to 
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The Directorate of Core SIGINT Systems is cecurity through 
information superiority, and to enable tl 1 is area within CSEC 
provides operational and technical suppc.J apply our tradecraft to meet 
the Government of Canada's highest priorities. 


Four offices fall under the Director General, Core SIGINT Systems: SIGINT Systems Development (SS` . '.,coup), Data 
Analysis and Enrichment (DAE, also known d ',coup) Joint Research Office (IRO), and the Tutte insii uiitatics and 
Computing (TIMC). 


liguie 10.1 - 
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infs a regular review of systems and objectively classifies them in line with ti 
and analyses results from recent reviews. 


The Directorate employs Mr!' 


have Masters and Doctorate 
manage databases containiri 


In addition to 
approximate


In chrin. 


le Core Systerr 


nployees who are mostly engineers, computer scientists, and mathematicians. Many of them 
fi lds. Together, they interact with all parts of the cryptologic system, and 


ng and acquiring thc.! 
"5 annually, allowii 


fims decrypts 


The Directorate was notionally formed in 2007 as part of the SIGniii eui . finis area was created to meet the significant 
computer science and mathematical challenges that CSEC faced, and its mandate spans from long-term research and 
development to systems operation. 
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The SiciNT Systems Development area .';"aping and supporting various SIGINT applications and tools, which allows 
the Intelligence Branch (DGI) to provide ove! :. 1,31NT reports to Government of Canada clients each year 


The Data Analysis and Enrichment area is responsible for decrypting approximate
SIGINT reporting is based on encrypted sources. In addition, they are responsible •:(.,i• 


The following chapters will provide more details on the 2 aforementioned operational areas witnir OG Core 
Systems Development, and Data Analysis arid Enrichment. 


The Joint Research Office (JRO) reports to the JR0 Executive which provides joint ITS and SIGINT oversight to ensure CSEC's 
research program as a whole is responsive to the continuously evolving operational environment. 


The primary activities of the JR0 are° 


hies 


idian 
inua I ly. 


NI systems: SIGINT 


3, Provide advice and guidancr, • 
4. Foster Research Relationshr!..: . 
5. Foster Out-of-Program Rese,..:ici 
6. Align research program throug 


As one of its many deliverables, research recommendations are pi esellied w ii ie lira txecuiive wi iici pi uvlues guidailLe on how to 
leverage internal research capacity, research relationships and predictive analysis to ensure that the research requirements and 
focus areas are appropriately addressed. 


The Tutte Institute for Mathematics and Computing (TIMC) is a classified mathematical and computational research institute 
within the Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC). 


The TIMC is housed in the Insurance Building (IB) on CSEC's campus. The institute is working towards expanding CSEC's 
strategic technological arid research capabilities, with a broader mission of supporting the Canadian Cryptologic Program and 
its international partners by providing leading-edge solutions to emerging complex problems. These solutions will have real-life 
implications for the security of Canadians and of our Allies. 


TIMC's work today will help CSEC's operational work in the future while maintaining and supporting current capabilities, The 
institute works in collaboration with a distinguished network of organizations and individuals: leading researchers from Canadian 
universities and our international partners research institutes, renowned mathematicians, computer scientists and engineers at 
the national and international level; and various Canadian governmental agencies. 


The first classified research institute of its kind in Canada, the TIMC is a significant step forward by Canada as a valuable partner 
and contributor to the international mathematical and computational research institutes arena. 
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Having discussed the contribution of SIGINT Systems Development (SSD) in oro"iding support to operational SIGINT within CSEC, 
let's now turn our attention to Data Analysis and Enrichment: n. The Data Analysis and Enrichment 


tine in crypt 
the 


Data Analysis and Enrichment is divided 


Before a mot; dew litu 'Cll IUUJ 


Data Analysis and Enrichment requires some explanation. Part u! 


well as 
support 


i; arms withiii.roup, one aspect of the work done within 
oup's work involved data-mining, which refers to the process 


of searching data for previously unknown patterns and using those patterns to predict future outcomes. 'fable 11.1 provides a more 
in-depth look at data-mining as it applies to SIGINT, 
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in crypLiidiysv 
SIGINT. 


in vi 


In additio:1:. :itia es innovations thm 
and maintains research partnerships with 


Tf 


As part of ti
cryptographi 
also provi&:.:. 


iup efforts 


,',ruses primarily 


ation analyzed . • 
V', support SIGINT , Iitary opei i. 
support of IRRELEVANT 


IRRELEVAN,.: 


or to look for information to better (.:SEC's targeL:, 


the researci nd development 
?dvises CSEC c.. : 


,ols. The Data 
ligence 


ejects and analysis 


n 


olutions to problems 
.3IS ..;11-1 be used by 


users 
d by D 


cuses on applied research and experimental development 


riematica! 
ita min 


droblems 
ipports a variety of areas and in F ,


itiam's support include assistance tor 
ets fromdifferent sources. 


timely 
1oup 
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CRYPTOLOGY 
Aside from research and development, DAE directly impacts on the success of SIGINT in their efforts to conduct crypt on the 
data that is being collected. The aim of crypt is to decipher 
Interacting with also helps to provide support ii 


The following definitions are essential to the understanding of cryptology: 


Cryptology: The branch of mathematics embodying both cryptography & cryptanalysis 
Cryptography: The art and science of rendering information unintelligible to outsiders 
Cryptanalysis: The art and science of breaking the unintelligible information 
Plaintext: The original information 
Ciphertext: The unintelligible information 
Encryption: The process of transforming plaintext into ciphertext 
Decryption: The process of transforming ciphertext into plaintext 
Cryptosystem or Cipher System: A method or process for transforming properties of the plaintext in order to conceal its meaning 
Cryptovariable: Component which is shared between the sender and receiver of the information (this may vary for each encryption) 


The graphic below depicts the relationship between some of the terminology covered above: 


rr• 


aug 


CRYPTOVARIABLE 


C P TOG A GoFt T 11M 


Figure 17.2 


It is assumed that the cryptographic algorithm is known while the cryptovariable is kept secret. In other words, the strength of 
the system depends on the cryptovariable. This is known as Kerckhoff's Principle. Keeping secrets is always difficult so the less 
that it is secret, the better. in addition, managing the distribution of secrets is hard, so we want to check the amount of secret 
information to a minimum. Remember that for the system to work, both the sender and the receiver must have a copy of the 
cryptovariable, but no adversary can have a copy. 
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CRYPTOGRAPHY 
Cryptography has a long history of concealing vital, secret information. The Caesar cipher is a character-based cryptosystem, 
where "A" is replaced by "D" in the alphabet (when this is applied to the entire alphabet, "X" is replaced by "A"). In the 1920s, 
rotor machines were created to automate the process of encryption. The Enigma used by the Germans during the Second World War 
is one example of this type of device. 


With advances in technology, computers allowed bit-based cryptosystems, and common computer algorithms include DES (data 
encryption standard), AES (Advanced Encryption Standard, Rijndael), RAS (Rivest, Shamire, Adleman), and DH (Diffie Hellman). 


There are three types of cryptosystems: symmetric (such as classical, conventional, and private key encryption), asymmetric 
(public key), and hybrid (a combination of symmetric and asymmetric). 


In symmetric cryptosystems, the encryption and encryption keys are the same, are easily computed from each other, and are 
kept secret. Manual cipher systems include substitution and transposition. Mechanical or electro-mechanical cipher systems 
are also considered symmetric, such as the already-mentioned Enigma. Nowadays, the vast majority of symmetric systems are 
implemented on computers, either in software or hardware. 


The strength of these systems is usually based on the fact that it would take too long for an adversary to guess all possibilities 
for the cryptovariable.ln asymmetric systems (public key), on the other hands, every user has a public encryption key and a secret 
decryption key. 


the strength of this system is that it is very difficult to construct the decryption key from the encryption key. These public key 
systems rely on the difficulty of certain math problems. Public key systems make key management easier (in other words, the 
distribution of secrets which underlies any cryptographic system), but are usually much slower than a symmetric cryptosystem. 


In order to get the best of both worlds, hybrid systems are often used, where public key encryption is used for key distribution while 
asymmetric algorithm is used to send the actual message. 
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In order to ensure that SIGINT analysts are able to cope with the hnological advances and the changing communications 
environment, SIGINT Systems Development (SSD), also Known l,U i pup, has a mandate to provide state-of-the-art SIGINT 
specific Information Technology (IT) solutions and support to Si6iNT staff and clients in the Government of Canada, while 
researching potential IT alternatives for the future. Specifically, SSD is responsible for addressing changing SIGINT business 
requirements with IT capabilities; assisting SIGINT in identifying potential new technologies; developing SIGINT IM/Ii strategic 
and tactical plans; formulating SIGINT IT standards and practices; representing CSEC SIGINT IT externally: and maintaining the IM/ 
IT SIGINT environments', 


Unlike other areas in CSEC and SIGINT. SSD systems analysts work in a matrix environment. Every member of SSD is a resource 
that can be assigned to any task that needs them the most. The matrix environment allows SSD to quickly reallocate human 
resources should critical SIGINT systems require immediate attention. Alternatively, SSD systems analysts are able to tackle major 
projects and are not inhibited by the organizational structure of the group: Analysts work collaboratively to address the highest 
priority tasks while maintaining a baseline level of support for SIGINT systems. 


!:(!rcent of SSD's resources are devoted to operational support and maintenance, while the otheilT,I, is devoted to new 
i ity development. 


SSD is responsible for a large suite of tools used by SIGINT systems analysts in their daily work. Table 12.1 shows the functions of 
various tools developed by SSD for CSEC SIGINT, 


Client interrace & metrics (tor renro; Luny al ILI U1 Se111111t11.1U11) 


Processing and Decryption 


Analytical Services 


Database Management 


Targeting and Tasking 


Metrics 


Metadata Analysis 


:13Ity Services 


alysis 


Table 121- Various applications: support provided by SSD to SIG/NT 


There are steps that SSD follows when setting up a project to ensure that resources are available, the end-product will be useful 
to SIGINT clients, and that the requirements have been vetted and confirmed by the clients. Figure 12.2 outlines the steps through 
which SSD sets up a project, from the inception of the idea to the development of a solution 


IF IFf refers to information Management/ Information Technology. 
2. 'Whereas the IT aecurty branch of CSEC focuses on the defence of Canadian networks (as outlined in Mandate B), SSD 's resnensibiiity is to ensure that: SIGIFIT's IT needs are 


pc!,' in ternIS 1f develorlinq tOolc in-hokice w address SIGINT-specific challenges. 
and capahliities of these fools, consult the SIGINT Took. Reference or 
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One of the largest projects spearheaded by SSD is the development of The project was conceived based on analyst input and 
request for more updated and allow analysts to perform multiple tasks efficiently. 
Figure 12.2 shows the steps involved in setting up a project within SSD. 


11. /AM 5411a-nvall 
301 C 


T e way ID Operates: Setti lg up a Project 


Step 1: Concept 
• The Idea 
• The Business Concept 


Step 2: Business Case 
• Is it Viable 
• Verify Base Requirement and 
Business Need 
• How doe sit Fit into SIGINT 
• Idea on How would we meet the 
need 


Step 3: Approval 
• Present to the Director 
• Present to the Director General 
• Present to Round Table 


Step 4: Project Start 
• PM has resources assigned and builds a 
team 
• Architect designs and tracking 
• Development project documentation 
• Develop the solution 


Cat a la(.r.


Igtlit. 72.2 
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As CSEC missions change, SIGINT has evolved to meet new requirements. The analytical process has also changed and become 
more multifaceted. Accordingly SSD's structure has been integrated from one divkk,..I 
have enabled SSD to embrace technology and find new uses for systems to continL! ! 
Figure 12.3 depicts the roles, relationships, and interactions between various area 3


and Systems 


• 
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While SSD tackles projects and systems needs based on changing technologies, users' requirements play an important role in 
providing SSD with information on what SIGINT needs, and how the systems in development can be improved. In articulating 
requests or problems, the SSD occasionally has to decipher user requirements; frequently, a user will perceive a solution to his/her 
problem, and propose the solution to SSD. Yet, from a programmer point of view, it is more helpful to SSD to gather information on 
precisely what the analysts are attempting to do. Here's an example of a request submitted by a user, and the actual requirement: 


• Users' Request 


» We neer] 


Acts 


It Is evident from tne above example tnat users and programmers wiii conceptualize a problem in dmerent ways, it is not always 
easy for a user to articulate precisely the capabilities he/she means. SSD strives to maintain open dialogue with users to ensure 
that the product developed will meet the users' requirements. 
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Roles of SSD and CSEC's SIGINT Community 


Datei Nocessn Sedge 1»•'1 -111„ 


Data Analyses 
achment 


oup) 


• Intelligence Analysts (DGI) 
• SIGINT Programs (DGP) CFIOG 


igure 12.4 


Figure 11.4 illustrates the role that SSD plays within the SIGINT community. As shown, there are many different priorities to 
be maintained to facilitate the smooth operations of SIGINT. CIO plays a crucial role in ensuring that systems run smoothly, 
protecting and monitoring SIGINT systems, managing and improving new systems, and maintaining the architecture within which 
SIGINT operates. SSD works with for systems and applications; 


and 
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Part of the process of gathering and producing foreign intelligence is the analysis of the data that CSEC collects from 
communications signals. The Intelligence Branch, also called the Intelligence Directorate (DGI), within the SIGINT business line; is 
responsible for the provision of intelligence reports and activities it support of Government of Canada intelligence priorities. DGI's 
main operational responsibility is analysing and producing end-product reports (EPRs). This chapter will provide an overview of the 
work of the Intelligence Branch, the various reporting lines and priorities, as well as a brief introduction to the work that is put into 
an intelligence report as a Government of Canada (GC) client would receive it. 


Recall the National SIGINT Priorities List NSPI.. in Chapter 5, the Standing Issues column provides a glimpse into how the 
Intelligence Branch has beer organized, and the Watching Briefs column show the specific priorities on which SIGINT is currently 
focusing its efforts. 


M .


expertise through training and work 
experience 


The 
re( 11.1 


indate is to deliver SIGINT services and products in support of the GC's 
it consists of the following offices: 


OFFICE OF COUNTER-TEkKuK, 
of Counter-Terru! insists 


IG1,7V, respective!. J on 
le primary clit.;;ILL;ie are 


orting has resulted it ti in 
personnel both in Canada and abroal 


helped save the lives 'anadian and allied 
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SUMMARY I 'OUP RESPONSIBILITIES: 
• Inter;  ially-based and/or globally conducted security issues. 
• Targets and priorities ten01 • 
• It supports the protection 


A lot of reports are "build!' 


• 


Thc,


branchp,,


part of it,. IRRELEVANT 
IRRELEVANT 


take months to complete. 


resists 


per secu. jnd 


protection to Canada. 


1. ,...porting often iesuits in 
r." id monitors threats frog 


IRRELEVANT 


helps to protect the Governaki ! 
business branch to promote cyber security. 


AupYs mandate is divided alor,! nes: 


intelligence requirements free l 


rpart at CFIOG to provide support to troops in-theatre. II 


l'fices focus on 
id other business 


rears. The reporting from this office 
;soup frequently collaborate with ITS 


1.5 
Covei!, 
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SUMMARY 'OUP pr


• pth.1


IRRELEVANT 


• The group reports t.. ! .! 
• PP porting supports 


• I c,10uu provides surge efforts to suppi 


liyst 
y of 


interest 


Advanced Metada . 


Business Analysis 


Liaison with NSA 


Open-Source 


inis community or interest tuun Di iligs tuteu.
gaps in SIGINT cape ii ii .,


Folios relations 


Janced techniques ,. 
to and analysis thtoi 


LiiysLs 11.010 daoss LA III LH de u i esuive 
and best practices for target development and 


pr Government at n departments in orrier to access ma s and imaoe 
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'N HEI 


• Supports 
Liaises with 2"' Parties through 
Provide,
Develop... 
Trains 


t, 


Develop o 
and 
Create net 


tware for SIGINT aria 
Id analysis 


.connections to new and existing data repositories and analytic platforms for DGI analysts. 


SUMMARY' I 'OUP RESPONSIBILITIES: 
• I..eaas iiatlecraft development for T., imce Branch 
• Employee backgrounds range frc:I (.11gineering, computer scienc . 


psychology, library science, and bti.L 
• Reporting produced i7 i netadata based 
• Focuses on analytic:,, ..,!id needs analysis 
• Primary clients are .anch analysts 


r‘ss functions of the Intelligence Bram. 
rts Canadian milit6! 


:‘ and advice regarding Intelligence Branch resources, including budget projections 
• Acquires and validates unique skill sets through recruiting, testing, and linguistic assessment 
• Develops and refines analytic tradecraft skills through in-house training and orientation 


t ad math to 
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• :LIENT SERVICES 
• Provides sur r 
• Supports 


7ti such as web maintenance and application development 
pplication for CSEC reporting; application trouble-shooting, and client interaction 


Ensures acce.):: ;analysts, CFIOG personnel. and GC clients to MANDRAKE. Canada's secured computer network 
Manages and provides support to Client Relations Officers 


ROGRAM 
the Government o 


SIGINT DEVELOPmtNi (SD OR Sitiutt) 
Besides writing reports, analysts are also tasked to conduct SIGINT 
as work in preparation of and leading up to successful Fl-yieldir 
development, research, network analysis, and target development.


.,te description of foreign target; 


SD can be defined in the simplest terms 
encompasses signal analysis and 


SD is conducted usually done on a new target, as identified by the analyst as having merit or having potential to provide IL with 
approval from the Team Leader (IL). SD work is also done on existing targets to further enhance collection. Typically SD work includes: 


• Researching SIGINT and Open Source intelli - ;: : _ i "'rlt.ify potential targets that would potentially produce Fl; 
• Identifying selectors and • 


• Updating and modifying the tary, 
• Conducting analysis of a targel'. 
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Figure 1:1 


Figure 13.1 illustrates some of the work involved in conducting SIGINT development. Each team vo 
and expertise, establish a well-documented SD proce; ‘,. 


nifferent teams and target sets have different methods u .
inay not necessarily produce the same results for another target. 


SD involv ped f oup and collaborations with other areas across SIGINT a
aerations are sometimes resulted from SD efforts depending on t ;0 


DGI Team Leaders are the core guide and the first line of support behind an analyst's SD woi ! .. P.nalysts and Specialists also 
provide help on various SD challenges encountered by DGI analysts. 
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Intelligence Branch — Fiscal Year 2010/2011 
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PRODUCTION AND DISSEMINATION OF SIGINT REPORTS 
The end goal of SIGINT is the dissemination of intelligence. CSEC not only produces intelligence reports, but also ensures that the 
clients receive those reports in a timely fashion. To this end, SIGINT relies on a team of Client Relations Officers (CROs), who are 
responsible for identifying intelligence reports of interest to various senior clients within the GC, and delivering these EPRs. Other 
consumers of SIGINT may have their own accounts on-and conduct their own searches. 


Key clients within the Government include: 


• Department of National Defence (DND) 
• Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT) 
• Canadian Security and Intelligence Service (CSIS) 
• The Privy Council Office (PCO) 


Other clients who receive CRO service include: 


• Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) 
• Industry Canada (IC) 
• Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA) 
• Health Canada (HC) 
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Analysts in DGI, regardless of the reporting line heIshe works for, follow a similar path in the production of an EPR. Below is a 
generalized step-by-step look at the process of producing SIGINT intelligence reports in CSEC. 


REPORT PRODUCTION ROADMAP 


ALERT 


ALERT 
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STEP ACTIN DESCRIPTION 


The analyst is responsible for scanning and annotating traffic (if necessary). In order to 
1 Scan traffic determine if a piece of traffic is reportable, the analyst will ensure the topic falls under foreign 


intelligence, meets the clients' need and would not be available through open sources. 


Translate the traffic If the traffic is in a foreign language, a linguist analyst produces a polished translation that 2
(if necessary) will be checked by a co-worker. 


The analyst consults previous reporting and open source resources in order to bolster the 


3 Research 
information contained in the traffic. This may be used to provide context or to clarify information 
that is not clear in the traffic. Information in a report not derived from SIGINT is called collateral, 
and can be classified (e.g. from HUMINT reporting) or unclassified from open source. 


'IRRELEVANT 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 
Obtain the necessary 
sign-off(s) 


If required, a CSEC senior manager IRRELEVANT will receive the report 
package and review it to ensure all policy concerns are addressed before authorizing the 
release of the report. 


9 Release the report Once authorized for release, the analyst releases the report using 
Table 13.2 - Overview of the report-Kiting process 


Table 13.2 provides an overview of the steps involved in the production of a SIGINT intelligence report. It is important to note that 
while the analyst relies on his/her colleagues, supervisors, and SIGINT management in the process of report-writing, the analyst's 
responsibilities are numerous, from translating (or transcribing, if needed) the intercept, collecting collateral and related data for 
contextual informatior IRRELEVANT and releasing the report. As was stated above, the actual process will differ from 
one analyst to another and from one reporting line to another. Nevertheless, the basic steps have been outlined here to provide a 
more comprehensive look at how reports are generated. 
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Listed below are several scenarios designed to provide some examples of the specific topics that each group within DGI would address 
and their respective contributions to the analysis and production of SIGINT reports. To understand and contextualize what has been 
explained in this chapter about the activities within DGI, several questions should be considered in conjunction with the scenarios: 


• Who are the clients likely to coordinate/ request for SIGINT on this topic? 
• What linguistic support might be needf!,...1 
• Which reporting line does this fall un6K 
• What legal coil': 
• How might t coup or 


,r) 


(.:ioup provide support on this issue? 
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SIGINT Collaboration 
using Web 2.0 
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As technological advances continue to present new challenges for SIGINT, analysts within CSEC must learn to take advantage of 
the tools we have, and to adapt existing applications in order to maximize their use to This chapter 
will provide some key features of Web 2.0, and discuss how CSEC adopted Web 2.0 concepts and 
tools to further knowledge-sharing and collaboration. The advantages and disadvantages of the current social software tools, like 
wikis, blogs, mashups, and social networks will also be covered. 


Web 2.0 has two components, one social and the other technological. The social component is the idea that the web should 
focus on people, rather than documents. Instead of only connecting people to information, the web would connect them to each 
other. This encourages rich information exchange and enables ad-hoc collaboration with anyone, anywhere. Social applications 
associated with Web 2.0 (such as MySpace and Facebook) reduce the need for wide email distribution lists to convey information to 
a large audience and create an environment for richer interactions. 


Within SIGINT, the need to break free of silos and work in a collaborative environment has been encouraged by CSEC's strategic policies: 


• The workforce will soon be shrinking due to the massive retirement of baby boomers; and we need more environments that 
allow generations to interact 


• The people we hire increasingly expect to work in an environment that allows for creativity and social connectivity 
• This change of corporate culture towards greater collaboration will necessitate usage of new systems/tools and education 


There is a variety of open-source tools which SIGINT is adopting for internal use, including: 


• Wikis: an online knowledge-sharing tool (ex. Wikipedia.org, the collaborative encyclopaedia); 
• Blogs: online journal which can be organized by an individual or community of interest (ex. Livelournal, Blogger); 
• Microblogging: exchange of quick, frequent answers to short questions (ex. Twitter or status update in Facebook); 
• Social bookmarking: collective repository that users can store, organize and share their online bookmarks (ex. Delicious); 
• Social networking sites: web-based services that allow individuals to construct a public or semi-public profile within a 


bounded system (ex. MySpace and Facebook). 
• Forum: An Internet forum, also known as a bulletin board, allows people to post messages and comment on other messages. 


Wikis allow analysts to share information, questions and discussions on issues relating to SIGINT targets and tradecraft within the 
secured computer network environment. 
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Table 14,1 shows the various wikis available to CSEC and the various accesses that SIGINTers in CSEC have to read and/or edit the 
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One of the key features of wikis is the ability for different users to input, change, and save information in the same platform 
without using multiple copies of a document, as traditional emails would create in a collaboration setting. Figure 14.2 depicts how 
wikis decreases the amount of transfers between users. 


Figure 14.2 


As CSEC employees, when searching for SIGINT-related information, it is recommended that you start at theme Theme 
provides the CSEC perspective on various articles, and is written largely by CSEC SIGINTers 


An internet forum, also known as a bulletin board, allows people to post messages and comment on other messages. A thread, also 
known as a topic, is a collection of posts displayed from oldest to newest. A thread can contain any number of posts, including 
multiple posts from the same people, even if they occur afterwards. Forums differ from chat rooms and instant messaging in that 
forum participants do not have to be online simultaneously. Forums allow for asynchronous communication. CSEC has had forums 
for many years and they are very popular across the organization. 


t. bi z ir be found a 
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A new SIGINT forum, t1 ;. 
analysts to have SIGIN 


nalysts need
..ii:cessible a 
A infor; • 


the CSEC and vario 
the forum, analysts aH 


launched in 2010 to be used as a resource for CSEC SIGINT 
(immunity with the aims to create discussions and possible 


airthentication and integrees can also participate. But, be aware that the forum 
intent J not be r 
posting a question 


Mme pages to see if you 
.,aged create or update an appropriar 


is much better suited for documenting tradecraft Knowledge, 


sts must be relevant to SIGINT, ITS, Nat! 
lalysts are recommended to search t 


.ition !pied elsewhere. Whei 
Aide with the information as try::


Blogs are commonly used as online journals authored by one main user where entries or posts can be recorded. Community blogs 
serve as a place for members of a specific interest community to discuss common issues. There are a couple of key features of 
blogs that make them different from wikis: with a blog, the most recent post is usually displayed first and older ones are archived 
in case they need to be retrieved, Many blogs also have feedback sections where readers can contribute comments and questions. 
Blogs usually have a more informal tone than wikis as blog postings tend to express personal sentiments. 


In a professional context, blogs can be useful communication tools. They can be used to let people know the progress of different 
initiatives, provide descriptions of events (meetings, conferences, etc), or give them an insight into a particular job. They can also 
be used t.o i people abal ,r service, The CSEC 2.0 corTY. . .!icled for all employees 
which i:, 


Microblogging is a form of blogging, Micro-blogging differs from traditional blogs in that its content is much more concise 
and consist of a sentences, an image or embedded video. Microblogging are useful as a method to make widely known general 
updates, breaking news, reminders or feedback. People can also reply to micro-blogging comments in a similar fashion to blogs, 
Open-source micro-blogs like the Internet website Twitter can be updated using people's mobile phone (with SMS capability), 
which allows for updates to be posted quickly and remotely. The CSEC 2.0 corporate web has a micro-blogging capability which is 


r Tweets. 


Social bookmarking, unlike wikis, blogs, and micro-blogs, allows users to store, organize, and manage bookmarks of web-pages. It 
is a personal collection of bookmarks that are categorized with descriptive tags and these bookmarks arc 
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One of the most popular Web 2.0 tools in recent years has been social network sites 'NS) which are web-based services allow users 
to construct a profile (public or semi-public 


le 


bookmarking; mashups, and social networking si S. 


WiKIS 


.+ wiki syntax is easy to learn 
+. content appears instantaneously 
+ articles are created by the community through collaboration 
+ people (authors) are attributable 


content is usually unique (not found on intranets/ websites) 
people can discuss topics on wikis 
it is easy to revert changes 


INIKIS 


it is a challenge to keep content and links current 
articles are perpetually "work in progress" 
all members can add or edit the work of others, which 
may cause disputes over content 


Blogs 
+ comment feature allow people to provide feedback on postings 
.+ all entries are dated (easy for users to determine the currency 


of information) 
+ blogs can build the profile of the writer 


Blogs 
- it is more difficult to piece together disparate information 


(blogs are more restricted to one conversation thread) 
blogs are easy to start, but difficult to maintain 
content may not always be up-to-date 


Micro-blogs 
+ great tool for getting a sense of news and happenings at the moment 
+ users can choose contacts to receive the information and updates 
+ users can access micro-blog posts quickly 


Micro-blogs 
micro-blog posts tend to be sarcastic, silly, non-technical 
(compared to blogs or wikis) 


Forums 
People participating in a forum may create social networks and 
interest groups for a topic made from the discussion 
Forum postings can either be brief and straight to the point or 
lengthy, depending on the topic 
The process of posting to an Internet Thrum can become a mental 
exercise that can help clarify one's thoughts arid direction 


Forums 
- A user might send the same post to multiple forums, 


which causes problems since forums lack the ability 
to link these posts. Therefore, replies in one forum 
will not be visible to people reading the same post in 
another forum 
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STRENGTHS 


Social bookmarking 
+ bookmarks provide more relevant search results than search 


engines since the pages are tagged by users 
+ tool ranks resources based on how many times it has been 


bookmarked by other users 
+ social bookmarking allows users to organize and share a large 


number of bookmarks 


TATA S HALLENGES 


Social bookmarking 
- there are no standardized set of keywords or tags to 


categorize bookmarks 
there are no standard structures for tags 
there are no mechanisms for users to indicate the 
hierarchical relationships between tags 


Social Networking Sites 
+ social networks improve the ability for people to advance 


professionally by finding, connecting, and networking with others 
users can customize their privacy settings on individual 
profiles and workspaces 


+ social networking sites provide an environment within which 
other social services can be used (ex. blogs) 


Social Networking Sites 
there is potential for duplication of efforts occurring 
with corporate blogs and wikis 
most people use social networking sites for 
socializing, and not for professional/ work-related 
collaborations 


Table 743 - Advantages and disadvantages of Web 2.0 tools 


Within CSEC, the CIO is spearheading a number of Web 2.0 initiatives known as CSEC 2.0. CSEC 2.0 includes a new, modernised web 
interface with many Web 2.0 services such as blogging, micro-blogging, video sharing and multimedia galleries. The aim 
is that students will be able to use the CSEC 2.0 tools to collaborate, communicate and share information across the organization. 
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In addition, there is a chat tool, called Everyone with 
access to the CSEC 


Currently, the highest chat classification is TOP SECRET!' COMINT. In the future, there are 
plans to create chat rooms to enable conversations at a with 


Having now discussed a number of Web 2.0 tools available today, as well as the strengths and weaknesses of these tools, this 
chapter will now compare these tools in terms of its use. Figure 14.4 shows the spectrum of synchronicity and formality of the 
various tools. 
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figure 14.4 


Each of the tools mentioned has its strengths and its limitations, and it is up to the user to decide which format is best to 
communicate the information. The decision to use a particular tool depends on the on the information a user wants to communicate, 
and the extent to which the information will be read and/or edited by other users/authors. There is no absolute right way to use 
Web 2.0 tools, and it should be noted that Web 2.0 is more defined by an attitude of sharing and collaborating than the technology. 


For more information on Web 2.0 accesses, URLs, and other useful tips, please see the Appendix. 
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chapter 


Introduction to D2 and OPS-1 Policy 
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
1. Are Canadians anywhere in the world, or just in Canada, protected from being targeted by CSEC? Is that protection in place 


for corporations? What about Honorary Citizens? 
2. If someone is trying to get a visa and is not currently in Canada, what is their official status? How does someone become a 


Permanent Resident? 
3. Can we store information about non-Canadians in Canada? Can we store information on Canadians? Are there limits or 


rules about keeping these kinds of information? 
4, IRRELEVANT 


5. If the leader of a terrorist group that is planning an attack is thought to be and then is found to be a Canadian, 
can CSEC target him? How do we treat dual citizens? 


6. If CSEC can't target someone, can we ask a Second Party to do it? 
7. Is a 
8. When a foreign target visits Canada, can the person continue to be targeted by CSEC? If not, when can this person be re-targeted? 
9. When are Canadian Forces personnel bound by CSE's mandate? The Canadian Forces operate under 'Royal Prerogative' —


what does that mean? 
10. How are Canadian identities protected in Second Party reporting? 


NOTES ON THE ONLINE OPS-1 BRIEFING 


OPS-1, Protecting the Privacy of Canadians and Ensuring Legal Compliance in the Conduct of CSEC Activities, is the policy 
instrument that outlines the measures that must be in place to protect the privacy of Canadians and ensure lawfulness while 
CSEC carries out SIGINT and ITS activities, in accordance with CSEC legislation. This chapter will review: 


• CSEC authorities and the policy framework; 
• Ministerial Directives and Ministerial Authorizations; 
• Key elements of the OPS-1 policy; and 
• Two selected procedures within the Operational Policy suite of policy instruments. 


OPS-1 can be found by navigating (on the internal, secured computer system) to the Operational Policy website from the CSEC homepage 
(begin by choosing DGPC from "Business Lines" at the top of the page and then follow the links to Operational Policy), or by going directly 
to the URL for Operational Policy instruments at: 


An overview of OPS-1 is mandatory for all staff working in SIGINT, since the document is essentially a "bible" for activities conducted 
under CSEC's mandate. CSEC must ensure all operational staff members understand and comply with OPS-1, since the measures 
it sets out serve as a means to ensure compliance with the law. CSEC's activities are subject to both internal and external review, 
and the CSEC Commissioner reports on its reviews of CSEC activities to the Attorney General and the Minister of National Defence. 
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Figute 15.7 


Figure 15.1 illustrates the SIGINT Policy framework as it existed prior to 2001 compared to the way it looks today. Because of the 
impact of 9/11, CSEC was able to acquire new authorities to conduct SIGINT activities to protect Canadian national security. With 
that increased responsibility, there arose a need for new accountability measures, and one of the things streamlining CSEC's policy 
framework does is to enable better compliance and a more straight-forward review of accountability. 


THE CSEC MANDATE 
To understand the relevance of 0PS-1, first we will review the CSEC Mandate, as it is stipulated in the National Defence Act (NDA): 


A) to acquire and use information from the Global Information Infrastructure for the purpose of providing foreign intelligence, in 
accordance with GC intelligence priorities; 


B) to provide advice, guidance and services to help ensure the protection of electronic information and of information 
infrastructures of importance to the GC; and 


C) to provide technical and operational assistance to federal law enforcement and security agencies in the performance of their 
lawful duties. 
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RESTRICTIONS ON MANDATE ACTIVITIES 
While CSEC has the authority to carry out these activities, there are also key restrictions that are in place to ensure the privacy of 
Canadians and to ensure lawfulness in the conduct of CSEC activities: 


GENERAL RESTRICTION (S.273.66 NDA) 
CSEC may only undertake activities that are: 


• Within its mandate; 
• Consistent with any ministerial directives; and 
• Consistent with ministerial authorization if required. 


RESTRICTIONS ON ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED UNDER PARTS "A" AND "B" OF THE CSEC MANDATE: 
• Activities shall not be directed at Canadians anywhere or at any person in Canada, and 
• Activities are subject to measures to protect the privacy of Canadians in the use and retention of intercepted information. 


(Note: we do not have to protect the privacy of non-Canadians in Canada. This means that in reports we can name people who are 
in Canada and who fall into certain categories like holding work or student visas, or who are illegal immigrants.) 


IRRELEVANT 


PRIVATE COMMUNICATIONS 
In addition to the NDA, other pieces of legislation, like the Privacy Act and the Criminal Code, affect CSEC's activities. For example, 
the Criminal Code protects the private communications of Canadians. Private communications are defined in the Criminal Code 
as: 'any oral communication, or any telecommunication, that is made by an originator who is in Canada or is intended by an 
originator to be received by a person who is in Canada, and that is made under circumstances in which it is reasonable for the 
originator to expect that it will not be intercepted by any person other than the person intended by the originator to receive it, 
and includes any radio-based telephone communication that is treated electronically or otherwise for the purpose of preventing 
intelligible reception by any person other than the person intended by the originator to receive it'. (Criminal Code, section 183) The 
test for private communications is based on GEOGRAPHY, not nationality. Below are some examples of private communications: 


• Joe in Toronto calling his brother Jack in Montreal (because both parties are in Canada). 


• (because the recipient is in Canada). 
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Alternatively, there are non-private communications. The same rule regarding geography (mentioned above) applies. Below are 
some examples of non-private communications: 


In the OPS-1 context, the examples in the last two bullets above are referred to as "Communications of Canadians outside Canada." 


MINISTERIAL DIRECTIVES AND MINISTERIAL AUTHORIZATIONS 
The NDA has paragraphs referring to Ministerial Directives (MDs) and Ministerial Authorizations (MAs). MDs are written direction to 
the Chief, CSEC respecting the implementation of CSK's duties and functions. MAs are authorizations provided in writing by the 
Minister of National Defence to CSEC to ensure that CSEC is not in contravention of the law if, in the process of conducting certain 
foreign intelligence or IT Security activities, it should intercept private communications. 


An MA may be for Foreign Intelligence or IT Security activities, but not both. They are valid for one year but may be renewed upon 
application by the Chief, CSEC to the Minister. MAs may apply to an activity (e.g. in IT Security), or a class of activities (e.g. the 


Program in SIGINT). 


If CSEC is bound by the provisions of the Privacy Act and the Criminal Code, but CSEC is also responsible for collecting and 
reporting on communications that may sometimes contain information related to Canadians, how are these two ideas reconciled? 
They are reconciled by having measures in place to protect the privacy of any information incidentally collected about Canadians. 


The requirement to have measures in place to protect the privacy of Canadians has both legal and Ministerial origins. The legal 
requirement comes from the NDA, which states that activities under parts "A" and "B" of the CSEC mandate are subject to 
measures to protect the privacy of Canadians. The Ministerial requirement is found in both MDs and MAs. The MD on Privacy states 
that "CSEC may retain and report information on or of Canadians subject to stringent criteria and appropriate measures in place 
for handling, retention and destruction of this information". In addition, a pre-condition for the granting of an MA is that, "... 
satisfactory measures are in place to protect the privacy of Canadians...". 
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DEFINITION — "CANADIAN" 
While it may seem simple, or the surface, to distinguish Canadians from non-Canadians, there can be grey areas, but within 
the business of SIGINT, legal requirements stipulate that we must be able to clearly identify communications that are considered 
"Canadian" compared to those that are not So, what exactly are "Canadian" entities? "Canadian' refers to the following: 


Canadian citizens; 
Permanent residents (as defined in the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act); 
Corporations incorporated under an Act of Parliament or of the legislature of a province; and 
Unincorporated organizations, which are granted the same protection as is given to incorporated organizations. 


(Note: A corporation that is incorporated in another country is NOT Canadian, even if it is a subsidiary of a Canadian corporation 


If information about Canadians is included in SIGINT reports, naming conventions are put in place to conceal any personal 
information about a Canadian person (as described in the Privacy Act) or any information about a Canadian corporation or 
organization, Naming conventions will be covered later in this chapter. 


DEFINITION — "FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE" 
Another key to understanding OPS-1 is the meaning of "foreign intelligence", which is defined as, "information or intelligence 
about the capabilities, intentions or activities of a foreign individual, state, organization or terrorist group, as they relate to 
international affairs, defence or security. This does not include information where one of the communicants is a Canadian or 
Second partyi government (7!prity BefrI ty are two examples that 'this rtittetenc.,e: 


OPS-1, inc I-my/tut ur unrutuutrao maw cnoutunau LiLutu. uuuvlrLiniU Ilv inc %,ultuuui yr toaLlo num/1116 
OPS-1 is the primary policy instrument implemented in response to the NDA and Ministerial Direction. The document reflects the 
CSEC statutory mandate and authorities and applies to both the SIGINT and IT Security activities of CSEC. The measures it details 
to ensure legal compliance and safeguard the privacy of Canadians in the use and retention of intercepted information must be 
applied by anyone conducting activities under CSEC authority. 
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There are several specific key elements of OPS-1 that are of note to staff in SIGINT, outlined below: 


KEY ELEMENT #1: LEGAL COMPLIANCE 
• CSEC acts in strict compliance with all laws of Canada 
• CSEC may only undertake activities that are 
• Within its mandate; 
• Consistent with ministerial direction; and 
• If Ministerial Authorization is required, consistent with that authorization. 
• If CSEC unintentionally or inadvertently collects or acquires private comms, communications of Canadians located outside 


Canada, or information about Canadians, it will use and retain this intercept according to OPS-1. 


KEY ELEMENT #2: PRIVACY AND TARGETING 
Under part "A" of the CSEC mandate 


All selectors and methods used in collection and acquisition activities shall be: 


• Directed at foreign entities:" located outside Canada; and 
• Consistent with GC intelligence priorities. 


' Does not include US, UK, Australian or New Zealand entities 


IRRELEVANT 


KEY ELEMENT #3: PRIVACY AND ACQUISITION 
Under part "A" of the CSEC mandate 


Part I — In order for private communication or traffic containing information about a Canadian to be used, it must first meet the 
essentiality test. The essentiality test asks if the information is essential to international affairs, security or defence, and if it 
meets a GC intelligence requirement. 
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Part II — While scanning traffic, if CSEC SIGINT analysts identify a private communication, a communication of a Canadian located 
outside Canada, or observe a communication which contains information about Canadians, then the traffic must be destroyed (i.e. 
annotated for deletion), UNLESS it: 


1) Is foreign intelligence as defined by the NDA; 
2) is essential to protect the lives or safety of individuals of any nationality, using criteria outlined in OPS-1, or 
3) Contains information on serious criminal activity relating to the security or Canada, using criteria outlined in OPS-1. 


'IRRELEVANT 


Canadian involvement in intercepted communications 


If an analyst recognizes traffic where both the originator and the recipient are Canadians, both originator and recipient are in 
Canada, or one communicant is in Canada and the other is a Canadian abroad, THEN... 


• Traffic must be annotated for deletion; 
• All associated selectors must be reviewed; and 
• SIGINT Programs, Oversight and Compliance (SPOC) should be notified for accountability. 


If selectors continue to yield only these types of communications and they do not meet the essentiality test, then the analyst must 
notify SIGINT Programs, to have the selector removed, or modify the targeting. 


Very rarely, there are instances where a Canadian or a person inside Canada is inadvertently targeted. OPS-1 provides guidelines 
on how an analyst should handle these situations. The steps are to: 


• De-target the selector; 
• Annotate any existing traffic from the selector for destruction; 
• Cancel any end-product reports based on the traffic; and 
• Notify SPOC and Operational Policy (D2) so that these occurrences can be tracked. 
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Solicitor-client communications 


There is one particular type of communication that needs further explanation and attention here: solicitor-client communications. 
Most people are aware that communications with one's legal representative are subject to confidentiality under the law. Canadian 
solicitor-client communications must be handled in particular ways when they are seen. 


Under part "A" of the CSEC mandate 


The following steps must be taken: 


• The communication must be annotated for destruction unless it contains foreign intelligence; 
• If it contains FL it must be annotated and brought to the attention of analyst's Director; 
• The Director obtains legal advice from the CSEC Department of Legal Services (DLS); and 
• The reporting area must follow the legal advice as provided by DLS. 


IRRELEVANT 


KEY ELEMENT #4: PRIVACY AND Fl REPORT FOCUS 
CSEC SIGINT reports must focus on the activities, capabilities and intentions of foreign intelligence targets; information about 
Canadians should only be included in SIGINT reports if it meets one of the three criteria mentioned above: 


• Is foreign intelligence as defined by the NDA; 
• Is essential to protect the lives or safety of individuals of any nationality, using criteria outlined in OPS-1; 
• Contains information on serious criminal activity relating to the security or Canada, using criteria outlined in OPS-1. 


RRELEVANT 
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KEY ELEMENT #5: REPORT RELEASE AUTHORITY 
Senior CSEC management must sign as the release authority for SIGINT reports based on a private communication, a 
communication of a Canadian outside Canada, or a communication containing information about Canadians IRRELEVANT 


IRRELEVANT 


KEY ELEMENT #6: PRIVACY AND STORAGE 
Intercept used in reports or retained as background information must be securely stored. Hard copies of such intercept should be 
kept to a minimum and must be stored in a locked container when not in use. Soft copies outside of traffic databases must be 
stored in electronic folders with limited access. 


Other Operational Policy Instruments 


An overview of the key elements of OPS-1 was presented in the above paragraphs. But in addition to this cornerstone policy, the 
Operational Policy suite of policy instruments includes OPS-1-7, SIGINT Naming Procedures, and OPS-1-1, Procedures for the 
Release of Suppressed Information from SIGINT Reports. 


OPS-1-1, Procedures for the Release of Suppressed Information from SIGINT Reports, stipulates that 


• information suppressed from SIGINT reports is stored securely (within_, with limited access: 
• suppressed information may only be released by Operational Policy to clients if a request meets specific criteria outlined in 


OPS-1-1; and 
• senior management approval is required for the release of suppressed information to GC clients with law enforcement 


mandates, or to Second Parties. 


OPS-1-7, SIGINT Naming Procedures, articulates the ways in which identities of Canadian, as well as Second Party, entities must 
be handled when their inclusion in SIGINT reports is essential. Identities of Canadian and Second Party entities must be replaced 
by generic terms (e.g. "named Canadian 1"). Identities may only be referenced in SIGINT reports if necessary to understand the 
foreign intelligence, so no gratuitous references should be made. Case-by-case naming exceptions are permitted (either for 
individual reports, or for specific operations), with Senior CSEC management approval (e.g. in threat-to-life situations). in certain 
circumstances, with the proper approvals, a blanket naming exemption for a series of reports is possible (contact Operational 
Policy for more information). 


Other Operational Policy Series include: 


• OPS-2 — Liaison and Cooperation 
• OPS-3 — Sensitive Operations and Activities 
• IRRELEVANT 


• OPS-5 — Security/Control of SIGINT, and 
• OPS-14 — TK Procedures. 
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"Targeting" and "Naming" 


Chapter 12, Introduction to described the difference between targeting and tasking for the purposes 
of collection (vice analysis). Within the SIGINT policy framework, the terms "targeting" and "naming" must not be confused with 
one another. Targeting is determined by either nationality or location. We don't target Canadians anywhere, nor do we target 
anyone in Canada. Naming is determined by nationality only. We don't name Canadian or Second Party entities, but we can name 
some categories of non-Canadians in Canada. Below are some examples that show the difference between targeting and naming: 


Named in SIGINT Reports? YES 
Targeted by CSEC under part A of the CSEC mandate? NO (only possible under CSIS authority) 


Named in SIGINT Reports? YI:S 
Targeted by CSEC under part A of the CSEC mandate? NO (only possible under CSIS authority) 


CONCLUSION 
To conclude this introduction to OPS-1, it is important for all SIGINT staff to remember that: 


• Under parts "A" and "B" of the CSEC mandate, CSEC cannot direct its activities against Canadians anywhere or against 
any person in Canada; 


'IRRELEVANT 


• By law, CSEC is obliged to protect the privacy of Canadians during the course of its activities, and 
• It is important for CSEC staff to read OPS-1 annually, and always refer to the most up-to-date version. 


Like any document, OPS-1 is subject to regular updates and amendments, which are designed to ensure that the policies in place 
align accurately with the law and Ministerial direction. The document, in its entirety, can be found at 


All CSEC staff members are encouraged to 
become familiar with the key elements within OPS-1, and to especially note those sections that are most relevant to their work activities. 
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The World of SIGINT 
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INTRODUCTION TO SIGINT 
Earlier this morning, the various forms of SIGINT were discussed. Below is a review of the 3 forms of SIGINT: 


• ELINT — Electronic Intelligence 
• FISINT — Foreign Instrumentation Signals Intelligence 
• COMINT — Communications Intelligence 


Officially, Signals Intelligence can be defined as: "the collection and analysis of intentional signals for both communication (i.e. 
telephone conversations) and non-communications (i.e. radar signals), and unintentional information (electromagnetic signals)". Some 
examples of SIGINT include intelligence derived from: phone calls, faxes, e-mails, Other examples like beacons, 
telemetry (guiding systems on test rockets), and Morse code may not be things you encounter everyday. 


HISTORY OF SIGINT 
SIGINT is a modern phenomenon. Before signals, there was only COMINT (communications intelligence) because communications can only 
take place either by correspondence, or during face-to-face encounters. Once people started communicated with each other in ways and 
there were signals that carried the communications content from the sender to the receiver, there were signals to intercept, which is SIGINT. 


The invention of the electromagnet by William Sturgeon 1825 paved the way for the birth of signals. The telegraph and the Morse code 
(invented by Samuel F. B. Morse) allowed more scope for interception in the mid-19'h century. 


Below is a typical telegraph message that could be sent, using Morse code to transmit the actual content from point to point: 
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One important aspect to the history of CSEC is that within signals intelligence, there is an element of coding involved. Just as Morse code 
had to be translated back into the alphabet, modern signals also require some processing. With those who security savvy, they would 
often use cryptography to mislead or hide the message that are sent and received. 


One example of this, prior to the digital revolution, is Union Maj. Gen. Butterfield use of 
deceptive messages sent via telegraph to "throw off" the Confederates during the 
American Civil War. The ability to decipher Confederate messages allowed Butterfield to 
confirm that the false messages were received. 


The Union began using cipher disc devices to improve the security of their messages, such 
as the one depicted here (on left). 


By the First World War, the importance of signals intelligence became even more prominent. 
Among the mast famous uses of SIGINT at the time was the Zimmerman Telegraph. The 
telegraph was a coded message sent by Foreign Secretary of German Empire to German 
ambassador in Washington, DC. 


Pictured below with an excerpt of the deciphered text, intercepted by the Allies, this telegram became a key factor in the US's decision to 
enter the war. 
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While Canada had some participation in the intelligence war efforts, it was not until 1939 when the Royal Canadian Navy first 
established Signals Intelligence capabilities, most commonly known as the Y Section. The Army and Air Force would also establish their 
own branches to collect and analyse intelligence during the war to provide support to the troops and to the Allies. In 1943, the Canadian 
Forces combined their intelligence branches into a joint effort. 


In 1941, a similar initiative to provide intelligence to the Government of Canada was created when Herbert Yardley was invited to Canada 
to help found the Examination Unit (XU) in 1941. The XU was an External Affairs (now Foreign Affairs) project., hosted by the National 
Research Council. Their focus was mostly on the Vichy government. as well as Japanese diplomatic reporting, as opposed to the military 
efforts directly targeted at winning the war. 


1941 also saw the establishment of a training facility for secret agents of the British Special Operations Executive, who were inserted 
behind enemy lines. Affectionately (or more commonly) known as Camp X, this training facility outside Oshawa was the first of its kind in 
North America and shaped the spy schools for the US Office of Strategic Services (now CIA). 


Below is a photo of what Camp X was like when it was first established: 


Following the victory of the Allies over Germany, there was some doubt as to whether or not the Canadian SIGINT programs would survive 
in peacetime. There were prominent Canadian politicians and leaders on both sides of the debate. Proponents believed that a continued 
SIGINT effort will provide Canada with the necessary information advantage to prosper; while those who are opposed to the ideal believed 
in, and championed for a peaceful world without a need for espionage and spying. 
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When Igor Gouzenko—a cipher clerk at the USSR Embassy in Ottawa--defected, he exposed the Soviet spy efforts operating in Canada. 
This incident served as a reminder to Canadian leaders that espionage was still being carried out after the Allies victory. Although Soviet 
Union was generally viewed as an ally during the war, the documents that Gouzenko surrendered indicated that they may be an adversary 
in the postwar environment. 


In 1946, the military and civilian SIGINT organizations that had been operational during the Second World War were officially 
amalgamated into the Communications Branch of the National Research Council (CBNRC). With the NRC as host, the Communications 
Branch was administered by the External Affairs department. The CBNRC is CSEC's direct predecessor. 


All of this changed in 1974, when the CBC program, The Fifth Estate, presented an episode called: "The Espionage Establishment" —
clips of the Sir Leonard Tilley Building was shown on the television as the voice-over narration describe a spy agency working in Ottawa. 
In addition to the campus, the Fifth Estate also identified some key figures within the organization, and showed footage of employees 
entering and exiting the SIT. This attracted tremendous media attention, as government officials and Members of Parliament, previously 
oblivious to the existence of CBNRC demanded answers. In addition, the National Research Council suffered as their reputation as an 
impartial research and development institution came under question. 


As a result, an Order in Council transferred CBNRC to the Department of National Defence, and 
the name of the agency was changed to the Communications Security Establishment (CSE): 


Canadian SIGINT provided government leaders and our allies in the US and the UK with 
important information on Soviet activities during the Cold War. Tensions and threats of nuclear 
war dominated the reporting lines in Canada's SIGINT efforts, and it was not until the fall of 
the Berlin Wall in 1989, signifying the end of the Cold War, when SIGINT would face its next 
transformation. 


Since SIGINT had been so focused on collecting information on the USSR, the conclusion of the 
Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union meant that Canadian SIGINT was once again 
in limbo. Priorities and focus shifted from Communist espionage and another world war to 


When the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centre and the Pentagon occurred on 9/11, SIGINT in Canada had focused the majority of 
its resources on In the aftermath of September 11, the Parliament passed the Anti-Terrorism Act, which 
amended the existing National Defence Act. 


This legislation cemented CSEC's mandate into law, and allows CSEC to conduct our activities. With new authorities and legislation, 
CSEC grew in size to about double its pre-9/11 numbers. 
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INTELLIGENCE CYCLE 
The various areas within the CSEC SIGINT Business Line correspond to the stages of the Intelligence Cycle. There are basically 6 different 
stages on the Intelligence Cycle, which can be used to understand the process through which intelligence requirement is gathered, 
collected, analysed, and disseminated. Below is an example of the Intelligence Cycle and the 6 stages: 


And when the names of the stages are exchanged for the names of the various groups within CSEC, a clear picture of how SIGINT is 
conducted in CSEC emerges: 


DO SWAM 
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Intelligence 


DO SIG NT 
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Notice that the spots for Requirements and Dissemination are not populated with any directorate. Key to the understanding of the 
business of SIGINT is the reality that CSEC never dictates the requirements and priorities. CSEC acts on intelligence requirements from 
the Government of Canada, and specifically from various client departments like the Privy Council Office (PCO), the Department of 
National Defence (DND), and the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT). 


REAL-WORLD SIGINT 
ant. or event travels through the various stages of the Intelligence Cycle, one example „. 
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Using the narrative above, the various stages of the Intelligence Cycle can be easily identified, and when substituted into the Intelligence 
Cycle on Page 7, the image below illustrates how requirement was handled by CSEC: 


feedback 
received from 


Canadian clients 
as well as 5-Eyes 


Partners 


CSEC CROs 


lilliclients 
communicates 


requirements to 
CSEC 
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resources 


needed - COPCC. 
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from various 
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-requirements..
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about Mireports based 


on communications 
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While is one example with clearly identified steps of planning, coordination, and feedback, other requirements to which 
SIGINT responds follow a variation of the Intelligence Cycle. For urgent issues, such as the kidnapping of a Canadian, or when providing 
support to tactical military operations in Afghanistan, it may not be immediately obvious that the requirement can trace its steps 
through the Intelligence Cycle. 


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 
CSEC Time Capsule (Information on History): 


CSEC (Information on various areas within SIGINT): 


Instructor: 
c.ca; 
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appendix 


Supplementary Information: 
History of SIGINT 
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As new employees to SIGINT, you are embarking on a career path with a long tradition and history of protecting Canada and 
safeguarding our national interests. Over sixty years ago, signals intelligence played a vital role in the victory of the Allies during World 
War II and today SIGINT continues to provide Canada's decision-makers with insight into what lies behind the 


who threaten Canada's national interests. 


SIGINT is and has been our government's primary source of secret information on th 
The Canadian SIGINT program is the largest producer of foreign intelligence in Canada (about 


SIGINT reports every year) and is by far the largest supplier of Allied foreign SIGINT. 


Our government's insight into world events is informed, at least in part, by the foreign intelligence we produce. 


Right now, the Canadian SIGINT program is at a pivotal time in its history. We can point with pride to the tremendous progress we have 
made since 9/11 in addressing the pressing security and technological challenges faced by this program. We are making a difference in 
the lives of Canadians, but we are also facing challenges that will demand the best of our efforts in the days to came. 


Will our efforts be informed by a sound understanding of our business as shown in the lessons learned from our history? In order to move 
forward with assurance, we need to understand where we have come from. 


The aim of this course is to acquaint you with the significant events and factors—both international and domestic—that shaped our 
history. By reflecting on what has happened, you will be able to see what has worked and what has not worked over the years, learn from 
these CSEC experiences, and build on them. 


Along the way, you will learn about the critical domestic and international partnerships that have been, and still are, so vital to our 
continued success. You will develop a better appreciation of the foreign intelligence priorities of our Government over the years and how 
they drove SIGINT operations. You will also learn about the evolution of SIGINT authorities, resources, and capabilities, and how these 
impact on our ability to provide our Government with relevant and timely foreign intelligence. In order to fully understand the business 
of SIGINT, and the reasons for the Government's SIGINT priorities, it is important for us to look back on our history and examine how the 
business of SIGINT has evolved over time, and how CSEC has come to be the organization it is today. 


1. For irfc on how the Sir,11: 1 Business Line is [ CSEt. e refe' •.'e "SIC nr9 
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW2: 
The Canadian Government sanctioned intelligence activities in a few occasions in the decades following confederation, but as the Global 
Information Infrastructure (Gin), as we know it today, did not exist, there was no real SIGINT. Most of the first intelligence efforts were 
done in cooperation with the UK and based on UK priorities. During WWI, Canada was involved in the interception of telegrams from the 
Gennan government, but there was no comprehensive program for SIGINT. Intelligence work in Canada was chiefly performed by the 
Criminal Investigation Branch of the RCMP, and was directed against perceived threats from the left. 
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WWI I': 
The Criminal Investigation Branch was too ill-equipped and insufficiently-trained to be adequate for Canada's intelligence needs 
following the outbreak of WWII, so an alternative solution was required. 


Records show that the fist known Intercept Site (known as "Y" Site) was operational in 1939. The Army Headquarters Radio Station 
located at Rockcliffe Airport, Ottawa, was a logical place for army wireless activities. In June 1942. these activities were moved to Leitrim 
and the site was renamed as #1 Special Wireless Station. That same year, Special Wireless Stations #2 and #3 were established in 
Grande Prairie, Alberta, and Victoria, British Columbia, respectively. 


In 1941, Herbert Osborn Yardley, a famous cryptologist of the 20s and 30s who helped break Japanese codes for Chinese Nationalist 
leader Chiang Kai-Shek, was recruited to help set up a Canadian cryptology program, which subsequently became the Examination Unit 
(XU). It was a very closely guarded program; Yardley even used an alias while working within the XU. Throughout the war, there was close 
Anglo-Canadian and US-Canadian cooperation in SIGINT. For example, a telekrypton link was established between the Examination Unit 
and the British Security Co-Ordination office in New York City. Canada's focus was on Abwehr agents in South American communicating 
with Hamburg. In this role, the Examination Unit was able to provide valuable intelligence to protect allied shipping. In addition, the XU 
intercepted and analysed the communications of Japense agents. 


British and American agencies have collaborated with strong cryptologic ties throughout WWII; in 1942 the UK's Government Code and 
Cypher School (GCCS) — predecessor of the Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) — signed the "Holden" Agreement with 
the US Navy. This cooperation is followed by the signing of the GCCS-US Army Agreement in 1943. 


Throughout the war Canada played a role chiefly as the Dominion of the UK, though the collaboration on the war effort had included 
representatives from Canada. Canada's partnership with the United States began in 1942, when Canada established war-time 
collaboration efforts with the US Army and Navy. In 1944, Lt Col Edward Drake represented the Canadian SIGINT Program when he 
attended the 2nd Japanese Army Cipher Conference. 


1-r,.!,:y of GCHQ Corporal Kno,..41edv ,,,,oirr:F!t,on SIViCeS. 
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IRRELEVANT 
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-Affs T COOP RATIO, N 


The Gouzenko Affair was the catalyst for Canada's participation in the Cold War and the continuation of a Canadian signals intelligence 
program in peacetime. In 1945, Igor Gouzenko, a cipher clerk at the Soviet embassy in Ottawa, approached the police with a sheath of 
documents taken from the embassy, which revealed the extent of the Soviet espionage efforts in Ottawa. Although not everyone believed 
him at first Gouzenko was eventually taken seriously and the information he provided led to the arrest of many Soviet spies. 


The defection of Gouzenko was eye-opening for most Canadians, who saw the USSR as an ally critical in victory over the German forces 
in WWII. The incident prompted the Canadian government to continue developing the SIGINT program it had begun during the War, and to 
maintain the close cooperation on SIGINT that had been forged between Canada, the UK, and the US. 
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To continue with the partnership and collaboration after the war, the Commonwealth Conference was held in March 1946, where it was 
agreed by those in attendance that Canada needs to work directly with Washington for mutual benefit and defence. The British-US 
(BRUSA) Agreement was signed between the two countries' intelligence agencies. This provided a division of effort and a commitment to 
collaboration for the post-war SIGINT. 


That same year, the responsibilities previously under the Examination Unit were transferred to the Communications Branch National 
Research Council (CBNRC). The Department of External Affairs would drive the policy and priorities of the CBNRC, with the National 
Research Council (NRC) as the host of the civilian SIGINT program. In 1947, a bi-lateral agreement was drafted between Canada and the 
US, based on the BRUSA/UKUSA text. This document, the Can-US Agreement, was subsequently signed on 29 June 1949. 


While Canada had been mentioned in the BRUSA (later the UKUSA) Agreement, Canada did not independently establish ties with the US 
until, in 1949, Canada and the US signed the CANUSA Agreement, which paved the way for liaison exchanges between the two countries in 
1954, when the Special US Liaison Office in Ottawa (SUSLO) and the Canadian Special Liaison Office Washington (CANSLOIW) were established. 


While stories of spies were popular during the Cold War, SIGINT was another "battlefield". The threat from the USSR and its allies was 
very real. For example, in the 1980s, the USSR's Main Intelligence Directorate (Glavnoje Razvedyvatel'noje Upravlenije, or GRU) had 
signals regiments and ran SIGINT from over ships and over Maircrafts. were carried out from all Soviet foreign posts. The 
USSR at one point employed approximately people to carry out SIGINT. 


In 1975, the Fifth Estate, a program produced by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), featured a story on the espionage 
activities being conducted by the CBNRC at Sir Leonard Tilley Building in Ottawa. This created tremendous unease within the House of 
Commons, as Members of Parliament learned of the previously-unknown agency through the television. The NRC also suffered from the 
publicity and high profile of the program. As a result, the CBNRC was renamed the Communications Security Establishment and would 
be hosted by the Department of National Defence (DND). 


Although the Cold War still dominated Canada's intelligence priorities throughout the 1980s, there was also an awareness of the threat 
posed by international terrorism. On 23 June 1985, Air India Flight 182 was bombed in what was the deadliest terrorist attack involving 
an aircraft until 11 September 2001. The attack was planned by Sikh separatist organizations, and the incident led CSIS and the RCMP 
to shift their focus towards counter-terrorism. 


While this shift may have provided the Canadian SIGINT program with new direction, the recent history of Canadian SIGINT is not without 
some obstacles and setbacks. In 1982, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms came into effect, guaranteeing the rights of people 
in Canada. From SIGINT's point of view, the Charter posed a dilemma; since all communications of Canadians are now protected, and 
supporting legislations did not exist to allow CSEC to carry out operations on communications that are routed within or through Canada, 
the SIGINT program was threatened by the legal protection of communications. The Canadian SIGINT program, as a result, lost much of 
its ability to intercept and track communications of entities of interest to the Government. 
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THE FIVE-EYES SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY 
wrzwe.m.e..rvu.nenzelawzmne.m.v.z.r.e.m.wr 


1990'S AND BEYOND: 
Following perestroika and the collapse of the Soviet Union, SIGINT efforts took on less importance in Canada and, indeed, some questioned 
whether the existence of CSEC was even necessary through the 1990s. In 2001, however, all of that changed with the 11 September 
attacks on the World Trade Centre in New York City and the Pentagon in Arlington, Virginia. The incident highlighted the danger posed 
by international terrorist groups, and in the years following the attack, CSEC grew in number as many new analysts were hired. 


In 1991, the Canadian Forces Supplementary Radio System (CFSRS) — established in 1938 and was the branch chiefly responsible for 
coordinating military SIGINT — was renamed the Canadian Forces Information Operations Group (CFIOG). 


Another important milestone for Canadian SIGINT came in December 2001 with the passing and Royal Assent of the Anti-Terrorism Act 
(Bill C-36). Among other clauses, the legislation amended the National Defence Act and cemented CSEC's mandate into law. The 
legislation also established clear rules within which CSEC must operate'. With the Canadian Forces' participation in the mission in 
Afghanistan, SIGINT has established much stronger ties with the military in support of Canadian troops in-theatre to 
ensure their safety, and the success of their mission. In recent years, cyber security threats also required CSEC to devote resources 
in response to the various GC requirements of around the world. As 
technologies change, and as different threats emerge to threaten the national security and interests of the Government of Canada, CSEC 
SIGINT will continue to evolve in order to respond, and in this way, to remain a valuable source of information, and to provide leaders in 
the Government with vital information to further Canadian interests. 


4. For ma e information on CSEC's rior. please see Chapter 3: SIGINI , I fri.,.nrviork. 
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SIGINT TIMELINES 
The two following fold-out pages show the important historical events that had an impact on CSEC since 1940, and CSEC SIGINT targets 
of interest for the same period of time. 


A simple way to identify and understand SIGINT priorities is to ask: Why would the Government of Canada (GC) be interested in this 
event? What information would be of interest to the Government of Canada? 
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SIGINT "HALL OF FAME": QUOTABLE QUOTES: 


"When our contribution was nil, we received nothing. .. When, in agreement with them [US/UK], our 
contribution became substantial, we received ample return - a seat in their counsels and a regular budget 
of valuable intelligence. If we contributed to the pool we shall draw from it in the form of finished products.
if we fail to contribute, we shall receive nothing" 


"Cryptanalysis is a short straight road into the opponent's mind" 


- Col. William W. Murray 


"One supreme value of signals intelligence is that it is a short road into the mind of others. . One reads what 
the originator actually says and what. . . he is transmitting to others. Experience in War has demonstrated 
that wireless information is one of the most important sources of secret information." 


- Gen. Charles E Foulkes, Dec 1945 


"Through the Unit... Canada has been led to a window on world diplomacy which otherwise she may never 
have looked through. Whatever is decided concerning this office, most countries of the world will continue 
doing cryptography work after the war is over and I cannot agree that Canada will improve her position in the 
world affairs by renouncing all activity in this work... This is not to foresee another war, but the world will be 
a troubled place for a long time to come and there will undoubtedly be countries whose activities we will be 
particularly interested" 


- Gilbert Robinson, MBE (Professor and Mathematician) 
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PEOPLE OF NOTE: 
Edward M. Drake was an Officer in the Reserve Army at the outbreak of the Second World War. He was commissioned in the Royal 
Canadian Corps of Signals (RCCS) as a Lieutenant. His outfit, the Experimental Station at Rockcliffe air force base in Ottawa, intercepted 
German and Italian communications. By June 1942, Drake had become a Captain and was attached to National Defence Headquarters 
(NDHQ) in charge of MI2 within the Directorate of Military Intelligence. He was made responsible for leading the Discrimination Unit that 
processed messages. Eventually, Lieutenant Colonel Drake managed the Joint Discrimination Unit, which combined those of Army, Air 
Force, and Navy into one consolidated organization. He was the first Chief of CSE. The Edward Drake Building, located at 1500 Bronson 
Avenue, was named after Drake to commemorate his contribution to CSEC. 


Igor Gouzenko was a cipher clerk at the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa who defected from the Soviet Union on 5 September 1945. Gouzenko 
revealed a vast network of Soviet spies in Canada, the US, and Great Britain. The inquest that followed led to 39 arrests in Canada and 
the exposure of spies, including Klaus Fuchs — the German communist physicist who stole atomic secrets after moving to Britain and 
gave them to the Soviets, and Julius and Ethel Rosenberg. Gouzenko's defection and the information he provided strengthened the case 
for maintaining a SIGINT capability in Canada when critics questioned the relevance and need for peacetime SIGINT.5


Clarence D. Howe was the Minister of Munitions and Supply during WWII. He was responsible for signing the Order in Council for 
the creation of the Communications Branch of the National Research Council (CBNRC), the predecessor of Communications Security 
Establishment Canada (CSEC). 


Kevin O'Neill was the second Director of CBNRC. from 1971 to 1980. He was recruited by Edward Drake from UK's Government Code 
and Cipher School (GCCS). The Kevin O'Neill Boardroom (KON), located on the second floor of the SLT building, commemorates his 
contribution to Canadian SIGINT. 


Herbert Yardley taught Canada the esoteric profession of code-breaking and thereby gave Canadians a SIGINT capability. He 
established a firm foundation for Canada's Examination Unit (XU) in 1941. Yardley was considered one of the world's greatest 
cryptanalyst. In 1999, the National Security Agency (NSA) inducted Yardley into its Hall of Honour. He was also a member of the Military 
Intelligence Hall of Fame. 


Edward M. Drake Igor Gouzenko Clarence D Howe Hebert Yardley 


5. Ef forts to identify Soviet spies included the VENONA project, collaboration between the US and the UK intelligence agencies, provided information that contriouted to the 
identification and exposure of agerts such iis the Cambridge Five CUlad MacPart, Guy Burgess. Kim Philby, Anthony Blunt, and John Cairncross: ?.s well as many others. 
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SIGINT ESTABLISHMENT OVER THE YEARS: 


HYDRA, located at Camp X outside Oshawa ON — used to communicate with undercover 
agents in Nazi-occupied Europe. This building was used as communications link for SIGINT 
agencies in the US, the UK, and Canada after WWII. 


111 


Leitrim, in the "early" days 


a 


Canadian Forces Station, Alert, 1957 
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appendix 


Supplementary Information: 
Government of Canada Requirements 
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The Government of Canada Requirements (GCRs) were created to facilitate end-to-end tracking of client requirements and CSEC's 
efforts against those requirements. There are many stakeholders who utilize GCRs. They include Government of Canada (GC) clients, 
Client Relations Officers (CROs), and CSEC and CFIOG SIGINT analysts. is the software 
application that allows client requirements to be entered against GCRs. CSEC manages these GCRs, and SIGINT analysts' reports are 
automatically assigned GCRs to enable CSEC's clients to find the SIGINT report they need in 


THE REQUIREMENTS PROCESS 
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SIGINT reports generated by CSEC must correspond to GCRs. When a client has requirement for SIGINT information, a GCR is matched to 
their specific request based on their topic of interest. A GCR can be shared by many clients, and each client can have more" ..;r7R 
in his/her profile. A client can have different GCRs to meet their needs, but these GCRs must be prioritized and subscribed in in 
order to facilitate automatic dissemination and provide CSEC with an understanding of the client's requirements. 


GCR in FN. 


t sets of numerical 
s a related search 


oorts with the 


mbers represent 
,(1 on a series of keyw()J 


outlined by the GCR. ThP 
A what the search keyword strina would look like F: 


How „ 


B<< *C! (ex a m p I e 


0 
provides an example of a 
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The National riorities List (NSPL) sets out the ovP-
i..e list includes issues relating t ; 
several Tiers. The NSPI.. is separat i 


f Canada, with Tif'i 


• Iliar tl 
.•;: : the imber, and 


Briefs and their points of contact on the left of the Tier. Both Standin!.., iq Briefs have appropriate GCRs 
mapped to them in order to facilitate tracking production and client satisfaction. Below is an example of the NSPL. 


NIATI „AG NT - 1E.S LIST 


Linde _ 3' 1 
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appendix 


Supplementary Information: 
Access Fundamentals for SIGINT 
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nF FYF°"ISF 
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sr- r.orre"seftr-
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REVIEW OF EXERCISE #3: TAINIFTIK CONCEPTS 


Phor 


",› 
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Supplementary Information: 
Access Fundamentals for SIGINT 
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Simple encryption methods can be detected if one has a basic understanding of the English language. There are certain properties 
of plaintext that would help to break an encryption, especially one based on substitution: 


• Identity 
» the alphabet used in the plaintext 
» ex.ABCDE... 


• Roughness 
» frequency with which the letters within the alphabet are used 
» ex. "SENORITA" — this word contains the most commonly-used letters in the English alphabet 


• Cohesion 
» certain consonants or letters appear together 
» ex. QU, TH, SS, ... 


• Pattern 
• distinguish words that have a particular pattern (like anagrams) 
• ex. MADAM (pattern =a b c b a), ASSESS (pattern =a b b c b b) 


• Repetition 
» words or groups of letters that are frequently used together 
» ex. THE, -MENT, -TION, 


The image below shows a statistical layout of the most frequently-used letters in English, French, and Spanish: 


180 


160 


140 


120 


100 


go A 


60 


40 


20 


• English 
■t French 


Spanish 
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HOW CAN ANALYSTS HELP DO CRYPTANALYSIS 
Analysts can help cryptanalysts perform their jobs in a variety of ways, which would not take much time. First of all, cryptanalysts 
need cipher to analyse and they need as much as possible One sample of the cipher is usually not enough for cryptanalysis. So do 
not be surprised if cryptanalysts ask for what seems to be excessive amounts of cipher examples. The cipher must also look exactly 
like cipher produced by the encryption system. In other words, they must be able to peel overlying layers of the onion without 
corrupting the cipher. 


Cryptanalysts will always appreciLl ,'. 
::tamples of items of interest to cryptar 


Plaintext. DFODerties are also or area use, Analysts cou a neiu crvotanalvsis t0 learn 


Since cryptdn ytif Wui K uafi idK" a iulig iifin ouinetiif it;;) Oil Li le 01 001 tu 


to have as much information as possible in order to determine crypt invest , 


Because of tne challenge in breaking cryptography, CI 


rorlerties 1) oviaina: 


ypidiiiiiysiS di eas 


)Ls are always looking for ways to combine approaches in order to 
find the easiest solution possible. An example would cryptanalysis and vice versa. 
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Finally, optimism is a great asset in cryptanalysis. While the initial prognosis for success may not be high cryptanalysis have often 
been able to tackle and identify vulnerabilities in encryption. 


While Data Analysis and Enrichment tackles various challenges posed by cryptanalysis, they also rely heavily on Intelligence 
Branch analyst ,T ;:ind • ti).xt), 


information fro nd 
samples of ciphurik,.:,1 


LRYPTOLOGY 


PROPLR C 


CI-1'ff' 1 OGR.AP Y 


VA t... Li A E3 L. F 


GOOV 


P TAN Y 
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Appendix ? -- Data AtlalVt.b and Enrichment: Encryption/ Demotion Examples 


1. Substitution: - Sno% Difference" 


NMOUDMTQGZ HTNHOTJZI NJZUMT KFTMSOAU AHJOOA SFTTMSUJFZ KOLJW 
FZ QOH, HTFQLUJZI TMHFTU Fit MOT NDJUMFLU SFZWJUJFZA. 


By counting the frequency with which each letter appears in the efICrypted test the data 
compiled would look like this: 


1 I I 11 7 Cl 3 
1 10 (i 6 Q 3 
1 A 4 1) 2 


S4 1 2 
U9 K3 1 2 
7, 9 N_ W 2 


Aside from counting the repetition of &tiers, picking out patterns of letters would also he 
use/at In this ease, the data would show: 


1 I X2 
ill X2 
IMI 1 X2 
1N 1S X2 


Repeated groups of letters aid in ("Hacking Hie encrypted message: 


NNIGIDNITQCZEITMHG,T,17.1N.1ZUMT KFTMSGAILI AEL.100A SFTTN1SUEZ 
1(01..1W F! (ICH, HTFQ1.1.1.pil TIVII-1FTUFKZINI(:T tiD.JI;MFLU SFZW.11),WZ.A. 


A vece common four-letter ending for a long word is nay. Let'u reih that into the text; 


IN INT 0 I 0 TION 
NWITIDMTOGZ HTt41JtGTJZI NJZUMT KFTMSOAU WOOA SFTTMSUM 


ICI ON C IN 0 0 N IT 0 T 
KOLJW FZ QGH, HTFQLUJZI TMHFTU FK ZMGT NDJUMFLU 


ON IT1ON . 
SFZWJUJF2A. 


So this looks pretty good. Perhaps the last letter oldie last ward k S. Let's add that In: 


NMGUDP4TQGZ H 
IN trim 0 ST S I S CO CTION 
TJZI NOZUMT KFTMSGAU AHJOOA SFTTMSUJFZ 


ID ON , 0 IN 0 0 N IT 0 
KOLJW F2 QGH, HTFOLUJZI TMHFTU FK ZMGT NDJUMFLU 


ON ITIONS. 
SFZNJUJF2A. 
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The last word looks like co/vim-lays. Ofi, can now fill in the C and D. 


T N TN TNT 0 ST S I S CO CTION 
NP=DMTOGZ HTMHGTJZI NJZUMT KFTMSGAU AHJOOA SFTTMSUJFZ 


ID ON 0 IN OR 0 N IT 0 T 
KOLJW FZ QOM HTFQLUJZ1 TMHFTU FK MOT NDJUMFLU 


CONDITIONS. 
SFZWJUJFZA. 


ETC... and finally! 


WEATHERMAN PREPARING WINTER. FORECAST SPILLS CORRECTION 
FLUID 0'i MAP, PRODUCING REPORT OF NEAR WHITEOUT CONDITIONS. 


Cipher Alphabet: AMFGRI3XLMNOQSTUWZ 
Plain Alphabet: SHOA G FUEW LMCRTDN 


'I ools to help you get started: 
• Three-letter words in English ore likeb to be: THE or AND 
• One-letter words in English are either: A or 
• For long words. try T1ON or INO at the end or thi: word 
• Look for two consecutive loners in the cipher (i.e. 00), This could represent: SS, IT. I,1_, 


NN, 
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II. Transposition: "Tomatoes fur Launch" 


AHSWM DUETI LNNYO ATREE ANTED TMRYS NWIAG DTAT 
SRTNL LRBMT HMISI AAFEO WTTD/ ENWTM EISAV USIS 
YNTON ESHCI KIOAO UENOT TIIIR HECOB DT 


Fri qucnrics: 


I IF) 
I IS 
E 12 
A 10 
N 10 
0 10 
S ID 


I) 6 
H 6 
NI 6 
VI 6 
R 


5. 


t3 
1. 3 


INFORMATION GIVE; 


Matrix: I1X12 
Re,: -191281510761132 


L 3 
U 3 
Y 3 
K 2 
E 1 
CI 1 
✓ 1 


RIDES MOANO 
TFITOWT SNISW 


Reconstructing the ;Matrix: 
Divide cipher into chunks of row Ake a bund Wel the Auras from I to column Ake (!2i: 


4 
AG DTATB BIDS 


7 
MESLEriaLMI 


10 
W YMTON EEMCI 


2 3 
ATRELAN 1EL11.1115tal 


5 
S MOANO SRTNL 


8 
WTM EISAV US1. 


11 


6 
',RENT HHISZ A 


9 
SW THTOW SNIS 


12 
UOAO VENOT T IIIR HECOE DT 
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Draw a blank I 1X12 onairir and Place the key at the top: 


9128 1 5 10 7 6 11 3 


Place the first chunk of iilferA ru Ike cilium' labelled "1"; 


1 2 3 
AEOWM DUET; L VINO ATRKF. AN 1ED TMRYS NWI 


4 5 6 
AG nTATB BIDS S MOANO SRTNI, LESMT WHIST A 


9 
WTTD1 fit WTM EISAV US1 N THTOW SNIS 


10 
W YMTON EEHCI KI 


4 9 12 8 1 


12 
UENOT T I IIR HE COB DT 


5107 6113 2 


H 


i 


: 


S 
w 
h1 I fi


s 


6, ... ! 1
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Helm 11w second chunk in the column labelled 


1 2 
ANSWMAMFAILL NNYQ ATRKE AN 1ED TYRYSNWI 


4 
DTA  BIDS


7 9 
AEMILKZEDILEM 11111_11311Y11$1 SN THTOw SNIS 


10 11 12 
W YMTON BEHCI EJ42,0 uNgr T IIIR HECOR DT 


9 12 8 5107 6113 


Continue filling in the columns accordinte to :1w numbers um& 


4 9 12 8 
8S 
G 
I) T I NI1 
-EH R 
A T 
T O E S 
B LJE C 


I 0 


1 5107 rii II 1 
Si , ,A 1 i,


II , M 1 E R 4 4 
SO, 1 NI F. B 0 
W A T 0 NI A 
NI Ni o W T 0 
1)0'1 T 1111 


S , F 'V I-I E 
N L 14, , L Er 


T II 


I 
t t 


L 1 I., L I N 


lain Test: (Note: Punctuation etas adtied to viist: readability.) 


2 


AS I WAS WALKING wi m MII FRIEND 111,1. SOMEBODY THREW A 
TOMATO AT HIM. NOW TOMATOES DON'T Flt RT BECAUSE THEY'RE 


ERED IN SKINS HUT THIS ON) I) %+I 's( L I IF WAS STILL IN A TIN! 
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A FICTIONAL ACCOUNT OF HOW WEB 2.0 TECHNOLOGIES COULD BE IMPLEMENTED. 
Corporal Jones had seen it happen — he was the driver of the rear vehicle when the explosion occurred. This time there had been 
no Canadian casualties and he smiled, knowing that he had personally been involved in the success. Unfortunately, this was not 
the case. A mere three weeks ago; a similar roadside bomb had caused one death and several injuries. Corporal Jones had been 
driving just behind the lead vehicle and had seen the events unfold. Immediately following, he recorded his recollections into his 
personal digital assistant (PDA), taking care to describe the events that happened. He also used the camera function in the PDA 
to take pictures of the scene. Inside the wire that night, he updated his blog and downloaded the pictures. He carefully tagged his 
entries, knowing that they would be used by others to learn about the incident. 


Indeed, over the next couple of days, many members accessed his blog and pictures. The rapid training team in theatre used Jones' 
account, along with others' experiences, to update the "ambush stimulation game" used to train drivers in theatre. This update 
was instantly available on the network and was now being used at the training school back in Canada. Many of his fellow soldiers 
and officers had also accessed his blog. 


In fact, his account had been voted by his peers as "highly relevant and useful" and now appeared on the top of the wiki-based 
lessons-learned page. After being scanned, the page was fed (via RSS) to nearly 80% of the Canadian Forces (CF). So when the 
lead driver had recognized the potential danger and took evasive action — there was no luck involved. The vast network and social 
production tools available to DND/CF had ensured that Jones' knowledge was quickly and effectively shared) 


14%.; Yiai CAN Cr,NTRIBLTE 


Wogs - brainstorm, comment on conversation threads 
• Start or reply to discussion threads in 


Wilds - store group knowledge. collaboratively work on documents 
• Edit, create a wiki ra e OF .rovide comments on the discussion 


page in the 


Social bookmarking - tool for sharing/indexing webwriki pages 
• Tag your favourite vdeb or Gviki pages in 


Mashups - visual tools that allows users to connect witli 
multiple forms of digital information 
• Search for language information in and when released. 


for OSINT material in 


1. Verson. John, LCdr Bruce Forrester, Leese Tanner Transformation in the CF: Understanding the Impact of Network Technologies on the 
Dr‘.,,ignot Work Peer Prod!r!iir: rr-!i! 2007 
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WFP 
rAnildian ritj7anc nniv 


CS! 


CSE, duecraft 


Analyst Forum 


CSEC TIAft)^+' (micro bloa; 
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Below is Part V.1 of the National Defence Act. For more information on CSEC's legislations and legal requirements please direct 
your inquiries to your immediate supervisor for clarifications. 


NATIONAL DEFENCE ACT—PART V.1: COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY ESTABLISHMENT 
Definitions: 273.61 The following definitions apply in this Part. 


"CANADIAN" 
"Canadian" means a Canadian citizen, a permanent resident within the meaning of subsection 2(1) of the Immigration and 
Refugee Protection Act or a body corporate incorporated and continued under the laws of Canada or a province. 


"ENTITY" 
"entity" means a person, group, trust, partnership or fund or an unincorporated association or organization and includes a state or 
a political subdivision or agency of a state. 


"FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE" 
"foreign intelligence" means information or intelligence about the capabilities, intentions or activities of a foreign individual, 
state, organization or terrorist group, as they relate to international affairs, defence or security. 


"GLOBAL INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE" 
"global information infrastructure" includes electromagnetic emissions, communications systems, information technology systems 
and networks, and any data or technical information carried on, contained in or relating to those emissions, systems or networks. 


"MINISTER" 
"Minister" means the Minister of National Defence or such other member of the Queen's Privy Council as may be designated by the 
Governor in Council to be responsible for the Communications Security Establishment. 


"PRIVATE COMMUNICATION" 
"private communication" has the same meaning as in section 183 of the Criminal Code. 


2001, c. 41, ss. 102, 128. 


COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY ESTABLISHMENT CONTINUED 
273.62 (1) The part of the federal public administration known as the Communications Security Establishment is hereby continued. 


CHIEF 
(2) The Chief of the Communications Security Establishment, under the direction of the Minister or any person designated by the 
Minister, has the management and control of the Establishment and all matters relating to it. 
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DIRECTIONS BY MINISTER 
(3) The Minister may issue written directions to the Chief respecting the carrying out of the Chief's duties and functions. 


DIRECTIONS NOT STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS 
(4) Directions issued under subsection (3) are not statutory instruments within the meaning of the Statutory Instruments Act. 


2001, c. 41, s. 102; 2003, c. 22, s. 224(E). 


APPOINTMENT OF COMMISSIONER 
273.63 (1) The Governor in Council may appoint a supernumerary judge or a retired judge of a superior court as Commissioner of 
the Communications Security Establishment to hold office, during good behaviour, for a term of not more than five years. 


DUTIES 
(2) The duties of the Commissioner are 


c. to review the activities of the Establishment to ensure that they are in compliance with the law; 
d. in response to a complaint, to undertake any investigation that the Commissioner considers necessary; and 
e. to inform the Minister and the Attorney General of Canada of any activity of the Establishment that the Commissioner 


believes may not be in compliance with the law. 


ANNUAL REPORT 
(3) The Commissioner shall, within 90 days after the end of each fiscal year, submit an annual report to the Minister on the 
Commissioner's activities and findings, and the Minister shall cause a copy of the report to be laid before each House of 
Parliament on any of the first 15 days on which that House is sitting after the Minister receives the report. 


POWERS OF INVESTIGATION 
(4) In carrying out his or her duties, the Commissioner has all the powers of a commissioner under Part II of the Inquiries Act. 


EMPLOYMENT OF LEGAL COUNSEL, ADVISERS, ETC. 
(5) The Commissioner may engage the services of such legal counsel, technical advisers and assistants as the Commissioner 
considers necessary for the proper performance of his or her duties and, with the approval of the Treasury Board, may fix and pay 
their remuneration and expenses. 


DIRECTIONS 
(6) The Commissioner shall carry out such duties and functions as are assigned to the Commissioner by this Part or any other Act of 
Parliament, and may carry out or engage in such other related assignments or activities as may be authorized by the Governor in Council. 
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TRANSITIONAL 
(7) The Commissioner of the Communications Security Establishment holding office immediately before the coming into force of 
this section shall continue in office for the remainder of the term for which he or she was appointed. 


2001, c. 41, s.102. 


MANDATE 
273.64 (1) The mandate of the Communications Security Establishment is 


a. to acquire and use information from the global information infrastructure for the purpose of providing foreign intelligence, 
in accordance with Government of Canada intelligence priorities; 


b. to provide advice, guidance and services to help ensure the protection of electronic information and of information 
infrastructures of importance to the Government of Canada; and 


c. to provide technical and operational assistance to federal law enforcement and security agencies in the performance of 
their lawful duties. 


PROTECTION OF CANADIANS 
(2) Activities carried out under paragraphs (1)(a) and (b) 


a. shall not be directed at Canadians or any person in Canada; and 
b. shall be subject to measures to protect the privacy of Canadians in the use and retention of intercepted information. 


LIMITATIONS IMPOSED BY LAW 
(3) Activities carried out under paragraph (1)(c) are subject to any limitations imposed by law on federal law enforcement and 
security agencies in the performance of their duties. 


2001, c. 41, s. 102. 


MINISTERIAL AUTHORIZATION 
273.65 (1) The Minister may, for the sole purpose of obtaining foreign intelligence, authorize the Communications Security Establishment 
in writing to intercept private communications in relation to an activity or class of activities specified in the authorization. 
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CONDITIONS FOR AUTHORIZATION 
(2) The Minister may only issue an authorization under subsection (1) if satisfied that 


a. the interception will be directed at foreign entities located outside Canada; 
b. the information to be obtained could not reasonably be obtained by other means; 
c. the expected foreign intelligence value of the information that would be derived from the interception justifies it; and 
d. satisfactory measures are in place to protect the privacy of Canadians and to ensure that private communications will only 


be used or retained if they are essential to international affairs, defence or security. 


MINISTERIAL AUTHORIZATION 
(3) The Minister may, for the sole purpose of protecting the computer systems or networks of the Government of Canada from 
mischief, unauthorized use or interference, in the circumstances specified in paragraph 184(2)(c) of the Criminal Code, authorize 
the Communications Security Establishment in writing to intercept private communications in relation to an activity or class of 
activities specified in the authorization. 


CONDITIONS FOR AUTHORIZATION 
(4) The Minister may only issue an authorization under subsection (3) if satisfied that 


a. the interception is necessary to identify, isolate or prevent harm to Government of Canada computer systems or networks; 
b. the information to be obtained could not reasonably be obtained by other means; 
c. the consent of persons whose private communications may be intercepted cannot reasonably be obtained; 
d. satisfactory measures are in place to ensure that only information that is essential to identify, isolate or prevent harm to 


Government of Canada computer systems or networks will be used or retained; and 
e. satisfactory measures are in place to protect the privacy of Canadians in the use or retention of that information. 


MINISTERIAL CONDITIONS 
(5) An authorization made under this section may contain any conditions that the Minister considers advisable to protect the 
privacy of Canadians, including additional measures to restrict the use and retention of, the access to, and the form and manner 
of disclosure of, information derived from the private communications. 


CANADIAN FORCES 
(6) The Minister of National Defence may issue directions for the Canadian Forces to support the Establishment in carrying out 
activities authorized under this section. 


DIRECTIONS NOT STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS 
(7) Authorizations issued under subsections (1) and (3) and directions issued under subsection (6) are not statutory instruments 
within the meaning of the Statutory Instruments Act. 
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REVIEW OF AUTHORIZATIONS 
(8) The Commissioner of the Communications Security Establishment shall review activities carried out under an authorization 
issued under this section to ensure that they are authorized and report annually to the Minister on the review. 


MEANING OF "GOVERNMENT OF CANADA" 
(9) In this section, "Government of Canada" means a federal institution, as defined in subsection 3(1) of the Official Languages Act. 


2001, c. 41, s. 102. 


LIMITS ON ACTIVITIES 
273.66 The Communications Security Establishment may only undertake activities that are within its mandate, consistent with 
ministerial direction and, if an authorization is required under section 273.65, consistent with the authorization. 


2001, c. 41, s. 102. 


PROTECTION OF PERSONS 
273.67 Notwithstanding any other law, every person or class of persons that is authorized to give effect to an authorization under section 
273.65 or any person who assists such a person is justified in taking any reasonable action necessary to give effect to the authorization. 


2001, c. 41, s. 102. 


EFFECTIVE PERIOD OF AUTHORIZATION 
273.68 (1) An authorization is valid for the period specified in it, and may be renewed for any period specified in the renewal. No 
authorization or renewal may be for a period longer than one year. 


VARIANCE OR CANCELLATION OF AUTHORIZATION 
(2) An authorization may be varied or cancelled in writing at any time. 


2001, c. 41, s. 102. 


EXCLUSION OF PART VI OF CRIMINAL CODE 
273.69 Part VI of the Criminal Code does not apply in relation to an interception of a communication under the authority of an 
authorization issued under this Part or in relation to a communication so intercepted. 


2001, c. 41, s. 102. 


CROWN LIABILITY AND PROCEEDINGS ACT 
273.7 No action lies under section 18 of the Crown Liability and Proceedings Act in respect of 


a. the use or disclosure under this Part of any communication intercepted under the authority of a Ministerial authorization 
under section 273.65; or 


b. the disclosure under this Part of the existence of such a communication. 


2001, c. 41, s. 102. 
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ACRONYM EXPANSIAN 


ADM 


• 


LmveiLi! • nt — part of SIGINT Programs 


Associate Deputy Minister 


• 


AO 


AtiP 


BN 


Access to information Act and Privacy Act 


Briefing Note 


BRL() British Liaison Office: is 


CANSLO Canadian peciai Liaison uirice or Canadian Senior Liaison Officer 


CANSLO(W)/CANSLO(L)/CANSLO(C) NSA (Washington DC USA)/GCHQ London United Kinadom)/DSD (Canberra, Australia 


CAP Counselling Advisory Program, located 


CBSA Canaria Rorripr Services Anon
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CCIRM 


CDI 


CDS 


Collection and Coordination Intelligence Requirements Management. 
A DND/CF requirement process 


Chief of Defence Intelligence — DND (formerly DGINT) 


Chief of Defence Staff 


CEO Canadian Eyes Only 


CF Canadian Forces 


CFB Canadian Forces Base 


CFIA Canadian Food Inspection Agency 


CFIOG Canadian Forces Information Operations Group 


CFS Canadian Forces Station 


CFSOC Canadian Forr,es qIGINT OnPra,ions centre 


■ 


CIA Ct:ilu di it iteii y (i1SAi 


CIO Chief Information Officer 


Cinhertext The !!P 


COB 


COI 


Close or business 


Community of Interest 
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COMINT 


Comms 


Communications Intelligence 


Communications 


COMSEC 


COPCC 


Communications Security 


Canadian Operational Production and Coordination Centre 


CPP Canada Post Place 


CRI Content Related Information or Clyptologic Research instituteiCryptologic Research Institute. 


CRO Client Relations Officer 


Cryptanalysis The art and science of breaking the unintelligible information 


Cryptologic 


Cryptology 


Cryptography 


Cryptosystem or Cipher System 


Cryptovariable 


Anything pertaining to the mandate and activities of CSEC, including SIGINT or ITS 


The branch of mathematics embodying both cryptography & cryptanalysis 


The art and science of rendering information unintelligible to outsiders 


A method or process for transforming properties of the plaintext in order to conceal its meaning 


Component which is shared between the sender and receiver of the information 
(this may vary for each encryption) 


CSEC Communications Security Establishment Canada 


CSIS Canadian Security Intelligence Service 


CSOI Canadian SIGINT Operations Instruction 


CT Counter Terrorism 


CVAN CSEC Visitor Access Notification 


IRRELEVANT 
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D2 Operational Policy 


D3 External Review & Policy Compliance 


DC SIGINT Deputy Chief SIGINT 


DD Distribution Designator 


Decryption The process of transforming ciphertext into plaintext 


DFAIT Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade 


DFO 


DG 


DGA 


Department of Fisheries and Oceans 


Director General 


Directorate or Director General Access 


DGI Directorate or Director General Intelligence 


DGMS Director General Military SIGINT (within CSEC) 


DGP Directorate or Director General SIGINT Programs 


DGPC Directorate or Director General Policy and Communications 


DLS Directorate of Legal Services 


DM Deputy Minister 


DND Department of National Defence 


DNI Digital Network Intelligence 


DNR Dialled Number Recognition 


DRDC Defence Research and Development Canada 


DSD Defence Signals Directorate (Australia) 


EA External Affairs or Executive Assistant 
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ECI Exceptionally Controlled Information 


EDB Edward Drake Building 


ELINT Electronic Intelligence 


EM Electromagnetic 


Encryption The process of transforming plaintext into ciphertext 


EPR End pro rt Rpoorts 


EXCOM 


FBI 


Fl 


FISINT 


Executive Couiuiatee 


Federal Bureau of Investigation 


Foreign Intelligence 


Foreign Instrumentation Signals Intelligence 


FTE Full- lime E.mployee 


FTP File Transfer Protocol 


FY Fiscal Year the Government of Canada fiscal year starts or 1 April 


GC Government of Canada. Also known as GoC 


GCHQ Government Communications Headquarters Unite( Kingdom 


GCR Government of Canada Requirement 


GCSB 


GII 


Government Communications Security Bureau (New Zealand 


Gionai info anon Intrastnic.ture 
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FIRA 


HRMS 


HUMINT 


IB 


IC 


Human Resources Management System 


Human Intelligence 


Insurance Building 


Industry Canada 


ICOM Interwar-pH r.nm. .mt €nicatinns Security (Integrated COMSEC) 


IM Morwiiptueril 


10 


IP 


IR 


ISAF 


ISOM 


Ir~furrrration uperauuns uset in i SLC to refer to an area of 'INT) or Intelligence Officer 
(used mainly by CSIS) 


Internet Protocol 


Information Reoository 


tASSiS 


Integrated SIGINT Operational Model 
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ISP Internet Service Provider 


IT 


ITAC 


rr


JR0 


KUN 


LA 
„.......„„. 
LDAP 


TA 


Information Technology 


Integrated Threat Assessment Centre 


Joint Task Force 


Joint Research Office 


Keviiiu ile board oo located in S B268 


Linguist Analyst 


Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 


Long-Term Accommodation 


MA Ministerial Authori7ati0n 


MD fJiirii iti idi 


ilictr;h!linn ppcinrvItrere 


MND rviinister or Nationai Derence 


MOA Memorandum of Agreement 


MOO Marnppinrif irri of !Indarst9ndinn 
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MTA Mid-Term Accommodation 


NATO 


NCS 


NDA 


NIIHQ 


N60 


NSA 


NSPL 


North Atlantic Treaty Organization 


National Cryptologic School, NSA 


National Defence Act 


National Defence Headquarters 


Nbil-i,overiuneiitai UiyailiLawn 


National Security Agency (USA) or National Security Advisor 


National SrINIT Prinrltios 1 ,st 


OPS 


OPSEC 


Operational Policy 


Operational Security 


OSI Open Source Information 


OSIN Open Source Intelligence 


OSN Online Social Networks, also known as social networking sites 
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OsN On [irlP Soci91 Nnhninrks alien known as social networking sites 


PA. PB, PC 


PCU 


PCOIAS 


Pr's 


111 


Prot r:ti- A Prri14cti4( 


Privy Council Office 


C 


Privy Council Office — Intelligence Assessment Secretariat 


m€ inir nnc Services 


PLM Proouct lir Mdiidoei n ime Minister 


U Position information Questionnaire 


PKI 


Plaintext 


Public Key Infrastructure 


The original information 


PM Production Manager or Prime Minister 


PMO Prime Minister's Office 


POC Point of Contact 


PPR Performance Planning and Review 


PRI Personal Record Identifier 


PSAC 


RCMP Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
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RDIMS Recordc. Dornment and Information Management System 


RFI 


RSS 


ROPI 


S&I


SA 


Request roi information 


Really Simple Syndication or Rich Site Summary 


Responsible Office of Primary Interest 


Security & Intelligence 


Arrecc 


SD 


SPF 


SLA 


SIGINT Development 


Signals Intelligence 


Support to Lawful Access or Service Level Agreement 


SLE 


SLT 


SME 


SMF 


SMF 


Support to Law Enforcement or Second Language Evaluation 


Sir Leonard Tilley building 


Subject Matter Expert 


SIGINT Management Forum 


SIGINT Management Forum 
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SPOC 


SPOR 


Support to Military Operations 


Senior Management Team 


SIGINT Programs Oversight & Compliance OR SIGINT Programs Operational Coordination 


siGintr oner,tional Requirements 


• 
SSD 


STU 


sicm! ..Amtorns opvplop 


Secure ieiepnone Uni 


SUSLO Spec IS tiaison Office 


FBA W U U 


not 


TBD To be Determined 


TBS Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat 
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TK Talent-Keyhole 


TL 


TPI 


TS 


TSSA 


Tam fr 


Two Person inte 


Top Secret 


Ton Secret. Spec Access 


Vii. ..


R Write-to-Nt case 
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SIGINT 101 GLOSSARY 


5 EYES 
The Quinquepartite SIGINT relationship between the Australia (DSO), Canada (CSEC), New Zealand (GCSB), the United States 
(NSA), and the United Kingdom (GCHQ). NSA uses "FVEY' as a short-form for Five-Eyes. 


1ALYST 
SIGINT target 


Within the Intelligence Branch of CSEC .ialyst position is classified at the UNI-08 level, and linguist analysts 
and I :1 analysts must complete a compeu,.i ...iiiework and be approved by a selection board in order to be designated 
as Ai ialyst. 


ACCESS TO INFORMATION ACT 
The purpose of the Access to Information Act is to provide a right of access to information in records under the control of a 
Government of Canada (GC) institution in accordance with the principle that government information should be available to the 
public, that necessary exceptions to the right of access should be limited and specific and that decisions on the disclosure of 
government information should be reviewed independently of government. The Act provides for exceptions to the disclosure of 
information that are relevant to CSEC. such as section 15(1) regarding information on international affairs and defence. 


ACTION-ON 
Any action, or decisiondecisiorr to act, taken on the basis of CO MIN informinforrr 
usually involves a sanitization. (Source: OPS-1-1). 


Sif.;INT 


0 ich might jeopardize the COMINT source. Action-on 


AClrvnY 
1. The volume and type .mmunications. 
2. A unit organization, or 'iation performing a function or mission. (Sour( , 
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ANALYSIS 
The process of viewing and collating essential elements of information (EEls) to reach a reasoned conclusion. (Sourcr. 


ANNOTATION 
An explanatory note which may provide information about the content of the information. In the case of SIGINT traffic, to annotate a 
document would consist of adding the appropriate privacy annotation concerning the traffic content (i.e. one-end Canadian, etc. . ). 


ossary). 


BLOGS 
Online journal (weblog) which can be organized by an individual or community of interest. Entries are usually displayed in reverse 
chronological order. (Reference: Wikipedia) The term blog can also be used as a verb, in the cr 


2.0 includes a corporate blogging service. The corporate blogging servir. 


CANADIAN 
Canadian refers to: a Canadian citizen, a person who has acquired the status of permanent resident under the Immigration and 
Refugee Protection Act (IRPA), and who has not subsequently lost that status under that Act; or. a corporation incorporated under 
an Act of Parliament or of the legislature of a province. Canadian organizations are accorded the same protection as Canadian 
citizens and corporations. (Source: OPS-1). 
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CANADIAN EYES ONLY 
Control markings that indicate that the reports contain intelligence information that is of a sensitive nature either to Canada or to 
a Second Party country: therefore, such reports are limited to a Canadian readership and must not be released to Second Parties. 
(Source: SIGINT Report Writing Basics Course, S121). 


CANADIAN EYES ONLY REPORT 
Reports containing intelligence information that is of a sensitive nature either to Canada or to a Second Party country; therefore, 
such reports are limited to a Canadian readership and must not be released to Second Parties. (Source: SIGINT Report Writing 
Basics Course, S121). 


CANADIAN SECURITY AND INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY 
See Security and Intelligence Community. 


CANADIAN SECURITY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE 
Canadian agency whose role is "to investigate threats, analyze information and produce intelligence; it then reports to, and 
advises, the Government of Canada, so as to protect the country and its citizens", (Source: CSIS website). 


CANADIAN OPERATIONAL PRODUCTION AND COORDINATION CENTRE 
CSEC's 24/7 point of contact to the 5-eyes community as well as all Government of Canada departments and military personnel 


lhr d. 
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CAVEAT 
Indicator of additional handling or dissemination restrictions or procedures restrictions on information or services (other than 
classification) that must be enforced. 


CERRID 
marnn, 3 ion. 


CLASSIFICATION/  CLASSIFIED INI-ORMAIIUN 
Informatinn that if rampromised INN ild affect thp nationR1 interest nr the n,tinnal cprrlrit 


CLIENT 
Any authorized Canadian Government official or organization that ceives SIGINT. (Sourc.I .


f':Ariarb 


COMPUTER NETWORK DEFENCE 
Any activities taken to enhance CSEC's capability to analyze, detect, predict and prevent computer network attacks against 
C(r.rrnrr,rt f 9PS -1-14 fPr v *). 


Loam, ion 
The act of obtaining traffic by SIGINT 
monitoring of target signals. (Sourc . 


: ,.c;e of producing intelligence. Collection involves the acquiring, recording and 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
The aggregate either of several means of conveying information or of the information 
adjective. The adjectival form has no terminal 's", e.g. communication plan. (Sourc, . 


COMMUNICATIONS INTELLIGENCE (COMINT) 
.. ,!1 and intelligence information derived fro ©reign communicatior.; 


nIligence is focusL'cl 
..,:,‘Jurces. (Source: SIGINT Report Writing Basics Course, S121 


!c: a plural noun not an 


COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY 
Protective measures designed to deny unauthorized persons information of value which might be derived from the possession 
or study of telecommunications, and to ensure the authenticity of communications. Such protection includes the application of 
crypto security, emission security, and transmission security measures to electrical systems that generate, process, or handle 
national-security rek,!, :i also includes the application of physical security to communications security information 
or materials. (Sourc:.! 


COMMUNICATIONS SECURI I Y LS IIIIIISHMENT CANADA 
Canada's National Cryptologic Agency and a member of the Canadian Security and Intelligence (S&I) community: CSEC is 
responsible to the. Minister of National Defence, and is a member of the ouinT., ngrtite :.,,oreernent (See 5-Eves) 


:ourc 


CONFIDENTIAL 
A specific end product series that includes only plain-language raw traffic communications that may be disseminated outside 
COMINT channels. 


A rIpc: !fir.ption that rpforc to informlonti t • if rnmnrrtrtlic.ori h ontTtract 


ALE 
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IRRELEVANT 


COVERNAME 
A name used to represent or conceal the identity of a person, place or thing. (Source: 


COVERTERM 
A word, number, letter or combination thereof, used to represent or conceal the identity of a person, place or thing. (Source: 


CRYPTANALYSIS 
The analysis of encrypted messages; the steps or processes involved in converting encrypted messages into plaintext without prior 
knowledge of the system or key. (Source: 


CRYPTOGRAPHY 
The art and science of rendering information unintelligible to outsiders. 


CRYPTOLOGIC 
(adjective) Anything pertaining to the business of either SIGINT or ITS. (noun) Algorithm which encrypts/decrypts data. 


CRYPTOLOGY 
The branch of mathematics embodying both cryptography and cryptanalysis. (Source: 


CRYPTOVARIABLE 
Component in a cryptosystem which is shared between the sender and receiver of the information. The cryptovariable is generally 
the sole element of the cryptosystem which needs to be kept secret. 


CSE 2010/ CSEC 2010 
Vision and strategy document published in 2006 to describe CSEC's direction until 2010. 


CSEC 2.0 
Also known as the CSEC Web Modernization Project. The CSEC 2.0 Intranet will include social media tools such as corporate 
blogging and microblogging (Tweets), fora, video sharing service and wiki 


CSEC COMMISSIONER 
A supernumerary or a retired judge of a superior court who reviews CSEC activities to ensure they are in compliance with the 
law; in response to a complaint, undertakes any investigation that he considers necessary, and informs the Minister of National 
Defence and Attorney General of any activity not in compliance with the law. The Commissioner is responsible for an annual report 
to Minister which is tabled in Parliament. (Source: section 273.63 of the National Defence Act). 
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CSEC MANDATE A 
Pursuant to Part V.1 of the National Defence Act NDA), CSEC has three mandates. Mandate A: To acquire and use information from 
the global information infrastructure for the purpose of providing foreign intelligence in accordance with Government of Canada 
intelligence priorities. 


CSEC MANDATE B 
Pursuant to Part V.1 of the National Defence Act NDA), CSEC has three mandates. Mandate B: To provide advice, guidance and 
services to help ensure the protection of electronic information and of information infrastructure of importance to the Government 
of Canada. 


IRRELEVANT 


CSEC MANDATE RESTRICTIONS 
For CSEC's Mandate A and B: 


1. activities will not be directed at Canadians or anybody in Canada; 
2, and are subject to measures to protect the privacy of Canadians in the use and retention of intercepted information. 


IRRELEVANT 


CSIS ACT 
An Act to establish the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. The Act sets out CSIS's mandates, as well as its roles and 
responsibilities in the execution of its mandates. 
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interce: 
Targ 


DIALLED NUMBER RECOGNITION (Dm r'. 
The use of phone numbers (selectur; 
Information Infrastructure (G11). (Sou 


DIGITAL NETWORK INTELLIGENCE (DNI' 
Ti 


DISTRIBUTION DESIGNATOR 
A Iistina of offices which will receive information (Sourci.,: c.,lossary 


E. -
Learning using online electronic media. 


ELECTRONIC INTELLIGENCE 
A discipline aimed primarily at the analysis of the non-ml 
gaining technical and operational intelligence. (Sours;. 


1mmunications over the Global 
w Terminology). 


hP Global Network. (Sour-


'inns electromagnetic radiations, particularly of radars towards 
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END-PRODUCT REPORTS 
Foreign intelligence information, derived from SIGINT proce.,7: 
response to a Government of Canada Requirement (Sourr.::. . 


FIVE-EYES 
See 5 Eyes: 


made available in readable form o authorized recipients in 


FOLKSONOMY 
Also called social tagging. Folksonomies are a user-generated taxonomy which have been created by online communities to 
categorize and share web content such as blogs, photographs, etc. The activity of contributing to a folsonr1: : !ri as 
tagging as the labels used to describe the content are know as tags. See: Social bookrnarking. (Reference: 


FOREIGN INSTRUMENTATION SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE 
A discipline aimed primarily at the analysis of electromagnetic emissions associated with testing. . 
surface, and subsurface systems. It includes, but is not limited to, signals from telemetry, beaconir:. 


FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE 
Information or intelligence about the capabilities, intentions, or activities of a foreign individual state, organization. or terrorist 
group, as they relate to international affairs, defence or security. (Source: National Defence Act, section 273.61). 


Within the Canadian context, its purposes is to protect Canada's interests, to facilitate the policy process, and to provide 
advantage in the pursuit of overall government policy objectives. In general, Fl deals with events outside Canada, including foreign 
reaction to developments within Canada. CSEC provides Fl to Canadian partners and allies. 


FORUMS 
A forum is a web version of a bulletin board allowing people to post messages (known as posts) Posts found under a topic show 
up in a threaded fashion. Forums allow for the creation of communities of people who share a common interest. For example, CSEC 
has a SIGINT tradecraft forum for information sharing. Thel.TA forum has also been a place of much discussion .f 


is how forums are useful in the workplace in sharing and clarifying informatioi 
e: Social Media Student Guide). 


lossary).
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GAMMA 
A sub-control system of the COMINT control system that provides additiona protection for very sensitive COMINT reports and 
related materio I, 


GLubiu.. INrUKMHIIUIY 1111MHJI KM, I UKt. 


Refers to ectromagnetic emissions, communications systems, information technology systems and networks, and any data or 
technical information carried on, contained in, or relating to those emissions systems and networks. (Source: section 2.73.61 of the 


f)pfprIce Act) .


tithit.KNMLN I U1 UANALM K 


Numeric va'
component. .. 


U NIS 


he following 
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HUMAN INTELLIGENCE 
Clandestine and overt collection techniques used mainly by the Canadian Security Intelligence Services (CSIS 
Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT), Royal Canadian Mounted Policy (RCMP), the United Stat,:-.,. 


'u of Intelligence (FET. 
)urce: SIGINT Baseline 


IN. LLLIuLniCt 


The product resulting from the collf,ri 
concerning foreign powers. (Sours::: 


0 


g, integration, analysis, evaluation, and interpretation of available information 
1.:iundations of SIGINT). 


INTELLIGENCE CYCLE 
The steps by which information is converted into intelligence and made available to 
direction; collection; processing, analysis and production, and dissemination. (Soure : 


of the cycle are: planning and 
1-±tindations of SIGINT). 


The collection of the electromagnetic emissions of others without obtaining the consent of the originator and ordinarily without 
delaying or preventing the reception of those emissions by the intended addresses. SIGINT involves intercepting foreign 


they transit the Global Information Infrastructure. Intercept differs from collection as entities are not tasked. 
(Sour: 


Source: M: Iossary 
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ourc 0 a ) 


INTERNE,. StRviCE PROviuER 
A vendor that provides access for customers (companies and private individuals) to the Internet. Users typically reach an ISP ay 
either dialling up through their own computer or over a dedicated line installed by their phone company, Internet access. Internet 
Service Provider (ISP) provides customers with access to the Internet. 


collection► (Sourc 


p.m.Lviu,.o ACCESS PROTOCOL 
"Fr -orrnrnen dfrprtory 


iurct, • 


MANURAKt 
CSEC's secure online link with the Government of Canada (GC) partners in the security and intelligence (S&I) community. Users 
are able to access the extranet site of each department, and are thus able to access open source and classified information: 
MANDRAKE also includes a directory on the main page where users can search for contact in the other departments. (Source! 
SIGINT Report Writing Basics Course, S121). 


MASHUPS 
Web applications that combines data from more than one source into a new integrated tool such
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METADATA 
Information associated with a telecommunication to identify, describe, manage or route that telecommunication or any part of it as 
well as the means by which it was transmitted, but excludes any information or -maim which could reveal the purport 
of a telecommunication, or the whole or any part of its content. (Source: OPS 1 .':.ocedures), 


MICROBLOGGING 
A form of blogging that allows users to write brief updates (usually 140 characters) exchange of quick, frequent answers to short 
questions or micromedia such as photo or audio clips. These messages can be usually submitted by a variety of methods such as 


instant messaging, email or the web. (Reference: Wikipediia). For example: Internet website Twitter CSEC's Tweets 


MINISItKiAL DIRECTIVES 
Written directions issued by the Minister of National Defence to the Chief of CSEC in respect of the carrying out of the Chief's 
duties. MDs may be operational or administrative in nature. 


'i'ograms that provides CSEC with a cross-organization perspective on all Canadi i., 
SIGINT collection programs, an0 


MY TOOLBAR 
Navigation toolbar on CSEC 2.0 containing important information and bookmarks 
Social Media Student Guide). 


a bookmarks of or Firefox 


so 


(Source: 


NEED-TO-KNOW 
The principle that individuals that are granted information have a valid security clearance and have a legitimate reason to receive 
classified or protected information to perform their job. Employees are expected to limit their requests to information for which they 
have a valid need-to-know. (Source' OPS-5.15). 
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ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKS 
British acronym for Online Social Networks, also known as social networking s' 


OPEN SOURCE INFORMATION 
Open Source Information (OSI) is comprised of the raw unclassified data that can be put together, generally by an editorial process 
that provides some filtering and validation. Newspapers, books, broadcasts and general daily reports are part of the OSI world. 
See: Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) (Source: NATO Open Source Intelligence Handbook), 


OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE 
OSINT as compared to Open Source Information is intelligence that is produced from unclassified publicly available information 
collected, exploited. and disseminated in a timely manner to an appropriate audier . 
intelligence requirement. OSINT can be used in a variety of different ways includiir!:. . 
finding background information related to a target, and supporting and verifying Su 
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OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE 
Any unclassified, publicly available information that can be found in a varirii radio 
and the Internet. OSINT can be used in a variety of different ways includirii:j. isiding 
background information related to a target, and supporting and verifying Si


OPERATIONAL ELINT 
The technique whereby COMINT emitters and their characteristics can be identified and geolocated from [LINT satellites. 


OPS-1 
Protecting the Privacy of Canadians and Ensuring Legal Compliance in the Conduct of CSEC Activities Document s one of 
CSEC's Operational Policy Instruments. 


PART V.1 OF THE NATIONAL DEFENCE ACT 
CSEC's enabling legislation enacted as part of the Anti-Terrorism Act in November 2001 Provides CSEC with its mandates and 
establishes CSEC's roles and responsibilities in the execution of its mandates. 


PtUrILMI- I 


A Human Resources Management System that allows for the seamless integration of data in a collaborative network, while giving 
end users immediate access to information and services. Using PeopleSoft allows CSEC to manage and optimize the human 
resources with built-in features that align the human resources strategies with the corporate objectives. 
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PRIORITY 
Method frir nrir i7inn tl rnptinn r !pc Thp fnuro:finfl inpc: chnOri h i ..:-.)(1hprpd tn. 


PRIVACY ACT 
A legislation that protects the privacy of individuals with respect to personal information about themselves held by a government 
institution, and to provide individuals with a right of access to that information. 


PRIVACY ANNOTATION 
A private communication, a communication of a Canadian located outside Canada, or a communication which contains 
information about Canadians must be annotated. Section 2.8 of UPS-1 prescribes that intercept from CSEC collection or 
acquisition from Second Parties (Mandate A) must be annotated for destruction unless it is foreign intelligence, is essential to 
protect lives, or contains information on serious criminal activity relating to the security of Canada. 


PRIVATE COMMUNICATION 
Any oral communication or telecommunication that is made by an originator who is in Canada or is intended by the originator to be 
received by a person which is in Canada and that is made under circumstance in which is reasonable for the originator to expect 
that it will not be intercepted by any person other than the person intended by the originator to receive it. (Source. section 273.61 
of the National Defence Act), 


Itor nor the recipient has to be a Canadian. 


curt : , 
Is a 


PROTECTED A 
Information is of low sensitivity and at limited risk. If compromised, could cause embarrassment or injury to an individual or organization. 


PROTECTED B 
Information is particularly sensitive, If compromised, certain to cause an invasion of privacy, loss of reputation or competitive advantage. 
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PROTECTED C 
Information is extremely sensitive and requires special safeguards to protect it If compromised, could result in serious 
consequences for an individual or organization, possibly even loss of life. 


PROTECTED INFORMATION 
Information that if compromised would affect private and non-national interests. Protected information is classified either as 
Protected A, Protected B, or Protected C. 


REGUKU3, UULLIMIR I MU INI-UKIVIAI IUN NUINAUNItIll I Sh I EN 
RDIMS is a shared systems initiative of the Chief Information Officer (CIO) Branch of • e Treasury Board Secretariat It currently 
supports a community of over 44,000 users across the Government of Canada. 


RESPONSIBLE OFFI E C ''‘RY INTEREST 
For the purpose of tlk: itabase, this is the office which first enters a number into the database, (Sourck. lossary).


Often used as acronym in place of POC to indicate the area/individuals who are key players or stakeholders. 


?MINAL 
)i.ovided computer terminal with access to the World Wide Web (Internet). The classificpti :n n! the terminal is 


UNCLASSIFIED: no classified information should be created, saved, shared, or transferred on ti LiminaL 
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SANITIZATION 
The process of editing or otherwise disguising COMINT to protect sensitive intelligence sources, methods, techniques or other 
sensitive characteristics of the data, he aim of sanitization is to permit wider dissemination outside 
of COMINT channels. (Source: OPS-5.9) 


SECOND-PARTY 
CSEC's SIGINT counterparts and includes: the US National Security Agency (NSA), the UK Government Communications 
Headquarters (GCHQ), Australia's Defence Signals Directorate (DSD), and New Zealand's Government Communications Security 
Bureau (GCSB). (Source: OPS-1-1). 


SECRET 
Information that would cause serious injury to the national interest if compromised. Would likely damage relations with friendly 
governments, raise international tension, or cause serious damage to the operational effectiveness of highly valuable security or 
intpllinKcp operations. 


IRRELEVANT 


SECURITY AND INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY 
A large and diverse grouping of Federal Departments and Agencies. All authority ultimately derives from Parliament. Individuals 
in Cabinet responsible for the Security and Intelligence community include the Prime Minister, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Minister 
of National Defence, Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness, Minister of Justice, Minister of Immigration, and 
the Minister of Transportation. The Privy Council Office coordinates the S & I community. (Source: SIGINT Baseline Program, 
Introduction to Intelligence). 
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SELECTOR 
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Infrastructure 


SIGINT DEVELOPMENT (SIGDEV/ SD) 
A set of multidisciplinary discovery activities performed to anticipate and/or enhanc,
communications and non-communications systems. 


SIGDEV 


:ilrrent and emerging foreign 


hive description 


s information needs„. n be a full time occupation or simply an aspect of an analyst's overall duties. 
All SIGDEV efforts must, ultimately, be measured by how they directly improve the SIGINT system's ability to acquire the desired 
communications to satisfy customers' information needs. 


SIGIN I REOu immEN I 
A client requirement for signals intelligence. In the CSEC context 
Requirement (GCR) or a Client Request (CR). 


his may be expressed in the form of a Government of Canada 


SIGINT TARGET PROGRAM 
ining progi.; perienced sluff analysis to further develop their tradecraft and SIGIN 


;ordinates this program regularly. 
development skills. The 
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ELLiutriut ORAN ij 
Intelligence acquired through the collection of electromagnetic signals. Its challenge is creating intelligence from signals and 
requirements. It can be broken down into three categories: COMINT; FLINT; FISINT. 


reporting and viewing tool, also used for transcription, and for Client Requests and Feedbacl 
reports that CSEC produces or receives from Second Parties, and collateral reports publishes 


SOCIAL HuUKMARKING 
Method for Internet/Intranet users to store, organize, search and manage bookmarks w 


that collectively become a folksonomy (Reference: Wikipedia). Examples incluk.Th


SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES 
Web-based services that allow individuals to create a p 
allowing users to connect to each other. Examples incli.


intention of 


)opulated with target information by analysts; the means to target selectors. Source: 


STATIC IP ADDRESS 
Permanently assigned IP address. Sourc(..:E6lossary), 
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STRONG SELECTOR 


Tho 


SUPPKtntU INI-Onunni wN 
Information excluded from a SIGINT end-product or technical report or an IT Security report because it may reveal the identity of a 
Canadian or Second Party entity. This information is stored in a limited-access database or system arid is replaced in the report by 


information includes, but is not limited to, persnivi on, 
chail addresses, phone lumbers, and IP addresse . 


TACTICAL INTELLIGENCE 
Intelligence that is required to plan and conduct tactical operations, specifically battles and engagements to accomplish 
assigned objectives. 


TAGGING 
A Web 2.0/social software concept that allows users to add keywords to entries in the
this keyword. This increases discoverability of related topics in the system. (Referent:


einoilar entries are grouped by 


TALENT-KEYHOLE 
A control system for information related to, or derived from satellite reconnaissance systems and products collected by foreign 
intelligence organizations in collaborating countries. 
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TARGET 


1ARtit I UtVtLUPMtN 


See SIGINT Development. 


TASK 
A directive o acquire, record, and monitor a communication link carrying target signals. (Sourc' 


A directive to analyze or report intelligence information; the activity deriving therefrom. (Sourc: : 


In IT, a directive to produce, modify, enhance, or support hardware, software, or documentation. (Souro-


A recitw,". .alysts 
Sourc,;. ossary) 


TASKING 
In SIGINT collection, designating a link t") (Sourco.' 


Analyst "t.'rlT!' 
M(' 


■Glossary), 


THE FLUOR 
See Canadian Operational Production and Coordination Centre. 


THEATRE 
A nortrir liirally defined area of military ones Lions. 


Fils en ails work 
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TOP SECRET 
Information which, if compromised, would likely cause exceptionally grave injury to the national interest; threaten the internal 
stability of Canada or allied nations, cause widespread loss of life, cause severe long-term damage to relations with friendly 
nations, or severely damage the Canadian economy. 


TOPiC 


TRADECRAFT 
The development of methods, technique id processes in order to generate intelligence, and developing the ability to 
apply this knowledge either manually or iation, Tradecraft is developed from experience, research. intuition and by 
the reapplication and redefinition of existing techniques. 


TRAFFIC 
1. Communications intercepted for SIGINT purposes. 
2. The signals transmitted over a communication channel, (Sourr•. : 


TWEETS 
CSEC 2,0 allows for microblogging, A tweet is a short entry used for quick updates or eedback as well as latest news or reminders. 
Source: social Media Student Guide), 
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sharing website. This web site allows users to upload, share and view videos. The name comes from the use of the 
letter communiqués sent from CSEC to the 5-eyes partners, to inform all other parties that the communication came 
from u.,)L C.;ource: Social Media Student Guide). 


VULNERABILITIES 
Lncompasses evaluation of customer networks, network services, cryptography and its Implementation, the search for 
vulnerahi I itips in faciiitiPs. and the hereScatv infractructiire to ci now this effort. 


IRRELEVANT 


• 
WEB 2.0 
Also known as social software. Social software enables people to connect or collaborate through computer-mediated 
communication and to form online communities. The most prominent Web 2.0 tools are blogs, wikis, podcasts, RRS, social 
networking and content tagging. 


WIKI 
Web-based tool that allows multiple users to create, modify and organize web page content in a collaborative manner 


. CSECS wiki is known 
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WRI I L- I U-RELLASE 
The SIGINT principle that requires intelligence producers to "write for the cons: 
the lowest possible classification level. MR is proactive sanitizat on. (Sour . 


products at 
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Communications Security 
Establishment Commissioner 


The Honourable Robert Decary, Q.C. 


Commissaire du Centre de la 


,:tv'e40, 
securite des telecommunications 


4 o 
Canada 


The Honourable Robert Nicholson, P.C., Q.C., M.P. 
Minister of National Defence 
101 Colonel By Drive 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1A OK2 


Dear Mr. Nicholson: 


L'honorable Robert Decary, c.r. 


TOP SECRET II SI II CEO 


Our file # 2200-79 


July 17, 2013 


The purpose of this letter is to provide you with the results of my review of 
Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) signals intelligence (SIGINT) 
information sharing activities with its second party partners: the United States National 
Security Agency, the United Kingdom Government Communications Headquarters, 
the Australian Defence Signals Directorate, and the New Zealand Government 
Communications Security Bureau. The review was conducted under my authority as 
articulated in Part V.1, paragraph 273.63(2)(a) of the National Defence Act (NDA). 
You will recall that on March 23, 2012, I provided you with an update on this review. 


As you are aware, the Five-Eyes SIGINT alliance evolved from collaboration 
during the Second World War. Long-standing agreements and present-day resolutions 
provide the foundation for CSEC's SIGINT information sharing with the Second Parties. 


The amount of foreign intelligence CSEC provides to and receives from the 
Second Parties is extensive. Information sharing is an essential component of CSEC 
SIGINT collection and other activities. 


CSEC SIGINT information sharing activities with the Second Parties have the 
potential to directly affect the privacy and security of a Canadian person when private 
communications or identity information is in the shared information. 


P.O. Box/C.P. 1984, Station "B"/Succursale "B" 
Ottawa. Canada 


KIP 5R5 
(613) 992-3044 Fax: (613) 992-4096 
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The allies recognize each other's sovereignty and respect each other's laws by 
pledging not to target one another's communications. Consequently, CSEC policies and 
procedures state that collection activities are not to be directed at second party nationals 
located anywhere, or against anyone located in second party territory. Discussions in 
interviews and written answers suggest that CSEC conducts its SIGINT activities in a 
manner that is consistent with the agreements it has with its second party partners to 
respect the privacy of the partners' citizens, and to follow the partners' policies in this 
regard. 


CSEC trusts that its second party partners will similarly not direct activities at 
Canadians or persons in Canada. It is recognized, however, that each of the Five-Eyes is an 
agency of a sovereign nation that may derogate from the agreements, if it is judged 
necessary for their respective national interests. 


My update letter to you of March 23, 2012, indicated that CSEC has substantial 
controls and measures in place to help ensure that its SIGINT information sharing with the 
Second Parties is lawful and protects the privacy of Canadians. 


This was the first in-depth review focused exclusively on CSEC SIGINT information 
sharing activities with the Second Parties. In this part of the review, I focused on the two 
outstanding questions contained in my update letter, namely: 


• how many private communications and what volume of information about 
Canadians does CSEC share with and receive from the Second Parties? and 


• how does CSEC assure itself that its second party partners protect private 
communications and information about Canadians, and that the Second Parties 
follow the agreements? 


I assessed CSEC activities in the context of the limitations in the NDA for the 
protection of Canadians, that is, CSEC foreign intelligence activities "shall not be directed 
at Canadians or any person in Canada" (paragraph 273.64(2)(a) of the NDA) and "shall be 
subject to measures to protect the privacy of Canadians in the use and retention of 
intercepted information" (paragraph 273.64(2)(b) of the NDA). 


It is accepted that sharing should be optimized, but not mandated in detail. 
Attempting to prescribe in agreements or policies all details respecting CSEC SIGINT 
information sharing with the Second Parties is not reasonable. However. I am making 
two recommendations to implement measures to enhance the protection of the privacy 
of Canadians and that relate to you as Minister of National Defence in your accountability 
for CSEC. 
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First, I recommend that CSEC record and include in its Annual Report to the 
Minister information about the communications CSEC acquires from its second party 
partners, including the number of one-end in Canada, second party-collected 
communications, recognized by CSEC analysts and used or retained for foreign 
intelligence purposes, as well as the number of this type of communication destroyed. 
Strong arguments can be made that a Canadian's expectation of privacy in his/her 
communications would be at least the same if not greater whether the communications 
are unintentionally intercepted and recognized by CSEC itself or are unintentionally 
acquired by a second party partner and shared with CSEC as a result of using CSEC-
supplied selectors. 


Regularly reporting to you a wider range of statistical information relating to 
information shared with the Second Parties, in a manner similar to the existing ministerial 
authorization statistics, would support you in your accountability for CSEC by making 
you aware of the volume and extent of such information relating to Canadians and 
thereby supplement existing measures to protect the privacy of Canadians. 


My second recommendation is that you issue, under your authority pursuant to 
subsection 273.62(3) of the NDA, a new ministerial directive to provide general direction to 
CSEC on its foreign signals intelligence information sharing activities with its second party 
partners, and to set out expectations for the protection of the privacy of Canadians in the 
conduct of those activities. 


The rationale for this second recommendation is that on completion of this 
review, what remains unclear to me is the extent to which the Second Parties follow the 
agreements and protect private communications and information about Canadians in what 
CSEC shares with them. While CSEC and its second party partners have arrangements 
about how to treat information relating to respective nationals, the partners do not seek or 
share evidence from each other to demonstrate that these principles are in fact being 
followed. CSEC notes, however, that it "regularly engages Five-Eyes policy 
stakeholders" on the protection of the privacy of Canadians. 


There are numerous recent public sources of information about controversies in 
second party countries, particularly in the U.S. and in New Zealand, including about 
alleged domestic spying by their foreign signals intelligence agencies. These events raise 
questions about second party practices involving private communications or information 
about Canadians and I have directed my office to follow developments closely. 


I believe the drafting of this new directive should be informed by an in-depth 
analysis of the potential impact of respective national differences in legal and policy 
authorities on CSEC compliance with the law and the protection of the privacy of 
Canadians, that is, a risk assessment. I understand that such a risk assessment would not 
be a trivial undertaking, would take time, and would require the cooperation of the 
Second Parties. However, in light of recent events, I believe it is essential. 
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The new directive should explicitly acknowledge the risks associated with the fact 
that the information shared with the Second Parties by CSEC may include the 
communications of Canadians and information about Canadians and that CSEC cannot 
for reasons of sovereignty demand that its second party partners account for any use of 
such information. 


While outside of the scope of this review, I am suggesting that you and CSEC 
may consider that the new directive address IT Security information sharing with the 
Second Parties, as well as SIGINT information sharing. 


The Commissioner's office will continue to examine the controls in place and 
measures taken by CSEC to help ensure that its SIGINT information sharing with the 
Second Parties is lawful and protects the privacy of Canadians in the conduct of 
specific reviews. 


This review has, in addition, provided the Commissioner's office with background 
information on CSEC disclosures of Canadian identity information to second party partners 
and, starting in 2013, the office will expand the annual review of disclosures to also include 
a sample of such sharing. 


The Commissioner's office will also continue to include privacy incidents involving 
the second party partners in its annual review of incidents identified by CSEC. 


Finally, the Commissioner's office will continue to monitor Canadian and 
international discussions between review bodies of different countries to review 
information sharing activities among their respective intelligence agencies. 


CSEC officials were provided an opportunity to review and comment on the 
results of the review, for factual accuracy, prior to finalizing this letter and report. 


If you have any questions or comments, I will be pleased to discuss them with you 
at your convenience. 


Yours sincerely, 


Mit"6-


Robert Decary 


c.c. Mr. John Forster, Chief, CSEC 
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I. AUTHORITIES 


The review was conducted under the authority of the CSE Commissioner as articulated in 
Part V.1, paragraph 273.63(2)(a) of the National Defence Act (NDA). 


The review is in conformance with CSEC foreign signals intelligence (SIGINT) 
ministerial authorizations (MAs) authorizing the interception of private communications 
(PCs) — as defined in s.183 of the Criminal Code — under SIGINT collection activities 
known as Collection, Collection, and 


The review is also in accordance with ministerial directives (MDs) on 
"Accountability Framework",2 "Privacy of Canadians",3 "Collection and Use of 
Metadata" 4 " Operations",' and respecting 


' that indicate that associated activities will be subject to 
review by the CSE Commissioner and that require CSEC to provide full support and 
cooperation to the Commissioner in the conduct of reviews. 


II. INTRODUCTION 


CSEC's ability to fulfill its foreign signals intelligence collection mandate rests in large 
part on building and maintaining productive relations with foreign counterparts. CSEC's 
longstanding relationships with its closest allies in the United States (U.S.), 
the United Kingdom (U.K.), Australia and New Zealand — known as the Second Parties7
or, collectively with CSEC as the Five-Eyes alliance — continues to benefit CSEC, and, 
in turn, the Government of Canada (GC). This cooperative alliance is a collective of 
interdependent organizations working together, but maintaining organizational autonomy; 
a number of formal structures enable the Five-Eyes partners to pursue common goals. 
According to CSEC, the Five-Eyes alliance is more valuable now than at any other time 
in history, given the increasingly complex technological challenges faced by the partners. 


Activities conducted under MAs must be undertaken in accordance with conditions set out by the 
Minister of National Defence in the MAs, e.g., respecting measures to protect the private communications 
unintentionally intercepted under the SIGINT collection programs. The most recent MAs are in effect from 
December 1, 2012 to November 30, 2013. 
2 Issued November 20, 2012. 
3 Issued November 20, 2012. 
4 Issued November 21, 201 1. 
5 Issued November 20, 2012. 
6 Issued November 20, 2012. 
7 The Second Parties are CSEC's four SIGINT partners: the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA), the 
U.K. Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), the Australian Defence Signals Directorate 
(DSD), and the New Zealand Government Communications Security Bureau (GCSB). 
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The allies recognize each other's sovereignty and respect each other's laws by pledging 
not to target one another's communications. Consequently, CSEC policies and 
procedures state that collection activities are not to be directed at second party nationals 
located anywhere, or against anyone located in second party tetTitory.8 CSEC trusts 
that its second party partners will similarly not direct activities at Canadians or persons 
in Canada. 


CSEC SIGINT information sharing activities with the Second Parties support part (a) of 
CSEC's mandate "to acquire and use information from the global information 
infrastructure for the purpose of providing foreign intelligence, in accordance with 
Government of Canada intelligence priorities".9


SIGINT information sharing activities with the Second Parties are also conducted under 
the authority of: 


• SIGINT MAs; 


• MDs on "Accountabilit Framework", "Privac of Canadians", "Collection and Use 
of Metadata", Operations", and respecting 


"; and 


agreements and resolutions, namely, the British-US. Communications [COMINT] 
Intelli•ence Agreement 1946), Canada-US. COMINT A reement (1949), 


and the 
(summarized on pp. 9-10). 


Rationale for conducting this review 


While the case of Mr. Maher Arar did not relate specifically to CSEC or to SIGINT 
infottnation sharing with the Second Parties, it is an example of how Canada's closest 
international partners may make their own decisions in relation to a Canadian. 
Notwithstanding the findings of the Honourable Justice Dennis O'Connor's public 
inquiry report,'  a formal apology and compensation to Mr. Arar by the GC, as well as 
requests by the former Ministers of Public Safety and Foreign Affairs that Mr. Arar be 
removed from a U.S. "watch list", in a January 16, 2007, open letter, the U.S. Government 
indicated that "the continued watch listing of Mr. Arar is appropriate". 11 The case of 
Mr. Arar demonstrates how GC information sharing with the U.S. or other partners may 
affect a Canadian and possibly put a Canadian in personal jeopardy. 


8 For example, section 6.3 of OPS-1 -13, Procedures for Canadian 
and Joint CSEC-CF Activities, December 1, 2010. 
9 Paragraph 273.64(I)(a) of the National Defence Act. 
le Report of the Events Relating to Maher Arar, Analysis and Recommendations (Part I — Factual Inquiry), 
Commission of Inquhy into the Actions of Canadian Officials in relation to Maher Arar, 
the Honourable Dennis O'Connor, Q.C., Commissioner, September 2006. 
I I January 16, 2007, letter to then Minister of Public Safety Stockwell Day from former U.S. Secretary of 
Homeland Security Michael Chertoff and former U.S. Attorney General Alberto Gonzales accessed on 
May 11, 2010, from: www.cbc.ca/news/background/arar/Chertoff-Gonzales-letter-to-Day.pdf. 
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The GC's response to the Report of the Standing Committee on Public Safety and 
National Security: Review of the Findings and Recommendations Arising From the 
Iacobucci12 and O'Connor Inquiries highlighted GC efforts respecting the sharing of 
intelligence with allies: 


The Government's implementation of Justice O'Connor's recommendations has 
also served to strengthen safeguards in relation to the exchange of information 
with foreign governments and agencies. 


(-) 


International collaboration, including the exchange of information, is critical to 
Canada's national security. That said, the exchange of information with foreign 
partners raises unique challenges — policy, legal and operational — that are 
examined on a case-by-case basis in the context of Canada's national security 
environment. 


The cumulative result of successive commissions of inquiry, reports and lessons 
learned has been the refinement of policies and practices surrounding the 
exchange of information between foreign partners and Canada's national security 
and intelligence and law enforcement communities. (p.4) 


Reports of commissions of inquiry such as the report on the terrorist bombing of 
Air India Flight 182 and the U.S. 9/11 commission report stress the need for all agencies 
involved in national security investigations to cooperate and share information with one 
another. It is clear that the need for information sharing is vital, but the exchange of 
information must have due regard for the law and protect the privacy of Canadians. 


The amount of foreign intelligence (FI) CSEC provides to and receives from the 
Second Parties is extensive. Information sharing is an essential component of CSEC 
SIGINT collection and other activities. Specific controls are placed on SIGINT information 
sharing to ensure compliance with legal, ministerial and policy requirements. The potential 
impact on the privacy of Canadians of non-compliance with the law while conducting these 
activities could be significant. These activities may directly affect the security of a 
Canadian person. Past Commissioners have identified issues for follow-up and have made 
findings and recommendations respecting these activities. It is for these reasons that the 
Commissioner selected CSEC SIGINT information sharing activities with the 
Second Parties for review. 


12 Internal Inquiry into the Actions of Canadian Officials in relation to Abdullah Ahnalki, Ahmad Abou-Elmaati 
and Alucoyed Nureddin, the Honourable Frank lacobucci, Q.C., Commissioner, October, 2008. The lacobucci 
Inquiry identified a number of issues, with a particular emphasis on the GC's sharing and handling of 
information provided to, and received from, foreign agencies. The findings of the lacobucci Inquiry did not 
relate specifically to CSEC or to SIGINT information sharing with the Second Parties. 
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III. OBJECTIVES AND CRITERIA 


The Commissioner's update letter to the Minister of March 23, 2012, indicated that this 
review had taken longer than expected for several reasons, including competing priorities of 
the Commissioner's office, staffing challenges at CSEC and CSEC delays in providing 
information. (Annex C) 


The Commissioner also indicated at that time that he found that CSEC does take measures 
to protect the privacy of Canadians in what it shares with and receives from the 
Second Parties, for example: 


• CSEC employees must apply CSEC privacy rules to second party-acquired 
communications; 


• CSEC suppresses Canadian identity information in metadata and reports shared 
with the Second Parties; 


• nationality checks and other measures help to limit the inadvertent targeting of 
Canadians by the Second Parties; and 


• CSEC takes action to correct or mitigate privacy incidents involving the 
Second Parties. 


There is no need to revisit in this final review report the substantial controls in place and 
measures taken by CSEC to help ensure that its SIGINT information sharing with the 
Second Parties is lawful and protects the privacy of Canadians. The working file held at the 
Commissioner's office contains detailed information on CSEC policies, procedures and 
measures taken to protect the privacy of Canadians in what it shares with and receives from 
the Second Parties.°  The Commissioner's office will continue to examine these controls 
and measures in the conduct of activity and subject-specific reviews. 


In addition, the evolution of CSEC policies and procedures demonstrates that CSEC 
respects the core principle that the allies do not treat the communications of respective 
nationals as they do those that the agreements define as "foreign". Examples of CSEC 
policies in place that document requirements and promote compliance with respective 
second parties' laws and policies include those relating to: 


• protecting nationally sensitive information in SIGINT report (OPS-2-3, 
Sensicheck Procedures, March 30, 2004); 


" Examples of measures to protect the privacy of Canadians can be found in CSEC policy OPS- I, 
Protecting the Privacy of Canadians and Ensuring Legal Compliance in the Conduct of CSEC Activities. 
Section 2.7 of OPS-I refers to the corrective action that must be taken in the event that a Canadian or a 
person in Canada is inadvertently targeted, and sections 2.8, 3.4, 3.5, and Annex 3 of OPS-1 refer to 
privacy annotations. Additional examples of measures to protect the privacy of Canadians in the use and 
retention of information can be found in OPS-1-7, Operational Procedures for Naming in SIGINT Reports, 
and OPS- I -I I, Retention Schedules for SIGINT Data (section 1.5 notes that SIGINT data may be retained 
by CSEC only when required to fulfill CSEC's mandate.). 
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a referring to or suppressing identities in SIGINT reports (OPS-1-7, 
Operational Procedures for Naming in SIGINT reports, July 8, 2011); 


actions which might jeopardize communications intelligence sources (OPS-5-9, 
End Product Sanitization/Action-On Procedures, May 10, 2002); and 


a releasing national identity information suppressed in SIGINT reports (OPS-1-1, 
Procedures for the Release of Suppressed Information from SIGINT Reports, 
May 8, 2008).14


The Commissioner's office will continue to verify that CSEC adheres to these policies and 
procedures in the conduct of activity and subject-specific reviews. 


This review report focuses on the two outstanding questions contained in the 
Commissioner's update letter to the Minister of March 23, 2012, namely: 


1. how many PCs and what volume of information about Canadians15 does 
CSEC share with and receive from the Second Parties? and 


2. how does CSEC assure itself that its second party partners protect PCs and 
information about Canadians, and that the Second Parties follow the 
agreements? 


In this context, CSEC activities were assessed in the context of the limitations in the NDA 
for the protection of Canadians, that is, CSEC's Fl activities "shall not be directed at 
Canadians or any person in Canada" (paragraph 273.64(2)(a) of the NDA) and "shall be 
subject to measures to protect the privacy of Canadians in the use and retention of 
intercepted information" (paragraph 273.64(2)(b) of the NDA). 


At the outset of this review, it was also an objective to examine a sample of CSEC 
disclosures to its second party partners of Canadian identity information suppressed in 
CSEC and second party reports, as well as any privacy incidents identified by CSEC 
relating to SIGINT information sharing with the Second Parties. Since that time, the 
Commissioner has conducted annual reviews of a sample of disclosures to GC clients. 
This review has provided the Commissioner's office with background information on 
CSEC disclosures of Canadian identity information to second party partners and, starting 
in 2013, the office will expand the annual review of disclosures to also include a sample 
of such sharing. Also since the outset of this review, the Commissioner has conducted an 
annual review of all privacy incidents identified by CSEC, including incidents involving 
the second party partners, and the Commissioner's office will continue these reviews. 
Therefore, this review does not address disclosures or privacy incidents. 


14 CERRID 327609-v1, September 18, 2009. 
15 Information about Canadians includes Canadian identity information (C11), see CSEC policy 
OPS-1, Protecting the Privacy of Canadians and Ensuring legal Compliance in the Conduct of CSEC 
Activities, December 1, 2012, 
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IV. SCOPE 


This was the first in-depth review focused exclusively on CSEC SIGINT information 
sharing activities with the Second Parties. 


In this part of the review, the Commissioner examined: 


• the legislative framework for CSEC's provision to and receipt from the 
Second Parties of intercepted communications and other SIGINT information, 
particularly PCs and information about Canadians; and 


CSEC's due diligence respecting the activities, i.e., does CSEC take all reasonable 
steps to confirm that the Second Parties treat PCs and information about Canadians 
consistent with the laws of Canada and the privacy protections applied by CSEC? 
(The Second Parties have no legal obligation to treat PCs and information about 
Canadians in accordance with Canadian law.) 


This part of the review also included follow-up of CSEC activities in response to 
previous findings and recommendations of Commissioners as well as issues identified by 
Conunissioners in past reviews, namely: 


Questions in Commissioner Decary's February 2011 Review of CSEC activities 
under Foreign Intelligence Ministerial Authorizations, that is, what is the volume of 
communications intercepted by CSEC for its second party partners, and what is the 
volume of intercepted communications that CSEC obtains from the Second Parties?; 


• Finding no. 7 in Commissioner Gonthier's June 2008 review report 
respecting accounting for shared PCs and the September 2008 response from the 
Minister of National Defence;16 and 


Recommendation no. 5 in Commissioner Lamer's February 200511 
review report respecting the use and retention of recognized PCs. 


16 Finding no. 7 in Commissioner Gonthier's June 2008 review report was: "Reporting to the 
Minister the number of private communications recognized by the Second Parties and obtained as a result 
of CSEC collection shared with the Second Parties would enhance accountability by providing an increased 
understanding of the number of intercepted private communications, and would therefore enhance the 
protection of the privacy of Canadians." At that time, CSEC commented that "[w]hile at fi rst blush it may 
appear reasonable for Second Parties to expand their monthly reporting to CSEC to include recognized 
PCs, these changes would require significant system adjustments and trainin. ... It is unreasonable, 
however, to expect SIGINT partners — who have any number o of the 
Five Eyes— to make significant system, training and metrics adjustments to accommodate an extended 
Canadian requirement. The review itself notes... that it is unlikely that CSEC would follow through with 
any sanctions against Second Parties who failed to adhere to reporting arrangements designed to protect the 
privacy of Canadians, since such sanctions would have a significant negative effect on CSEC'. The 
proposed requirement to have Second Parties expand their reporting to CSEC to include statistics on 
recognized private communications would likely have a similar negative effect on CSEC, in that it would 
become too onerous for Second Parties to do business with CSEC (given that this requirement would have 
to apply to all CSEC collection programs). There are limits on partnership commitments." 
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The following review reports of Commissioners also provide useful background and 
contain findings and recommendations relating to CSEC SIGINT information sharing 
with the Second Parties: CSEC assistance to the Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
(CSIS) under part (c) of CSEC's mandate and sections 12 and 21qf the CSIS Act in 
support of Domestic Interception of Foreign Telecommunications and Search (DIFTS) 
warrants and related activities (November 2012); SIGINT Targeting and Selector 
Management Activities (March 2011); Recommendation No. 1 from the January 2008 
Review Report respecting CSEC"s Ministerial Directive on the Collection and Use o 
Metadata CSEC 's Network Analysis and Prioritization and 
Activities (March 2009); Phase II (March 2008); Review of the 
Ministerial Directive, Communications Security Establishment, Collection and Use of 
Metadata, March 9, 2005 (January 2008); and Review of the activities of CSEC's Office 
of Counter-Terrorism (October 2007). 


This review excluded a detailed examination of activities undertaken by CSEC under the 
authority of paragraph 273.64(1)(c) of the NDA and pursuant to sections 12, 16 and 21 of 
the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act. These subjects have been and will 
continue to be addressed in separate reviews. 


This review also excluded review of and "exceptional reporting" 
by CSEC and the Second Parties. This will be addressed in a subsequent review. 


17 Recommendation no. 5 in Commissioner Lamer's February 2005 review report was: "[t]hat 
CSE[C] seek agreement among the second party partners on mutually acceptable measures covering the use 
and retention of recognized private communications intercepted through collection. The purpose would be 
to more formally address the intended provisions of the condition of par. 273.65(2)(d) of the Act [NDAJ for 
those instances where Second Parties are involved. (An appropriate forum for this policy addition might be 
the regular Quinquepartite Reporting Policy Conference.)" CSEC's July 2005 management response was: 
"[t]ot accepted. This recommendation was of concern for partnership reasons. Quinquepartite partners have 
long-standin2 arrangements in place for treating Second Party identities according to the privacy policies of 
the respective Second Party counterpart. These agreements are well articulated through our respective 
documented policies and procedures, for example those related to Sensicheck, naming, sanitization of 
COMINT and the release of national identity information suppressed from SIGINT reports. NSA also has 
strict policies that limit access to non-minimized raw traffic. The allied policy documents, which are visible 
to CSE[C] and on which CSE[C] Operational Policy staff have frequent dealings, enable us to have 
confidence that partners are safeguarding the privacy of Canadians. Information is shared among sovereign 
nations, but there are limits to what any country can require of another. The sanction for not complying 
with these measures is the ability to restrict the sharing of further information. Notwithstanding, CSE[C] 
will continue to ensure that mention of mutual respect for privacy concerns be stated wherever appropriate 
in future agreements and shared policies." 
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VI. METHODOLOGY 


The Commissioner's office examined relevant written and electronic records, files, 
correspondence and other documentation, including policies and procedures and 
legal advice.I8


The office interviewed CSEC managers and other employees involved in the activities. 


As a first step, the office documented and mapped the forms of SIGINT information 
sharing; related activities, processes and systems; the legislative and policy framework; 
and ensured a common understanding of concepts and terminology. The working file held 
at the Commissioner's office contains detailed information on these subjects. 
Subsequently, we assessed CSEC's compliance with the criteria and developed 
conclusions respecting the objectives. This is the second report on the outcomes. 


VII. BACKGROUND 


In April 2007, the Standing Senate Committee on National Security and Defence raised 
questions respecting CSEC SIGINT information sharing with the Second Parties. The 
Chairman of the Committee commented that: "[t]he suggestion that came up when 
Bill C-36 was being looked at that if the law prohibits you from listening to Canadians, 
you can always go to your friends, and they can listen to Canadians for you." In response, 
the then Chief of CSEC responded: 


...First, there is a protocol among us that we do not target each other's citizens. 
Second, we could not be complicit in anything they do. I could not ask my 
colleagues anywhere to target Canadians, because if I did that, I would be 
circumventing our law and thereby breaking the law. It would not happen. 
However, if they targeted, unbeknownst to us, and it was obviously a threat that 
they envisaged, possibly to Canada, I would guess that — since if it is close to 
Canada, it is close to the United States — they may well give us that 
information... we would not have known where it came from or been involved in 
that targeting. We cannot circumvent our laws. I9


" If legal advice given to CSEC is shared with the Commissioner's office, this is done on the understanding 
that the sharing by CSEC of information which is subject to solicitor-client privilege does not constitute a 
waiver by CSEC of its privilege. 
19 Proceedings of the Standing Senate Committee on National Security and Defence, Issue No. 15, twenty-
sixth and twenty-seventh meetings on Canada's national security policy, April 30, 2007, pp. 145 and 146. 
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Similarly, the U.S. NSA's website includes the following frequently asked question: 


Couldn't NSA simply ask its allies to provide them [sic] with information about 
U.S. persons? 


No. NSA is prohibited from requesting any person to undertake activities that 
NSA itself is prohibited from conducting: 2°


Canada's National Security Policy 


Canada's National Security Policy (2004) recognizes the importance of sharing intelligence 
information: 


A part of our ability to access intelligence derives from our intelligence alliances 
and relationships. For many years Canada has exchanged information with key 
allies. . . . These relations are enormously beneficial to our country. Canada alone 
could not replicate the benefits gained through these international arrangements. 
But we are also a significant contributor of intelligence. These contributions are 
recognized and appreciated by our allies.21


The statements in the National Security Policy apply to CSEC's SIGINT activities; by 
means of CSEC's partnerships with the Second Parties, Canada is a net beneficiary of FI. 


Five Eyes' agreements and resolutions 
(The working file held at the Commissioner's office contains copies of the agreements and 
resolutions) 


The Five-Eyes SIGINT alliance evolved from collaboration during the Second World 
War. Long-standing agreements and present-day resolutions provide the foundation for 
CSEC's SIGINT information sharing with the Second Parties. 


British-U.S. Communication Intelligence Agreement (UKUSA Agreement) (1946) 


The UKUSA Agreement is an agreement among those two parties to exchange foreign 
communications intelligence (COMINT, which is a component of SIGINT) and addresses 
matters respecting associated methods and techniques, analysis, dissemination and security. 
The UKUSA Agreement defines "foreign country" as "any country, whether or not its 
government is recognized by the U.S. or the British Empire, excluding only the U.S., the 
British Commonwealth of Nations and the British Empire." 


Canada-US. COMINT Agreement (CANUSA Agreement) (1949) 


The CANUSA Agreement established the relationship between the 
Canadian Communications Research Committee (a predecessor of CSEC) and the 
U.S. Communication Intelligence Board (a predecessor of NSA) respecting COMINT. 


http://www.nsa.govisigint/faqs.shtml, page 2 of 3, accessed April 12, 2010. 
21 Securing an Open Society: Canada's National Security Policy, 2004, page 17. 
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CSEC's historical relationships are reinforced through present-day resolutions. 


The MD on Collection and Use of Metadata requires CSEC to minimize Canadian 
identity information prior to sharing metadata with the Second Parties. CSEC 
has implemented processes to automatically minimize both shared Dialed Number 
Recognition (DNR) (e.g., telephone and fax) and Digital Network Intelligence (DNI) 
metadata e.g., e-mail and Internet Protocol addresses). 


22 "Metadata" means: "information associated with a telecommunication to identify, describe, manage or 
route that telecommunication or arty part of it as well as the means by which it was transmitted, but 
excludes any information or part of information which could reveal the purport of a telecommunication, or 
the whole or any part of its content." MD on Collection and Use of Metudata, November 21, 201 I. 
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Authorities for SIGINT information sharing 


The NDA does not contain explicit authority or any specific limitations respecting CSEC 
SIGINT information sharing with the Second Parties. Such activities are implicitly 
authorized by the NDA.23


Legal framework for SIGINT information sharing 


CSEC SIGINT information sharing activities with the Second Parties support part (a) of 
CSEC's mandate "to acquire and use information from the global information 
infrastructure for the purpose of providing foreign intelligence, in accordance with 
Government of Canada intelligence priorities". 


The cooperative agreements and resolutions summarized above include a commitment by 
the Five-Eyes to respect the privacy of each others' citizens, and to act in a manner 
consistent with each others' policies relating to privacy. It is recognized, however, that 
each of the Five-Eyes is an agency of a sovereign nation that may derogate from the 
agreements, if it is judged necessary for their respective national interests. 


The Commissioner's office questioned CSEC about the measures it takes to ensure that 
its use of information acquired by the Second Parties is in compliance with section 8 of 
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (Charter), the right to be secure against 
unreasonable search or seizure.24


CSEC responded that subsection 273.64(2)(b) of the NDA requires activities carried out 
by CSEC to be subject to measures to protect the privacy of Canadians in the use and 
retention of intercepted information. This provision was included in CSEC's legislation 
in order to satisfy section 8 of the Charter. The measures to protect the privacy of 
Canadians apply to communications traffic that are intercepted by CSEC as well as those 
CSEC acquires from the Second Parties using CSEC-supplied selectors. CSEC possesses 
many measures, such as specific policies and procedures, to protect the privacy of 
Canadians in the use and retention of such intercepted information.25


The Second Parties treat information according to their own domestic authorities. Although 
the Five-Eyes have agreements and practices in place for SIGINT information sharing with 
each other, the Second Parties are under no legal obligation to treat any information —
including PCs and information about Canadians obtained by the Second Parties or provided 
to the Second Parties by CSEC — in a manner consistent with the laws of Canada and the 
privacy protections applied by CSEC. Likewise, CSEC has no legal obligation to protect 
information respecting second party nationals. It is recognized, however, that the Five-Eyes 
partners have a vested interest in complying with the requirements of the other partners to 
protect information about their respective nationals in support of continued access to 


23 • i This s • in contrast to, for example, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act that sets out at 
paragraph 13(3) a regime for CSIS, with ministerial approval, to enter into an arrangement or otherwise 
cooperate with a foreign state or an institution thereof respecting threats to the security of Canada and 
security assessments. 
24 E-mail from Director of Operations to CSEC A/Manager, External Review, January 16, 2013. 
25 E-mail from CSEC A/Manager, External Review, January 31, 2013. 
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second party information. "Wilful failure to comply with this arrangement would 
undermine the level of trust that is fundamental to information exchange, and would have 
severe repercussions for the continued relationship between the partner countries."26


The Commissioner's office agrees with CSEC's legal interpretation. 


Justice Canada advice 


CSEC indicated that "[it] is unaware of any foundational legal opinions or advice of 
general application with respect to SIGINT information sharing with the 
Second Parties."27


The Commissioner's office also requested a copy of any Justice Canada legal opinions or 
advice provided to CSEC respecting the agreements, resolutions or directions. CSEC 
responded that it was unable to provide a copy of any such advice for the following 
reason: "... the Commissioner's mandate is to review CSEC activities to determine if it is 
in compliance with the law, [CSEC does] not believe that the signing of 
agreements/resolutions/strategic directions has a bearing on CSEC's lawfulness. Rather, 
it is the activities that CSEC undertakes as a result of these 
agreements/resolutions/strategic directions that require lawful compliance and are 
therefore subject to review." CSEC further indicated that if the Commissioner had 
"particular legal concerns regarding some of the activities [CSEC] ha[d] undertaken as a 
result of these agreements, [CSEC] will duly consider your Office's request for legal 
opinions or advice on that particular matter.28


The Commissioner's office then asked for a copy of any Justice Canada legal opinions or 
advice provided to CSEC respecting the important similarities and any significant 
differences respecting how CSEC and each of the Second Parties treat and protect PCs 
and identity information of respective citizens under respective foreign intelligence 
authorities and national laws. CSEC responded that "CSEC and its Justice Counsel are 
unaware of any foundational legal study of general application comparing authorities and 
national laws between the Five-Eyes nations related to this subject."29


In addition, the Commissioner's office asked for a copy of any Justice Canada legal 
opinions or advice provided to CSEC on the specific subject of the application of MAs 
and MA requirements to intercepted communications acquired by CSEC from a second 
party source. CSEC responded that it "consults with DLS (and has done so since 
the Anti-Terrorism Act was passed). CSEC is not aware of any foundational opinion on 
this question."3°


In subsequent exchanges, CSEC confirmed that it does not need an MA to shield it from 
section 184 of the Criminal Code for information it acquires from its second party 


26 Supra, note 14. 
27 CERR1D #310604-v1, July 24, 2009. 
28 E-mail from Senior Policy and Review Advisor, External Review, September 18, 2008. 
29 Supra, note 14. 
30 E-mail from Senior Policy and Review Advisor, External Review, January 3I, 2013. 
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partners. "Private communication" and "intercept" are defined in Canadian law,31 but do 
not apply to an interception of a communication done by a Second Party, conducted 
under that ally's authorities. An interception conducted by a second party partner using a 
CSEC supplied selector is not an interception under the NDA and the Criminal Code. 
Consequently, the acquisition by CSEC of a one-end Canadian communication 
intercepted by a Second Party and shared with CSEC is not a PC and does not trigger the 
application of Part VI of the Criminal Code.32 (See pp. 17-18 for a detailed discussion on 
the application of MAs and MA requirements) 


Ministerial direction relating to SIGINT information sharing 


The 2012 Memoranda for the Minister requesting approval of the MAs for 
and collection activities contain indirect references to information 
sharing activities with the Second Parties. Respecting the condition to be satisfied that the 
expected Fl value of the information that would be derived from the interception justifies 
it, the requests for MAs refer to the value of second party roduced re orts shared with 
CSEC and based on CSEC collection. The Memoranda on Collection 
also refers to CSEC's allied research infrastructure. 


The SIGINT MAs proper do not contain any references direct or otherwise — to 
information sharing with the Second Parties.' 


CSEC's SIGINT information sharing activities with the Second Parties are also 
conducted under the authority of and specifically referred to in MDs. Significant excerpts 
of relevant MDs are: 


MD on Framework for Addressing Risks in Sharing Information with Foreign Entities 
(November 21, 2011) 


CSE[C]'s information sharing with Five-Eyes cryptologic partners will continue 
under existing policies and protocols, given the unique nature of CSE[C]'s shared 
and collaborative access to the Five-Eyes SIGINT enterprise. I expect CSE[C] to 
maintain these long-standing relationships. (p.1) 


MD on Accountability (November 20, 2012) 


To fulfill your mandated functions, you may enter into an arrangement or otherwise 
cooperate with any domestic entity, foreign entity or class of foreign entities. In 
these cases, I expect you to maintain the appropriate security safeguards. (pp. 2-3) 


31 Section 183 of the Criminal Code. 
32 E-mail from Senior Policy and Review Advisor, External Review, November 28, 2012. 
33 In 2012-2013, CSEC adopted a new approach to requesting MAs which was intended to clarify to the 
Minister that he is being asked to authorize CSEC to use activities or classes of activities to pursue CSEC's 
mandates, when those activities risk interception of PCs. 
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MD on the Collection and Use of Metadala (November 21, 2011) 


CSE[C] will share metadata, acquired through its foreign intelligence acquisition 
programs with international allies to maximize its mandate activities as set out in 
the National Defence Act, and strengthen Canada's partnerships abroad. Such 
sharing will be subject to strict conditions to protect the privacy of Canadians, 
consistent with these standards governing CSE[C]'s other programs. (p.2) 


MD on Operations (November 20, 2012) 


I expect you to maintain efficient and effective consultative and cooperative 
processes with ... our SIGINT allies to carry out operations. (p.2) 


MD on Program (November 20, 2012) 


CSE[C] is authorized to share information, including metadata, acquired through 
this program with international allies to maximize its SIGINT and ITS activities, 
and strengthen Canada's partnerships abroad. (p.3) 


What SIGINT does CSEC share with and receive from the Second Parties? 


CSEC shares minimized DNR (e.g., telephone or fax 
number) and DNI (e.g., e-mail or Internet Protocol address) metadata. On account of 
volume, CSEC does not archive metadata shared with the Second Parties. 


CSEC shares traffic. These communications are 
targeted by CSEC for the Second Parties, using second party selectors submitted to CSEC 
for approval, according to CSEC policies and procedures, that is, second party selectors 
must be associated with foreign entities located outside Canada for the purpose of 
obtaining Fl and in accordance with the GC intelligence priorities. CSEC retains an 
archived copy of all intercepted communications forwarded to the Second Parties. 


CSEC shares traffic collected as part of SIGINT Development (SD) 
activities, consisting of technical analysis such as and These activities 
are aimed at mapping the GII and identifying signals that may be of FI interest. 


The tool is used by the Five-Eyes to share SD and other non-CEO information 
respecting targets and tradecraft. CSEC may share intercepted communications, 
for exam le, for assistance in exploiting the communications and making them 


IRRELEVANT 
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CSEC also shares end-product reports (EPRs), generally excluding those designated 
CE0.34 CEO series reports may relate to sensitive or confidential aspects of GC policy or 
be detrimental to economic, security and intelligence or other national interests. 


The Second Parties may, with CSEC approval, pass sanitized communications intercept 
or CSEC reports to other SIGINT allie as long as all source 
information is removed from the reports. 


The Second Parties similarly share with CSEC metadata and -traffic (selected and 
respecting SD activities) acquired and shared in accordance with their respective 
legislative and policy regimes. 


CSEC-approved selectors may be forwarded to second party collection teams for 
approval. CSEC's policies and procedures require that 


must meet the same requirements as for targeting CSEC collection 
for example, strong selectors (metadata) must relate to a foreign entity outside 


Canada and to a FI priority of the GC. 


The Second Parties also share EPRs in accordance with their respective legislative and 
policy regimes. CSEC indicated that virtually all second party-authored reporting is 
available to CSEC analysts (and through CSEC to GC analysts) by means of 


5 and that named and restricted distribution reports may occasionally be 
disseminated using a second party liaison office. 


The working file held at the Commissioner's office contains detailed information on 
CSEC policies and procedures that guide this sharing of SIGINT information, as well as 
on how in technical terms CSEC shares it with the Second Parties, including information 
on associated systems (namely, CSEC and second party 


CSEC's Common Traffic Repository (CTR) and 


The working file also contains sample metrics respecting he number of EPRs shared and 
related Fl priorities and collection sources. 


Liaison Officers 


According to CSEC, the exchange of liaison officers on-site among second party agencies 
is one example of the distinctiveness and closeness of the relationship, more so than that 
of human intelligence agencies, for example, CSIS and its allied counterparts. 


34 In addition to CEO and Five-Eyes sharing, some reports may be shared only with select Second Parties 
due to national sensitivities. 
35 is CSEC's SIGINT production and dissemination system. It is used for client requirements 
gathering; end-product report authoring, storage and searching (including Second Party reporting); 
dissemination of reports; and as a reporting feedback tool. Access to documents in is strictly 
controlled, e.g., based on security clearance and indoctrinations, caveats, and user access permissions. 
36 CERRID # 298623-v1, May 25, 2009 and CERRID # 327740-v1, September 18, 2009. 
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According to CSEC, Canadian Special Liaison Officers (CANSLOs) and second party 
liaison officers play a minimal role in SIGINT information sharing. Metadata, traffic and 
report sharing are automated. In rare cases (e.g., named restricted distribution), 
CANSLOs may share metadata or reports between agencies. CSEC's SIGINT Programs 
Oversight and Compliance and Corporate and Operational Policy sections may be asked 
for advice on these rare occasions. Second party liaison officers play a similar, minimal 
role in information sharing.37


The Commissioner's office will examine in detail the role and activities of CANSLOs in 
a subsequent review. 


International cooperation between review bodies 


As a general point, beyond the Second Parties, but certainly related, is a theme raised by a 
number of Canadian and international academics. They have referred to an 
"accountability gap" concerning an absence of cooperation between review bodies of 
different countries to review information sharing activities among their respective 
intelligence agencies. These researchers suggest that growing international intelligence 
cooperation should be matched by growing international cooperation between oversight 
and review bodies.38 This is an area of interest for the Commissioner's office. 


VIII. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


In this second part of the review, the Commissioner examined CSEC's due diligence 
respecting the activities, that is, does CSEC take all reasonable steps to confirm that the 
Second Parties treat PCs and information about Canadians consistent with the laws of Canada 
and the privacy protections applied by CSEC? 


Specifically, this review report focused on the two questions contained in the 
Commissioner's update letter to the Minister of March 23, 2012: 


1. how many PCs and what volume of information about Canadians does CSEC share 
with and receive from the Second Parties; and 


2. how does CSEC assure itself that its second party partners protect PCs and 
information about Canadians, and that the Second Parties follow the agreements? 


Supra, note 27. 
38 Dr. Hans Born, Senior Fellow, Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces, Geneva, 
speaking notes for the NATO Parliamentary Assembly Session at Reykjavik, October 6, 2007. Dr. Born's 
paper concludes: "...we must recognise that given both the threats to security and the responses to these 
threats have become increasing transnational, so too must the mechanisms which scrutinise and control 
these responses. It is imperative that we must move towards a situation in which the power generated by 
international intelligence cooperation is counterbalanced by the powers of effective accountability 
mechanisms-narrowing the accountability gap". (page 8) See also: The Collateral Casualties of 
Collaboration — The Consequence for Civil and Human Rights of Transnational Intelligence Sharing, Craig 
Forcese, Associate Professor, Faculty of Law, University of Ottawa, March 5, 2009, electronic copy 
available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1354022. 
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In this context, the Commissioner assessed CSEC's activities in the context of the 
limitations in the NDA for the protection of Canadians, i.e., CSEC's foreign intelligence 
activities "shall not be directed at Canadians or any person in Canada" (paragraph 
273.64(2)(a) of the NDA) and "shall be subject to measures to protect the privacy of 
Canadians in the use and retention of intercepted information" (paragraph 273.64(2)(h) of 
the NDA). 


The unintentional interception of a PC by CSEC is a different concept than the 
unintentional acquisition by CSEC from a second party source of a one-end Canadian 
communication.'9


The 2001 amendments to the NDA established the MA regime. MAs allow CSEC to 
direct its activities at foreign entities abroad, for the sole purpose of providing FI in 
accordance with the GC's intelligence priorities, even if doing so risks unintentionally 
intercepting PCs. By means of an MA, the Minister of National Defence may authorize 
CSEC to intercept PCs, as long as CSEC has met relevant criteria outlined in the NDA 
(e.g., implementing measures to protect the privacy of Canadians with respect to the use 
or retention of a PC unintentionally intercepted). SIGINT activities conducted under an 
MA must satisfy conditions stated in subsections 273.65(2) of the NDA," and may also 
be subject to additional measures that the Minister considers advisable to protect the 
privacy of Canadians, pursuant to subsection 273.65(5) of the NDA, for example, to 
report certain information to the Minister. Without the MA regime, CSEC would be 
prohibited under the Criminal Cade from unintentionally intercepting PCs; in effect, 
without MAs, CSEC would be rendered "deaf' in today's highly dynamic technology and 
threat environment. 


The MA regime in Part V.1 of the NDA is a Canadian instrument and applies to CSEC. It 
has no application to the Second Parties or to their own respective sovereign regimes. The 
MA covers CSEC's unintentional interception of PCs, not CSEC's acquisition of FI from 
second party sources. This is set out in section 2.12 of OPS-1 which states: 


As a result of the beneficial sharing arrangements with its SIGINT allies, CSEC 
acquires a considerable amount of foreign intelligence target intercept consistent 
with GC priorities from Second Parties. Second Parties conduct collection 
activities in pursuit of their own national interests and in accordance with their 
domestic laws. 


Most of these collection assets are also managed by Second Parties who direct the 
collection which they 
believe wil yie d intercept to meet their national intelligence requirements. 
CSEC, as a SIGINT partner and in accordance with its authorities, accesses this 
collection by proposing selectors 


39 For the purpose of this review, a "one-end Canadian communication" means a communication where one 
of the communicants is physically located in Canada or if one communicant is a Canadian physically 
located outside Canada. 
40 These conditions are addressed at the time a new MA is requested. 
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An interception by a Second Party (whether resulting from a CSEC-supplied selector or 
not) is conducted under the Second Party's own authorities. The unintentional 
interception of a one-end Canadian communication by a second party partner and shared 
with CSEC does not constitute an interception of a PC under the NDA and does not 
engage the Criminal Code. Canadian law does not apply in the country of the second 
party partner and CSEC does not require an MA for such acquisition. 


It follows that the associated requirements in MAs apply only to interception conducted 
by CSEC under CSEC authorities using CSEC's own capabilities. For example, the MA 
reporting requirements do not apply to second party collection acquired by CSEC; MA 
reporting to the Minister is representative of communications and PCs unintentionally 
intercepted by CSEC using CSEC capabilities for CSEC use. 


How many PCs and what volume of information about Canadians does CSEC share 
with and receive from the Second Parties? 


Recommendation no. 1: Reporting to the Minister the number of one-end in 
Canada, second party-collected communications 


To support the Minister of National Defence in his accountability for CSEC and as 
an additional measure to protect the privacy of Canadians, CSEC should record 
and include in its Annual Report to the Minister information about the 
communications CSEC acquires from its second party partners in the United States, 
United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand, including the number of one-end in 
Canada second party-collected communications, recognized by CSEC analysts and 
used or retained for foreign intelligence purposes, as well as the number of this type 
of communication destroyed. 


At the outset of this review, CSEC provided a sample of the volume of•traffic shared 
with the Second Parties for a period of two months:" The Commissioner's office asked 
CSEC to produce similar information for a complete year. CSEC responded: "[t]hese data 
are not readily available. The systems have not been designed to provide these types of 
metrics, so the original numbers provided were acquired through a manual process. To 
complete the statistics for the entire year... would be highly time-consuming."42


It is unclear how many second party-authored end product reports (EPRs) are based on PCs 
or contain (suppressed) Canadian identity information because the Second Parties are not 
required by CSEC to record and report such information to CSEC and CSEC does not 
examine every second party-authored EPR to determine such information.43 Similarly, 
CSEC analysts are not required to record or report the appearance of second party nationals 


41 CERRID # 233229, April 16, 2009. 
42 CERRID # 494582, April 8, 2010. CSEC clarified that to gather information for a period of two months 
required one employee to work three full days. 
43 Determining the number of second party-authored EPRs in — CSEC's SIGINT reporting 
production and dissemination system - containing information about Canadians could be accomplished 
through a time-consuming manual search. A search feature in can provide a rough estimate. 
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in intercepted communications. CSEC does not inform the Second Parties of such 
occurrences. 


In response to questions during this review CSEC estimated that approximately EA to 
■% of the selectors in CSEC collection dictionaries originated from the 
Second Parties. However, CSEC annual and other reporting to the Minister does not 
provide information about the volume or contents of the communications that CSEC 
acquires for and sends to its second art artners. Section 7.1 of CSEC policy OPS-1-13, 
Procedures for Canadian and Joint CSEC-CF 
Activities", indicates: "Second Parties may acquire private and solicitor client 
communications [as well as information about Canadians] in traffic through CSEC 
collection equipment. CSEC does not count or report those communications" (p. 26). 


Finding no. 1: Shared private communications and 
information about Canadians 


CSEC does not count and does not report to the Minister of National Defence the 
number of private communications and the volume of information about 
Canadians that CSEC shares with and receives from its second party partners in 
the United States, United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand. 


Similarly, CSEC annual and other reporting to the Minister excludes information about 
the volume and contents of communications that CSEC receives from its second party 
partners.45


Strong arguments can be made that a Canadian's expectation of privacy in his/her 
communications would be at least the same if not greater whether the communications 
are unintentionally intercepted and recognized by CSEC or are unintentionally 
intercepted by CSEC and shared with a Second Party. 


Strong arguments can also be made that a Canadian's expectation of privacy in his/her 
communications would be at least the same if not greater whether the communications 
are unintentionally intercepted and recognized by CSEC itself or are unintentionally 
acquired by a second party partner and shared with CSEC as a result of using CSEC-
supplied selectors. 


Finding no. 2: Reporting to the Minister 


Regularly reporting to the Minister a wider range of statistical information 
relating to information shared with the Second Parties, in a manner similar to the 
existing MA statistics, would support the Minister in his accountability for CSEC 
and supplement existing measures to protect the privacy of Canadians. 


44 Issued December 1, 2010. 
45 When accessing or using second party-acquired communications, CSEC analysts remain subject to all of 
the same CSEC policies and procedures that apply to CSEC-acquired communications. 
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CSEC analysts currently apply SIGINT privacy annotations to communications from 
second party collection (acquired by the Second Parties for CSEC using CSEC selectors) 
in the same manner as for CSEC collection. Intercept identified as containing a PC, a 
communication of a Canadian located outside Canada, or information about Canadians 
must be annotated for deletion unless it: is F1 as defined in the NDA; is essential to 
protect the lives or safety of individuals of any nationality; or contains information about 
serious criminal activity relating to the security of Canada.46 The Commissioner's office 
understands that CSEC has the technical capability to report to the Minister the number 
of one-end in Canada (physical location) second party-collected communications, 
recognized by CSEC analysts and used or retained for foreign intelligence purposes, and 
the number of this type of communication destroyed. 


The Commissioner's office will continue to examine metrics relating to SIGINT 
information sharing with the Second Parties in the conduct of activity and subject-
specific reviews. 


1. How does CSEC assure itself that its second party partners protect PCs and 
information about Canadians, and that the Second Parties follow the agreements? 


Recommendation no. 2: New ministerial directive on CSEC foreign signals 
intelligence information sharing activities with its second party partners 


To support the Minister of National Defence in his accountability for CSEC and as a 
measure to protect the privacy of Canadians, it is recommended that the 
Minister issue, under his authority pursuant to subsection 273.62(3) of the 
National Defence Act, a new ministerial directive to provide general direction to 
CSEC on its foreign signals intelligence information sharing activities with its 
second party partners in the United States, United Kingdom, Australia and 
New Zealand, and to set out expectations for the protection of the privacy of 
Canadians in the conduct of those activities. 


The Commissioner's update letter to the Minister of March 23, 2012, indicated that he 
found that CSEC has substantial controls and measures in place to help ensure that its 
SIGINT information sharing with the Second Parties is lawful and protects the privacy of 
Canadians. 


In the conduct of this review, the Commissioner's office asked a number of questions 
about how CSEC treats information relating to second party nationals. Discussions in 
interviews and written answers suggest that CSEC also conducts its SIGINT activities in 
a manner that is consistent with the agreements it has with its second party partners to 
respect the privacy of the partners' citizens, and to follow the partners' policies in this 
regard. 


46 CSEC policy OPS-I sets out baseline measures to ensure compliance with the law and protect the privacy 
of Canadians in the use and retention of intercepted information. 
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What remains unclear to the Commissioner's office, however, is the extent to which the 
Second Parties follow the agreements and protect PCs and information about Canadians 
in what CSEC shares with them. 


In response to questions about how CSEC assures itself that the Second Parties comply 
with the agreements, CSEC expressed the view that: 


There are a number of indicators that CSEC uses [listed below], and in fact has 
done so for years, that provide sufficient assurance levels that [the] Second Parties 
are honouring their arrangements with CSEC... While errors and oversights do 
occur, these are exceptions, not the rule. The fact that CSEC and the respective 
Second Party review and record such instances — consulting with each other as 
necessary in relation to specific incidents — is a further sign that Second Parties 
wish to deal with CSEC in good faith. 


The indicators are: 


a) Identity release requests; 
b) Requests to confirm the citizenship status of possible targets; 
c) Notifications of naming violations; 
d) Regular monitoring of SIGINT EPRs for inadvertent naming violations by the 


Five-Eyes; 
e) Sensi-check consultations; 
f) Requests for action-on approvals; and 
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g) Adoption of policy requirements that are consistent with those of a Second Party 
partner to protect the privacy and identity information of that Second Party's 
nationals: 17


However, while CSEC and its second party partners have agreements about how to treat 
information relating to respective nationals, the partners do not seek or share evidence 
from each other to demonstrate that these rules are in fact being followed. 


During several interviews and in response to numerous written questions, CSEC was 
disinclined or unable to demonstrate knowledge or to provide evidence of how its second 
party partners treat PCs and information about Canadians. For example, CSEC would not 
provide the Commissioner's office with a description of or a copy of relevant extracts of 
second party policies on the handling of information relating to a Canadian. 


CSEC also declined to identify for the Commissioner's office any specific differences —
large or small — between respective partners' laws, policies and practices and how this 
may affect the partners' handling of PCs or information about Canadians. For example, 
CSEC did not answer specific questions relating to the partners' use of metadata: do the 
Second Parties use a common definition of metadata? If yes, what is it and where is it 
documented? Please explain the Second Parties respective policies respecting contact 
chaining CSEC offered only general responses" to 
such questions. It suggested that review of second party authorities and activities pertain 
to the Second Parties and not to the lawfulness of CSEC activities, and these questions 
were therefore outside of the Commissioner's mandate. 


In another example relating to PCs and information about Canadians, the Commissioner's 
office asked CSEC what assurances it has that the Second Parties apply the same policies 
and procedures to respective internal ("eyes only") reports that the partners apply to EPRs 
shared among the Second Parties. CSEC responded: 


...We trust that their naming and handling procedures for internal reports are as 
stringent (not equally stringent, but as stringent as they need to be within the 
context of their own legislation — they're governed by the legal regimes under 
which they operate, not Canadian law)... Information is shared among sovereign 
nations, but there are limits to what any country can require of another. The 
sanction for not complying with these measures is, of course, the ability to restrict 
the sharing of further information. 


In other than the most exceptional circumstances, Second Party internal reports 
(e.g., "Eyes Only", "NOFORN") are not shared with CSEC. Nor for that matter 
are any policies or practices related to such reports shared with CSEC. This is not 
surprising, as these reports and policies, by definition, are retained in the national 


47 Supra, note 14. 
48 For example, CSEC indicated: "In sum, CSEC is unaware of any differences in the Five-Eyes context 
that would cause it concern for sharing metadata,Mtraffic, and EPRs with Second Parties." 
Source: supra, note 42. 
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channels of the respective Second Party. Therefore CSEC is not in a position to 
state what Second Parties do in this respect. 


In addition, Five-Eyes SIGINT agencies, in accordance with their own mandates 
and national laws, may be able to assist their domestic partners in ways that fall 
outside the purview of their Second Party SIGINT agreements. CSEC would not 
be privy to, leave alone be in a position to influence, such activities carried out by 
the Second Parties. IRRELEVANT 


IRRELEVANT 


In those exceptional instances when a Second Party shares nationally sensitive 
"Eyes Only" COMINT product related to a Canadian with CSEC, the product is 
subject to certain conditions; for example, the activity from which the product is 
derived could not be undertaken at the direction of, or involve prior consultation 
with, CSEC. Additionally, the product passed to CSEC would have to suppress 
any Canadian identifiers. 49


The Commissioner's office is of the view that CSEC's suggested sanction for non-
compliance — to restrict the sharing of further information with the Second Parties —
seems unlikely, as it would have a significant negative effect on CSEC. 


In addition, there are numerous recent public sources of information about controversies 
in second party countries, particularly in the U.S. and New Zealand, including about 
alleged domestic spying by their foreign signals intelligence agencies. These events raise 
questions about second party practices involving PCs or information about Canadians and 
the Commissioner's office will be following developments with interest. 


Finding no. 3: Protection of Canadians' privacy by the Second Parties 


Beyond certain general statements and assurances among the Second Parties, the 
Commissioner's office was unable to assess the extent to which CSEC's second 
party partners in the United States, United Kingdom, Australia and 
New Zealand follow the agreements with CSEC and protect private 
communications and information about Canadians in what CSEC shares with 
the partners. 


As a result, it is recommended that the Minister issue a new ministerial directive to 
provide general direction to CSEC on SIGINT information sharing activities with its 
second party partners and to set out expectations for the protection of the privacy of 
Canadians in the conduct of those activities. This is particularly im iortant in light of the 
Five-Eyes' 


49 Supra, notes 14 and 27. 
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The drafting of the new directive should be informed by an in-depth analysis of the 
potential impact of respective national differences in legal and policy authorities on 
CSEC compliance with the law and the protection of the privacy of Canadians, that is, a 
risk assessment. The Commissioner's office understands that such a risk assessment 
would not be a trivial undertaking, would take time, and would require the cooperation of 
the Second Parties. However, in light of recent events, we believe it is essential. 


The new directive should explicitly acknowledge the risks associated with the fact that 
the information shared with the Second Parties by CSEC may include one-end Canadian 
communications, PCs, and information about Canadians and that CSEC can not 
reasonably request that its second party partners account for any use of such information. 


While outside of the scope of this review, it is suggested that the Minister and CSEC may 
find it preferable that the new directive address both SIGINT and IT Security information 
sharing with the Second Parties. 


The Commissioner's office will continue to examine what information relating to privacy 
CSEC could re uest the Second Parties to re sort to it. For exam le, 


NSA is the only 
Second Party agency who has requested this information. 


In February 2009, CSEC's SIGINT Programs Oversight and Compliance section issued 
written guidance to all Director General Intelligence employees, outlining the process to 
be followed in the case of inadvertent targeting or naming of U.S. persons.51 The 
Commissioner's office asked CSEC why it has not similarly formally requested that the 
Second Parties report to it cases of inadvertent targeting or naming of Canadians. CSEC 
responded that, with respect to inadvertent targeting, it believes notification of 
inadvertent targeting would be of questionable benefit; there is no action that CSEC 
would take "after the fact" as the targeting was, by definition, "inadvertent". With respect 
to naming, CSEC indicated that it identifies any such cases as part of its routine EPR 
review process, then records the incidents and follows-up with the Second Party. If a 
naming violation is involved, the Second Party as a rule 


The Commissioner's office disagrees with CSEC's assessment. The benefit would be that 
CSEC would have knowledge about and could inform the Minister about metrics relating 
to the protection of the privacy of Canadians. A significant or unusual increase in these 
metrics could be an indication that changes are necessary to enhance the protection of the 
privacy of Canadians. CSEC would not provide the Commissioner's office with the 
number of cases of inadvertent targeting and inadvertent naming of U.S. persons that 


50 Mid. 


Si Ibid. 
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CSEC reported to the NSA indicating that "CSEC feels that this question falls outside the 
scope of the present review as it does not involve the lawfulness of CSEC activities."52
There a number of other examples of measures that the Second Parties choose to apply in 
return for access to each other's information, for example, the Five-Eyes added an 
"Intelligence Purposes Only" caveat on all U.S. COMINT and U.S. COMINT-derived 
documents to ensure compliance with U.S. law.'3


IX. CONCLUSION 


The Five-Eyes SIGINT alliance evolved from collaboration during the 
Second World War. Long-standing agreements and present-day resolutions provide the 
foundation for CSEC's SIGINT information sharing with the Second Parties. 


The amount of FI CSEC provides to and receives from the Second Parties is extensive. 
Information sharing is an essential component of CSEC SIGINT collection and other 
activities. 


CSEC SIGINT information sharing activities with the Second Parties have the potential 
to directly affect the privacy and security of a Canadian person. Precision and accuracy of 
language in exchanges of information can be critical and affect outcomes, including how 
individuals are treated. The Supreme Court of Canada and the Honourable Dennis 
O'Connor have stressed the importance of accuracy when sharing national security 
information: 


The need to be precise and accurate when providing information is obvious. 
Inaccurate information or mislabelling, even by degree, either alone or taken 
together with other information, can result in a seriously distorted picture... The 
need for accuracy and precision when sharing information, particularly written 
information in terrorist investigations, cannot be overstated.54


The allies recognize each other's sovereignty and respect each other's laws by pledging 
not to target one another's communications. Consequently, CSEC policies and 
procedures state that collection activities are not to be directed at second party nationals 
located anywhere, or against anyone located in second party territory. CSEC trusts that its 
second party partners will similarly not direct activities at Canadians or persons in 
Canada. It is recognized, however, that each of the Five-Eyes is an agency of a sovereign 
nation that may derogate from the agreements, if it is judged necessary for their 
respective national interests. 


52 Supra, note 42. 
5' Supra, note 14. 
54 Charkaoui v Canada (Citizenship and Immigration), [2008] 2 SCR 326, 2008 SCC 38, p. 20, quoting 
from the Commission of Inquiry into the Actions of Canadian Official in Relation to Maher Arar, Report of 
the Events Relating to Maher Arar: Analysis and Recommendations (2006), p. 1 14. 
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The Commissioner's update letter to the Minister of March 23, 2012, indicated that he 
found that CSEC does take measures to protect the privacy of Canadians in what it shares 
with and receives from the Second Parties. There is no need to revisit in this final review 
report the substantial controls in place and measures taken by CSEC to help ensure that its 
SIGINT information sharing with the Second Parties is lawful and protects the privacy of 
Canadians. The Commissioner's office will continue to examine these controls and 
measures in the conduct of activity and subject-specific reviews. 


Discussions in interviews and written answers suggest that CSEC also conducts its 
SIGINT activities in a manner that is consistent with the agreements it has with its second 
party partners to respect the privacy of the partners' citizens, and to follow the partners' 
policies in this regard. The evolution of CSEC policies and procedures demonstrates that 
CSEC respects the core principle that the allies do not treat the communications of 
respective nationals as they do those that the agreements define as "foreign". 


This was the first in-depth review focused exclusively on CSEC SIGINT information 
sharing activities with the Second Parties. In this part of the review, the Commissioner 
examined: 


• the legislative framework for CSEC's provision to and receipt from the 
Second Parties of intercepted communications and other SIGINT information, 
particularly PCs and information about Canadians; and 


• CSEC's due diligence respecting the activities, i.e., does CSEC take all reasonable 
steps to confirm that the Second Parties treat PCs and information about Canadians 
consistent with the laws of Canada and the privacy protections applied by CSEC? 
(The Second Parties have no legal obligation to treat PCs and information about 
Canadians in accordance with Canadian law.) 


This review report focuses on the two outstanding questions contained in the 
Commissioner's update letter to the Minister of March 23, 2012, namely: 


• how many PCs and what volume of information about Canadians does CSEC 
share with and receive from the Second Parties? and 


• how does CSEC assure itself that its second party partners protect PCs and 
information about Canadians, and that the Second Parties follow the agreements? 


In this context, CSEC activities were assessed in the context of the limitations in the NDA 
for the protection of Canadians, i.e., CSEC's foreign intelligence activities "shall not be 
directed at Canadians or any person in Canada" (paragraph 273.64(2)(a) of the NDA) and 
"shall be subject to measures to protect the privacy of Canadians in the use and retention of 
intercepted information" (paragraph 273.64(2)(b) of the NDA). 


Sharing should be optimized, not mandated in detail. Attempting to prescribe in agreements 
or policies all details respecting CSEC SIGINT information sharing with the 
Second Parties is not reasonable. However, this review resulted in two recommendations to 
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support the Minister of National Defence in his accountability for CSEC and as a measure 
to protect the privacy of Canadians: 


1. it is recommended that CSEC record and include in its Annual Report to the 
Minister information about the communications CSEC acquires from its second 
party partners, including the number of one-end in Canada, second party-collected 
communications, recognized by CSEC analysts and used or retained for FI 
purposes, as well as the number of this type of communication destroyed; and 


2. it is recommended that the Minister of National Defence issue, under his authority 
pursuant to subsection 273.62(3) of the NDA, a new MD to provide general 
direction to CSEC on its foreign signals intelligence information sharing activities 
with its second party partners, and to set out expectations for the protection of the 
privacy of Canadians in the conduct of those activities. This would also support the 
Minister in his accountability for CSEC and as a measure to protect the privacy of 
Canadians. 


Acceptance and implementation of the two recommendations by CSEC would address a 
previous finding and a recommendation of Commissioners, namely finding no. 7 in the 
Commissioner's 2008 review report, and recommendation 
no. 5 in the Commissioner's 2005 review report. 


The Commissioner's office will continue to examine the controls in place and measures 
taken by CSEC to help ensure that its SIGINT information sharing with the Second 
Parties is lawful and protects the privacy of Canadians in the conduct of activity and 
subject-specific reviews. 


This review has provided the Commissioner's office with background information on 
CSEC disclosures of Canadian identity information to second party partners and, starting in 
2013, the office will expand the annual review of disclosures to also include a sample of 
such sharing. 


The Commissioner's office will continue to include privacy incidents involving the second 
party partners in its annual review of incidents identified by CSEC. 


In addition, as part of activity and subject-specific reviews, the Commissioner's office 
will follow-up on issues identified in this report, namely: 


and exceptional reporting; 


• sharing of metadata and use of shared systems in support of Five-Eyes mutual 
efforts; 


• role and activities of CANSLOs; 


• metrics relating to SIGINT information sharing with the Second Parties; and 
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second party reporting to CSEC on information shared that relates to the privacy of 
Canadians. 


Finally, the Commissioner's office will continue to monitor Canadian and international 
discussions between review bodies of different countries to review information sharing 
activities among their respective intelligence agencies. 


A list of findings and recommendations is enclosed at Annex A. 


Robert Decary, Commissioner 
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ANNEX A —Findings and Recommendations 


Recommendation no. 1: Reporting to the Minister the number of one-end in 
Canada, second party-collected communications 


To support the Minister of National Defence in his accountability for CSEC and as 
an additional measure to protect the privacy of Canadians, CSEC should record 
and include in its Annual Report to the Minister information about the 
communications CSEC acquires from its second party partners in the United States, 
United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand, including the number of one-end in 
Canada second party-collected communications, recognized by CSEC analysts and 
used or retained for foreign intelligence purposes, as well as the number of this type 
of communication destroyed. 


Recommendation no. 2: New ministerial directive on CSEC foreign signals 
intelligence information sharing activities with its second party partners 


To support the Minister of National Defence in his accountability for CSEC and as a 
measure to protect the privacy of Canadians, it is recommended that the 
Minister issue, under his authority, pursuant to subsection 273.62(3) of the 
National Defence Act, a new ministerial directive to provide general direction to 
CSEC on its foreign signals intelligence information sharing activities with its 
second party partners in the United States, United Kingdom, Australia and 
New Zealand, and to set out expectations for the protection of the privacy of 
Canadians in the conduct of those activities. 


Finding no. 1: Shared private communications and 
information about Canadians 


CSEC does not count and does not report to the Minister of National Defence the number 
of private communications and the volume of information about Canadians that CSEC 
shares with and receives from its second party partners in the United States, United 
Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand. 


Finding no. 2: Reporting to the Minister 


Regularly reporting to the Minister a wider range of statistical information relating to 
information shared with the Second Parties, in a manner similar to the existing MA 
statistics, would support the Minister in his accountability for CSEC and supplement 
existing measures to protect the privacy of Canadians. 
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Finding no. 3: Protection of Canadians' privacy by the Second Parties 


Beyond certain general statements and assurances among the Second Parties, the 
Commissioner's office was unable to assess the extent to which CSEC's second party 
partners in the United States, United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand follow the 
agreements with CSEC and protect private communications and information about 
Canadians in what CSEC shares with the partners. 
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ANNEX B — Interviewees 


The following CSEC employees provided information or facilitated the review: 


A/Director General, SIGINT Programs 
Director, Corporate and Operational Policy 
A/Director, SIGINT Requirements 
A/Director, External Review and Policy Management 
Manager, Operational Policy 
Manager, External Review and Policy Management (D3) 
A/Manager, D3 
Al Manager, D3 
Manager, SIGINT Programs Oversight and Compliance (SPOC) 
A/Manager, SPOC 
Senior Advisor, SPOC 
Senior Mission Management Officer, SPOC 
Senior Policy and Review Advisor, D3 
Senior Policy and Review Advisor, D3 
Senior Policy and Review Advisor, D3 
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ANNEX C — Commissioner's update letter to the Minister of March 23, 2012 


Ce:mratvications Seciitity 
Establishment Cornasasionor 


"rho Pitr,, ,mtrAtie ilt.,b,..,r1Owcary. 0 C. 


The Honourable Peter MacKay. P.C.. M.P. 
Minister of National Deft:tux 
101 Colonel By Drive 
Ottawa. Ontario 
KI A OK2 


Deur l‘lr. NlacK.ay: 


Comrnissaho la 
SeCUtte dos ti4(4‘i-rr.-i .1- roar-s 


tx)rwAh-..* regx, r, Tx1/4nry. 


TOP SECRET/!SI//CEO 
Our file # 2200-63 


March 23. 2012 


The purpose of this letter is to provide )01.1 with an update on my review of eSEC's 
signals intelligence (SIGINI) information sharing activities with its second party partners —
the U.S. National Security Agency. the U.K. Government Communications lleadquarters. 
the Nustralian Defence Signals Directorate. and the New Zealand Government 
Communications Security Bureau. The review is being conducted under my authority as 
articulated in Part V.I. paragraph 27:4.63(2)(at of the Alatiana/ nclettcc Act (NDA), 


had conunitted to completing this review this year. However, it has taken longer 
than expected For several reasons. significantly including competing priorities of my 
otlice and of CSEC. First. I assessed that two other reviews must take priority. These 
reviews will. however, also address certain issues relating to SIGINT information 


AtaringdIRRELEVANT 
IRRFLFVANT 
IRRFI FVANT while the second review concerns 


CSEC's activities relating to You will receive my review 
reports on these two subjects early in the new unreel year. I he second reason relates to 
competing priorities of CSEC. partly reflecting CSEC responding to my shift in review 
priorities. However, the SIGINT information sharing review is also taking longer than 
c.xpected due to staffing challenges at CSEC in support of review and delays in providing 
information and responses to questions from my office. This issue is the subject of 
discussion between my otlice and CSEC officials. 


‘11; F 1,04 .141,0 4,4 114..-11,.Itmg.p.1,r .ci-
rItima, (7,1,141 


s 


"-' 
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TOP SECRETUSIIICE0 


My review of CSEC's SICHNT information sharing activities to-date has identified 
that the amount of foreign intelligence CSEC provides to and receives from the 
Second Patties is extensive: information sharing is an essential component of CSEC's 
SIGINT program. 


Long-standing agreements and practices provide a foundation for CSR"s 
SWINT information sharing with the Second Parties. These cooperative arrangements 
include a commitment by the Second Parties to respect the privacy of each others' 
citizens, and to act in a manner consistent with each others' policies relating to privacy. 
It is recognized, however. that each of the Second Parties is an agency of a sovereign 
nation that may derogate Ihnn the agreements, if it is judged necessary for their 
respective national interests. 


tilos far, I have tound that CSEC does take measures to !noted the privacy of 
Canadians in %%hat a shares with the Second Parties. for example; CSEC employees must 
apply CSEC privacy rules to second party-acquired communications; CSEC suppresses 
Canadian identity intbrmation in metadata and reports shared with the Second Parties: 
nationality checks and other inea.sures help to limit the inadvertent targeting of Canadians 
by the Second Panics: and CSEC takes action to correct or mitigate privacy incidents 
involving the Second Parties. 


I lowever. my review has also identified important questions that I will examine. 
including: How many private communications of Canadians and what volume of 
Canadian identity inthrmation does CSEC share with and receive from the 
Second Parties? How does CSEC assure itself that its second party partners protect the 
private communications of Canadians and Canadian identity information, and that the 
Stxond Parties follow the agreements? This review also includes an examitankm of a 
sample of CSEC disclosures to its second party partners of Canadian identity intbrmation 
as well as relevant privacy incidents identified by CSEC. 


I will complete my review and report to you on this subject in the next liscal year. 
If you have any questions or comments. I will be pleased to discuss them with YOU at 
your convenience. 


Yours sincerely. 


Robert Dixary 


c.c. Mr. John Forster. Chiet: CSEC 
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Memorandum of Understanding between 
Communications Security Establishment (CSE) and 


Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) 


PART I — BACKGROUND 


This document will cover the agreement between the Communications Security Establishment 


(CSE) and Natural Resources Canada (referred to as the "Partner Department"), for cyber 


defence services on NRCan controlled assets. 


The Partner Department has requested in writing that CSE conduct cyber defence activities to 


help protect the Partner Department computer systems; 


CSE has the legislative mandate to provide advice, guidance and services to help ensure the 


protection of electronic information and of information infrastructures of importance to the 


Government of Canada; 


The Partner Department is authorized under the Financial Administration Act to take 


reasonable measures to manage or protect the computer systems and networks under its 


control and supervision, and has the authority under the Privacy Act to disclose to CSE personal 


information for the purposes mentioned in this MoU; 


A Ministerial Authorization issued pursuant to the National Defence Act (NDA) authorizes CSE 


to conduct cyber defence operations that may involve the interception of private 


communications, for the sole purpose of protecting the computer systems or networks of the 


Government of Canada from mischief, unauthorized use or interference. 


PART II — CYBER DEFENCE OPERATIONS TERMS AND CONDITIONS 


CSE and the Partner Department agree as follows: 


1. Purpose 


The purpose of this MoU is to set out the terms and conditions under which CSE's cyber 


defence activities will be conducted. Subject to operational capacity, the Parties will 


provide the support necessary to carry out cyber defence operations. CSE's cyber 


defence activities augment the Partner Department's baseline security requirements 


and responsibilities. 
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2. Fees and Expenses 


Each Party will be responsible for its own fees and expenses during the conduct of cyber 


defence activities. 


3. External Review 


CSE activities are subject to review by the CSE Commissioner, the Information 


Commissioner, the Privacy Commissioner, and the Auditor General. Interviews or 


documentation may be requested as part of a review; CSE and the Partner Department 


will cooperate fully with any such requests. 


4. Control of Cyber Defence Data (Data)1


Data obtained by CSE from the Partner Department during cyber defence activities will 


be considered to be under the control of CSE only if it is identified as being relevant to 


CSE's mandate as stated in the NDA paragraph 273.64(1) (b), and in the case of private 


communications, essential to use and retain for the purpose of identifying, isolating or 


preventing harm to GC computer systems or networks (as required by paragraph 


273.65(4) (d) of the NDA). Any data not deemed relevant or essential will be deleted in 


accordance with CSE policy. 


CSE may share data that has come under its control (as described above) with domestic 


and international partners involved in cyber security (both public and private sectors), 


for the purpose of understanding and mitigating threats. At all times, CSE will maintain 


the anonymity of the Partner department. 


5. Data and Information Handling 


(1) The Partner Department will ensure that any classified or protected information 


provided to CSE in order to support cyber defence operations (for example, network 


diagrams) is clearly marked appropriately. 


(2) CSE's Classified or Protected Information 


'Cyber Defence Data (Data) consists of systems activity such as files, processes and network 


connections. 
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a. CSE will ensure that any classified or protected information disclosed to the 


Partner Department pursuant to this MoU is clearly and appropriately 


marked as such. The Partner Department will handle such information in 


accordance with departmental security standards and handling instructions 


from CSE. 


b. All cyber defence data obtained from the Partner Department that has not 


come under the control of CSE will be considered Unclassified, but 


safeguarded in accordance with CSE policy. 


Access to cyber defence data obtained from the Partner Department and other 


information obtained by CSE from or about the Partner Department during cyber 
defence operations is limited and controlled according to CSE policies. 


6. Personal Information and Privacy of Canadians 


CSE will handle personal information under its control in accordance with the Privacy 
Act. As required by paragraph 273.64(2)(b) of the NDA and as established in CSE 


policies, CSE will have measures in place to protect the privacy of Canadians. 


7. Interception of Private Communications 


It is understood that for CSE to conduct cyber defence operations which may involve the 
interception of private communications, CSE requires a Ministerial Authorization from 


the Minister of National Defence, pursuant to subsection 273.65 (3) of the NDA. CSE will 


only intercept private communications for the sole purpose of protecting the 


Government of Canada's computer systems or networks from mischief, unauthorized 


use or interference. 


If at any point during the term of this MoU no applicable MA is in force, CSE will inform 


the Partner Department of the situation, and will not carry out cyber defence operations 


that may intercept private communications until such time as a new MA is in place. 


8. Information Indicating Criminal Activity 


In the unlikely event that any member of CSE encounters indications of a Criminal Code 
offence (unrelated to a cyber threat) on the Partner Department's computer systems, 
the incident and the data will be brought to the attention of the Partner Department 


management. If the Partner Department attempts to locate this data on their networks 
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and systems, and is unable to find it, CSE can provide the data to the Partner 


Department if it is available. The Partner Department shall have responsibility with 


respect to follow-on action and notification of the appropriate authorities. 


9. Term of this MoU 


This MoU comes into effect on the day it is signed by the Parties and will remain in 
effect until either Party rescinds this MoU. 


This MoU may be modified in writing at any time with the written consent of both 


Parties, represented by persons holding positions noted below. 


Either Party may terminate or suspend services at any time, upon providing signed, 


written notice. 


Within of the termination of this MoU, CSE will provide confirmation in 


writing that all data in the Partner Department repository has been destroyed in 


accordance with CSE policy. 


Such notice may be delivered by hand, by regular mail, or by courier. A notice shall be 


deemed to have been received on the day of its delivery if delivered by hand, on the 


fifth (5th) business day after mailing if sent by regular mail, and on the date of delivery if 


sent by courier. 


Notices shall be addressed to persons holding the following positions: 


Director, Director, Security & Emergency 


Cyber Defence Operations Management and Intelligence Division, 


Communications Security Establishment Departmental Security Officer, 


P.O. Box 9703 Terminal Natural Resources Canada 


Ottawa, Ontario 580 Booth Street 


K1G 3Z4 Ottawa, ON 


K1A 0E4 
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For the COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY ESTABLISHMENT: 


7 


ott Jon5 Date 


Directofteneral, Cyber Defence 


For NATURAL RESOURCES ADA: 7AN


1


Pierre Ferland 


Chief Information Officer / Director General 


Chief Information Office and Security Branch 


Natural Resources Canada 
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Minister 
of National Defence 


CONFIDENTIAL 
Ministre 
de la Defense nationale 


Ottawa, Canada K1A OK2 


The Honourable Robert Decary 
Communications Security Establishment Commissioner 
90 Sparks Street, Suite 730 
P.O. Box 1984, Station B 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1P 5B4 


Dear Commissioner Decary: 


I am writing to respond to your 28 March 2013 letter reporting the results of your review 
of the 2010-2011 and 2011-2012 activities conducted by the Communications Security 
Establishment Canada (CSEC) under foreign signals intelligence ministerial 
authorizations (SIGINT MAs). 


I am pleased to note that your review found that CSEC's activities conducted under 
SIGINT MAs were authorized and that sufficient measures were in place to protect the 
privacy of Canadians. I am also pleased to note that you viewed the changes made by 
CSEC to its operational policies, practices and reporting, as positive measures to 
enhance the protection of the privacy of Canadians. 


Thank you for advising me of the results of this review. 


Sincerely, 


The Honourable P acKay, P.C., M.P. 
Minister of National fence 


cc: John Forster, Chief, Communications Security Establishment Canada 
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MINISTERIAL AUTHORIZATION 


COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY ESTABLISHMENT 
COLLECTION ACTIVITIES 


1. In the exercise of the power conferred on me by the National Defence Act, I have 
read the submission of John Forster, Chief, Communications Security 
Establislunent ("the submission"), and I am satisfied that the conditions 
enunciated in subsection 273.65(2) of the National Defence Act have been met. 


2. 1 therefore authorize CSE to en a e in forei intelligence collection activities 
described a: that risk the interception of 
private communications. 


3. As required by the National Defence Act: 


a) This Ministerial Authorization authorizes CSE to intercept private 
communications for the sole purpose of obtaining foreign intelligence. 


b) Activities carried out pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization shall be 
directed at foreign entities located outside Canada. 


c) Activities carried out pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization shalt be 
subject, as a minimum, to measures to protect the privacy of Canadians, 
contained in the following operational policies and other operational policies 
referred to therein: 


(i) OPS 1 "Protecting the Privacy of Canadians and Ensuring Legal 
Compliance in the Conduct of CSEC Activities"; and 


(ii) OPS 3-1 — "Procedures fin. Activities". 


c) For the purposes of paragraph 273.65(2)(d) of the National Defence Act, a 
private communication intercepted pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization 
shall be considered essential to international affairs, defence or security, and 
used or retained only if it contains information that is clearly related to the 
intelligence priorities of the Government of Canada. 


Canada 
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4. Pursuant to subsection 273.65(5) of the National Defence Act, I consider it 
advisable, for the protection of the privacy of Canadians, that the following 
additional measures apply to the interception of private communications carried 
out in accordance with this Ministerial Authorization: 


a) The activities carried out pursuant to this Ministerial. Authorization shall be in 
strict compliance with the current versions of the Ministerial Directives 
"Privac of Canadians", "Accountability Framework", 


and "Collection and Use of Metadata". 


b) In cases where an analyst recognizes a communication directly related to the 
seeking, formulating or giving of legal advice between a client and a person 
authorized to practice as a lawyer or a notary in the province of Quebec or as a 
barrister or solicitor in any territory or other province of Canada, or any 
person employed in the office of such a lawyer, notary, banister or solicitor 
("solicitor-client communication"): 


(i) the analyst shall annotate that communication for destruction unless the 
analyst believes it may contain foreign intelligence; 


(ii) if the analyst believes that a solicitor-client communication may contain 
foreign intelligence, then the analyst shall annotate that communication 
for retention and forthwith bring the communication to the attention of 
his/her director (via the reporting chain); 


(iii) the director shall forthwith obtain legal advice from the Department of 
Justice, CSE Directorate of Legal Services, on whether the continued 
retention or use of the solicitor-client communication would be in 
conformity with the laws of Canada, and not bring the administration of 
justice into disrepute; and 


(iv) where legal advice has been obtained that the continued retention or use 
of a solicitor-client communication containing foreign intelligence 
would be in conformity with the laws of Canada, and not bring the 
administration of justice into disrepute, the Communications Security 
Establishment may only use or retain the information derived from the 
solicitor-client communication in conformity with the legal advice 
received. 


c) The Communications Security Establishment shall record the following 
information, and shall send the report to me within four (4) months following 
the expiration of this Ministerial Authorization, or at any time upon =pest: 


(i) the number of recognized private communications intercepted pursuant 
to this Ministerial Authorization that are used or retained on the basis 
that they are essential to international affairs, defence or security; 
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(ii) the number of recognized solicitor-client communications intercepted 
pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization, that are used or retained on 
the basis that they are essential to international affairs, defence or 
security and in conformity with the legal advice received; 


(iii) the number of intelligence reports produced from the information 
derived from private communications intercepted pursuant to this 
Ministerial Authorization; and 


(iv) the foreign intelligence value of these reports, as they relate to 
international affairs, defence or security. 


5. The Communications Security Establishment shall report to me when any serious 
issue arises in the implementation of this Ministerial Authorization, such as a 
sustained substantial decrease in the value of this source of foreign intelligence, or 
any sustained major increase in the number of recognized private communications 
or solicitor-client communications intercepted pursuant to this Ministerial 
Authorization. 


6. Pursuant to section 273.63 and subsection 273.65(8) of the National Defence Act 
the Commissioner of the Communications Security Establishment is charged with 
the review of activities carried out under this Ministerial Authorization to ensure 
that they are in compliance with the law and authorized, and the Communications 
Security Establishment shall support and assist the Commissioner in carrying out 
such reviews. 


7. This Ministerial Authorization shall have effect for one year, from 1 December 
2012 to 30 November 2013. 


Dated at (14"/ f l - this -tday of  i1j aN1 2012. 


The Honourable Peter Kay, P.C., M.P. 
Minister of National D ce 
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Communications Security 
Establishment Commissioner 


The Honourable Robert Decary, Q.C. 


The Honourable Peter MacKay, P.C., M.P. 
Minister of National Defence 
101 Colonel By Drive 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1A OK2 


Dear Mr. MacKay: 


Commissaire du Centre de la 
securite des telecommunications 


L'honorable Robert Decary, c.r. 


SECRET // CEO 


Our File # 2200-76 


March 18, 2013 


The purpose of this letter is to provide you with the results of my annual review of 
a sample of Communications Security Establishment Canada's (CSEC) disclosures of 
Canadian identity information (CII) to Government of Canada (GC) clients. It was 
undertaken under my general authority as articulated in Part V.1, paragraph 273.63(2)(a) 
of the National Defence Act (NDA). 


Based on my assessment of the information reviewed and the interviews conducted, 
CSEC's disclosure activities were conducted in compliance with the law. Operational 
policies and procedures are in place and provide sufficient direction to CSEC employees 
respecting the protection of the privacy of Canadians. CSEC employees were knowledgeable 
about, and acted in accordance with, the policies and procedures. 


CII may be included in CSEC's signals intelligence reports if it is required to 
understand or exploit the foreign intelligence. However, with some limited exceptions which 
are stated in CSEC policy, any information that identifies a Canadian must be suppressed in 
the reports — that is, replaced by a generic reference such as "a named Canadian". When 
receiving a subsequent request for disclosure of the details of the suppressed information, 
CSEC must verify that the requesting client has both the authority and operational 
justification for obtaining that CIL Only then may CSEC provide the CII. 


P.O. Box/C.P. 1984, Station "B"/Succursale «B. 
Ottawa, Canada 


KIP 5R5 
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Last year, CSEC faced a backlog in processing a record number of requests for the 
disclosure of suppressed CII contained in foreign signals intelligence reports. To reduce 
the impact on CSEC operations, the sample of disclosures selected for review was limited 
to nine months; the review covered the period of October 1, 2011, to June 30, 2012. 


During the period under review, CSEC approved 1113 requests from GC clients 
for the disclosure of CII. CSEC denied six requests during that time. The review 
encompassed a sample of 223 requests from all of the nine GC clients that were provided 
with CII, which represents 20 per cent of the total number of requests. The 223 requests 
resulted in-separate disclosures of CII by CSEC. My officials examined the disclosure 
request forms used to document the clients' authority and justification for obtaining the 
CII, the associated foreign signals intelligence reports and the disclosures of CII. 


My review did not result in any recommendations. The section responsible for 
processing the disclosure requests conducted its activities in a thorough manner. All of the 
requests reviewed were authorized, justified and well-documented. 


It is a positive development that, in 2012, CSEC started using a new on-line 
secure system to process requests for and disclosures of CII. This responds to a 
recommendation made by former Commissioner Cory in his report on Regular Privacy 
Reviews (2010). CSEC provided my employees with a demonstration of the system. It is 
currently in use with three principal GC clients and, starting in the coming fiscal year, 
CSEC intends to extend its use to other GC clients as well as to its second party partners 
in the U.S., U.K., Australia and New Zealand. According to CSEC, the system has 
improved the timeliness of responses and resulted in better service to its clients. It 
enhances accountability by improving the tracking and retrieval of requests for and 
disclosures of CII. It also contains a number of features to protect the privacy of 
Canadians, e.g., the system is rules-based and automatically adds caveats to information 
exchanges. In addition, CSEC has committed to updating associated procedures when the 
system is used by all of its clients. 


Should there be an instance of non-compliance while CSEC discloses CII, the 
potential impact on the privacy of Canadians could be significant. For this reason, annual 
reviews of a sample of disclosures will continue. Next year's sample will include the 
remaining three months excluded from this year, a detailed examination of the use of the 
new system, as well as a sample of disclosures of CII to CSEC's second party partners. 


CSEC officials were provided an opportunity to review and comment on the 
results of the review, for factual accuracy, prior to finalizing this letter. 
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If you have any questions or comments, i will be pleased to discuss them with you 
at your convenience. 


Yours sincerely, 


Robed.. Decary 


C,c, Mr: John Forster Chicf, CSEC 
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Minister 
of National Defence 


SECRET;iSIfiCEO 


Ministre 
de la Defense nationale 


Ottawa. Canada K1A 0K2 


CERRID # 1088863 


MINISTERIAL AUTHORIZATION 


COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY ESTABLISHMENT 
CYBER DEFENCE ACTIVITIES 


In the matter of subsection 273.65(3) of the National Defence Act: 


In the exercise of the power conferred on me, I have read the submission of John 
Forster, Chief', Communications Security Establishment (CSE), and I am satisfied 
that the conditions enunciated in subsection 273.65(4) of the National Defence 
Act have been met. 


I therefore authorize CSE to engage in cyber defence activities on computer 
systems and networks of the Government of Canada that risk the interception of 
private communications where the sole purpose of those activities is to protect 
those computer systems and networks from mischief, unauthorized use or 
interference. 


3. As required by the National Defence Act: 


a) This Ministerial Authorization authorizes CSE to intercept private 
communications to the extent necessary to identify, isolate or prevent harm to 
Government of Canada computer systems and networks. 


b) Activities carried out pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization shall be 
subject, as a minimum, to measures to protect the privacy of Canadians, 
contained in the following operational policies and other operational policies 
referred to therein: 


(i) OPS-1 "Protecting the Privacy of Canadians and Ensuring Legal 
Compliance in the Conduct of CSEC Activities"; and 


(ii) OPS-1-14 — "Operational Procedures for Cyber Defence Operations 
Conducted under Ministerial Authorization". 


c) For the purpose of paragraph 273.65(4)(d) of the National Defimice Act, a 
private communication intercepted pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization 
shall only be used or retained if it is essential to identify, isolate or prevent 
harm to Government of Canada computer systems or networks. 
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4. Prior to engaging in activities associated with this authorization, CSE shall inform 
me of the receipt of any new "Letter of Request" signed by an appropriate 
individual acting on behalf of the requesting federal institution. 


5. Any private communications copied but not used or retained by CSE under the 
authority of this Ministerial Authorization may be held for a period of up to 
twelve months from the date that private communication was copied. 


6. After expiration of this Ministerial Authorization or at any time upon request, 
CSE shall provide me with a report that specifies, on a per federal institution 
basis, the number of private communications used or retained that, pursuant to 
this Ministerial Authorization, contained information that was essential to 
identify, isolate or prevent harm to Government of Canada computer systems or 
networks. 


7. Pursuant to subsection 273.65(5) of the National Defence Act, I consider it 
advisable, for the protection of the privacy of Canadians, that the following 
additional measure apply to the interception of private communications carried 
out in accordance with this Ministerial Authorization: 


a) The activities carried out pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization shall be in 
strict compliance with the current versions of the Ministerial Directives 
"Privacy of Canadians" and "Accountability Framework". 


8. Pursuant to section 273.63 and subsection 273.65(8) of the National Defence Act. 
the Commissioner of CSE is charged with the review of activities carried out 
under this Ministerial Authorization to ensure they arc in compliance with the law 
and authorized, and the Establishment shall support and assist the Commissioner 
in carrying out such reviews. 


9. This Ministerial Authorization shall have effect for one year, from 1 December 
2012 to 30 November 2013. 


Dated at  69464 -1 0-kt  , this day of Q6kAmtiAt 2012.


o 


The lionourablettferViC ay, P 
Minister of National Def ce 


.P. 
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Communications Security 
Establishment Commissioner 


She Hcnourabke Ponds°. Cray, C.C.. C.D. 


The Honourable Peter G. MacKay, PC, MP 
Minister of Notional Defence 
101 Cotenet By Drive 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1A 0K2 


❑ear Mr. MacKay: 


Commissaire du Centre do la 
steatite des telecommunications 


Likannzable Pater &C. Cary, C.C„ C.D. 


TOP SECRET/COMINTfCE0 


16 February 2010 


CSE ICST 
Cblers Office l Burr e de cher 


r,E6 1 8 ZMO 


cam -t. -6coirt6 
Filet flossier 


In November 20011 this office forwarded to you a report on the review of CSEC's 
Disclosure of Information about Canadians to Government of Canada Clients. During that 
review it was suggested. by CSEC, that monthly reviews could be conducted of the release of 
Canadian identity information that has been suppressed and replaced with a generic reference 
such as "a maned Canadian". in end-product reports. After discussion, and given the importance 
of safeguarding the privacy of Canadians, particularly in the coarse of releasing Canadian identity 
information, this office agreed with the suggestion and proceeded with monthly reviews of all 
disclosures of information about Canadians to Government or Canada clients, beginning with 
January 2009. After two months, CSEC informed my office that the workload was more than 
they anticipated and it was agreed to re-assess the frequency after the first six months. 


The purpose of this letter is to advise you of the results of the review by my office of the 
Communications Security Establishment Canada`s (CSEC) activities related to the disclosure of 
information about Canadians to Government of Canada clients during the period January to June 
2009. This review was carried out under the authority of my predecessor, the late Hon. Charles 
Gonthier, as articulated in Part V.1, paragraph 27343(20) of the National Deft= Act (NM). 


The objectives of the review were to examine, on a monthly basis: the disclosures of 
information about Canadians to Government of Canada clients under CSEC's foreign intelligence 
mandate to ensure that they were in compliance with the law; and that measures were in place to 
protect the privacy of Canadians and to determine the extent to which those measures were 
applied in the use and disclosure of that information. 


P C. 13ax/C.P. 19II3. 'WISucturszan .e. 
Otirwo. Conan 


KIP 5115 
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It is CSEC's practice to count each release request form processed as one release, even 
though the form may contain► more than one Canadian identity or more than one piece of identity 
information about a Canadian. We believe that in the context of protecting privacy, it is 
important to know how many individual identities are being released and to ensure there is 
accuracy and consistency in that reporting. To that end, in conducting this review, we requested, 
were provided with and reported the total number of Identities released on each request form. We 
note that while CSEC does not as a manes of course compile statistics like this, it is consistent 
with the manner CSEC has reported disclosures in the Chiefs 2008 and 2009 Annual Repeats to 
the Minister. 


Based upon the information reviewed and the interviews conducted, the findings related to 
CSEC's disclosure activities during the period January Ito June 30, 2009, are that: 


■ activities were conducted in compliance with the law; 
• activities were conducted in accordance with the MAs, Ms and any additional 


conditions imposed by the Minister, 
▪ CSEC personnel are knowledgeable about, and acted in accordance with, CSEC's 


policies and procedures, and management monitoring is ongoing. 


However, with respect to accounting for the actual numbers of Canadian identity 
Information being released, the following recommendations have been made: 


Recommendation 1: 


That CSEC amend Operational Policy OPS-1-1 and all associated sectional operating 
instructions to include consistent directions or standards for the accounting and tracking 
of client request forms and the release to clients of each piece of Canadian identity 
information. 


Recommendation 2: 


That CSEC give priority to the dee►elopment of the automated tools necessary to enable it 
to accurately and consistently account for and report on the release of all Canadian► 
identity information. 


The enclosed review report contains detailed information on these em endations as 
well as related issues. 
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As is the practice of this (ace, officials at MC have been provided an opportunity to 
review and comment on the factual accuracy of this report, prior to finalizing and forwarding it to 
you. 


Please let me know if you hove any questions or comments. 


Yours sincerely, 


_2 • I.. 


Peter deC Co 


Enclosure 


c.c. Mr. John Adams, Chief, CSEC 
Ms. Marie-Lucie Morin, National Security Advisor, PCO 
Mr. Robert Fonbcrg, Deputy Minister, National Defence 
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REGULAR PRIVACY REVIEWS 


16 February 2010 
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I. AUTHORITIES 


This report was prepared on behalf of the Communications Security Establishment 
Commissioner under his authority as articulated in Part V.1, paragraph 273,63(2)(a) of 
the National Defence Ad ODA). 


II. INTRODUCTION 


In November 2008 this office completed a review of CSEC's Disclosure of Information 
about Canadians to Government of Canada Clients. During this review it was 
suggested, by CSEC, that monthly reviews could be conducted of the release of Canadian 
identity information that has been suppressed in end-product reports. After discussion. 
and given the importance of safeguarding the privacy of Canadians, particularly in the 
course of releasing Canadian identity information (CH), we agreed with the suggestion 
and proceeded with monthly reviews of all disclosures of information about Canadians to 
Government of Canada clients, beginning with January 2009. When we had completed 
the first two months, CSEC informed us that the workload was more than they anticipated 
and we agreed to re-access the frequency after the first six months. 


HI. OBJECTIVES 


The objectives of these monthly reviews, as per paragraph 273.63(2) (a) of the National 
Defence Act (NDA), were to examine, on a monthly basis: the disclosures of information 
about Canadians to Government of Canada clients under CSEC's foreign intelligence 
mandate to ensure that they were in compliance with the law; and that measures were in 
place to protect the privacy of Canadians and to determine the extent to which those 
measures were applied in the use and disclosure of that information. 


IV. SCOPE 


This review examined disclosures of information about Canadians to Government of Canada 
clients during the period January I to June 30, 2009, on a monthly basis. As with the review 
of disclosures completed in November 2008, we wished to determine: 


i) the amount of information about Canadians that was included in SIGINT (signals 
intelligence) reporting by CSEC and Second Parties; 
ii) the number of requests for release of identities from Government of Canada 
clients; and 
iii) CSEC's compliance with the law and air authorities, policies and procedures in 
the release of that information. 
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In addition we wanted to ascertain the number of identity releases within each month, the 
number of identity releases broken down by specific Government of Canada clients and the 
end-product reports involved. We also looked at the CSEC Privacy Incident Pile to identify 
any privacy incidents that related to identity releases in the period being reviewed, how these 
incidents were handled and any policy deficiencies which may have allowed the incidents to 
occur. Finally, we assessed how the disclosure of information about Canadians is processed, 
monitored. and managed. 


V. CRITERIA, 


A) Legal Requirements 


The Commissioner expected that CSEC would conduct its activities in a manner that was 
in accordance with the NDA, the Charter of Rights a►td Freedoms, the Privacy Act, the 
Criminal Code, and Justice Canada advice. 


B) Ministerial Requirements 


The Commissioner expected that CSEC would conduct its activities in a manner that was 
in accordance with all applicable ministerial authorizations (MAs) and ministerial 
directives (MDs), and any conditions imposed by the Minister of National Defence, 
particularly with respect to protecting the privacy of Canadians. 


C) Policies and Procedures 


The Cornniissioner expected that CSEC would have: 


i) appropriate policies and procedures that guide the disclosure of information about 
Canadians and that contain measures to protect the privacy of Canadians; 


ii) personnel who were aware o1 and complied with the policies and procedures; and 


iii) the means to determine if the activities had been conducted in a manner consistent 
with the policies and procedures. 


VI. METHODOLOGY 


The Commissioner's office met with CSEC representatives prior to the commencement 
of the monthly reviews. It was agreed that CSEC would have an eight week period for 
the management review of each month's releases and would provide the release forms at 
the beginning of each month, starting in April for January releases. Any privacy 
incidents which occurred or were handled during each month of review were also 
provided at the beginning of each month. 
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We conducted interviews with the manager of CSEC's Operational Policy section and 
provided written questions and requests for clarification on some matters throughout the 
process. We also requested and received a demonstration of how policy analysts process 
a request for the disclosure of personal information about Canadians. At the end of the 
six month period, we selected two ofthe six months to verify directly in the CSEC 
systems used by Operational Policy section that the material we were provided was 
consistent with the disclosure and release data held in the systems. 


It should be noted that the comprehensive review of the Disclosure qf information abut?! 
Canadians to Government of Canada Clients, completed in November 2008 concluded that 
all criteria, A.  and C, were met by CSEC. Taking the positive result into consideration, 
along with the importance of protecting privacy in the identity disclosure requests, we 
determined that the focus of these monthly reviews would be on the awareness of policies 
and procedures by personnel and how they implemented those policies and procedures. 


VII. FINDINGS AND RECOIVINIENDATIOT•iS 


Disclosures 


When end product reports are produced by CSEC. any information that may reveal the 
identity of a Canadian or allied person or entity is replaced with a generic reference such 
as "a named Canadian". This is referred to as suppressed information. CSEC clients who 
can show they have the authority end need to know the suppressed information may 
submit a form requesting disclosure. 


Policy analysts from CSEC's Operational Policy section are responsible for receiving all 
requests for the release of suppressed information contained in CSEC or Second Party 
end-product reporting, and for releasing identity information to clients. They assess each 
request, and if the form is complete and the justification is within the requesting agency's 
authorized mandate, the analyst will provide the information requested; if it is incomplete 
or the justification does not meet the requesting agency's mandate, the form will be 
returned to the requester, who will be asked to provide further information or informed 
that the request has been denied. 


The Manager, Operational Policy, who has held that position for close to two years, 
reviews all releases of suppressed information on a monthly basis and to date has never 
reviewed or encountered an inappropriate release, 
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Finding 1: 


Based on our interviews and review of all documentation associated with the 
releases made during the period under review we found that the Operational 
Policy section consistently applied the policies and procedures related to this 
function. 


Procedure for Second Party Reports 


If a Canadian identity is suppressed in a Second Party report, CSEC must ask the Second 
Party for the information so CSEC can release it. CSEC does not need to justify the 
request to the Second Party because the suppressed information relates to a Canadian 
national and it is understood that the Second Party will automatically honour the request. 
Once CSEC receives the identit information, it inputs it into CSEC's SIGINT report 
database, known as n a restricted access compartment, Consequently. 
CSEC may provide the information to other clients requesting it without having to go 
back to the Second Party_ 


Accounting For and Tracking the Release of Canadian Identity Information 


From January to June 2009 CSEC processed 378 requests from Government of Canada 
clients for release of suppressed information contained in end-product reports. It is 
CSEC's practice to count each form processed as one release even though the form may 
contain more than one suppressed Canadian identity or piece of information about a 
Canadian. We were advised during the November 2008 review Disclosure of 
Information about Canadians to Government of Canada Clients that: 


"A metric on the number of Canadian identifiers released monthly was developed 
a number of years ago for inclusion in the Former Chief's dashboard (now 
defunct) as a measure of - actionable intelligence". It was not informative since it 
was not contextualized (number of identities requested based on how many 
reports issued; did net account for the same identities from the same reports 
released to different GC (Government of Canada) clients or the same identities 
from different reports released to the same or to different GC clients); it was 
skewed (a release of which is rare but not atypical, from one 
report would greatly inflate the figures); and it was not representative of how well 
CSEC applied measures to protect the privacy of Canadians in the release of 
Canadian identity information (which is the bottom line when it comes to identity 
releases)." 


We believe as previously stated in this report that the analysts and the Manager of the 
Operational Policy section are very cognizant of and apply the operational policies and 
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procedures, as they exist, in a manner consistent with those policies and procedures. 
However we noted that CSEC procedures contained in OPS-1-1, Procedures for the 
Release of ,.cuppressed Information from SIG INT Reports, as well as the sectional 
working aids or operating procedures created by the Operational Policy section do not 
include specific directions or standards for the accounting or tracking of client request 
forms or the release of Canadian identity information to clients_ OPS-1- l simply states 
all request forms must be retained. 


Recommendation 1: 


That CSEC amend Operational Policy OPS-l-I and all associated sectional 
operating instructions to include specific directions or standards to ensure the 
consistent accounting, tracking and reporting of client request forms and the 
release to clients of each piece of Canadian identity information. 


In the context of protecting privacy, it is important to know how many identities are 
being released. Therefore, in this review report. we are reporting the total number of 
identities released on each request form, and have also tabulated the number of end 
product reports that generated those identities and the source of the reporting (See Annex 
I attached to this report). We found there had been individual identities or pieces of 
information about Canadians released in the six month period reviewed. These pieces of 
identity information can be for example, names. telephone numbers, email addresses, 1P 
addresses, or corporate names. Reporting the actual number of identities released rather 
than the number of requests, each of which can contain multiple identities, is a more 
accurate reflection of the amount of information about Canadians that is being released. 


We noted that in the Annex of the Cltief s Annual Report to the lkifinl,ster ofNational 
Defence, December 2008, under "Special Reports", CSEC began to include these 
"individual" statistics showing the release of pieces of Canadian identity 
information stemming from over Canadian and allied foreign intelligence reports 
during the 2007-08 fiscal year covered by the report. This method of reporting was also 
used in the current 2009 report recently issued by the Chief. As previously mentioned 
CSEC has stated that accounting for individual identity releases was not informative as 
there was MO context (number of identities released based on number of reports issued). 
It has now given this context within the current and previous Annual Reports. However 
the number of identities released is set in relation to the total number of CSEC and allied 
reports issued during the reporting period. We question the use of the total number of 
reports rather than putting that large number in relation to the number of reports that were 
actually subject to identity release requests, which would give a yet more accurate 
context. 


As noted above, in conducting our reviews we have equated the number of individual 
pieces of identity information and/or Canadian identities released to the actual number of 
end product reports they are contained in, a significantly lower number than the total 
CSEC and allied reporting annually. Annex 1 of this report indicates that in the 6 month 
period covered by this review we calculated that the individual pieces of Canadian 
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identity information released stemmed fromM end product reports (produced by NSA, 
CSEC, DSD and GCHQ) which generated 378 request forms from 12 departments and 
agencies. 


In addition we inquired as to how CSEC compiles the individual statistics for the 
purposes of the Annual Report to the Minister of National Defence, We were advised 
that the Operational Policy Section retrieves all the forms retained for that period and 
manually counts the individual releases on each form to arrive at the number reported in 
the Annual Report. Although the Operational Policy section maintains a database 
containing all requests made by clients for the release of Canadian identity information, it 
is our understanding that this system does not have the capacity to automatically log all 
data related to a release, such as the number of individual Canadian identities released or 
the. number of reports associated with those releases. The manner in which they tabulate 
the information at the end of the year for the purposes of CSEC's Annual Report would 
no doubt be labour-intensive. 


We have been advised that CSEC has approved the development of an automated system 
for the Operational Policy section; we also expect it, will be capable of capturing all data 
related to the request and release of Canadian identity information. In light of what we 
believe to be the importance of being able to determine, at any given time, the quantity of 
Canadian identity information that is being disseminated to Government of Canada 
clients, it is important, for the consistency of reporting, that CSEC give priority to the 
development of such a system to ensure the Operational Policy section can track and 
analyse all data associated with the requests and releases. By knowing what and how 
much has been released to whom, CSEC will strengthen its ability to safeguard the 
privacy of Canadians. 


Recommendation 2: 


That CSEC give priority to the development of the automated tools necessary to 
enable it to accurately and consistently account for and report on the release of all 
Canadian identity information. 


As previously mentioned the Operational Policy section of CSEC is very organized, 
thorough and knowledgeable about the policies and procedures which govern CSEC's 
release of this information. During the course of the review we posed numerous 
questions related to the releases we were reviewing and were provided with satisfactory 
answers. 


Finding 2: 


We found in our interviews that not only were staff knowledgeable and applied 
policy appropriately, but that the manager of Operational Policy actively monitors 
all releases being made. This is consistent with findings in the previous in-depth 
review of Disclosure of nformation about Canadians to Government of Canada 
Clients 
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Privacy Incidents 


Although Privacy Incidents may occur in relation to other CSEC operational activities, 
for the purpose of this review we only analysed those incidents which occurred as a result 
of information about Canadians not being suppressed in either CSEC or second party 
reports. In the eases we reviewed, the disclosures were assessed to be inadvertent acts. 
When discovered, the disclosure is assessed and dealt with in a manner deemed 
appropriate for each occurrence. The Corporate and Operational Policy section of CSEC 
maintains and controls access to the central privacy incident reporting file. We were 
advised that an incident is only entered into the file once corrective measures have been 
taken. 


There were Mprivacy incidents reported for the period of review. All incidents related 
to Second Party end-product reporting where Canadian identities or information were not 
suppressed. In addition there were some minor procedural errors within CSEC for which 
the Operational Policy section took appropriate remedial action. 


In these cases, it was explained that sometimes a Second Party is unaware that the entities 
included in the report are Canadian and are therefore included in an un-suppressed form_ 
When this is identified by a recipient or the Operational Policy section, the Second Party 
is advised of the error and usually the reports and any attachments arc cancelled and re-
issued with the proper suppression of information. Notice is sent to all recipients of the 
reports to delete or destroy the original report they received. Generally the reason given 
is that there were reporting errors so as not to draw any undo attention to the situation. 
However, in some instances, as was the case in one incident we reviewed where 
Canadians were named in Mold SIO1NT reports, it was determined that as the reports 
were issued in 2007, canceling and re-issuing them would draw unnecessary attention to 
the individuals. The Operational Policy section advised the Second Party in this instance 
that any future reporting should ensure the names are suppressed, and in order to 
minimize the damage caused by identifying the entities, analysts must not enumerate in 
reports or point in footnotes to the earlier reporting where the identity had not been 
suppressed. 


We discussed this matter with the Operational Policy section, suggesting that "doing 
nothing" did not seem to be an appropriate action when the privacy of Canadians was at 
stake. After we met with the Manager of Operational Policy, we agreed that, although 
not an ideal resolution, under those sorts of circumstances any other action would only 
draw additional attention to the error and exacerbate the situation. 


We were reassured when advised that CSEC is currently amending the operational policy 
which deals with naming, OPS-1-7, SIGINT Naming Procedures, to sped fiddly address 
a process to handle occurrences of inadvertent naming in CSEC or Second Party reports, 
CSEC will also be taking into consideration Second Party policies when making 
amendments. We were also advised that under the amended policy the Director, 
Corporate and Operational Policy will decide, on a case-by-case basis, what action to 
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take. We were informed that the Director will have to consider factors such as the number 
of reports containing the unsuppressed Canadian identities, the identity of the individual 
and when the incident occurred. All decisions will be documented. 


VIII. CONCLUSION 


CSEC complies with the law, ministerial direction and policy, and is taking appropriate 
measures to ensure that the privacy of Canadians is safeguarded in respect of its release 
of Canadian identity information to Government of Canada clients. Based on our 
document review, interviews, and direct observation of CSEC's request release database, 
we found that the staff of the Operational Policy section is aware of and applies relevant 
law and policy, is professional and well-managed. 


However, to reflect more accurately the actual privacy implications, we recommend that 
CSEC ensure its policies and procedures related to this activity clearly articulate the 
directions and standards required to consistently report on the number of individual 
pieces of Canadian identity information being released. We further recommend that 
CSEC develop the automated tools necessary to enable them to accurately and 
consistently account for and report on the release of alt Canadian identity information. 


At the end of the six months, as agreed with CSEC, we re-assessed whether we would 
continue, these reviews on a monthly basis. Given the generally positive findings of this 
review, and in light also of the previous review of disclosures of Canadian identities 
(completed and forwarded to the Minister in November 2008), we are of the view that 
conducting monthly reviews of disclosures is not necessary. However, since this is an 
activity which can present a greater risk to privacy, we will instead conduct an annual 
review, based on a random sample of releases of identity information. This approach will 
continue to provide assurance that this activity remains in compliance with law and 
policy, continues to be well-managed and consistently records and reports related data. 
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ANNEX I 
STATISTICAL HIGHLIGHTS 


January to June, 2009 


Total individual Canadian 
released 


• CSIS 
• CUSA ■ idents) 
• RCMP 
• DFAIT 
• INDUSTRY 
• CSEC 
• PUBLIC SAFETY■ 


• CFIA dents)E
• CNSC idents) 
• DND 'dents) 
• PM° idents) 
• P CO 'dents) 


identities 


idents) 


dents) 
idents) 
CANADAndents) 


idents) 
idents) 


------ M 


Number of forms submitted 
• CSIS 
• CBSA 
• RCMP 
• DFAIT 
• PCO 
• Industry Canada 
• CSEC 
• Public Safety 
• CPU 
• CNSC 
• DND 
• PMO 


378 


End Product Reports by manor 
• NSA 
• DSD (Australia) 
• GCHQ 
• CSEC 


Number of Requests Declined by CSEC 


Number of Privacy Incidents 
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,iissorishh7shox


Ministerial Authorizations (MAs): Overview 


• MAs authorize CSE to undertake activities or a class of activities 
to pursue its foreign intelligence collection or information 
technology security mandates when these activities risk 
contravention of the Criminal Code provision against the 
interception of private communications 


• Without MAs in place, CSE would be in violation of the Criminal 
Code if it intercepted a private communication in the conduct of 
its mandated activities 


• It is important to note that these MAs do not authorize new or 
additional activities by CSE 


CERRID 1413490 
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SIGINT Ministerial Authorizations: 2014-2015 


CSE is requesting the approval of three SIGINT MAs which 
target foreign data and communications: 


1 Targets foreign communications 


2 tar ets forei n 
communications 
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Communications Security Centre de la securit 
Establishment Canada des tetecommun:Ca 
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ITS Ministerial Authorization: 2013-2014 


CSE is requesting the approval of one Information Technology 
Security MA: 


1. Cyber Defence Activities (CDA): Upon request from a 
client department, CSE will undertake cyber operations 
to detect threats and vulnerabilities in Government 
networks and systems and to mitigate malicious cyber 
activity directed at Government networks and systems 


CERRID 1413490 


Canada 
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Minor Changes to the 2014-2015 MAs 


• Formatting changes have been made for greater 
clarity, however only two minor changes have been 
made in terms of content: 
1. Strengthening the review process for the retention of solicitor-


client communications to require Ministerial approval 


2. CSE's notification system (to MND) regarding the deployment 
of Cyber Defence Activities, when requested by Federal 
institutions, has been improved to streamline assistance to 
federal institutions subject to cyber attacks 
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Ministerial Directives (MD): 


• Seven MDs related to CSE 
require your signature. 


— These MDs govern CSE 


These MDs are: 


1. MD on 


2. MD on 


3. MD on 


4. MD on 


5. MD on 


6. MD on 


7. MD on 
CERRID 1413490 


It is within the 
collection activities take place. 


collection activities 


ram referred to as 
program that 
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• It is recommended that you approve 


1. CSE's 2014-15 requests for new Ministerial 
Authorizations, and 


2. CSE's 2014-15 requests for new Ministerial 
Directives on 


• All Ministerial Authorizations and 
MDs must be signed by 


November 30th, 2014 or CSE will be forced to cease 
all activities enabled by these instruments. 
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Ministre 
de la Defense rationale 


Ottawa, Canada K1A 0K2 
CERRID # 1088856 


MINISTERIAL AUTHORIZATION 


COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY ESTABLISHMENT 
COLLECTION ACTIVITIES 


1. In the exercise of the power conferred on me by the National Defence Act, I have 
read the submission of John Forster, Chief, Communications Security 
Establishment (CSE), and I am satisfied that the conditions enunciated in 
subsection 273.65(2) of the National Defence Act have been met. 


2. I therefore authorize CSE, with the assistance of the Canadian Forces or other 
government departments or agencies where necessary, to interce t rivate 
communications acquired through the activity described as 
Interception for the sole purpose of obtaining foreign intelligence in accordance 
with the Government of Canada intelligence priorities. 


3. As required by the National Defence Act: 


a) Activities carried out pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization shall be 
directed at foreign entities located outside Canada. 


b) Activities carried out pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization shall be 
subject, as a minimum, to measures to protect the privacy of Canadians, 
contained in the following operational policies and other operational policies 
referred to therein: 


(i) OPS 1— "Protecting the Privacy of Canadians and Ensuring Legal 
Compliance in the Conduct of CSEC Activities"; and 


(ii) OPS 1-13 — "Operational Procedures Related to Canadian 
Collection". 


c) For the purposes of paragraph 273.65(2)(d) of the National Dgfence Act, a 
private communication intercepted pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization 
shall be considered essential to international affairs, defence or security, and 
used or retained only if it contains information that is clearly related to the 
intelligence priorities of the Government of Canada. 
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4. Pursuant to subsection 273.65(5) of the National Defence Act, I consider it 
advisable, for the protection of the privacy of Canadians, that the following 
additional measures apply to the interception of private communications carried 
out in accordance with this Ministerial Authorization: 


a) The activities carried out pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization shall be in 
strict compliance with the current versions of the Ministerial Directives 
"Privacy of Canadians", "Accountability Framework", and "Collection and 
Use of Metadata". 


b) In cases where an analyst recognizes a communication directly related to the 
seeking, formulating or giving of legal advice between a client and a person 
authorized to practice as a lawyer or a notary in the province of Quebec or as a 
barrister or solicitor in any territory or other province of Canada, or any 
person employed in the office of such a lawyer, notary, barrister or solicitor 
("solicitor-client communication"): 


(i) the analyst shall annotate that communication for destruction unless the 
analyst believes it may contain foreign intelligence; 


(ii) if the analyst believes that a solicitor-client communication may contain 
foreign intelligence, then the analyst shall annotate that communication 
for retention and forthwith bring the communication to the attention of 
his/her director (via the reporting chain); 


(iii) the director shall forthwith obtain legal advice from the Department of 
Justice, CSE Directorate of Legal Services, on whether the continued 
retention or use of the solicitor-client communication would be in 
conformity with the laws of Canada, and not bring the administration of 
justice into disrepute; and 


(iv) where legal advice has been obtained that the continued retention or use 
of a solicitor-client communication containing foreign intelligence 
would be in conformity with the laws of Canada, and not bring the 
administration of justice into disrepute, CSE may only use or retain the 
information derived from the solicitor-client communication in 
conformity with the legal advice received. 


c) To facilitate the review by the Commissioner of CSE of the statutory 
requirement that interceptions of private communications must be directed at 
foreign entities located outside Canada, CSE shall establish and maintain an 
automated directory of selectors which it is satisfied relates to foreign entities 
located outside Canada. 
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d) CSE shall record the following information, and shall send the report to me 
within four (4) months following the expiration of this Ministerial 
Authorization. or at any time upon request: 


(i) the number of recognized private communications intercepted pursuant 
to this Ministerial Authorization that are used or retained on the basis 
that they are essential to international affairs, defence or security; 


(ii) the number of recognized solicitor-client communications intercepted 
pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization, that are used or retained on 
the basis that they are essential to international affairs, defence or 
security and in conformity with the legal advice received; 


(iii) the number of intelligence reports produced from the information 
derived from private communications intercepted pursuant to this 
Ministerial Authorization; and 


(iv) the foreign intelligence value of these reports, as they relate to 
international affairs, defence or security. 


5. CSE shall report to me when any serious issue arises in the implementation of this 
Ministerial Authorization, such as a sustained substantial decrease in the value of 
this source of foreign intelligence, or any sustained major increase in the number 
of recognized private communications or solicitor-client communications 
intercepted pursuant to this Ministerial Authorization. 


6. Pursuant to section 273.63 and subsection 273.65(8) of the National Defence Act 
the Commissioner of CSE is charged with the review of activities carried out 
under this Ministerial Authorization to ensure that they are in compliance with the 
law and authorized, and CSE shall support and assist the Commissioner in 
carrying out such reviews. 


8. This Ministerial Authorization shall have effect for one year, from 1 December 
2012 to 30 November 2013. 


Dated at 
rt. 


 this 2-0  day of  eam-low.


The Honourable Peter Mac .C., M.P. 
Minister of National Defen 


2012. 
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1. Introduction 


1.1 Objective 


These instructions provide direction to CSEC and CFIOG staff regarding the content, 
presentation and technical aspects (externals) of SIGINT reports. Their purpose is to 
ensure compliance with legal and policy requirements (reporting standards) and to 
promote quality and consistency in CSEC and CFIOG reporting (guidelines). 


1.2 Authority 


This CSEC SIGINT Operations Instruction (CSOI) is issued under the authority of the 
CSEC Deputy Chief, SIGINT. 


1.3 Supersession 


This document supersedes OPS-5-2, SIGINT Reporting Procedures. 


1.4 References 


• OPS-1, Protecting the Privacy of Canadians and Ensuring Legal Compliance in the 
Conduct of CSEC Activities 


• OPS-1-7, Operational Procedures for Naming in SIGINT Reports 
• OPS-1-11, Retention Schedules for SIGINT Data 
• OPS-5-3, Write-to-Release Procedures 


1.5 Standards versus guidelines 


As suggested in section 1.1, this document contains two types of reporting instructions: 
guidelines and standards. 


Guidelines represent best practice in SIGINT report-writing style. Use them intelligently, 
balancing them against your own knowledge of the subjects you report on and of the 
various users of your reports. Deviate from them if there is compelling reason to do so. 


Standards are instructions that must be followed. Here are a few examples: 


• Reports must have the correct protective markings (classification, control system 
markings and dissemination control markings). 


• Politically sensitive reports must be sent to the appropriate addressees. 
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• Reports must safeguard information that could be used to identify Canadian or 
Second Party individuals, corporations or organizations, in accordance with OPS-1-7. 


• The information in reports must be accurate. 


1.6 Application 


This CSOI applies to all CSEC and CFIOG staff engaged in authoring, editing, reviewing 
or releasing SIGINT reports. 


SIGINT reports include, but are not limited to, the following types of reports: 


• 


• 


COMINT reports 
Cryptologic Information Reports (CIRs) 
ELINT reports 
FISINT reports 


IRRELEVANT 
I&W GIST reports 
SIGINT Assessment reports 
SIGINT Summary reports 
SIGINT Support Element (SSE) reports 
Synopsis reports 
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1.7 Accountability 


This table outlines responsibilities with respect to these instructions. 


Who Responsibility 


Deputy Chief SIGINT Approving these instructions 
Director General SIGINT Programs Recommending these instructions for approval 
Associate Director Mission Management 
(AMM), SIGINT Programs Group 


• Promulgating and implementing these 
instructions 


• Seeking legal and/or policy advice if 
required 


Director General Intelligence and 
Intelligence Branch Directors 


Applying these instructions 


Production Support, Intelligence Branch • Maintaining these instructions 
• Answering questions concerning these 


instructions 
All CSEC and CFIOG managers who are 
affected by these instructions 


Ensuring that their staff complies with these 
instructions and any amendments to these 
instructions 


All CSEC and CFIOG staff who are 
involved in authoring, editing, reviewing 
or releasing SIGINT reports 


Complying with these instructions and any 
amendments to these instructions 


1.8 Amendment process 


Situations may arise where amendments to these instructions may be required because of 
changing or unforeseen circumstances. All approved amendments will be announced to 
staff and will be posted on the CSOI website. 


1.9 Enquiries 


All questions regarding this CSOI should be directed to CSEC 
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2. Authoring a Report: A Step-by-step Guide 


2.1 Before you write 


Step Action Resources 


1 If you are planning to prepare one of the following special types 
of reports, please consult the associated reference document 
before you begin. 


• CEO, RESTRICTED or involving a Second Party national 
sensitivity 


• A Synopsis report 
• An I&W Gist report 
• SIGINT Summary, SIGINT Assessment 
• Cryptologic Information Report (CIR) 
• A report containing information 
• A report containing information 
• A report containing ELINT data 
• A report containing data 
• A native format report 


Reporting Nationally Sensitive 
Information (including  CEO and 
Restricted) 
Synopsis Reports 
Producing  Gists for I &W Purposes 
SIGINT Summaries and Assessments 
CIRs
Using._ Information 


Reporting 


ELINT Reporting 
Reporting 


"Native Format" Reporting 
IRRELEVANT 


2 Determine the classification and distribution that your report will 
have. You will need this information to select the correct report 
template. 


If you're using the Default Product Template, go to Step 5. 


Special Reporting Conventions 


3 On the toolbar, click the Bookmark icon. In the 
Standard Templates folder, find the appropriate template and 
click it. 


4 Create a new report from the template by clicking Create Draft 
From on the left side of the toolbar. 


5 Determine whether a tear-line can be included in the report. Write-To-Release Reporting 


6 Click Preview, then click Product Release Form. Click Open. 
Complete the form on the screen and print a copy. 


Product Release Form 


2.2 Writing your report 


Step Action Resources 


1 On the toolbar, click Edit, then click Editor. 


2 In the pane, compose the report according to the 
procedures in this CSOI. 


Report layout 
Write-To-Release Reporting 


3 On the toolbar, click the Save icon. 
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2.3 Entering the report metadata 


Step Action Resources 


1 TAGs 


For each TAG line required, select the appropriate TAGs, then 
click Add TAG Line. 


About the TAGs  page 
TAGs Working Aid 


2 Traffic About the Traffic page 


Identifying the traffic 
Contribution  percentage 
Traffic language
OPS -1/S.16 category 


3 Distribution 


NB: This step applies only to reports shared with Second Parties. 


On the toolbar, click Distribution, then select all 
appropriate DDIs. 


If you are not using a template, please see the detailed 
instructions for selecting CAGs, and PLAs.


About the Distribution page 


About DDIs 
DDI Working Aid for regular 
reports 
DDI Working Aid for CIRs 
About CAGs 


4 Actors 


Assign each person the correct role (type). 


Make sure the Actors list matches the signatories on the Product 
Release Form. 


About the Actors page 


5 General Met ad at a 


Additional Warnings: Select any that apply. 
Type: Select the report type (CIR, 


Reason for Write to Release Exemption: If your report does not 
have a tear-line, select the appropriate reason. 
RFI ID: If your report addresses an RFI, enter the number. 
SIR: If your report addresses an SIR, enter the number. 


About the General Metadata page 
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6 Attachments 


This step applies only to reports to which attachments must be 
added. 


To add an attachment to a report, click Attachments, then click 
Attach a file or Attach from clipboard. Complete the fields in the 
popup window and click Attach. 


About the Attachments page 


2.4 The edit/release process 


Step 


1 


I 


Action 


IRRELEVA 


Resources 


SIGINT Report Release 
Authorities 
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Product Release Form 


5 


Product Release Form 


Retention Schedules for SIGINT 
Data (PPS- 1-11) 


IRRELEVANT 
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3. Fundamentals of SIGINT Reporting 


3.0.1 Overview 


This part describes the key principles that apply to SIGINT reports, and the ingredients 
of a good SIGINT report. 


3.0.2 Contents 


This part contains the following sections: 


• General  principles of SIGINT reporting 
• Characteristics of a  good SIGINT report 


3.1 General principles 


3.1.1 Emphasis on SIGINT 


Your job as a SIGINT analyst is to report the SIGINT facts. However, be sure to include 
all appropriate cross-references, clearly-labelled analytic comments, and collateral that 
explains, clarifies or refutes the SIGINT. 


3.1.2 Focus on foreign intelligence 


One of CSEC's mandates is to provide the Government of Canada with foreign 
intelligence (for the official definition of foreign intelligence, see section 8.9 of OPS-1).
This means that in drafting your reports, you must focus on the activities of foreign 
intelligence targets. For example, if a report covers discussions between a foreign person 
and a Canadian, emphasize the foreign person's description or assessment of the 
discussion, and not the identity, statements or views of the Canadian. For more 
information and more detailed examples, see the section on report focus.. 


3.1.3 Use of generic identifiers 


Replace the names and other identifying information of Canadian and Second Party 
persons, corporations and organizations with generic terms, except under specific 
circumstances. For more information, see the chapter on identities in reports. 
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3.1.4 Need to know 


CSEC and CFIOG disseminate SIGINT reports only to authorized persons and 
organizations that are appropriately cleared and indoctrinated for access and have a need 
to know. 


Having a need to know means having a requirement for the information in order to be 
able to perform one's duties or functions. For more information, see the Need-to-Know 
Guidelines (OPS-5-15). 


3.1.5 Classification 


Be sure to classify SIGINT information at a level consistent with 


• the potential damage to Canada's national interest if the information were 
compromised 


• the requirement for the protection of sources and collection methods 


For further guidance, see SIGINT Classification Standards (CSSS-103). 


3.2 Characteristics of a good SIGINT report 


3.2.1 Relevant 


Make sure the information in the report meets one or more customer requirements. 


3.2.2 Timely 


Issue the report while the information it contains is still useful to the client. 


3.2.3 Accurate 


Make sure the information in the report is correct and complete. 


3.2.4 Objective 


Make sure the interpretations and conclusions in the report are free of distortion or 
manipulation due to self-interest or bias. 
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3.2.5 Clear and concise 


IRRELEVANT 


3.2.6 Written for the reader 


IRRELEVANT 
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4. Report Content and Presentation 


4.0.1 Overview 


This part provides guidelines on the layout of a SIGINT report and on how to include 
attribution, collateral and identities in a report. It also describes the various style 
conventions specific to SIGINT reporting (acronyms, capitalization, spelling, etc.) and 
how to add attachments to a report. 


4.0.2 Contents 


This part contains the following chapters: 


• Report layout 
• Attribution 
• Collateral 
• Identities 
• SIGINT Style Guide 
• Attachments 
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4.1 Report Layout 


4.1.0.1 Overview 


This chapter describes the main structural components and subcomponents of SIGINT 
reports and provides guidelines for organizing the contents of each component and 
subcomponent. 


4.1.0.2 Structural components 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.1.0.3 Journalistic principles 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.0.4 Contents 


This chapter contains the following sections: 


• The report title 
• Title slugs 
• The report body: Structure and formatting 
• The report body: Content 
• Analytic comments 
• Footnotes 
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4.1.1 The report title 


4.1.1.1 What it's for 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.1.2 Title components 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.1.3 Title classification 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.1.4 The subject 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.1.5 Capitalization in the subject 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.1.1.6 Length 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.1.7 Verb tense 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.1.1.8 Punctuation 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.1.9 Dates in titles 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.1.1.10 Collateral in titles 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.1.11 Tear-line titles 


In general, titles of tear-line  portions are subject to the same rules as overall report titles, 
with the following exceptions: 


• classify tear-line titles at the SECRET level (usually S//REL TO CAN, AUS, GBR, 
NZL, USA or S//CEO) 


• omit attribution 


4.1.2 Title slugs 


4.1.2.1 Purpose of slugs 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.2.2 Slug types 
IRRELEVANT 
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4.1.2.3 Special slugs 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.2.4 Generic slugs 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.1.3 The report body: Structure and formatting 


4.1.3.1 Components 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.3.2 Block headings 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.3.3 Heading content 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.3.4 Classifying block headings 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.1.3.5 Classifying paragraphs 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.3.6 Tables 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.1.3.7 Lists 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.3.8 Images 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.1.4 The report body: Content 


4.1.4.1 Components 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.4.2 Key points 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.4.3 Analysis 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.1.4.4 Details 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.4.5 The lead 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.4.6 Lead contents 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.4.7 Lead style 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.4.8 When the lead is a summary 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.1.4.9 When the lead is not a "Summary" 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.1.4.10 Collateral or comments in the lead 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.1.4.11 Dates/times in the lead 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.4.12 Parenthetical data in the lead 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.1.4.13 The rest of the report 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.4.14 What to include 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.4.15 Sequence 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.4.16 Focus on foreign intelligence 


When a report covers discussions between a foreign person and a Canadian or Second 
Party ensure that the emphasis of your report is on the foreign person's 
assessment of the discussion, not on the identity, statements, or views of the Canadian or 
Second Party 


In example 1 below, the reporter properly emphasizes 
not the statements themselves. 


Example 2 shows how a report incorrectly focuses on the views and statements of a 
Canadian 
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Example 2: Incorrect Approach 


In this example on the same subject, the reporter incorrectly focuses on 
actions and statements. 
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4.1.5 Analytic comments 


4.1.5.1 Purpose 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.5.2 Comment placement 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.5.3 Flagging of comments 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.1.5.4 Collateral is not comment 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.5.5 Metadata analysis is not comment 


When a report's conclusions are based on an analysis of metadata (e.g., contact 
chaining), do not use the "Comment" flag. 


4.1.5.6 Comments that do not require flagging 


Do not flag comments in tear-lines. 


You may include shorter comments (single words or phrases) in a report either directly or 
in parentheses, as appropriate, without flagging them. The following are examples of 
materials that do not need to be flagged: 


• aliases or alternative spellings; 
• "not further identified" or "no further information"; 
• identifications of people, locations, etc. based on metadata or non-SIGINT 


information. 


4.1.5.7 Comment paragraphs 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.1.6 Footnotes 


4.1.6.1 Purpose 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.6.2 Footnote structure 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.6.3 Footnote placement 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.1.6.4 How to add a footnote 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.6.5 Classification 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.6.6 Cross-references 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.1.6.7 Lists of references 


IRRELEVANT 


4.1.6.8 Reference format 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.2 Attribution 


4.2.0.1 Introduction 


IRRELEVANT 


4.2.0.2 Definitions 


IRRELEVANT 


4.2.0.3 Contents 


This chapter contains the following sections: 


• Attribution in the body of the report 
• Attribution in the title 
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4.2.1 Attribution in the body of the report 


4.2.1.1 Identifying the intelligence source 


IRRELEVANT 


4.2.1.2 Placement of attribution 


IRRELEVANT 


4.2.1.3 
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4.2.1.4 


4.2.1.5 Focus on the foreign target 


When drafting reports involving Canadian or Second Party (US, UK, Australian or New 
Zealand) persons or entities, especially when one of the communicants is a Canadian or 
Second Party person or entity, focus on the activities, capabilities and intentions of the 
foreign intelligence target. See OPS-1 for the rules concerning the reporting of 
communications of persons located in Canada, Canadians outside Canada, and 
information about Canadians. 


For example, in a report based on an e-mail 
the attribution could take the following form: 


4.2.1.6 
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4.2.1.7 Avoid double attribution 


IRRELEVANT 


4.2.1.8 Avoid empty attribution 


IRRELEVANT 


4.2.1.9 Secondary sources 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.2.1.10 Attribution after the lead 


IRRELEVANT 


4.2.1.11 Avoid conversational style 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.2.2 Attribution in the title 


4.2.2.1 Requirement for attribution 


IRRELEVANT 


4.2.2.2 Attribution not required 


IRRELEVANT 


4.2.2.3 Attribution required 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 
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4.3 Collateral 


4.3.0.1 Introduction 


This chapter provides guidelines for the effective use of collateral information in SIGINT 
reporting. 


4.3.0.2 Definition 


Collateral is non-SIGINT information that is included in SIGINT reports because it 
contributes in some way to the SIGINT story. 


Non-SIGINT information is information that is not derived from SIGINT intercept 
(traffic), analyzed or processed SIGINT, or SIGINT reports. 


Note: Press information passed from one target to another or discussed by communicants 
is SIGINT intercept, not collateral. 


4.3.0.3 Types of information 


Collateral may be derived from unclassified sources such as media reports, Web sites and 
reference publications, or from classified sources such as non-SIGINT reports produced 
by members of the Canadian or allied intelligence community. 


4.3.0.4 Contents 


This chapter contains the following sections: 


• The role of collateral 
• Restrictions on collateral 
• Placement and flagging  of collateral 
• Unclassified collateral 
• Classified collateral 
• Record-keeping  requirements 
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4.3.1 The role of collateral 


4.3.1.1 Contribution of collateral 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.1.2 Collateral provides context 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.1.3 Emphasis on the SIGINT 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.3.1.4 Last piece of the puzzle 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.1.5 Collateral is not comment 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.2 Restrictions on collateral 


4.3.2.1 Background 


Certain restrictions apply to the use of all collateral information, whether classified or 
not. These restrictions relate to issues such as permission to use the collateral, the use of 
a Canadian or Second Party identity, and the role of collateral. 
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4.3.2.2 Canadian identities 


Treat identities derived from collateral the same way as those derived from SIGINT. 


When a Canadian identity appears in collateral that is being used in a report, replace it 
with a generic term such as "Canadian company" or "Canadian person" unless the 
identity qualifies for inclusion under the Operational Procedures for Naming in SIGINT 
Reports (OPS-1-7) and is essential to the understanding of the report. 


4.3.2.3 Second Party identities 


When a Second Party identity appears in collateral that is being used in a report, follow 
the national rules of the country concerned; see the Operational Procedures for Naming 
in SIGINT Reports (OPS-1-7), Annexes 3 to 6. 


4.3.2.4 Copyright 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.2.5 Consent 


When issuing a report containing collateral, comply with all the original restrictions 
imposed on the collateral you are citing unless the originating agency has granted you 
permission to do otherwise. 


4.3.2.6 ORCON 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.2.7 Commentary not to be used 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.3.2.8 Availability 


IRRELEVANT 


4 3.2.9 Quotations 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.2.10 Using collateral in tear-line reports 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.3.3 Placement and flagging of collateral 


4.3.3.1 Placement 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.3.2 Flagging of collateral 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.3.3 Automated flagging 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.3.4 Classification 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.3.3.5 Collateral that does not require flagging 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.3.4 Unclassified collateral 


4.3.4.1 Definition 


Unclassified collateral includes radio and television broadcasts, wire service reports, 
newspapers, periodicals, reference works, public reports of government departments and 
agencies, and other information that has not been classified by a Canadian or Second 
Party government department or agency. 


4.3.4.2 Identify the source 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.4.3 Canadian and Second Party media 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.4.4 Foreign media 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.4.5 Books and pamphlets 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.3.4.6 Reference works 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.5 Classified collateral 


4.3.5.1 Definition 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.5.2 Types 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.3.5.3 Disclosing sources of collateral 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.5.4 Description of collateral type 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.5.5 Dating the collateral 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.5.6 ORCON material 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.3.6 Record-keeping requirements 


4.3.6.1 What to keep 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.6.2 Purpose 


IRRELEVANT 


4.3.6.3 Entering information about collateral in 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.4 Identities 


4.4.0.1 Introduction 


This chapter provides general guidance on the inclusion of identifying information about 
Canadian and Second Party nationals, organizations and corporations in SIGINT reports. 


4.4.0.2 Contents 


This chapter contains the following sections: 


• Rules on reporting  identities 
• Marking and handling suppressed information 
• Contextual identification 
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4.4.1 Rules on reporting identities 


4.4.1.1 Naming policies 


In keeping with the legal authorities governing its activities, it is CSEC policy to protect 
the privacy of Canadians by suppressing the identities of Canadian persons, corporations 
and organizations in SIGINT reports, except in specific circumstances. CSEC's naming 
policy and procedures are described in detail in the Operational Procedures for Naming 
in SIGINT Reports (OPS-1-7). 


For Second Party identities, it is CSEC policy to honour the naming rules of Second 
Party partners. For summaries of Second Party naming policies, see Annexes 3 to 6 of 
OPS-1-7. More detailed guidance is provided in the following policy documents: 


• Australia: 
• New Zealand: 
• United Kingdom:1 
• United States  


4.4.1.2 Identifying Canadian federal public servants 


You may identify senior federal public servants, acting in their official capacity, by title, 
but only if such identification is necessary to understand the foreign intelligence or assess 
its importance. In practice, it usually is necessary, if for no other reason than to ensure 
that the report is shown to the official in question. 


"Senior federal public servants" means directors general and above. For federal public 
servants at the director level and below, you may use only a generic reference, such as "a 


official". Note: According to section 4.4 of OPS-1-7, a generic reference is 
required only for "federal public servants below the level of Director", but this is 
incorrect; a generic reference must also be used for directors. 
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4.4.2 Marking and handling suppressed information 


4.4.2.1 Need for retention 


When you have to suppress the identity of a Canadian or Second Party person, 
organization or corporation in a report, you are required to enter the name in so 
that Operational Policy (D2) can retrieve it later if necessary (see "Release of identities" 
below). In the case of a Canadian or Second Party terrorist, you should include all 
available information (e.g., phone number, e-mail address) to assist CSIS and other law 
enforcement agencies. 


4.4.2.2 Marking idents in 


IRRELEVANT 
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Note 1 When a suppressed ident appears more than once in a report, only 
the first occurrence should be "marked"; the alias should be used for 
all other occurrences. 


Note 2 You may use abbreviations to simplify subsequent reference to the 
aliases of suppressed idents (e.g., CA1 for named Canadian citizen 
1, CA2 for named Canadian citizen 2, etc.). However, it is best not 
to use abbreviations to refer to unidentified Canadians (this tends to 
confuse the reader); if it is absolutely essential to use such 
abbreviations, be sure to clearly distinguish them from abbreviations 
for suppressed idents (e.g., UC1 for unnamed Canadian 1, UC2 for 
unnamed Canadian 2, etc.). 


4.4.2.3 Release of identities 


Access to ident information in the database is strictly controlled. All requests
whether by GC departments, Second Parties or even CSEC staff — for the release of 
names or other identifying information suppressed from end product must follow the 
process described in the Procedures for the Release of Suppressed Information from 
SIGINT Reports, (OPS-1-1). 


4.4.3 Contextual identification 


4.4.3.1 Definition 


Contextual identification occurs when an end-product report provides enough detail 
about a suppressed Canadian or Second Party entity so that a reasonably well-read person 
can easily guess the identity behind the alias. 


Contextual identification is equivalent to naming and is therefore not permitted. 


Note: In isolated cases, combining the information in two or more reports may result in 
contextual identification. It is not necessary to take active measures to prevent this 
possibility, but cross-report contextual identification is not be used as a means of 
circumventing the naming rules. 
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4.4.3.2 Types of contextual identification 


There are three ways in which contextual identification can occur: 


1. The alias is too specific. For example, if Untel Manufacturing Co. of Canada is the 
only company in Canada that makes widgets, using the alias "a Canadian widget 
manufacturer" in a report constitutes contextual identification. 


2. The information accompanying the alias reveals its identity. For example, the 
sentence I 


p.
was involved. 


3. The alias and the accompanying information combined give away the identity. 


The key point here is that in determining whether your report identifies a Canadian or 
Second Party entity by context, you must consider all the relevant information in the 
report. 


4.4.3.3 Determining whether there is contextual identification 


Often, contextual identification is not as clear-cut as in the examples above. This can 
make it difficult to determine whether there is contextual identification. However, there 
are a couple of questions you can ask yourself to help you make the determination: 


1. Looking at all the information in the report, not just the individual bits of information, 
could an alert reader narrow the range of entities associated with the information to 
just a few? 


Suppose a report contains the following information: 
• 


• 


• 
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2. Would a reasonably well-read Canadian (someone who routinely reads a major 
newspaper, watches TV news or visits news websites) be able to figure out whom or 
what I'm referring to in this report? 


For example, a reference to 
reporting would provide no protection for the person's identity. 


It is important to consider the converse as well. Would a reader have to have "specialized 
knowledge" (knowledge that could only be obtained from foreign magazines and 
newspapers, technical publications or other non-SIGINT information that seldom 
receives mass media attention) to determine the identity of the person, company or 
organization behind the alias? If so, it is probably not a case of contextual identification. 


If you're not sure, check with Operational Policy (D2). 


4.4.3.4 What to do if there is contextual identification 


If the answer to question 1 or 2 above is yes, the information in your report will result in 
contextual identification of a Canadian or Second Party entity. You then have two 
options: 


1. make the alias and/or the accompanying information less specific, so that contextual 
identification is no longer a realistic possibility; or 


2. if the contextual identification is essential to the intelligence story, request the 
necessary approvals. See section 5.4 of the Operational Procedures for Naming  in 
SIGINT Reports (OPS-1-7). 


4.4.3.5 Posting of approvals and authorizations 


The links below provide access to the lists of blanket approvals for contextual 
identifications and threat-to-life naming and 


The lists are also posted on the Intelligence Branch 
website under Publications. 


• List of Blanket Identification Approvals 
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4.5 SIGINT Style Guide 


4.5.0.1 Introduction 


This chapter provides guidelines on the elements of style that relate specifically to 
SIGINT reporting. The goal is to promote quality, consistency and clarity in CSEC and 
CFIOG reports. 


4.5.0.2 Style 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.0.3 Key elements of SIGINT style 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.0.4 Clarity 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.0.5 Brevity 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.0.6 


4.5.0.7 Contents 


This chapter contains the following sections: 


• Abbreviations and acronyms 
• Capitalization 
• Code words, cover names and cover numbers 
• Dates
• Geographic coordinates 
• Linguistic information 
• Measurements 
• Military euipment and unit designators 
• Money
• Numerical expressions 
• Quotations 
• Ships 
• Spelling
• Time 
• Validity wording 
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4.5.1 Abbreviations and acronyms 


4.5.1.1 Definitions 


IRRELEVANT 


4.6.1.2 Purpose 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.1.3 How to use 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.1.4 Approved abbreviations and acronyms 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.1.5 Correct forms 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.1.6 NFI 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.1.7 Countries 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.1.8 Organizations 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.1.9 Plurals 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.1.10 Foreign abbreviations and acronyms 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.2 Capitalization 


4.5.2.1 General rule 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.2.2 Initial caps 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.2.3 Full caps 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.3 Code words, cover names and cover numbers 


4.5.3.1 Code words 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.3.2 Cover names 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.3.3 Cover numbers 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.4 Dates 


4.5.4.1 Format 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.5.4.2 Stating the year 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.4.3 Hyphenation in date ranges 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.4.4 Hyphenation in date modifiers 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.5 Geographic coordinates 


4.5.5.1 When to use 


Include coordinates for place names or locational data only when they are likely to be of 
value to the reader. For example, the expected readers of a particular product line may 
require only general location information. 


Avoid using coordinates in report titles, summary paragraphs, or lead sentences of longer 
reports (four or more paragraphs). Include them in the body of the report. 


If you include coordinates in a tear-line, make sure you have sufficient 
for the level of detail provided. 


4.5.5.2 Types of coordinates 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.5.3 Unnecessary coordinates 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.5.4 Placement of coordinates 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.5.5.5 Degrees-minutes-seconds (DMS) notation 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.5.6 Decimal-degrees notation 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.5.7 Military Grid Reference System (MGRS) notation 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.5.8 Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) notation 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.6 Linguistic Information 


4.5.6.1 Language used 


IRRELEVANT 


4.6.6.2 Peculiarities 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.6.3 Foreign words 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.6.4 Obscenities 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.7 Measurements 


4.5.7.1 Reporting measurements given in SI units 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.7.2 Reporting measurements given in non-SI units 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.8 Military equipment and unit designators 


4.5.8.1 Contents 


This section covers the following topics: 


• Milita aircraft 
• Aircraft designators in reports 
• Weapon systems 
• Weapon system designators in reports 
• missiles 
• Unit designators 
• Unit designators in reports 


4.5.8.2 Military aircraft 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.8.3 Aircraft designators in reports 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.8.4 Weapon systems 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.8.5 Weapon system designators in reports 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.8.6 Missiles 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.8.7 Unit designators 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.8.8 Unit designators in reports 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.9 Money 


4.5.9.1 How to report 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.9.2 Currency names 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.9.3 Format 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.9.4 Conversion rate 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.10 Numerical Expressions 


4.5.10.1 Spelled out 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.10.2 Numerals 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.10.3 Punctuation and spacing 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.10.4 Hyphenation in modifiers 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.10.5 Hyphenation in ranges 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.10.6 Fractions 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.10.7 Ordinals 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.11 Quotations 


4.5.11.1 General rule 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.11.2 Approved uses 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.11.3 Maps, charts and diagrams 


Fax and e-mail intercept may contain maps, charts and/or diagrams. Consider whether 
the information lends itself to narrative reporting or would be easier for the customer to 
grasp in "native format" (i.e., insert the traffic in the report as an image, or attach an 
image to the report). Keep in mind that if you opt for native format, you must 


• embed the appropriate classification marking in the image 
• suppress any Canadian or Second Party identities in the image 
• remove anyMor irrelevant information from the image 
• provide English translations for any foreign-language markings on the image 


For more details on native format reporting, see Appendix M. 
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4.5.11.4 Punctuation 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.11.5 Interpolations 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.12 Ships 


4.5.12.1 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.5.12.2 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.12.3 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.12.4 Spelling 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.12.5 Capitalization 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.12.6 Italics 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.13 Spelling 


4.5.13.1 General rule 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.13.2 Personal names 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.13.3 Country names 


IRRELEVANT 


4.6.13.4 Place names 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.5.13.5 Nationalities 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.13.6 Organization names 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.13.7 Ship names 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.5.14 Time 


4.5.14.1 Format 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.14.2 Format rules 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.14.3 Multiple time entries 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.14.4 General phrases 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.14.5 Local time 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.5.15 Validity wording 


4.5.15.1 Purpose 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.15.2 SIGINTese 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


4.5.15.3 Fact 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.15.4 Probability 


IRRELEVANT 


4.5.15.5 Possibility 


IRRELEVANT 
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4.6 Attachments 


4.6.1 Introduction 


IRRELEVANT 


4.6.2 Definition 


IRRELEVANT 


4.6.3 Attachments and report serial numbers 


IRRELEVANT 


4.6.4 Adding attachments to reports 


IRRELEVANT 
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5. Report Externals 


5.0.1 Introduction 


IRRELEVANT 


5.0.2 Contents 


This part contains the following chapters: 


• General Metadata page 
• Distribution page 
• Traffic  ppg_e 
• TAGs page 
• Actors page 
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5.1 General Metadata Page 


5.1.1 Introduction 


This chapter provides guidelines for filling in the General Metadata page in 


5.1.2 Important fields 


IRRELEVANT 


5.1.3 Additional warnings 


IRRELEVANT 


5.1.4 Type 


IRRELEVANT 
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5.1.5 Precedence 


IRRELEVANT 


5.1.6 Reason for write-to-release exemption 


IRRELEVANT 


5.1.7 RFI IDs 


IRRELEVANT 


5.1.8 SIR 


If your report addresses a standing intelligence requirement (SIR), enter the SIR number 
in the SIR box. If more than one SIR is addressed, put a comma between the SIR 
numbers. The letter component of SIRs must be in lower case: 
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5.2 Distribution Page 


5.2.0.1 Introduction 


This chapter provides guidelines on filling in the Distribution page in The 
selections you make on this page determine which agencies in the Canadian and Second 
Party intelligence communities receive copies of your report via 


Note: This chapter applies only to reports shared with one or more Second Parties. For 
CEO and Restricted reports, the Distribution page should be left blank. 


5.2.0.2 Use templates 


IRRELEVANT 


5.2.0.3 Procedure if not using a template 


IRRELEVANT 


5.2.0.4 Contents 


This chapter contains the following sections: 


• Collective address groups (CAGs) 
• Plain-language addresses (PLAs) 
• Delivery distribution indicators (DDIs) 
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5.2.1 Collective address groups (CAGs) 


5.2.1.1 Definition 


IRRELEVANT 


5.2.1.2 CAGs in templates 


IRRELEVANT 


5.2.1.3 Write-in addressees 


IRRELEVANT 
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5.2.1.4 Selecting a CAG 


IRRELEVANT 


5.2.1.5 Excluding recipients from a CAG 


IRRELEVANT 


5.2.1.6 Finding out the list of recipients 


IRRELEVANT 


5.2.2 Plain-language addresses (PLAs) 


5.2.2.1 Definition 


IRRELEVANT 
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5.2.2.2 Selecting PLAs individually 


1. 


2. 


3. 


4. 


IRRELEVANT 


5.2.2.3 Selecting addressees 


IRRELEVANT 


5.2.2.4 Adding sub-addressees to a PLA 


IRRELEVANT 
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5.2.3 Delivery distribution indicators (DDIs) 


5.2.3.1 Definition 


A delivery distribution indicator (DDI) is a used to route messages 
electronically to specific databases and elements within national SIGINT centres, 
primarily NSA. 


5.2.3.2 Limit 


No more than 14 DDIs can be used on any report. 


5.2.3.3 Two sets of DDIs 


There are two sets of DDIs: one used for regular reports (i.e., reports released outside the 
SIGINT community), and one used exclusively for CIRs. 


In Slingshot, both sets have been lumped into one table. To make sure you are selecting 
the proper DDIs, follow the instructions below. 


5.2.3.4 Selecting regular DDIs 


It is important to select DDIs for all of the 
involved in your report, and for all applicable subjects. Here's how. 
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7. If your report is 
IRRELEVANT 


8 


5.2.3.5 Selecting CIR DDIs 


IRRELEVANT 
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5.3 Traffic Page 


5.3.1 Introduction 


This chapter provides guidelines for filling in the Traffic page in 


5.3.2 Purpose 


Use this page to record information about the source material on which your report is 
based. 


Note:M entry is mandatory. If you attempt to release a report without entering source 
information, you will receive an error message. 


5.3.3 Procedure 


For each piece of traffic used in your report, do the following: 


1. Identify the traffic 
2. Select the contribution percentage (if necessary) 
3. Select the language of the traffic 
4. IRRELEVANT 
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5.3.4 Identify the traffic 


IRRELEVANT 
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5.3.5 Contribution 
IRRELEVANT 


5.3.6 Select the language 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 
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5.4 TAGs Page 


5.4.0.1 Introduction 


This chapter provides guidelines for filling in the TAGs page in 


5.4.0.2 Definition and purpose of TAGs 


TAG stands for Topic and Area Guide. TAGs are alphabetic codes used to identify a 
report's intelligence source, subject area and major participants. The TAGs that apply to 
a report are grouped together in one or more TAG lines. 


The main uses are to 


• simplify database retrieval strategies 
• match reports to Government of Canada Requirements (GCRs), and 
• facilitate automated distribution of reports. 


For a full description of the TAG system, see 


5.4.0.3 Format 


A TAG line contains three components in the following order: 


• the 
• the subject/topic component 
• the principal component 


5.4.0.4 Contents 


This chapter contains the following sections: 


• 
• Subject/topic component 
• Principal component 
• Creating TAG lines in 
• Effective use of the TAG system 
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5.4.1 


5.4.1.1 General information 


TheNis usually the first element in a TAG entry. It consists of three letters. The first 
two letters identify the source and the third letter identifies the 


the intelligence information. 


Omit the Min the TAG entry only when the report is 


• based on ELINT or FISINT and the source of the signal cannot be determined, or 
• a Summary Report or Assessment Report based on reports with different= 


5.4.1.2 Digraphs 


CSEC and its SIGINT partners have established a system of digraphs to represent the 
countries, areas and organizations of the world for the purposes of collection and traffic 
analysis, cryptanalysis, and reporting. In reports, digraphs are used in both the Nand 
the principal component. 


All approved digraphs and their permitted uses in reporting are listed in the DigrApii 
working aid. To propose new digraphs or changes in existing ones, contact 


5.4.1.3 Distinction between intelligence source and communications source 


It is important to distinguish between the intelligence source and the communications 
source. 


• The intelligence source is the individual or entity that provides the information being 
reported. 


• The communications source is the communications 


5.4.1.4.should reflect intelligence source 


Except in two cases (see below), theMmust represent the intelligence source. In other 
words, the • should match the person or organization to which the information is 
attributed in the body of the report. 


• Exception 1: In reports based on 
and will be determined by the PM concerned. 


IRRELEVANT traffic, the Ewill depend on the target 
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• Exception 2: Where the entity providing the intelligence is a Canadian or 
entity, the Mmust reflect an alternative source, usually the entity receiving the 
information. 


5.4.1.5 Intelligence source function letter 


IRRELEVANT 


5.4.1.6 Some third letters used incorrectly 


IRRELEVANT 


5.4.1.7 Third-letter 


IRRELEVANT 


IRRE 


5.4.1.8 Third-letter 


IRRELEVANT 


IRRE 
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5.4.1.9 Third-letter 


IRRELEVANT 


5.4.1.10 for 
IRRELEVANT 


IRRE 


5.4.1.111for 


IRRELEVANT 


5.4.1.12 Uses of 
IRRELEVANT 


digraph 
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5.4.2 Subject/Topic Component 


5.4.2.1 General information 


IRRELEVANT 


5.4.2.2 Overlapping definitions: and 


RRELEVANT 


5.4.2.3 Overlapping definitions: 
IRRELEVANT 


5.4.2.4 Distinction between. and 


IRRELEVANT 


and 
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5.4.2.5 Subject TAGs required for reports 


5.4.3 Principal Component 


5.4.3.1 General information 
IRRELEVANT 


5.4.3.2 Digraphs for 


RRELEVANT 
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5.4.4 Creating TAG lines in 


IRRELEVANT 


5.4.5 Effective Use of the TAG System 


5.4.5.1 Include all the right TAGs 
IRRELEVANT 
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5.4.5.2 Inclusion of source digraph in principal component 


Frequently, the source (the country specified in the■ is involved closely in the matters 
discussed in the report and therefore should also figure in the principal component. 
However, when the source country is not directly involved in the intelligence story, its 
digraph should not be included in the principal component. See the examples below. 


IRRELEVANT 


5.4.5.3 Multiple TAG lines 
IRRELEVANT 


5.4.5.4 Two or more sources 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 
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5.5 Actors Page 


5.5.1 Introduction 


IRRELEVANT 


5.5.2 Purpose 


IRRELEVANT 


5.5.3 Types of Actors 


IRRELEVANT 
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5.5.4 How to select Actors 


IRRELEVANT 


5.5.5 Selecting the right Actors 


IRRELEVANT 


5.5.6 Special Actor required for RESTRICTED reports 


IRRELEVANT 
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6. Corrections and Cancellations 


6.0.1 Introduction 


IRRELEVANT 


6.0.2 Contents 


This part contains the following sections: 


• Determining whether to correct or cancel 
• Corrections 
• Cancellations 


6.1 Determining whether to correct or cancel 


6.1.1 Introduction 


IRRELEVANT 


6.1.2 When to correct a report 


IRRELEVANT 
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6.1.3 When to cancel a report 


Cancel a report when: 


• its entire contents are found to be incorrect because of new SIGINT information or a re-
evaluation of the original data 


• it is underclassified (i.e., the classification of one or more of the original report's 
paragraphs was lower than required, or one or more dissemination controls were omitted) 


• it is overclassified (i.e., the classification of one or more of the original report's 
paragraphs was higher than required, or one or more unnecessary dissemination controls 
were included), preventing potential users from seeing information they might need 


• it was issued CEO but should have been shared with one or more Second Parties 
• it was sent to one or more ineligible addressees (for reports with an incomplete 


distribution, see section 6.2.4) 
• it inadvertently discloses a Canadian or Second Party identity 


If more than one of the above applies, select the one closest to the top of the list. 


6.1.4 When not to correct or cancel 


IRRELEVANT 
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6.2 Corrections 


6.2.1 Correcting the report text 


IRRELEVANT 
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6.2.2 Correcting the tear-line portion 
IRRELEVANT 


6.2.3 Correcting a TAG line 


IRRELEVANT 
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6.2.4 Incomplete distribution 
IRRELEVANT 
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6.3 Cancellations 


6.3.1 Erroneous contents 


IRRELEVANT 
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6.3.2 Report underclassified 


IRRELEVANT 
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6.3.3 Report overclassified 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


6.3.4 CEO report should have been COM 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


6.3.5 Incorrect distribution 
IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


6.3.6 Disclosure of identity 


If you inadvertently disclose a Canadian or Second Party identity, do the following: 


1. Notify your supervisor. 
2. Cancel and reissue the report, following the instructions below. 
3. Complete SPOC's Inadvertent Targeting and Naming Incidents web form. 


IRRELEVANT 
A. Reissue 
the report 


9. Preview the report in and make sure that all references to the 
identity have been minimized or eliminated. Have the report checked by 
your editor or releaser. 
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Important: 
1. Determine whether, because of the change in identity status, 


an OPS-1 or other special sign-off is now required. If so, you 
must obtain the appropriate signatures before release. 


2. IRRELEVANT 


B. Cancel the 
original report 


IRRELEVANT 


4. 
5. 
6. 


Please cancel and destroy all copies of this report, which does not 
comply with standard reporting practices. The report has been reissued 


IRRELEVANT 
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Appendix A: Report Classification 


A.0.1 Introduction 
IRRELEVANT 


A.0.2 Definition of classification 


IRRELEVANT 


A.0.3 Classification requirement 
IRRELEVANT 


A.0.4 Contents 


This appendix contains the following sections: 


• General aspects of classification 
• Paragraphs 
• Block headings 
• Other components 
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A.1 General aspects of classification 


A.1.1 Classification of SIGINT reports 


IRRELEVANT 


A.1.2 Classification of report components 
IRRELEVANT 
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A.1.3 Classification of COMINT reports 


IRRELEVANT 
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A.2 Paragraphs 


A.2.1 Determining the classification 
IRRELEVANT 


A.2.2 Selecting the classification 


IRRELEVANT 


A.2.3 Multiple paragraphs under one block heading 


IRRELEVANT 
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A.3 Block headings 


A.3.1 Classifying the block heading 


IRRELEVANT 


A.3.2 Selecting the classification 


IRRELEVANT 
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A.4 Other components 


A.4.1 Attachments 


IRRELEVANT 


A.4.2 CIRs 


IRRELEVANT 


A.4.3 Collateral 


IRRELEVANT 


A.4.4 Footnotes 
IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


A.4.5 Images 


IRRELEVANT 


A.4.6 POC information 


IRRELEVANT 


A.4.7 Tables 


IRRELEVANT 


A.4.8 Tear-lines 


IRRELEVANT 


A.4.9 Title 


IRRELEVANT 
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Appendix B: Reporting Nationally Sensitive Information 


B.0.1 Introduction 


This appendix provides guidelines to help the reader determine what information is 
"nationally sensitive" and how such information should be reported. In particular, it 
provides a set of criteria to assist in deciding what information should be reported in the 
RESTRICTED series as opposed to just Canadian Eyes Only (CEO). 


B.0.2 Contents 


This appendix covers the following topics: 


• "Feedback" reports 
• Canadian sensitivities (including how to distinguish between CEO information and 


RESTRICTED information) 
• Second Party sensitivities 
• Sensi-checking
• Severing (issuing more than one report) 
• Preparing CEO and RESTRICTED reports in 
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B.1 "Feedback" reports 


IRRELEVANT 
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B.2 Canadian sensitivities 


The instructions below are only guidelines, not hard and fast rules. Under special 
circumstances, information that does not meet the criteria below may have to be reported 
in the CEO series; this decision should be made in consultation with the Task Leader or 
Production Manager. 


The main categories of Canadian sensitivities, and how the information should be 
reported (RESTRICTED or CEO), are listed in the table below. 


If the information could ... 
Then it should 


be issued ... 
Examples 


RESTRICTED 


RESTRICTED 


CEO 
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CEO 


CEO 


CEO 


CEO 


CEO 


CEO 
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B.3 Second Party sensitivities 


IRRELEVANT 
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B.4 Sensi-checking 
IRRELEVANT 
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B.5 Severing (issuing more than one report) 


In all cases where the distribution of a report has to be limited in some way because of 
Canadian or Second Party sensitivities, you should consider whether it is feasible to 
"sever" the report, i.e., to issue two versions of the report: 


• one containing only the non-sensitive information, which would be issued to a wider 
distribution. 


• the other containing only the sensitive information (with a reference to the other version), 
which would be issued to a narrower distribution. 


When a report is severed, a note should be sent to the CROs indicating that both versions 
are based on the same traffic. 


Examples of severing 


Here are two examples of cases in which the report could be severed: 


1. 


2. 
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B.6 Preparing CEO and RESTRICTED reports in 


B.6.1 CEO reports 


IRRELEVANT 


B.6.2 RESTRICTED reports 


IRRELEVANT 
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Appendix C: Write-To-Release Reporting 


C.0.1 What is "write to release"? 


The "write to release" (WTR) concept was introduced some years ago as part of an 
initiative to disseminate actionable intelligence more quickly to readers who can use it. 
To that end, SIGINT report authors are required to include a "sanitized" version of the 
COMINT information in their reports whenever possible. Sanitization is the process of 
disguising COMINT to protect sensitive sources and methods so that the information can 
be released outside COMINT channels. 


C.0.2 What is a tear-line report? 


In (Web) format, a tear-line report looks much the same as any other report. 
The main difference lies in the formatting applied to the report for transmission over 


In a tear-line report, a copy of the non-COMINT portion is placed below 
the COMINT portion and enclosed between two broken lines ( ) so that it can be 
separated manually or electronically for forwarding to non-COMINT readers. 


C.0.3 What's the relationship between WTR and tear-lines? 


Initially, the tear-line was just one of several ways of achieving the goals of WTR. Over 
the years, however, it has become the predominant method, and tear-line reporting is now 
virtually synonymous with WTR. 


C.0.4 Multiple tear-lines 


If necessary to meet the requirements of different client groups, you can add more than one 
tear-line to a report. 


C.0.5 More information 


For more information about WTR, see: 


• CSEC's Write-to-Release Procedures (OPS-5-3) 
• NSA's Sanitization: A Guide for SIGINT Reporters 
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C.0.6 Contents 


This appendix covers the following topics: 


• Determining  a report's eligibility for WTR 
• Writing the tear-line portion of a report 
• Including collateral or comments in a tear-line 
• Releasing a tear-line report 
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C.1 Determining a report's eligibility for WTR 


C.1.1 Decision matrix 
IRRELEVANT 


(d) Will it be necessary to include one or more 
suppressed idents in the tear-line portion? 


Ref: WTR Procedures, section 3.4 


Yes No tear-line 


No Go to Writing  the 
report


C.1.2 List of 


IRRELEVANT 
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C.1.3 Timeliness and 


IRRELEVANT 


C.1.4 


IRRELEVANT 
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C.2 Writing the tear-line portion of a report 


C.2.1 General guidelines 


IRRELEVANT 


C.2.2 Attribution in a tear-line 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 
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C.3 Including collateral or comments in a tear-line 


C.3.1 Collateral 


IRRELEVANT 


C.3.2 Comments 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 
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C.4 Releasing a tear-line report 


C.4.1 Preparing to release 


IRRELEVANT 


C.4.2 Release procedures 


IRRELEVANT 
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Appendix D: 
SIGINT Summaries and Assessments 


D.0.1 Introduction 


This appendix provides guidelines for producing SIGINT Summaries and SIGINT 
Assessments. 


D.0.2 What is a SIGINT Summary? 
IRRELEVANT 


D.0.3 What is a SIGINT Assessment? 


IRRELEVANT 


D.0.4 Contents 


This appendix contains the following sections: 


• How to prepare a SIGINT Summary 
• How to prepare a SIGINT Assessment 
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D.1 Preparing a SIGINT Summary in 


D.1.1 Getting started 


IRRELEVANT 


D.1.2 Formatting 


IRRELEVANT 


D.1.3 Classification 


IRRELEVANT 


D.1.4 TAGs 


IRRELEVANT 
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D.1.5 Traffic 


IRRELEVANT 
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D.2 Preparing a SIGINT Assessment in 


D.2.1 Getting started 


IRRELEVANT 


D.2.2 Formatting 


IRRELEVANT 


D.2.3 Classification 


IRRELEVANT 


D.2.4 TAGs 
RRELEVANT 


IRRELEVANT 
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D.2.5 Traffic 


On the Traffic page, include all previously reported SIGINT under one metadata entry, as 
follows: 


1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 


6. 


7. 


IRRELEVANT 
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Appendix E: 
Cryptologic Information Reports (CIRs) 


E.0.1 Introduction 


IRRELEVANT 


E.0.2 What is a CIR? 


IRRELEVANT 


E.0.2 Contents 


This appendix covers the following topics: 


• CIR reporting requirements 
• CIR reporting_priorities 
• Preparing  a CIR in 
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E.1 CIR reporting requirements 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 
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E.2 CIR reporting priorities 


IRRELEVANT 
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E.3 Preparing a CIR in 
IRRELEVANT 
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Appendix F: Information Items 


F.1 Purpose 


IRRELEVANT 


F.2 Template 


IRRELEVANT 


F.3 Report layout and content 


IRRELEVANT 


F.4 Title 


IRRELEVANT 
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Appendix G: 
Reporting 


G.0.1 Purpose 


This appendix provides guidelines for the preparation of all reports containing 
data. 


G.0.2 Contents 


This appendix contains the following sections: 


• Introduction 
• Reports containing  classified  ■  data
• Reports containing UNCLASSIFIED■  data 
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G.1 Introduction 


G.1.1 Definition 


G.1.2 Sources of .data 


■ data collected using SIGINT systems is 
the covername The data is classified SECRET//COMINT but may be reported 
at the SECRET level (see section G.2.). 


Some Mdata is available from open sources. It may be used only as UNCLASSIFIED 
collateral (see section G.3). 


G.1.3 Classified. data 


On 31 August 2004, 
data via the 


network. 


CSEC receives two types of .data feeds, both of which include 


• 


• 


G.1.4 Application 


from all 


reports are subject to all guidelines in this CSOI that do not conflict with those 
described below. For guidance on reports containing information from 
see Appendix I. 
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G.1.5 Reporting of 1 data under CSEC's mandates 


Under mandate A, CSEC is permitted to provide information associated with 
foreign entities outside Canadian territory (Canadian territory consists of Canada's land 
mass, the Arctic archipelago and the waters around Canada's land mass out to a distance 
of 12 nautical miles). ProvidingMdata about a Canadian anywhere or any person or 
entity in Canadian territory is not permitted. The same rules apply to persons and entities 
of Second Party partners and persons and entities located in Second Party countries and 
their dependencies.


IRRELEVANT 


G.1.6 Support 


For technical help, contact 


For report review or guidance, contact 


For policy assistance, contact or SPOC. 


@cse-cst.gc.ca). 
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G.2 Reports Containing Classified Data 


G.2.1 Classification of reports 


Release reports that contain data only or a combination of and ELINT as ELINT 
reports (reports in the or series). To do this in you must select 


G.2.2 Information that can be reported at the SECRET level 


The following elements may be reported at the SECRET level: 


• 


• 


• 


• 


• 
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G.2.3 not to be reported 


may also contain 
not to be reported. 


G.2.4 Report content 


related This information is 


If your report contains coordinates, follow the instructions in the main entry on 
aeoaraphic coordinates.


If your report contains references to ships, follow the instructions in the main entry on 
ships.


If your report contains 


G.2.5 Entering in 


IRRELEVANT 


information, follow the instructions in Appendix I. 
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G.2.6 Report edit/release: Printing the Metadata sheet 


IRRELEVANT 
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G.3 Reports Containing UNCLASSIFIED Data 


G.3.1 Open-source data 


Some ■data can be found in open sources. Such data is usually available only for 
This data is often found on 


the Internet. 


G.3.2 Using UNCLASSIFIEDEdata 


Open-source ■ data is UNCLASSIFIED collateral and may be reported only in 
conjunction with SIGINT data. If you use UNCLASSIFIED -data in a report, you 
should enter the source of the data on the Traffic page in using the 


G.3.3 Report content 


If your report contains coordinates, follow the instructions in the main entry on 
geographic coordinates. 


If your report contains references to ships, follow the instructions in the main entry on 
ships.


If your report contains information, follow the instructions in Appendix I. 
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Appendix H: Advance Reports 


H.1 Definition 


An Advance Report is an informal, partially vetted SIGINT report containing 
incompletely analyzed information. It is intended as a vehicle for timely reporting of 
highly perishable intelligence. 


H.2 When to prepare an Advance Report 


Prepare an Advance Report only when the standard report-writing, editing and release 
process would jeopardize prompt delivery of the information. 


H.3 Writing the Advance Report 


When preparing your Advance Report, follow the instructions below. 


• Prepare the Advance Report as an e-mail. 
• Limit your Advance Report to what your customers need to know right away. You 


can include background information and less important details in the serialized report 
to follow. 


• Do not include any -
• Write as clearly and concisely as possible. 
• Classify the Advance Report correctly. 
• Suppress idents. The naming rules are the same for Advance Reports as they are for 


formal reports. 
• Obtain all required signatures on a Product Release Form. Advance Reports are 


subject to the OPS-1 and  IRRELEVANT  sign-off procedures (see below). 
• Generate a tracking number for your Advance Report as follows: 


• Enter the number at the top of the e-mail and on the Product Release Form. This will 
make it easier to track your report and match it with the associated serialized report. 


H.4 Quality control 


Before sending out your Advance Report, you must have it checked by a release 
authority (usually a TL or a PM). 
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H.5 Sign-offs 


IRRELEVANT 


Before sending out an Advance Report based on traffic that falls into an OPS-1 category, 
you must obtain the appropriate signatures (see the OPS-1 sign-off table). If the Advance 
Report has to be sent out during silent hours, the on-call PM or director will make the 
necessary arrangements for sign-off by senior managers. In threat-to-life situations 
during silent hours, a manager may authorize the report's release; DGI's or DC 
SIGINT's signature must be obtained later (see section 6.4 of OPS-1-7).


H.6 Distribution 


Once the Advance Report is approved for release, e-mail it only to the CROs serving the 
clients for whom it is intended, with copies to the TL, the PM, the Director and DGI. 


In the e-mail, place the following information above the Advance Report: 


• a list of the intended recipients, 
• the following handling instructions: 


This is an unedited Advance Report intended solely for the specified recipients; 
no further dissemination is permitted. A serialized report will follow. When that 
report is issued, all electronic and print copies of this Advance Report must be 
destroyed. 


H.7 Serialized report 


Prepare a serialized report as soon as possible after sending out the Advance Report. 


Note: If CSIS or OPS-1 sign-offs were required for the Advance Report, they must be 
obtained, again, for the serialized report. 


After issuing the serialized report, send the CROs who received the Advance Report an 
e-mail containing the following: 


• the serial number, 
• the Advance Report tracking number (e.g., 
• a request to confirm that all electronic and print copies of the Advance Report have 


been destroyed. 
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Appendix I: Reporting 


1.0.1 Purpose 


This appendix provides guidelines on the use of data in SIGINT reports. 


1.0.2 Contents 


This appendix contains the following sections: 


• Introduction 
• Report content 
• Report externals 
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1.1 Introduction 


1.1.1 Definition 


A report is any report that contains information obtained by means of 
SIGINT techniques 
ELINT, FISINT). This does not include derived from 


etc. 


1.1.2 Application 


reports (i.e., all reports containing data) are subject to all 
guidelines in this CSOI that do not conflict with those described below. Reports 
containing data are also subject to CSOI-5-9, Using 
Information. 


1.1.3 reporting under CSEC's mandates 


Under mandate A, CSEC is permitted to provide information associated 
with foreign entities outside Canadian territory (Canadian territory consists of Canada's 
land mass, the Arctic archipelago and the waters around Canada's land mass out to a 
distance of 12 nautical miles). Providing information about a Canadian 
anywhere or any person or entity in Canadian territory is not permitted. The same rules 
apply to persons and entities of Second Party partners and persons and entities located in 
Second Party countries and their dependencies.


IRRELEVANT 


1.1.4 Support 


For technical help, contact 


For report review or guidance, contact 


For policy assistance, contact or SPOC. 


acse-cst.gc.ca). 
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1.2 Report content 


1.2.1 information 


Use only as much 
A description of the 


is planning . . ."). If 


as your clients need (i.e., apply the need-to-know principle). 
may suffice (e.g., 


are required, the 


If a client needs to know the in the report, you may 
include it, but avoid explaining how the was obtained, as this can 
reveal sources and methodology. Depending on the distribution, an explanation may be 
included in some RESTRICTED reports. 


Examples of comments describing the information in a 
report: 


Comment: The 


the originator if required. 


Comment: The -
associated with a 


Make sure that 


not associated with a 
is variable and may be confirmed by 


in this report, unless otherwise specified or 
are generally 


do not convey than is possible for the type of 
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1.2.2 


1.2.3 


1.2.4 and tear-lines 


Include as much information in the tear-line portion of a report as there is 
for. In most cases, there is not enough for 


but you can include a description of the 
In some instances, you may have to 


omit the information entirely. 


1.2.5 


IRRELEVANT 


1.2.6 Maps and imagery 


All maps or imagery used in any SIGINT report (i.e., reports and non-
traditional reports) must be on an official CSEC map template, unless the map or 
imagery was provided by a partner agency and is on that agency's own 
official template. The official CSEC map templates are accessible only from 
an official CSEC web map service that incorporates the CSEC map templates. Maps 
produced in other mapping applications 
are not to be included in any SIGINT report. 


Avoid including hits that result from collection anomalies 
on the map or imagery. 


or 
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Avoid including anything that shows capabilities and methodology (e.g., 
in maps or imagery distributed to non-SIGINT producers, 


unless absolutely necessary. 


1.2.7 using 


In general, avoid including images of in SIGINT reports, unless they are 
RESTRICTED or limited to SIGINT producers, as such images reveal capabilities and 
methodology and may be confusing to non-expert readers. 


1.2.8 using or 


In general, avoid including images of in 
SIGINT reports, unless they are RESTRICTED or limited to SIGINT producers, as such 
images reveal capabilities and methodology. 
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1.3 Report externals 


1.3.1 TAGs for reports 


Select as one of the subject TAGs, except when: 


• 


• 


For reports containing ELINT 


1.3.2 Traffic for reports 


select both and 


Every report must have at least one traffic item: 


• For ELINT 
use the "ELINT" traffic type (see section 1.3.3 below). 


• For all other types of 
section 1.3.4 below). 


etc.), 


traffic type (see 


When the report contains information based on more than one selector or 
criterion, or derived from more than one database: 


• 


• 


If there are too many selectors or to enter in (it only takes= 
traffic items), contact for instructions. 


If target sensitivities prevent you from putting the selector (or any other information) in 
the traffic item, contact for instructions. 
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1.3.3 ELINT traffic type 


IRRELEVANT 


1.3.4 traffic type 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


1.3.5 Special Actor 


IRRELEVANT 


1.3.6 Report edit/release: Printing the Metadata sheet 


IRRELEVANT 


reports 
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Appendix J: Key points and CSE Analysis 


J.1 Rationale 


IRRELEVANT 


J.2 Key points 


IRRELEVANT 


J.3 CSE Analysis 


IRRELEVANT 


J.4 Key points - Content 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


J.5 Key points - Format 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


J.6 CSE Analysis - Content 


IRRELEVANT 
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IRRELEVANT 


J.7 CSE Analysis — Format 


IRRELEVANT 
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Appendix K: ELINT Reporting 


K.0.1 Purpose 


This appendix provides guidelines for the preparation of all ELINT reports. 


K.0.2 Contents 


This appendix contains the following sections: 


• Introduction 
• ELINT-only reports 
• COMINT reports containing ELINT 
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K.1 Introduction 


K.1.1 Definitions 


ELINT is technical and intelligence information derived from the intercept of 
foreign non-communications electromagnetic emissions from non-nuclear, non-
radioactive sources. 


K.1.2 Application 


ELINT reports are subject to all guidelines in this CSOI that do not conflict with those 
described below. All reports containing ELINT are subject to the guidelines in this CSOI 
unless otherwise noted. 


K.1.3 ELINT reporting under CSEC's mandates 


Under mandate A, CSEC is permitted to provide ELINT information associated with 
foreign entities outside Canadian territory (Canadian territory consists of Canada's land 
mass, the Arctic archipelago and the waters around Canada's land mass out to a distance 
of 12 nautical miles). Providing ELINT about a Canadian anywhere or any person or 
entity in Canadian territory is not permitted. The same rules apply to persons and entities 
of Second Party partners and persons and entities located in Second Party countries and 
their dependencies.


IRRELEVANT 
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K.1.4 Support 


For technical help, contact 


For report review or guidance, contact 


For policy assistance, contact or SPOC. 


@cse-cst.gc.ca). 
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K.2 ELINT-only reports 


K.2.1 Classification 


ELINT reports can be classified from S//REL TO CAN, AUS, GBR, NZL, USA up to 
TS//SI/TK//REL TO CAN, AUS, GBR, NZL, USA. Non-COMINT and/or non-TK 
ELINT reports are issued in the or series, depending on the sensitivity of 
the data used. 


Note that ELINT reports are not write-to-release (WTR) reports and are not 
subject to WTR rules concerning dates, comments, collateral and so on. All ELINT 
reports must follow the regular SIGINT style guidelines set out in this CSOI. 


K.2.2M reporting 


For information about the reporting of data, see 
Appendix G. 


K.2.3 No references to COMINT reports 


Avoid including references to COMINT reports in and ELINT reports. If it 
is necessary to include such references, you must add COMINT control markings. 


K.2.4 Report content 


If your report contains coordinates, follow the instructions in the main entry on 
geographic coordinates.


If your report contains references to ships, follow the instructions in the main entry on 
ships. 


If your report contains information, follow the instructions in Appendix I. 


If your report contains abbreviations commonly used in ELINT reporting, they may not 
need to be expanded. See the list of approved abbreviations and acronyms. 
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K.2.5 General Metadata page 


IRRELEVANT 


K.2.6 TAGs 


For reports containing select as one of the subject TAGs. 


For reports containing select as one of the subject TAGs. 


For all ELINT reports that contain data, 
include both and in the TAG line. 


K.2.7 DDIs 


There are special DDIs for reports containing ELINT. To determine which ones are 
appropriate for your report, see the ELINT DDIs working aid. 


Note: The special FLINT DDIs are not included in the DDI Guide in 
You must select them from the All DDIs list in the Group box. 
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K.2.8 Entering M in 


IRRELEVANT 


K.2.9 Report edit/release: Printing the Metadata sheet 


IRRELEVANT 
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K.3 COMINT reports containing ELINT 


K.3.1 Classification 


Reports containing both ELINT and COMINT must bear COMINT control markings. 


K.3.2 Report content 


If your report contains coordinates, follow the instructions in the main entry on 
geographic coordinates.


If your report contains references to ships, follow the instructions in the main entry on 
ships.


If your report contains information, follow the instructions in Appendix I. 


K.3.3 TAGs 


For reports containing select as one of the subject TAGs. 


For reports containing-, select as one of the subject TAGs. 


For all ELINT reports that contain data, 
include both and in the TAG line. 


K.3.4 DDIs 


There are special DDIs for reports containing ELINT. To determine which ones are 
appropriate for your report, see the ELINT DDIs working  aid. 


Note: The special FLINT DDIs are not included in the DDI Guide in 
You must select them from the All DDIs list in the Group box. 
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K.3.5 Entering Min 


IRRELEVANT 


K.3.6 Report edit/release: Printing the Metadata sheet 


IRRELEVANT 
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Appendix L: SIGINT Report Release Authorities 


L.1 Purpose 


This appendix provides guidance on the approvals required to release SIGINT reports. 


L.2 Requirement for sign-off 


All SIGINT reports must be signed off by appropriate release authorities. 


For most reports, a team leader or production manager may approve release. 


However, if a report meets one or more of the criteria below, approval by one or more 
other release authorities is required. 


L.3 


• 
IRRELEVANT 


• The report contains Mandate A data with a Canadian privacy angle (see 
section L.4). 


• The report has other sensitive content (see section L.5). 


IRRELEVANT 


IRRELEVANT 


L.4 Reports containing Mandate A data with a Canadian privacy angle 


Reports of this type fall into one of four categories. The categories and the associated 
release authorities are described in the table below. 


If the report is based on ... It must be ... Category 
a CSEC-collected communication to 
or from a person or entity in Canada 


recommended for release by a 
Director in and signed off 
by 


OPS-1A 


a Second Party-acquired 
communication to or from a person 
or entity in Canada, or to or from a 
Canadian outside Canada 


recommended for release by a 
PM or PLM in and signed 
off by 


OPS-1B 
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a communication or metadata 
containing information about a 
Canadian and the report includes 
information about a Canadian (even 
if the information is "minimized") 


Note: 


recommended for release by a 
PM or PLM in and signed 
off by 


OPS-1C 


a CSEC-collected communication to 
or from a Canadian outside Canada 


recommended for release by a 
Director in and signed off 
by DC SIGINT 


OPS-1E 


Note 1: In threat-to-life situations during silent hours, a manager may approve the release 
of a report; s or DC SIGINT's signature must be obtained later (see section 6.4 of 
OPS-1-7). 
Note 2: is not a communication, so a report based on collection 
does not require OPS-1A, OPS-1B or OPS-1E sign-off. However, if a report based on 


collection contains information about a Canadian, it requires OPS-1C sign-
off. 
Note 3: Be sure to mark the traffic with the appropriate category on the Traffic page in 


For further information, see section 5.3.7. 


L.5 Reports with other sensitive content 


If the report ... It must be reviewed, prior to release, by ... 
includes metadata 
or content 


a Level IV manager in (during silent 
hours, contact COPCC) 


contains the Deputy Commanding Officer, or 
designate 


is based on 
from and makes it obvious 
that the communication is 


a Level IV manager in 


is based on 
from but does not make it 
obvious that the communication is 


Director or a Level IV manager designated 
by Director 


is to be released in whole or in part 
to or 


the PM or a TL in or or Director 


is to be released in whole or in part a PM or PLM in 
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IRRELEVANT 


contains a contextual identification see OPS-1-7, chapter 5 
contains a threat-to-life identification 
is RESTRICTED and does not have 
a predefined distribution 


see OPS-1-7, chapter 6 
to determine the distribution 
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Appendix M: "Native Format" Reporting 


M.1 Purpose 


This appendix provides instructions for preparing SIGINT reports containing "native 
format" materials. 


M.2 Definition of "native format" reporting 


In some cases, intercepted information would be more useful in its original form or 
would be difficult to convey in the standard SIGINT reporting format. Examples include 
maps, charts, diagrams, 


Including such materials with minimal changes in a SIGINT report is referred to 
as native format reporting. 


M.3 Criteria for native format reporting 


Native format reporting is an option in the following situations: 


• the information would be more useful to clients in its original form (e.g., maps, 
diagrams); 


• the information cannot be easily conveyed in narrative form; 
• the information is lengthy or highly complex and can be presented in its original 


form; 
• transposing the material into the standard SIGINT reporting format would be 


time-consuming and would add little value. 


M.4 Second Party intercept and native format reporting 


Before using traffic from Second Party collection in a native format report, you must 
obtain approval from the Second Party concerned. Contact Operational Policy (D2). 
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M.5 How to prepare a native format report 


The steps for preparing a native format report are described in the table below. 


Step Action 
1 Make sure the intercept meets a valid intelligence requirement. 
2 Make sure that the intercept meets at least one of the criteria for native format 


reporting. 
3 Consult with Operational Policy if the traffic is from a Second Party source. 
4 Remove all metadata from the intercept. 
5 Remove any references to the communication mode (e.g., fax) in the main 


body of the intercept. 
6 Minimize all Canadian and Second Party identities in accordance with 


OPS-1-7. 
7 Add the appropriate overall classification (e.g., TOP SECRET//COMINT): 


• For images, embed the classification in the file wherever possible. 
• For text documents, insert the classification in the header, if possible. 


Do not add portion markings to the text. 
8 Where necessary: 


• remove irrelevant information or features; 
• make whatever changes are needed to make text readable; 
• provide English or French equivalents for foreign terms. 


9 Wherever possible, make the native format material an attachment to the 
report (instead of pasting it into the report). 


10 Proceed with the rest of the standard report preparation process. 
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Communications Security 
Establishment Commissioner 


e Honourable Jean - Pierre Plouffe, C.D. 


The Honourable Robert Nicholson, P.C., Q.C., M.P. 
Minister of National Defence 
101 Colonel By Drive 
Ottawa. ON K1 A 0K2 


Dear Minister: 


Commissaire du Centre de la 
securite des telecommunications 


L'honorahle Jean - Pierre Plouffe, C.D. 


TOP SECRET // SI It CEO 


Our file # 2200-88 


March 31, 2014 


The purpose of this letter is to provide you with the results of my annual review of the 
Communications Security Establishment Canada's (CSEC) Privacy Incident File (PIF) and 
Minor Procedural Errors Report (MPER) for calendar year 2013. This review was 
undertaken under my general authority as articulated in Part. V.1, paragraph 273.63(2)(a) of 
the National Defence Act (NDA). 


According to CSEC, a privacy incident occurs when the privacy of a Canadian is put at 
risk in a manner that runs counter to or is not provided for in its operational policies. 
CSEC requires its foreign signals intelligence (SIGINT) and information technology (IT) 
security employees to report and document privacy incidents in order to demonstrate 
compliance with legal and ministerial requirements. with CSEC policies, and to prevent 
further incidents. The PIF records those incidents where privacy was breached. On the 
other hand, the MPER contains operational errors that occurred in connection with 
privacy information but that did not result in privacy information leaving the control of 
CSEC, or privacy information being exposed to external recipients who ought not to have 
received that information. The PIF and MPER represent a voluntary CSEC initiative to 
record what CSEC defines as privacy incidents. 


My reviews of CSEC activities generally include an examination of any privacy incident 
relating to the subject of the review. The annual review of the entire PIF and MPER 
focuses on incidents not examined in detail in the course of my other reviews, to assure 
myself that CSEC took appropriate corrective actions for all privacy incidents it 
identified in the PIF and the MPER. 


P0. Box/C.P. 1984, Station "B"/Succursale 
Ottawa, Canada 


MP 5145 
T: 613-992-3044 F: 613-992-4096 
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The objectives of the review of the PIF and the MPER were to: acquire knowledge of the 
incidents, procedural errors and subsequent actions by CSEC to correct the incidents or 
mitigate the consequences; to inform development of my work plan by determining what 
privacy incidents, procedural errors and related activities, if any, may raise issues about 
compliance or the protection of the privacy of Canadians, and therefore should be subject 
to follow-up review; and to assist me in evaluating CSEC's policy compliance validation 
framework and monitoring activities. 


Based on my review of the PIF and MPER records as well as an independent verification 
by my office of a sample of specific reports in CSEC's database of 
SIGINT reports —1 am satisfied that CSEC took appropriate corrective actions in 
response to the privacy incidents and minor procedural errors it identified and recorded 
during 2013. My review did not reveal any systemic deficiencies or issues that require 
follow-up review. However, I am making one recommendation, which I describe later in 
this letter. 


I found that the errors in the MPER for 2013 were minor and. in fact, did not result in 
a privacy incident. entries in the MPER were errors about information that did not 
leave the control of CSEC and entries concerned Canadian identity information 
exposed to external recipients not resulting in a breach of privacy. 


In 2013, CSEC identified and recordedUprivacy incidents in its PIF. Of these, 
Minvolved the unintentional sharing or inclusion, in a report or in e-mail exchanges, 
of Canadian identity information by CSEC or by one of its second art artners in the 
United States, the United Kingdom, Australia or New Zealand. incidents 
concerned CSEC or a second party partner unknowingly targeting a Canadian or a person 
in Canada. incidents involved CSEC unintentionally conducting a metadata query 


a Canadian without proper pre-authorization. 


privacy incidents involved CSEC's second. party partners. The majority of 
these incidents involved the inadvertent targeting or reporting of a Canadian by a 
Second Party. incidents involved Government of Canaila departments or agencies 
other than CSEC. incidents involved multiple violations of privacy, for which CSEC 
provided a retroactive blanket naming exemption to avoid drawing unwarranted attention 
to the Canadian. 


CSEC provided satisfactory answers to all of my questions about the privacy incidents. 
CSEC did not become aware of any adverse impact on the Canadian subjects of the 
privacy incidents. 


I am particularly pleased with certain follow-up activities taken by CSEC to prevent 
future privacy incidents and minor procedural errors similar to those identified. For 
example, a certain group has created a document of suppressed Canadian identity 
information to help prevent the unintentional naming in CSEC end-product reports of 
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entities already known to be Canadian. To protect the privacy of the Canadians found on 
the list, this document is accessible only to a small group of team leaders. Also, CSEC's 
policy development team identified imprecise portions of CSEC's policy OPS-1-7, 
Operational Procedures for Naming in SIGINT Reports (revised effective July 17, 2012), 
that it will be clarifying in an upcoming update. I will monitor the impact of the changes 
to this policy in future reviews. 


One privacy incident resulted from the provision of a list of telephone numbers provided 
by to a particular team within CSEC's 
Directorate General Intelligence, which resulted in CSEC not su ressing a Canadian's 
name and phone number in a report. and 


without proper authorization. 
SIGINT Programs 


Oversight and Compliance (SPOC) advised the team at CSEC to standardize its 
procedures to prevent the recurrence of that tv to of incident. In his February 2013 
Review of CSEC Activities Relating to my predecessor raised the 
clarity of language as an issue when in ormation is shared between CSEC and its 
Government of Canada partners. He recommended the following: 


It is recommended that CSEC promulgate policy guidance respecting how to 
clearly and consistently identify in its communications with Government of 
Canada and second party partners whether an identifier or selector is believed to 
be used by an entity, used by an associate or contact of an entity, or suspected to 
relate to an entity (p. 20). 


In my February 2014 Review of the Activities ofthe Office of Counter Terrorism, 
I discuss the implementation of the Information Needs disclosure process introduced by 
CSEC in 2006-2007 to standardize and assist it in tracking sensitive disclosures by 
federal law enforcement and security agencies that wish to share foreign lead 
information. This process has helped prevent the use of imprecise and inconsistent 
language in such exchanges. I accept CSEC's explanation of why a technical issue at that 
time resulted in this particular exchange being made outside of the Information Needs 
process. I will continue to monitor CSEC information exchanges with partners to ensure 
proper processes are followed and that there is clarity of language. 


As stated by my predecessor in his July 2013 Review of CSEC SIGINT Information 
Sharing with the Second Parties, "[t]he amount of [foreign signals intelligence] CSEC 
provides to and receives from the Second Parties is extensive. Information sharing is an 
essential component of CSEC SIGINT collection and other activities." (p. 27) As a result 
of this extensive information sharing, the majority of privacy incidents filed by CSEC 
involve second party partners including Canadian identity information in their reports or 
unintentionally targeting a Canadian. I find that CSEC takes appropriate measures to 
protect the privacy of Canadians when a privacy incident involves a Second Party. For 
example, when it becomes aware of a second party report containing Canadian identity 
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information, CSEC may request the Second Party to re-issue a report suppressing such 
information, and to stop targeting the Canadian, if such is the case. CSEC subsequently 
verifies the cancellation — or reissuance with the Canadian identity information 
suppressed — of the report in its database of reports. 


However, when CSEC sends a request to a Second Party to stop targeting a Canadian, it 
is not a general practice for CSEC to seek confirmation of such de-targeting. Because of 
the enhanced potential of the violation of the privacy of a Canadian if a Second Party 
targets that Canadian. I recommend that CSEC request second party partners to confirm 
de-targeting of Canadians, and indicate in the PIE whether the Second Party has 
confirmed that it stopped targeting that Canadian. This measure will enhance the 
protection of the privacy of Canadians and support you as Minister of National Defence 
in your accountability for CSEC. I recognize that although the Second Parties pledge not 
to direct activities at each other's citizens. they are sovereign nations and may derogate 
from their agreements, if it is judged necessary for their respective national interests. 


I intend to continue to conduct an annual review of CSECs PIE and MPER. I will 
monitor developments with regard to the findings and recommendation I have made in 
this review. 


CSEC officials were provided an opportunity to review and comment on the results of the 
review, for factual accuracy, prior to finalizing this letter. 


If you have any questions or comments, I will be pleased to discuss them with you at 
your convenience. 


Yours sincerely, 


Jean-Pierre Ploutle 


c.c. Mr. John Forster, Chief, CSEC 
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Minister 
of National Defence 


(-; F I t)E1 l.igw„ 


Ministre 
de la Defense nationale 


Ottawa, Canada MA 0K2 


The Honourable Robert DOcary 
Communications Security Establishment Commissioner 
90 Sparks Street, Suite 730 
P.O. Box 1984, Station B 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1 P 5B4 


Dear Commissioner Decary: 


I am writing to respond to your 18 March 2013 letter reporting the results of your annual 
review of the Communications Security Establishment Canada's (CSEC) disclosures of 
Canadian identity information to Government of Canada clients for 2011-2012. 


I am pleased to note that your review found that CSEC's disclosure activities were 
conducted in accordance with the law and in a manner that includes measures to protect 
the privacy of Canadians, and that the requests reviewed were authorized, justified and 
well-documented. 


Thank you for advising me of the results of this review. 


Sincerely, 


The Honourable(* Peter McKay, P.C., M.P. 
Minister of National Defence 


cc: John Forster, Chief, Communications Security Establishment Canada 
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The Honourable Peter Cory, C.C., C.D. 
Commissioner of the Communications Security Establishment 
90 Sparks Street, Suite 730 
P.O. Box 1984, Station B 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIP 5134 


❑ear Commissioner, 


'mAirrfe-Me octT 
MAR 17 2010 


1 am writing to respond to your 16 February 2010 report entitled 'Regular Privacy 
Reviews'". 


I am pleased to note that during the course of the review, you found that CSEC complies 
with the law, ministerial direction and policy, and is taking appropriate measures to 
ensure that the privacy of Canadians is safeguarded with respect to its release of 
Canadian identity information to Government of Canada clients. I understand that CSEC 
has accepted and is already taking measures to address the recommendations 
contained in your report. 


For your convenience, I have attached CSEC's management response to your 
recommendations. I trust the response will meet with your satisfaction. As always, the 
Chief CSEC is open to discussion with your office regarding any aspect of this review. 


Sincerely, 


The Honourable P Kay, P.C., M.P. 
Minister of Nation 
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Canada 
March 11, 2015 
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ANNEX to the Minister's Letter to the Commissioner 
Response to the Recommendations in the Commissioner's Report 


Regular Privacy Reviews 


Review Recommendation 


Recommendation 1: "That CSEC amend Operational Policy OPS-1-1 and all 
associated sectional operating instructions to include specific directions or standards to 
ensure the consistent accounting, tracking and reporting of client request forms and the 
release to clients of each piece of Canadian identity information." 


Accepted, with modification: CSEC agrees with the intent of this recommendation, but 
will consider whether OPS-1-1 is the most appropriate policy instrument to address this 
issue. CSEC will provide direction to staff, in an appropriate policy instrument or working 
aid, to further support reporting to the Minister of National Defence on the release of 
Canadian identity information. The direction will be in place by 30 September 2010. 


Recommendation 2: "That CSEC give priority to the development of the automated 
tools necessary to enable it to accurately and consistently account for and report on the 
release of all Canadian identity information." 


Accepted: CSEC has given priority to the development of the automated tools 
necessary to further support reporting to the Minister of National Defence on the release 
of all Canadian identity information, and expects to have such a capability in place by 31 
December 2010. 
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